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Preface

This volume arises out of a workshop on “Discourse Functions of Demonstra-
tives” held at the University of Oslo on 14–15 June 2018. The workshop call for
papers asked for abstracts on “functions of demonstratives and related forms
as discourse-structuring devices beyond their already well-described reference
tracking and discourse-deictic uses” and elicited a range of responses fromwhich
an interesting and stimulating two-day workshop was put together.

The editors would like to thank the Department of Linguistics and Scandina-
vian Studies at the University of Oslo for their generous financial support for
organising the workshop, as well as the participants who contributed to an inter-
esting discussion and convinced us that a volume of papers from the workshop
would be a worthwhile endeavour. Many thanks to Jozina Vander Klok, who was
a member of the workshop organising team in 2018. Special thanks to the anony-
mous reviewers of the chapters for their constructive criticism, to Melanie Burns
for proof-reading the chapters, to Sebastian Nordhoff for his valuable support in
formatting the book, and to the copy-editors who volunteer at Language Science
Press for spotting remaining inconsistencies and typos in the manuscript.

During the final stages of preparation of this book, one of the contributors,
Janne Bondi Johannessen, passed away after a cancer relapse. Janne was a col-
league of Åshild Næss at the University of Oslo and shared with Yvonne Treis an
interest in languages of Ethiopia. Shewas a dynamic and productive linguist with
a keen interest in corpus research, who contributed greatly to linguistic research
in a number of areas. She was director of the University of Oslo’s Text Laboratory
from 1993 and coordinator of the NORHED-project “Linguistic capacity building
in Ethiopia - Tools for the inclusive development of Ethiopia” (2014–2020). Janne
was a great champion for accessibility and inclusiveness in academic work, and
she supported many students in pursuing an academic career, both through her
supervision and by involving them in projects at the Text Laboratory. She ini-
tiated linguistic capacity building and corpus building projects in different lan-
guages including Saami, Heritage Norwegian in the US and Ethiopian languages.

Janne completed the revisions of the paper included in this volume fivemonths
before she died. We dedicate this volume to her memory.





Chapter 1

Introduction: Demonstratives in
discourse
Åshild Næss
University of Oslo

Anna Margetts
Monash University

Yvonne Treis
LLACAN (CNRS, INALCO)

1 Discourse markers and their functions

Over the last decades, there has been extensive discussion in the typological lit-
erature of the functions and uses of demonstratives. It is well established that
demonstratives are not restricted to referring to items in situational use based on
concrete spatial parameters, but that discourse deictic, anaphoric/tracking, and
recognitional uses are also common, if not universal, functions of demonstra-
tives (see Himmelmann 1996; 1997; and Diessel 1999 for systematic overviews).
Studies have shown that many parameters beyond location and configuration
of referents and speech-act participants play a role in demonstrative choice. In
particular, directing the addressee’s attention towards a target entity and prior
knowledge of a referent either through the previous discourse or from the real
world have been identified as relevant (see e.g. Burenhult 2003; Dawuda 2009;
Diessel 2006; Enfield 2003; Hanks 1990; 1992; 2005; 2009; Küntay&Özyürek 2006;
Özyürek 1998). The diachronic development from demonstratives to other types
of markers with grammatical and discourse functions has also been extensively
discussed (see again Himmelmann 1996; 1997; Diessel 1999).

Åshild Næss, Anna Margetts & Yvonne Treis. 2020. Introduction: Demonstratives in
discourse. In Åshild Næss, Anna Margetts & Yvonne Treis (eds.), Demonstratives in
discourse, 1–20. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.4055812
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Åshild Næss, Anna Margetts & Yvonne Treis

This volume investigates discourse functions of demonstratives, that is, the type
of functions demonstratives performwhen they develop into discourse markers.1

The notion of discourse marker is not very clearly defined, and the question thus
arises which functions they comprise, how they can be described, and to what ex-
tent demonstratives and their functions match this description. In a broad-brush
approach, discourse markers can be described as morphemes which deliver a
meta-commentary on the discourse and establish and negotiate intersubjectivity.
That is to say, discourse markers perform functions like directing attention as a
means of establishing and maintaining joint attention, enabling the addressee to
track participants through the discourse, indicating which parts of the discourse
the speaker seeks to foreground and which are to be taken for granted, but also
indicating the interlocutors’ epistemic stance towards or evaluation of a partic-
ular portion of discourse (Englebretson 2007). Discourse markers communicate
information like hey, I’m starting something new here, or you know this already, or
this is the important bit, and here is what I think about this. They aid interlocutors
in managing and navigating the discourse and in positioning themselves with
regards to what is being said.

2 Origins of discourse markers: Lexicon vs. grammar

Discourse markers can originate from both lexical and grammatical elements,
and as such they inhabit the interfaces between lexicon and discourse, but also
between grammar and discourse. On the one hand, studies of discourse markers
describe lexical items or phrases which are recruited into discourse functions,
such as focus particles like only, even, also (König 1991), markers of discourse
cohesion like yeah-no (Burridge & Florey 2002), or connectives like and (Schiffrin
2006) or toujours (Hansen 2006) to name but a few. On the other hand, discourse
markers can be drawn from the domain of grammar and originate, for example,
from person-based and spatial deictics (Margetts 2015). In some instances the
distinction between lexicon vs. grammar as the source domains is blurred, as in
the case of discourse markers like y’know and I mean (Schiffrin 1987), I’m afraid
(Mazzon 2019), voici/voilà (Grenoble & Riley 1996), or Québec French t’sais ‘you
know’ (Dostie 2009: 203), which originate from phrases composed of both lexical
items and person or spatial deictics.

There are two ways in which discourse is seen as a distinct domain from gram-
mar in much of the linguistic literature. The first is that discourse normally refers

1A large number of terms are used in the literature for what we are here calling “discourse
markers”, e.g. “discourse particles”, “pragmatic markers”, “pragmatic particles”; see e.g. Degand
& Simon-Vandenbergen (2011) and Heine (2013), and references therein.
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1 Introduction

to stretches of language longer than a sentence, while the traditional domain
of grammar is the single sentence. The second is that discourse refers to utter-
ances within a specific context, defined by such aspects as the speech-act partici-
pants and the relation between these, and the physical setting of the interaction;
whereas grammar is traditionally considered as abstracted away from properties
of any specific instance of use of a linguistic unit.

As a consequence, the terms “discourse marker” and “discourse functions”
carry the connotation that the elements in question have functions outside and
beyond their domain of origin, i.e. beyond their core function (be that lexical or
grammatical), and in this sense the terms suggest functions “outside of grammar”.
This functional distinction is mirrored in the formal properties often ascribed to
discourse markers. For many researchers, they are defined by a certain degree
of syntactic independence from their environment, i.e. they are not directly part
of the grammatical structure or “not fully integrated into the syntactic structure
of the utterance” (Dostie 2009: 209; see also e.g. Schiffrin 1987 and Heine 2013,
among others).2

But the aspects of discourse vs. grammar outlined above also influence what
researchers consider to be the primary functions of discourse markers. For exam-
ple, Fraser (2006) considers discourse markers to be a subclass of the more gen-
eral notion of pragmatic marker, and he restricts the term “discourse marker”
to forms which signal “a relation between the discourse segment which hosts
them and the prior discourse segment” (2006: 190), i.e. a purely structuring func-
tion in terms of relating parts of discourse to each other. Heine (2013), on the
other hand, employs a broader definition which takes the principal function of
discourse markers to be “to relate an utterance to the situation of discourse, more
specifically to speaker-addressee interaction, speaker attitudes, and/or the orga-
nization of texts” (2013: 1211); that is, not only including the relations between
parts of the discourse but also between the discourse and the speech act partici-
pants, and the knowledge treated as established or shared by them.

The understanding of grammar and discourse as largely distinct moreover
presents a challenge for our investigation, as many of the discourse functions

2In Dostie’s terms, these forms have undergone a process of pragmaticalisation (Dostie 2009:
203). She contrasts this with “non-discursive” uses of the same linguistic items (as in Québec
French t’sais ‘you know’ as a discourse marker vs. as a verbal expression), thus underscoring
the notion that discourse functions are distinct from “regular” functions of lexical and gram-
matical items. See also Degand & Simon-Vandenbergen (2011) and chapters in the special issue
of Linguistics 49 for more discussion of whether the term grammaticalisation is applicable to
the development of discourse markers, or whether a separate process of pragmaticalisation
should be assumed.

3
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discussed in the contributions to this volume are covered by what has been de-
scribed as “engagement” in the literature. This term was coined by Evans et al.
(2018a: 1) to describe “grammaticalised means for encoding the relative mental
directedness of speaker and addressee towards an entity or state of affairs”. This
suggests that the type of functions which are typically considered discourse func-
tions can, in individual languages, in fact be part of the grammar, and in this
sense would not fall under the notion of discourse functions if these are defined
as “outside of grammar”. In this particular case, it indicates that there are lan-
guages where grammar cannot be divorced from the need to situate the sentence
in an utterance context which takes into account the relationship between the
speaker, the addressee and their respective states of knowledge. Strictly speak-
ing, this should come as no surprise to speakers of Western European languages
which have grammaticalised definite articles, since definiteness is a tool for in-
tersubjective coordination, a means used by the speaker to guide the addressee
in identifying the correct referent, based on the speaker’s assumptions of the
addressee’s state of knowledge and activation with respect to the referent (cf.
Evans et al. 2018a: 117). It does, however, complicate the endeavour of defining a
coherent set of discourse functions as separate from grammar.

The aim of this volume is to explore the kinds of functions that demonstratives
can have in discourse cross-linguistically, and for this reasonwe take an inclusive
approach to the notion of discourse marker, following authors such as Degand &
Simon-Vandenbergen (2011), Heine (2013) and others. This means that we do not
assume a strict division between grammar and discourse, and our use of the term
“discourse function” includes markers of engagement as described by Evans et al.
We employ the term in a broad functional sense to refer to forms which deliver
a meta-commentary on the discourse and/or which establish intersubjectivity,
independently of whether they are structurally fully integrated in the grammar
of the language.

3 Demonstratives in grammar and discourse

The focus of this volume is on the discourse functions of demonstratives and
the types of discourse markers which develop from such elements. The class of
forms referred to as demonstratives is large and varied, both cross-linguistically
and often also within individual languages. Traditional classifications of demon-
stratives (e.g. Diessel 1999; Dixon 2003) focus especially on the deictic distinc-
tions made in demonstrative systems, and the morphology, syntax and gram-
maticalisation of demonstrative forms. Apart from exophoric functions, where

4
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demonstratives identify entities in the physical context of the speech situation
(and are typically accompanied by pointing gestures), it is well established that
they regularly perform endophoric functions, where they refer to entities within
the discourse. Such endophoric uses include introducing, identifying and track-
ing referents across the discourse (see e.g. Himmelmann 1996; Lichtenberk 1996;
Dawuda 2009; Margetts 2020). Arguably, then, demonstratives are by their very
nature situated at the grammar-discourse interface and predisposed to take on
functions in this realm. This is reflected in the discussion by Diessel (2006), who
suggests that demonstratives as a class fall outside the lexicon-grammar distinc-
tion. He argues that they “must be kept separate from both content words and
grammatical markers” and “constitute a unique class of linguistic expressions
serving one of the most fundamental functions in language: In their basic use,
they serve to coordinate the interlocutors’ joint focus of attention” (Diessel 2006:
464). Focus of attention is where the exophoric and endophoric uses of demon-
stratives meet, in the sense that both functions involve directing the addressee in
identifying a referent as the one the speaker has in mind. From this perspective,
the question of whether discourse functions can be separated from grammarmay
be largely irrelevant for demonstratives, because by definition they incorporate
aspects of both.

If demonstratives bridge the lexicon-grammar distinction and are predisposed
to take on discourse functions, this raises the question of whether these proper-
ties have an impact on the types of markers they develop into, and whether they
differ from discourse markers derived from other sources. One possible differ-
ence is that demonstratives which take on discourse functions more commonly
remain constrained by their sentence-grammatical functions. This is in contrast
to the approaches cited above which suggest that discourse markers are gen-
erally freed from the syntactic constraints of the source elements. Across the
contributions to this volume, demonstratives are commonly described as retain-
ing aspects of their grammatical constraints. Adnominal demonstratives as dis-
course markers commonly still occur in noun phrases, manner demonstratives
retain the distributional properties associated with their deictic use, etc. Indeed
this is one of the key points made by Nikitina & Treis (chapter 3): the distribu-
tional properties of the original items constrain the types of semantic-pragmatic
extensions they may undergo. A similar point is made by Ridge (chapter 4) for
the Oceanic language Vatlongos and by Teptiuk (chapter 11) for a number of
Finno-Ugric languages, as well as from a more general typological perspective
by Diessel & Breunesse (chapter 12). As we discuss in §4, this does not, however,
mean that demonstratives cannot expand their syntactic scope as they take on
discourse functions.

5
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4 Overview of discourse functions discussed in this
volume

The contributions to this volume touch on a wide range of different discourse-
related functions. The functions addressed and the structure of the discussion in
each chapter is determined by the features of the language and by the authors’
focus, rather than by a framework dictated across the volume. In this section we
present an overview of certain discourse functions which emerged as common
threads across several chapters, however it constitutes by no means an exhaus-
tive listing of functions addressed across the individual languages.

Degand & Simon-Vandenbergen (2011) suggest that discourse markers can be
arranged on a scale spanning from strictly relational at one end, to non-relational
at the other end. Relational discourse markers indicate relations between dis-
course segments, while non-relational forms are “primarily subjective and inter-
subjective markers, with little or no linking function” (Degand & Simon-Vanden-
bergen 2011: 289). Arguably, these two scalar poles relate to the two aspects or
notions of discourse described in §1 (which distinguish it from “grammar” in the
traditional sense): (a) discourse as comprising stretches of multiple sentences,
and (b) discourse as referring to utterances in a context defined by speech-act
participants and the relations between them.

Relational functions of discourse markers therefore can be thought to relate to
discourse as comprising stretches of multiple sentences which need to be linked
to or separated from each other in some fashion. By contrast, the non-relational,
intersubjective function arises from discourse as referring to utterances in a spe-
cific context, which is defined by the speech-act participants and their relations
and interactions. Below, we start from this distinction in order to discuss the
main types of discourse functions discussed in this volume, and the relationships
between them.

In §4.1 we summarise some of the functions relating to marking text struc-
ture and cohesion. §4.2 addresses discourse functions around engagement and
intersubjectivity, and in §4.3 we consider emotional deixis and affect. In §4.4
we review the non-deictic members of demonstrative paradigms and the types
of functions they express. However, it should be noted that in many cases dis-
course markers combine functions frommore than one of these domains and the
sections are a convenient means of structuring our discussion rather than clear
categorical distinctions.

6



1 Introduction

4.1 Text-structure and cohesion

In this sectionwe address a number of functionswhich providemeta-information
on the structure of the discourse. We subsume here, for example, tracking of ref-
erents throughout the discourse, but also indicating which stretches of discourse
belong together or form separate thematic groupings. Most of these functions are
located towards the relational end of Degand & Simon-Vandenbergen’s scale, but
they can also bridge between relational and non-relational functions. This is the
case, for example, when markers perform text-structuring and intersubjective
functions at the same time (such as highlighting stretches of discourse as form-
ing a unit and at the same time evaluating them as important or unexpected).

Functions related to reference tracking and reference shift are strongly rela-
tional in that they indicate the relationship between a current referential expres-
sion and a preceding (or following) one. They indicate whether expressions have
the same referent or whether the referent has changed. Such functions are the
focus of the studies by Fuchs & Schumacher (chapter 8) and by Nahkola et al.
(chapter 10). Fuchs & Schumacher study what they call the referential shift po-
tential of two types of demonstrative pronouns in German, i.e. to what extent
they are used to change the referential structure of a narrative by highlighting a
previously less prominent referent in the ongoing discourse. Nahkola et al. look
at how demonstrative adverbs are used in the description and comparison of lo-
cations in an experimental setting in Russian, Estonian and Finnish. They find
that in all three languages, the proximal demonstrative adverbs occur mostly in
first mentions of the referential chain, whereas the distal ones occur when the
referent is already activated. However, in Finnish, activated referents are more
commonly indicated with the addressee-centred demonstrative. Finnish uses de-
monstrative pronouns more often for first mentions and precise identification
of referents, whereas Russian uses bare noun phrases more in such cases. Refer-
ence tracking is also described as a function of the Vatlongos demonstrative ak
(Ridge, chapter 4), of Kalamang opa (Visser, chapter 5), and of several demonstra-
tive forms in Pilagá (Payne & Vidal, chapter 7). Two of the chapters also address
the preferences of demonstrative forms for anaphoric vs. cataphoric uses. In Vat-
longos (Ridge), it is the proximal demonstrative which is used anaphorically, and
in fact the other members of the three-term deictic paradigm do not show exten-
sions into discourse functions at all. In the Permic language Udmurt, demonstra-
tives in quotative indexes most frequently show an anaphoric function for the
distal form and a cataphoric function for the proximal form (Teptiuk, chapter 11).
This confirms suggestions in the literature (König, chapter 2; König 2012: 26–27)
that distal (or: non-proximal) forms are more likely to have anaphoric functions

7
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whereas proximal forms are more likely to be cataphoric, at least when referring
to stretches of discourse as in English I can’t believe he said that vs. I’ll tell you
this: it’s going to be tough.

The use of demonstratives as discourse-connective devices is similarly rela-
tional in that they indicate an explicit link between the preceding and the follow-
ing part of the discourse. Clause-connecting uses are the focus of the chapters
by König (chapter 2), Diessel & Breunesse (chapter 12), and Teptiuk (chapter 11).
König considers the use of demonstratives as connectives expressing rhetorical
relations (English so, hereby). Diessel & Breunesse analyse eight types of clause
linkers that are frequently derived from demonstratives cross-linguistically: rela-
tive pronouns, linking and nominalising articles, quotative markers, complemen-
tisers, conjunctive adverbs, adverbial subordinate conjunctions, correlatives and
topic markers. Teptiuk looks at how manner demonstratives are used in quo-
tative indexes, i.e. to introduce a direct or indirect quote, in computer-mediated
communication in five Finno-Ugric languages: Finnish, Estonian, Hungarian, Ud-
murt, and Komi. These languages differ in the number of manner deictics and the
contrasts made in the system, as well as in terms of which of the forms are found
in quotative indexes. The patterns of use in quotative indexes are shown to de-
pend on how the manner demonstratives are used in non-quotative contexts. A
clause-connecting function is also found with the Kambaata manner demonstra-
tives hittigúta and híttíkk (Nikitina & Treis, chapter 3) and the Pilagá classifier
daʔ and demonstrative root mʔe (Payne & Vidal, chapter 7).

Also relating to discourse structuring properties in a broad sense are the func-
tions around discourse repair reported for Vatlongos (Ridge, chapter 4), where
the speaker-proximal demonstrative is used to mark a constituent which follows
after a hesitation. In another repair-related function, the contrastive demonstra-
tive is used to modify lexical placeholders (“that thing”) which are used instead
of more specific formulations.

The use of demonstratives to foreground or background particular stretches
of discourse (or participants) can still be considered relational in that it pertains
to the relationship between different portions of discourse. This is particularly
clear in the use of the speaker-proximal demonstrative in the so-called tail-head
linkage construction in Vatlongos (Ridge, chapter 4), where a situation or referent
that is introduced as new information at the end of one section is repeated as
given information at the beginning of the next section of discourse. The repeated
information thus serves as background to which further new information can be
added. In Vatlongos, the speaker-proximal demonstrative is often used in the
repeated sections, with the second, backgrounded mention or a referent. This

8



1 Introduction

holds especially for referents that remain prominent in the subsequent discourse
and in this way the demonstrative also carries evaluative meaning.

Backgrounding functions are also not strictly referential: They introduce a link
between the discourse and the speech situation in that backgrounding again in-
volves the speaker’s subjective evaluation of which aspects of the discourse are to
be emphasised or de-emphasised. This is particularly clear with functions explic-
itly described as evaluative, i.e. as indicating some form of commentary on the
narrative by the speaker, or as marking the noteworthiness or expectedness of a
particular stretch of discourse. Bliss & Wiltschko (chapter 6) discuss such a func-
tion for Blackfoot, where noteworthiness is indicated by proximate, as opposed
to obviative, inflection on the demonstrative. Nikitina & Treis (chapter 3) also
mention evaluation as a function of the extraposition construction with manner
demonstratives in Wan. In Blackfoot, the distinction between speaker-proximal
and addressee-proximal forms can indicate the expectedness or unexpectedness
of the content of a proposition, which also relates to foregrounding and back-
grounding functions in the sense that particular aspects of the discourse are be-
ing highlighted. The Blackfoot speaker-proximal form can mark a proposition as
expected, predictable, or familiar to the addressee, while the addressee-proximal
form is used when the content is unexpected, surprising, or new to the addressee.
These can be considered as both relational and nonrelational functions. The de-
monstratives contribute to text coherence, but again also encode evaluation and
stance in the sense that not just the proposition itself, but the speaker’s assess-
ment of it (as being predictable or surprising) is categorized. Similarly, in Pilagá,
the ‘unseen’ demonstrative can be used as a marker of the speaker’s uncertainty
(Payne &Vidal, chapter 7). The classifiers which combine with the demonstrative
roots into complex determiners can have modal uses in Pilagá, with the ‘unseen,
absent’ classifier indicating the ignorance, desires or intentions of the speaker
rather than a realised event. These functions also relate to the expressions of
affect and emotional deixis which we address in §4.3.

The function of managing turn-taking, by indicating whether a particular ut-
terance should be taken to open a new turn or to close an ongoing turn, is less
linked to internal discourse coherence and more to managing the speech situ-
ation and the interaction between interlocutors. Such functions are discussed
in this volume by König (chapter 2), who looks at the idiomatic use of demon-
stratives as discourse-structuring devices. These can be divided into those which
are primarily used in introductory, initiating conversational moves (English Now
then!,Here you are!) and those which are primarily used in responsive, conclusive
conversational moves (So there!, That’s that.).

9
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4.2 Engagement and intersubjectivity

A number of the chapters discuss demonstratives with a recognitional function,
which mark a referent as being identifiable on the basis of shared knowledge be-
tween speaker and addressee (Himmelmann 1996). Typically, in a recognitional
use, “the speaker is uncertain whether or not the kind of information he or she is
giving is shared by the addressee or whether or not this information will be suffi-
cient in allowing the addressee to identify the intended referent” (Himmelmann
1996: 230). Establishing that the Kalamang form opa is basically a recognitional
demonstrative is themain focus of Visser’s contribution (chapter 5). Interestingly,
in Kalamang, the recognitional use extends to exophoric situations (‘there’s that
person whom we both know’), whereas previous studies (e.g. Diessel 1999) have
considered the recognitional function as a subtype of endophoric demonstrative
use.

Recognitional functions are also discussed for Vatlongos, where it is the prox-
imal demonstrative that appears in this use (Ridge, chapter 4), for Pilagá, which
has a dedicated recognitional demonstrative root (Payne & Vidal, chapter 7), and
for Norwegian, where the third person singular pronouns han/hun as demonstra-
tives can have a recognitional function (Johannessen, chapter 9).

The recognitional function typically pertains to the identification of a nominal
referent, and so is linked to adnominal demonstratives. As discussed above, de-
monstratives commonly retain varying aspects of their grammatical constraints
and functions when they develop into discourse markers and so adnominal de-
monstratives typically remain adnominal when their usage is extended, and they
take on functions scoping over the noun phrase in which they appear. However,
changes in scope are also attested, and scope extensions from single words or
phrases to entire clauses are commonly described (see e.g. the contributions to
Bril 2010 and Margetts 2016; 2019; 2020). An interesting case of scope change is
discussed by Bliss &Wiltschko for the Blackfoot “untranslatable demonstratives”
(chapter 6). These forms have undergone a shift in scope in the direction towards
greater syntactic independence – which is considered characteristic of discourse
markers by many researchers, as discussed in §1: They no longer take a nominal
complement and are frequently clause-initial. In parallel to this structural change,
functionally they scope over the whole proposition, marking distinctions of epis-
temicity, such as whether the event described is considered to be expected or
surprising in the context of the unfolding discourse. Bliss & Wiltschko describe
these functions as recognitional use, in parallel to the use of adnominal demon-
stratives asmarking that the intended referent has to be identified via specific but
presumably shared knowledge (Himmelmann 1996: 207). However, the Blackfoot
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forms in this particular usage differ from the canonical recognitional function in
that they do not pertain to the identification of a referent, but to the degree of
predictability of an event. If we make explicit the distinction between demon-
stratives that scope over referents and those that scope over propositions, we
can thus understand the function of the untranslatable Blackfoot demonstratives
as being similar, but not identical, to the canonical recognitional use. While the
latter pertains to knowledge about a referent, the Blackfoot demonstratives func-
tion to manage intersubjective knowledge about events in the discourse. In their
discussion of engagement, Evans et al. (2018a: 134) note that “[t]here are some
important differences between engagement as it can apply to objects (especially
objects that are present in the speech situation) and as it applies to events and
situations”. The Blackfoot data shows that demonstratives are not only able to
encode object-related engagement, but also the event and situation-related type.3

4.3 Emotional deixis and affect

The idea that demonstratives can indicate “emotional deixis”, invoking a sense
of solidarity and shared emotional involvement, goes back to Lakoff (1974). We
are not aware of any systematic cross-linguistic studies of this use of demonstra-
tives, although Šimík (2016) cites work on Czech, German and Japanese as well
as English. Potts & Schwarz (2010) link the emotional deictic function of demon-
stratives to their spatial-deictic function, and suggest that “affective uses of this
arise from its more basic meaning as a marker of spatio-temporal proximity …
If this is correct, then we expect affectivity for proximal demonstratives quite
generally across languages” (Potts & Schwarz 2010: 25).

The extension of spatial deictics to affective meaning and to coding referents
one feels positively about as ‘close’, and those one feels negatively about as ‘far’
is attested in a range of language (see e.g. Farr & Whitehead 1981 and Pryor 1990:
19 on the Papuan languages Korafe and Botin). Interestingly, however, there are
three languages in this volumewith demonstrative useswhich could be described
as emotional deixis – Pilagá, Vatlongos, and Norwegian – and in two of them
the relevant forms do not in fact encode a deictic value.4 This perhaps suggests
that the emotional use of demonstratives is not exclusively linked to deixis and

3This possibility is not explicitly discussed by Evans et al., though they do note that one item in
the evidential paradigm of the Papuan language Foe might be related to a distal demonstrative
(Evans et al. 2018b: 11).

4The Blackfoot “untranslatable” demonstratives can also have an emotive function, but this is
achieved through lengthening of the vowel of the demonstrative rather than by the demon-
strative in and of itself (Bliss & Wiltschko, chapter 6: §4.4).
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distance but also to the inherently intersubjective function of demonstratives
as seeking to establish a common ground between speaker and addressee, as
suggested by Acton & Potts (2014).

Of the three mentioned languages, only in Pilagá, the ‘near’ vs. ‘far’ deictic
classifiers encode emotivity in a way that can be linked to their spatial-deictic
function: Characters with which the narrator sympathises take the ‘near’ form,
whereas those who are not deserving of sympathy take the ‘far’ form (Payne
& Vidal, chapter 7: §3). In Vatlongos, however, it is the non-deictic contrastive
demonstratives in -e which take on the function of negative affect, being linked
to enemies and troublemakers and to times of fear and distress (Ridge, chapter 5:
§4.3).

In Norwegian, the forms analysed by Johannessen (chapter 9) as “psychologi-
cally distal” demonstratives are in fact third person pronouns used as adnominal
demonstratives, and, again, they do not in themselves encode deictic values (al-
though they can be combined with demonstrative adverbs, as in han fyren der
‘that guy there’). As Johannessen shows, in constructions without the adverb,
i.e. where no deictic contrast is being made, the pronoun typically indicates the
speaker’s negative attitude to the referent.

It is worth noting that the Norwegian construction in question also has recog-
nitional uses, i.e. it is used to draw attention to shared knowledge between the
speaker and addressee. In Vatlongos, on the other hand, the contrastive demon-
stratives in -e do not occur with a recognitional function (though the proximal
demonstrative in =ak does), and so its extension to marking negative affect must
be explained by some other means – presumably as being rooted in the con-
trastive function itself. Ridge states that the Vatlongos contrastive demonstra-
tive is “closely linked to the breaking of social conventions, especially taboos
and concepts of respect and obedience”, and perhaps this arises from the notion
of contrast as indicating that something is different or diverges from norms or ex-
pectations. It is clear that there is considerable potential for further exploration
of this aspect of demonstrative use from a cross-linguistic perspective.

4.4 Non-deictic demonstratives

Demonstrative systems are generally defined and described in terms of distance
distinctions, either degrees of distance from the speaker or other deictic cen-
tre (so-called distance-based systems) or proximity vs. distance to the speaker
and/or the addressee in the speech situation (person-based systems). However,
demonstrative systems quite commonly include forms which do not encode deic-
tic contrast, but which can nevertheless be analysed as demonstratives, because
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they are in a paradigm with forms that do distinguish deictic contrasts. We are
not primarily referring here to demonstratives which are spatially neutral or un-
marked, as discussed by Levinson (2018), nor to demonstratives which in addition
to deictic oppositions also express further functions. Our focus here is on items
which have a specialised meaning and which does not involve spatial reference.
Commonly such non-deictic members of demonstrative paradigms are dedicated
to functions like anaphora or contrast, which are commonly attested as addi-
tional functions of deictic demonstratives cross-linguistically. An example is the
well-documented Latin demonstrative paradigm, which includes a dedicated ana-
phoric form. We are not aware of any systematic cross-linguistic studies of such
non-deictic members of demonstrative paradigm but the languages represented
in this volume suggest that they are fairly common.

Systems contrasting a proximal, a distal and an ‘unseen’ demonstrative, as de-
scribed for Pilagá (Payne & Vidal, chapter 7), are relatively common in Native
American languages (Diessel 1999: 41–42). As far as dedicated recognitional de-
monstratives are concerned, they are attested at least in a number of Australian
languages (Himmelmann 1996: 231–233). In the present volume such a form is at-
tested in Kalamang, a Papuan (West Bomberai) language, as mentioned in §4.2.

Ridge (chapter 4) describes a dedicated contrastive demonstrative in Vatlongos,
an Oceanic language. Contrastive uses of demonstratives are also discussed by
Meira & Terrill (2005). Treis (2020: 351) suggests that the presence of a dedicated
contrastive demonstrative in a language is cross-linguistically rare, but cites ex-
amples from the Omotic language Gamo and the Cushitic language Alaaba, as
well as the latter’s close relative Kambaata, which is also discussed in the present
volume.5

Besides demonstratives dedicated to non-deictic functions, there are other
types of forms and paradigms which can make it difficult to decide how the
class of demonstratives should be delimited and defined in a given language, let
alone cross-linguistically. In some languages spatial deictics interact with differ-
ent form classes that encode other types of functions. In this volume, this is the
case particularly in Pilagá (Payne & Vidal, chapter 7), where demonstrative roots
with a core deictic meaning interact with classifiers in complex ways. In many
cases, this involves the encoding of posture and spatial orientation of referents
(e.g. as upright, vertical, non-extended), a function not generally associated with
demonstrative systems.

As mentioned in §4.1, in Blackfoot, demonstratives can take the proximate/ob-
viative inflection also found on nouns (Bliss & Wiltschko, chapter 6), and this

5The Nama demonstrative náú, described in Anderson & Keenan (1985: 286) as distal yet “only
used for contrastive purposes”, seems another likely candidate.
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distinction has functions related to salience and noteworthiness of the narrated
event. It is the combination of the demonstrative form and proximate/obviative
distinction that performs this discourse function, and one might thus debate to
what extent this function can be attributed to demonstratives as such.

5 Overview of chapters

The chapters in this volume cover a broad range of languages from across the
world, and a range of source constructions and discourse functions. The demon-
stratives described here belong to systems of very different degrees of complexity
(see the morphologically highly complex systems in the Indigenous languages of
the Americas, as described by Bliss & Wiltschko and Payne & Vidal), to differ-
ent morphosyntactic types (see e.g. Diessel & Breunesse) and ontological types
(see the discourse functions of manner demonstratives in König, Teptiuk, and
Nikitina & Treis). In many languages it is observed that demonstratives of dif-
ferent deictic specifications take diverging paths and develop clearly distinct dis-
course functions (see König, Ridge, Nahkola et al., Teptiuk). Several of the stud-
ies also point out that the syntactic restrictions on individual forms contribute
to shaping their extension into the domain of discourse.

KÖNIG looks at how one can analyse discourse functions of demonstratives
which go beyond the established distinction between endophoric and exophoric
uses, by investigating which aspect of the core meaning of the demonstrative
is lost when its usage is extended: the deictic component, the ontological com-
ponent, or both. The chapter focuses on demonstratives of manner, quality and
degree, which have received relatively little attention in the literature.

NIKITINA & TREIS examine how manner demonstratives are used in discourse
in the African languages Kambaata (Cushitic) andWan (Mande). They show that,
while the core uses of manner demonstratives in these two unrelated languages
are strikingly similar, their extended uses differ significantly. The authors at-
tribute these differences to the fact that manner demonstratives belong to differ-
ent syntactic categories in the two languages.

RIDGE discusses the demonstrative system in the Oceanic language Vatlongos.
In the spatial domain, Vatlongos makes a three-way distinction between speaker-
proximal, addressee-proximal, and distal demonstratives. However, this three-
way distinction does not carry over to the use of demonstratives in discourse;
here, the language shows a two-way distinction between a speaker-proximal and
a contrastive form. Ridge surveys the discourse uses of these two forms, and
proposes that the asymmetry between the broad range of discourse functions
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found with the proximal clitic ak and the restricted uses of contrastive -e can be
partly accounted for by the differences in their syntactic distribution.

VISSER describes the functions of the demonstrative opa in the West Bomberai
language Kalamang. This form does not encode any deictic distinctions and can
only be used adnominally. Visser considers opa to indicate the cognitive acces-
sibility of a referent, either via previous mention or in a recognitional sense, by
indicating that the addressee has engagedwith the referent in real life outside the
discourse. The form opa is homophonous with a temporal adverb meaning ‘just
now, earlier’, a pattern which is also found in some other languages of Indonesia.
Visser suggests a possible grammaticalisation path from adverb to demonstrative,
based on the fact that recent events are accessible to the minds of those who have
witnessed them.

BLISS &WILTSCHKO examine a set of formswhich they label “untranslatable de-
monstratives” in Blackfoot, which involve no clear nominal referent and do not
make any truth-conditional contribution to the content of the utterance. They
show that the untranslatable demonstratives are involved in a number of dis-
course functions, such as marking a proposition as expected or familiar versus
unexpected or new, marking events as salient and noteworthy, and, in combi-
nation with vowel lengthening, indicating the speaker’s emotive attitude or per-
sonal reaction towards the content of the utterance.

PAYNE & VIDAL describe the demonstrative system in the Guaykuruan lan-
guage Pilagá, which combines demonstrative roots with classifiers and gender
markers in a complex system of determiners. The classifiers and demonstratives
can have temporal or modal as well as spatial interpretations. Moreover, the ‘ver-
tically extended’ classifier has been grammaticalised into a clausal subordinator,
whereas the demonstrative mʔe, which can contrast with the proximal and distal
forms to indicate medial distance, but which frequently seems to be distance-
neutral, also functions as a relativiser. This seems to be linked to an association
of mʔe with information assumed by the speaker to be already activated for the
addressee, in contrast to the recognitional demonstrative naqae, which functions
as an instruction to activate identifiable information.

The study by FUCHS & SCHUMACHER looks at the use of two types of demon-
stratives in German – der/die/das vs. dieser/diese/dieses – and compares these to
each other and to personal pronouns in terms of the referents they typically re-
fer to anaphorically. The results of an experimental task show that the referen-
tial shift potential of different forms appears to be modulated by the interpre-
tive preference of the pronouns. It is not the case that demonstrative pronouns
always initiate a referential shift, while personal pronouns maintain the previ-
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ously established prominence ranking. Rather, when the personal pronoun is
interpreted as referring to the less prominent character, it can initiate a referen-
tial shift in favour of this less prominent character. The results moreover show
different referential dynamics for these forms: Demonstrative dieser appears to
shift prominence to a referent only briefly, whereas demonstrative der seems to
be associated with continuing high prominence of a previously less prominent
referent.

JOHANNESSEN looks at the use of third person pronouns as demonstratives in
Norwegian in expressions like han læreren (3SG.M teacher.DEF.M) ‘that teacher’.
These have been argued to have a recognitional use, introducing referents as “dis-
course new and hearer old”. Johannessen, however, shows that such an analysis
cannot account for the majority of cases in her data, as such forms regularly oc-
cur in noun phrases with discourse-active referents. Instead, she argues that they
are used to indicate psychological distance, defined as either a lack of familiarity
with the referent, or a negative attitude towards the referent.

NAHKOLA, REILE, TAREMAA & PAJUSALU compare the use of demonstrative
adverbs in Russian, Estonian and Finnish in the description and comparison
of locations in an experimental setting. They find parallels in the functions of
proximal vs. distal forms, but also differences in terms of which formal class
of morphemes (demonstrative pronouns, demonstrative adverbs, personal pro-
nouns, etc.) is used for which function. The authors suggest that the differences
between the languages may at least to some extent go back to the differences in
paradigmatic structure and the syntactic potential of the forms available in each
language.

TEPTIUK looks at how manner deictics are used in quotative indexes in com-
puter-mediated communication in five Finno-Ugric languages: Finnish, Estonian,
Hungarian, Udmurt and Komi. The languages differ in the number of manner de-
ictics and in the semantic contrasts made in the system, as well as in which of
the forms are found in quotative indexes. Teptiuk shows that the patterns of use
of manner deictics as quotative indexes depend on their uses outside the quota-
tive domain, and suggests that parallels can be found in languages outside the
Finno-Ugric family.

Finally, DIESSEL & BREUNESSE look at how demonstratives grammaticalise into
clause linkers cross-linguistically. Based on a sample of 100 languages, they look
in detail at the types of constructions involving demonstratives from which each
type of linker can be shown (or be hypothesized) to have grammaticalized. They
emphasise the fact that the grammaticalisation of clause linkers is influenced by
the syntactic properties of demonstratives in particular constructions. Moreover,
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the authors make the point that not all demonstrative clause linkers are immedi-
ately derived from anaphoric demonstratives and discourse deictics: The various
types of demonstrative clause linkers are historically related to each other, and
these relationships are crucial for understanding the occurrence of demonstra-
tives in certain clause-linkage constructions.
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Chapter 2

Beyond exophoric and endophoric uses:
Additional discourse functions of
demonstratives
Ekkehard König
Free University of Berlin

It is a well-known fact that demonstratives develop endophoric uses, i.e. anaphoric
and cataphoric ones, as extensions of their basic exophoric (gestural) use. In these
endophoric uses the relevant expressions relate retrospectively either to a part of
the preceding, or prospectively to a part of the following discourse. These three
use types and their role in the development of grammatical markers have been
analyzed in a wide variety of studies for a large number of languages. Far less
attention has been given so far to the analysis and systematization of additional
discourse functions of demonstratives, in which they have either lost the deictic
or the ontological component of their meaning, or even both. The present chapter
analyzes such uses for a small subset of European languages, drawing a distinction
between four types: (i) coordination of contrasting terms and their use to express
quantification and vagueness, (ii) idiomatic combinations of basic demonstratives
and their use as discourse-structuring devices, (iii) the use of demonstratives relat-
ing to evaluative rather than standard points of orientation and (iv) the basically
anaphoric use of demonstratives as adverbial connectives enriched in meaning by
rhetorical relations. The major focus of the study are atypical demonstratives (e.g.
English so, such), expressing the ontological components of manner, quality and
degree.

1 Introduction

It is generally acknowledged that in addition to their exophoric (deictic, gestu-
ral) use, demonstratives typically also have endophoric uses, which can be re-
garded as a first step in their further grammaticalisation. Building on some ty-
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pological surveys (Diessel 1999; Dixon 2003) and on a variety of previous stud-
ies (König 2015; 2017; König & Nishina 2015), the present chapter aims to iden-
tify and analyse additional discourse functions of demonstratives that have been
so far neglected in cross-linguistic studies. Since the identification of relevant
discourse functions requires a high degree of familiarity with the relevant lan-
guages, the data for this study will be mainly taken from four European lan-
guages (English, German, French, Italian), as representatives of languages with
few deictic differentiations. Data will also partly come from Japanese, as a repre-
sentative of languages with a rich system of relevant differentiations. Moreover,
a subset of largely neglected and “atypical” demonstratives denoting the ontolog-
ical dimensions of manner, quality and degree (MQD-demonstratives: German
so, solch; English so, such; French ainsi, tel/pareil, tellement) will receive specific
attention. Four major types of uses that cannot simply be subsumed under the
exophoric or endophoric (i.e. anaphoric and cataphoric) use types will be dis-
tinguished; these types of uses either lost these basic deictic and/or ontological
meaning or enriched their meaning in such a way that a basic anaphoric function
is only marginally visible in their new use as adverbial connectives. These uses
are found in (a) coordination of contrasting terms in a demonstrative paradigm,
(b) idiomatic combinations of basic demonstratives, (c) a transfer of the origo (i.e.
the point of orientation) from the coordinates of the speech situation to some
evaluative points, and (d) adverbial connectives derived from demonstratives. In
addition to being identifiable on the basis of such formal properties, the rele-
vant uses can also be characterised through the major changes leading to such
uses: the loss of the deictic component of demonstratives leads to uses (a) and
(c), whereas the loss of their ontological component is a salient feature of use (b).
In (d) it is not the loss of a component but rather the contextual enrichment of
the ontological component that underlies this use.

2 Exophoric and endophoric uses

Evidence from language learning (early acquisition), from language change (ref-
erent identified by gesture > referent identified in the preceding or following
discourse), as well as from evolutionary hypotheses (“from gesture to grammar”,
cf. Arbib 2012) have led to more or less general agreement that the deictic (ges-
tural, exophoric) use of demonstratives is basic and that endophoric (anaphoric
and cataphoric) uses are derived from this basic source.1 The examples of adver-

1This is as good a place as any to point out that the question of which phenomena are to be
included under the term “deixis” is a matter of some debate, ranging from very restrictive
approaches (cf. Kibrik 2011: 504ff.) to more encompassing ones (e.g. Gerner 2009: 70).
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2 Beyond exophoric and endophoric uses

bial and adnominal demonstratives with a basically spatial meaning in (1) and (2)
illustrate these uses.

(1) a. The restaurant over there (+ pointing gesture) is where we want to go.
(exophoric)

b. John has moved to Jakarta. Myself, I would not want to live there.
(anaphoric)

c. Here is what he said: “…” (cataphoric)

(2) a. That (+ pointing gesture) book is exactly what I want. (exophoric)
b. He offered me some advice, but I did not want that. (anaphoric)
c. Let me tell you this: “…” (cataphoric)

These examples show that it is basically, though not exclusively, the distal
term that also manifests the anaphoric (retrospective) use, while the proximal
term acquires the cataphoric (prospective), typically quotative, use. In Japanese
and Finnish, languages with three term distinctions in their systems of demon-
stratives, it is also the speaker-proximal anaphor (Japanese koo ‘like this, in this
way’; Finnish näin ‘like this’) which is used as a quotative marker.

Based on observations made by Tomasello (1995) and Diessel (2006), attempts
have been made to unify deixis and anaphora as a single system of targeting,
with the target located near or far in either the speech-external (deictic) or the
speech-internal (anaphoric) environment (cf. Talmy 2017). I will not follow this
move, since it neglects the parallelism in the contrast between anaphora, the
retrospective identification of referents, and cataphora, the prospective identifi-
cation of referents, and the difference of both from the exophoric (deictic) one.

Demonstratives are an important source for the development of a wide variety
of grammatical markers and Brugmann (1904) even assumed that most grammat-
ical categories derive from such expressions. Taking the demonstratives of our fo-
cal area as an example, the following overview (Figure 1) can be given for typical
exophoric and endophoric uses of MQD-demonstratives and their further devel-
opments, on the basis of (a) historical evidence and (b) semantic reconstruction
(König 2015; 2017; König & Nishina 2015; König & Vezzosi forthcoming). Detailed
empirical evidence for the relevant changes in English and partly also for those in
German is provided in König (2017) and in König & Vezzosi (forthcoming). Anal-
ogous developments in other languages are partly reconstructed on the basis of
these analyses.
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(renovation) exophoric

anaphoric

propositional
(object, pred. complement, VP)

affirmation

conditional / causal / inferential /
manner / concessive adverbs

relative marker

comparative consecutive booster

additive coordination

cataphoric quotative index

recognitional approximative focus maker

Figure 1: Exophoric and endophoric uses of MQD-demonstratives
(Relative marker, e.g. English such … as; comparative, e.g. English as
… as; booster, e.g. English so good, such kindness!, Spanish tan; addi-
tive, e.g. English also; coordination, e.g. English as well as, French ainsi
que; quotative index, e.g. English so to say, French ainsi, German so;
approximative, e.g. English ten students or so, Latin quasi)

MQD-demonstratives are an atypical subclass of demonstratives in so far as
their exophoric use combined with an appropriate pointing gesture (German Ich
möchte ein solches Fahrrad. ‘I would like to have a bike like this.’) does not identify
the referent directly, but only a type of entity instantiated by the referent (cf.
Umbach & Gust 2014; König & Umbach 2018). Figure 1 lists some of the clearly
identifiable developments of the Old English demonstrative swa (swa > so; swa-
lic > swelc > such) and the additional developments of so which have parallels in
many other languages (cf. König 2012; 2015). The examples in (3) illustrate some
of these targets of grammaticalisation.

(3) a. Will John turn up? – I think/suppose so.2 (propositional object)
b. Such people as John knew did not invite him. (relative marker)
c. John is not so tall as Bill. (comparative; degree marker)
d. Bill is also attending the meeting. (additive focus marker)
e. John’s work has been published in books and journals, as well as in

conference proceedings. (coordinating conjunction for nominals); cf.
German ebenso wie

2In Japanese it is the hearer-proximal (medial) manner demonstrative soo (‘like that’) which is
used as a propositional anaphor.
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2 Beyond exophoric and endophoric uses

f. Of the 7000 languages or so spoken across the globe the majority is
clearly endangered. (approximative marker)

g. Spanish/Italian si; Polish tak; English yeah swa > yes; quite so (marker
of affirmation)

h. German so (quotative marker): Die Situation ist schwierig, so die
Kanzlerin. ‘“The situation is difficult,” the Chancellor said.’

i. and so on and so forth; and such (general extender)

In contrast to their counterparts in other Germanic languages, MQD-demon-
stratives in English (thus, such, so) have more or less lost their exophoric use.
Complex expressions, separately encoding the deictic and the content dimension
(like this, in this way, therefore), have taken over that function. Another remark-
able feature of the processes of grammaticalisation described in Figure 1 is the
fact that these expressions do not manifest the typical co-evolution of meaning
and form. Despite a great number of semantic changes there are no concomitant
morphological or phonetic changes, which could be due to the stress demonstra-
tives normally carry and the fact that there is very little morphological or phono-
logical substance to begin with. What the relevant examples illustrate, however,
is another aspect of grammaticalisation, namely de-categorisation. Grammati-
cal markers and function words derived from MQD-demonstratives manifest an
extremely high syntactic versatility and cannot easily be assigned to a specific,
limited number of lexical categories.

3 Beyond exophoric and endophoric uses

3.1 Introduction

A detailed look at individual languages and cross-linguistic similarities reveals a
variety of other, e.g. discourse-structuring, uses of demonstratives beyond their
well-described exophoric and endophoric ones. The major challenge for their
analysis is to provide a convincing systematisation and functional analysis for
such uses. In the following, four such types of use will be distinguished on the
basis of formal and semantic criteria, as discussed in the introduction. Let me add
a few remarks as far as the semantic criteria are concerned. The basic semantic
structure of demonstratives is a very simple one and comprises two semantic
dimensions: (i) a deictic one, identifying a referent in terms of its distance from
the centre of orientation (origo in the sense of Bühler 1934), that is, as proxi-
mal, medial or distal (in languages with a three-term distinction) or proximal
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vs. distal (in languages with two-term distinctions) and (ii) an ontological (con-
tent) dimension, classifying a referent in terms of such basic semantic notions as
entity, object, human being, place, direction, time, manner, quality and degree,
among others. Table 1 illustrates this dual semantic structure of demonstratives,
frequently also mirrored in a bi-partite morphological structure, with the help
of Armenian, a language with a rich and morphologically transparent system of
deictic distinctions in contrast to the impoverished systems typically found in
West-European languages.

Table 1: System of demonstratives in Armenian

Definiteness Entity Place Direction
Proximal ays sa aystegh aystegh
Medial ayd da aydtegh aydtegh
Distal ayn na ayntegh ayntegh

Manner Quality Degree Quantity
Proximal ayspes ayspisi ayschap aysqan
Medial aydpes aydpisi aydchap aydqan
Distal aynpes aynpisi aynchap aynqan

In some of the uses distinguished in the following sections, either the ex-
ophoric (deictic) aspect or the endophoric uses derived from it have either com-
pletely disappeared or are no longer clearly visible in English, German, French
and Italian. On the other hand, demonstratives may lose the ontological aspect
of their meaning or be enriched in various ways by the context and give rise
to a variety of adverbial connectives. The resultant semantic distinctions can
then be related to several new functions on the basis of their syntactic environ-
ments and their meaning. In the following detailed discussion of these uses, I
will, largely though not exclusively, use examples and data from the focal area
of MQD-demonstratives.

3.2 Coordination of contrasting terms: Loss of deictic component

In coordination of different members of a demonstrative paradigm, the relevant
expressions lose their deictic components, while keeping their content compo-
nent. The relevant sentences simply imply that a situation applies to a whole
spectrum of different, non-specific reference points, thus expressing both quan-
tification and vagueness (4)–(5).
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(4) a. English: here and there, now and then, every now and again, this and
that, hither and thither, so so; such and such; neither here nor there ‘not
important, irrelevant’

b. German: so oder so, sowieso ‘anyway’, es gibt solche und solche ‘they
come in all colors/kinds’; hin und her ‘back and forth, to and fro’, dies
und das ‘this and that’; mal so, mal so ‘this way on one occasion, that
way on another’; dann und wann ‘now and then’

c. French: ici et là ‘here and there’; çà et là ‘here and there’; ça se fait
comme-çi ou comme-ça ‘you can do it like this or like that’

d. Spanish: si o asa ‘like this or like that’; aquí y allí, aquí y allá ‘here
and there’

e. Italian: qua e là ‘here and there’; parlare di questo e quello ‘to speak
about this and that’; così o cosà ‘in this or that way, either way,
anyway’

(5) a. You still find antisemitism here and there.
b. German: (Im Allgemeinen sind diese Leute tolerant.) Aber, es gibt

solche und solche. ‘(In general people are tolerant.) But there are
good people and bad people.’

c. French (Georges Moustaki, Ma solitude): Elle m’a suivi çà et là, aux
quatre coins du monde. ‘She followed me here and there, all over the
world.’

d. [A.] What did you do during your vacation? – [B.] Oh, this and that.

It is, of course, possible to use such conjunctive combinations of semantically-
related demonstratives exophorically, in combination with gestures indicating
different locations or instances. This is not their typical use, however, which
is meant to withhold precise information.3 Apart from their loss of the deictic
component, such coordinate combinations of demonstratives may have some in-
teresting formal properties.4 If there is no paradigmatic contrast in the relevant
system of demonstratives, one form may be used twice (cf. German so oder so)

3It is worth mentioning at this point that coordination of demonstratives from different onto-
logical domains (here and now; there and then; German hin und weg ‘enthusiastic’) does not
have the effect of erasing the deictic meaning.

4The loss of the deictic component in these expressions also shows up in the fact that relevant
counterparts in other languages do not derive from demonstratives (French de temps en temps,
German ab und zu, hin und wieder ‘now and then’)
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or – as examples from Spanish and Italian show (Spanish asì o asà; Italian così o
cosà) – a second termmay be specifically created for these constructions. In some
cases, special unexpected forms are used which manifest a certain phonological
and morphological similarity (e.g. French çà et là; German dann und wann), thus
creating a certain formal parallelism. Moreover, subtle semantic distinctions may
be found in related pairs. The two French expressions ici et là and çà et là, which
roughly correspond to English here and there, in the sense of either location or
direction, manifest a subtle difference in meaning, as illustrated by the represen-
tative examples in (6) and (7).

(6) French
a. J’ai habité ici et là au cours de ma vie.

‘I have lived here and there in the course of my life.’
b. J’aime me promener ici et là le dimanche.

‘I love walking here and there on Sundays.’

(7) French
a. Mon fils a déposé ses affaires çà et là dans la maison.

‘My son put his things all over our house.’
b. J’ai trouvé des réponses çà et là dans ma mémoire.

‘I have found answers here and there in my memory.’

The difference between these minimal pairs seems to be one of identifiability,
which is still possible with the first expression, but not with the second, where
the motion is less orderly and more chaotic.5 A similar distinction can be found
between to and fro vs. hither and thither in English, where the old-fashioned
expressions suggests more chaotic motion.

In many European languages, these binomials typically have the proximal
expression in first position, but this may differ from language to language. In
Japanese, a language with pervasive three-term deictic distinctions, the medial
or distal member of the paradigm invariably precedes the proximal one, as illus-
trated by examples in (8). Note that the idiomatic English translations reverse
the order of the relevant expressions in Japanese, e.g. soko-koko ‘lit. there-here’.

(8) Japanese : soko-koko ‘here and there’; atti-kotti ‘this way and that way, to
and fro’; are-kore ‘this and that’; sonna-konna ‘like this and like that’;
soo-koo ‘either way, anyway’

5This observation is based on consultation with native speakers of French (Bernard Faurie and
Claire Moyse).
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3.3 Idiomatic use as discourse-structuring device: Loss of deictic and
ontological components

It is a well-known fact that demonstratives may lose their deictic meaning, and
even the other, ontological, aspect of their original meaning as well, by develop-
ing into grammatical markers. The existential use of English there is a case in
point. Originally used on the basis of the general principle that existence implies
“being in some location” (cf. Lyons 1967), the local demonstrative lost both its
deictic (distal) meaning and its locative meaning. Both uses, the basic locative
one and the derived existential one, are visible in (9).

(9) There is a dog over there.

On the other hand, a demonstrative may lose only its deictic component and
develop a purely lexical meaning on the basis of its ontological component. The
German counterpart of the local demonstrative there in English, namely da, is
a clear example of such a development, denoting as it does the destination of a
journey, walk or motion in general, as well as an important subset of relevant
destinations, namely one’s home (10).

(10) German
a. Exophoric use

Das Haus, das wir suchen, ist da drüben.
‘The house that we are looking for is over there.’

b. Non-deictic use6

In einer Stunde sind wir da.
‘We will have reached our destination in an hour.’

c. Non-deictic, non-anaphoric use
Karl ist nicht da.
‘Karl is not home.’

The use to be discussed in what follows is a more general phenomenon and
shows up in a variety of frozen idioms. In the following examples the demonstra-
tives have all lost their deictic components, and partly also their content compo-
nents. They are found in short idiomatic utterances which are typically used at
transition points of verbal interactions. Given that the communicative sense of
such expressions cannot easily be translated into another language, I will mainly

6Note that English there can also have this function: We are almost there.
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discuss examples from two genealogically close languages, namely English and
German.

Before these examples are analysed in detail, a quick word on the collection
of data for this analysis is required. While the examples used so far are clear in-
stances of grammatical constructions in English, neither requiring consultation
with native speakers nor any documentation by relevant corpora, the following
examples are retrievable from dictionaries or usage manuals. An analysis of their
use and function would ideally have to be based on relevant examples with a
rich contextual embedding, but the use of such data would require far too much
space7 given that in corpus-based studies of such expressions only a single ex-
pression is typically discussed in detail at a time (cf. Golato & Betz 2008; Barske
& Golato 2010). For reasons of space and my goal of assessing how much of their
ontological, deictic, anaphoric and cataphoric meaning these uses have lost and
kept, I will therefore partly rely on such detailed studies whenever they are avail-
able, but will have to use information provided by dictionaries and introspection
in many other cases.

Instead of presenting relevant data in an unordered list, I will divide them
into two groups depending on whether they are primarily used in introductory,
initiating conversational moves (11) or in responsive, conclusive ones (12).

(11) a. Now then!
(introductory move, initiating, attention getter and topic change)

b. Here goes! (introduction to doing something brave, risky, foolhardy)
c. Here we go. (introductory, exhortative)
d. Hi there! (introductory, greeting)
e. There you are. There you go. (introductory, offer, providing service)

(12) a. So there!
(responsive, closing an argument by maintaining a decision or view)

b. And that’s that.
(responsive, closing an argument, terminating further discussion)

c. That’s it! (responsive, closing an argument through agreement)
d. Here we go again.

(responsive, comment on the recurrence of an unpleasant situation)

7To illustrate the enormity of such a task, let me just mention that for the use of the English
discourse marker well alone there are at least ten detailed studies.
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e. Could you pass me the sugar? – Here you go.
(responsive, compliance with a request)

f. There you go. (responsive, accepting an unsatisfactory situation)
g. There we were/there he was.

(closing, summing up, slowing down a story)
h. Now you’re talking. (responsive, confirming the relevance of the

preceding turn for an argument)
i. Don’t lose them now. They are my favorite gloves.

(responsive, emphatic injunction)
j. There is a good boy! (responsive, approval or encouragement)
k. There, there! (responsive, attempt to comfort someone)
l. Now really! (reprimanding)

m. Come now! ‘Don’t exaggerate!’

Whether the development of such uses of demonstratives should be regarded
as an instance of grammaticalisation or instead as an instance of “pragmatici-
sation” is a matter of some controversial debate (cf. Diewald 2011; Wiese 2011;
Degand & Evers-Vermeul 2015). It is true that these examples do not manifest
the co-evolution between meaning and form (formal attrition + semantic bleach-
ing, etc.) that we find in prototypical instances of grammaticalisation, but then –
as noted above – there are very few formal reductions and changes observable in
the historical development of nearly all demonstratives.What the uses illustrated
in (11) and (12) certainly manifest are extensions to new contexts, persistence, de-
categorisation and semantic bleaching. In view of these changes I will regard the
use of demonstratives in (11) and (12) also as a result of grammaticalisation, es-
pecially since a concept of grammar that excludes dialogue-structuring devices
would be too restrictive (cf. Degand & Evers-Vermeul 2015: 74).

In contrast to the heterogeneous set of expressions frequently subsumed un-
der the term “discourse markers”, the expressions under discussion manifest a
general property that justifies their inclusion under a common term. As already
pointed out, these expressions typically occur at transition points of a verbal in-
teractions, i.e. at points typically involving a change of speaker, topic, or some
subpart of an interaction. This characterisation classifies these utterance types in
terms of a more precise discourse function, that of being responsive and possibly
terminating a phase of conversational interaction or of being a first move, an ini-
tiative, in a new subpart of a verbal exchange. It is this occurrence at transition
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points that justifies the label “discourse-structuring devices”.8 Marking the end
of an exchange can also be a signal for the beginning of a new part and some
of the expressions listed above can mark both the end of a part of an interaction
and the beginning of a new one.9

The retrospective versus prospective orientation of these expressions is, of
course, reminiscent of the contrast in the standard endophoric uses between ana-
phoric and cataphoric uses. Indeed, these orientations can be regarded as the last
trace of a more basic endophoric use of demonstratives preserved in these expres-
sions. The typical features of anaphora and cataphora, however, are no longer
there. There is no referent identified via a preceding or following expression, but
simply a look back or forward to some part of an interaction.

Analogous expressions with MQD-demonstratives are also found in German.
One can never be sure that one will catch all the fish in a certain terminological
net, but it seems that the inventory of such expressions is smaller in German
than in English and is primarily based on further developments of the manner
demonstrative so (13).

(13) German
a. Ach so. ‘O.k., I understand.’ (responsive, removing epistemic

asymmetry)
b. So, so! (responsive and initiating, accepting a previous statement and

its implications)
c. So! So, das wär’s für heute! ‘Right/well/so, that’s it for today!’

(responsive, boundary signal after an “accomplishment”)
d. Also! ‘Now then!’ (initiating)
e. Also dann! (responsive, conclusive)
f. Na so was! ‘Well I never!’ (responsive, comment expressing surprise)
g. Na also! (responsive, accepting a repeated attempt as a solution)
h. Nun denn. ‘Well, all right.’ (responsive, signalling reluctant

agreement)

8Some of the examples in (11) and (12) have also been subsumed and discussed under the term
interjections. While the use of this term may have some justification for a characterisation of
the distribution of the expressions under discussion, it does not say very much about their
function.

9Similar extended uses of the basic manner demonstratives nii and soo in Estonian are described
in Keevallik (2005; 2010), where these two “pro-adverbs of manner” and their counterparts in
several other languages are analysed as marking transitions between conversational activities.
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i. Nun, wir wissen das nicht genau. ‘Well, we don’t know for sure’10

(responsive, not providing a straight answer)
j. Warum willst du dahin gehen? – Nur so. ‘Why do you want to go

there? – I simply do.’ (responsive, meant to indicate the lack of a
reason for doing something)

k. Plötzlich schrie er mich an. Einfach so. ‘Suddenly he was shouting at
me. Just like that.’ (initiating, indicating that somebody had no reason
for doing something unusual or outrageous)

In French, there seem to be fewer discourse-structuring devices derived from
demonstratives, the distal demonstrative of time alors (< (à +) Latin illa hora ‘at
that hour’) being the most frequent and versatile expression in this use (et alors
‘so what?’; alors ‘and?’; ça alors ‘my goodness/well, really!’; merde alors ‘holy
shit’, ‘I’ll be damned’; mince alors ‘wow/blimey/for heaven’s sake’). As shown by
the English glosses in the examples above, alors is primarily used as a responsive
discourse-structuring device, but can also indicate a change of topic (cf. Degand
& Fagard 2011). In contrast to the distal demonstrative alors, which derives from
a demonstrative in Late Latin (à illa hora), its proximal counterpart maintenant
has no deictic origin and is one of the rare cases which derive from a construction
composed of major lexical elements, analogous to stante pede in Latin.

To summarise, idiomatic expressions based on demonstratives may have a use
as speech acts (here is to you!; now, now!; hi there!), but are more typically used as
discourse-structuring devices and relate to overarching purposes and intentions
of speakers and goals of an argument or discourse. There are, of course, striking
differences in the form and meaning of such expressions within a language and
across languages, but a common feature can be seen in the discourse-structuring
function of either closing or opening a sub-sequence of an argument or interac-
tion. These functions are clearly related to the anaphoric and cataphoric uses of
the relevant demonstratives, but have to be kept distinct from these more basic
uses of the same expressions. The examples in (11) and (12) suggest that local and
temporal demonstratives are most frequently used for such idiomatic extensions
in English, whereas it is the manner demonstrative so which typically gives rise
to such discourse-structuring devices in German.

10In Jucker (1993: 450), the function of well is described as indicating a shift in the relevant
context.
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3.4 Reference via different points of orientation: Loss of deictic
component

The characteristic feature of the third type of special (non-canonical or extended)
uses of demonstratives is a transfer of the point of orientation (origo) from the
coordinates of an utterance or a point in the development of a text to some point
provided by norms, expectations, evaluations, and so on, of speakers. The rele-
vant use thus involves an additional subjective implication and can therefore also
be considered as an instance of Traugott’s general tendency of semantic change
from propositional to expressive meaning or, more specifically, from meanings
based in the external described situation to meanings based in the internal (eval-
uative / perceptual / cognitive) described situation (Traugott 1982; 1990). The
English (partly defective) demonstrative of degree so, which can still be used
exophorically, provides particularly good illustration of this shift in the origo,
which could also be described as a loss of the standard anchoring points of a
deictic dimension. Consider the examples in (14).

(14) a. The fish I caught yesterday was so (+ gesture) long.
(exophoric, gestural use)

b. Why don’t you do it like so (+ gesture)?
(exophoric, gestural use)

c. My fish is not so long/as long as the one you caught.
(standard of comparison)

d. Her hair always has to be just so.
(point of orientation provided by norm)

e. You can only eat so much.
(point of orientation provided by capacity)

f. Mrs. Jones is always so/sooo helpful.
(point of orientation provided by expectation)

g. I am so taking a long nap today.
(point of orientation provided by contradictory view)

In (14a) and (14b), the point of orientation is provided by the speech situation
and a pointing or mimicking gesture. This exophoric use of so, denoting manner
or degree has become marginal in present-day English, like this and that being
typically used instead, cf. Why don’t you do it like this? and The fish I caught yes-
terday was so/that long. The other uses of so are not exophoric ones. The point
of orientation in (14c) is provided by the standard of comparison in a compara-
tive construction. In (14d) it is a normative one (‘as it should be’) and in (14e) a
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point is indicated that denotes general limits of a specific action, that of eating
in this case. The example in (14f) is generally analysed as an exclamation and
identifies a point surpassing a certain standard as point of orientation. Together
with very, so is among the five most frequently used intensifiers in English and
characterises a point on a scale evaluated by the speaker as high or beyond expec-
tation (cf. Bolinger 1972). This use as an intensifier or booster can also be found
in the use of degree demonstratives in other Germanic languages, cf. German
Sie ist so intelligent! and Dutch Ze is zo intelligent! ‘She is so intelligent!’. Finally,
(14g) is an instance of a recent development in American English, the relevant
use of so being generally referred to as “pre-verbal use” (Boulonnais 2005) or as
“generation-X” so (Zwicky 2007). In that use, so invariably bears a focal stress
and emphasises the truth or factuality of a statement in the context of a contra-
dictory view. The underlying points of orientation of the first five uses of the
degree adverb so can roughly be illustrated by Figure 2, which is simply meant
to indicate that different points of orientation are involved:

gestural
identification

standard of
comparison

as it should
be (norm)

capacity

beyond
standard

Figure 2: Degree-denoting uses of so in English

How can these extended uses of the demonstrative degree marker swa (> so)
be analysed and explained? Note first of all that the last four uses are specific
phenomena of English; only the exophoric uses (14a)–(14b) and the comparative
endophoric use (14c) have clear parallels in other Germanic languages. Since an
analysis of the last four uses as endophoric, i.e. as relating to a portion of pre-
ceding or following context, is excluded, a possible analysis might be to analyse
them as directly deriving from the exophoric use and a shift of the origo from
the speech situation to some evaluative dimension. Extended evaluative uses of
demonstratives are a widespread phenomenon, also showing up in the use of
this (‘positive’) and that (‘negative’) in English (I like this. vs. Oh, that.). If such
salient evaluations are frequently used in specific contexts (e.g. just, certain types
of verbs, contexts of contradicting) they can become established as being part of
certain constructions.
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3.5 Connectives expressing rhetorical relations: Loss of deictic
component and enrichment of meaning

Our fourth type of non-canonical uses of demonstratives is characterised by a
loss of the deictic component, combined with an enrichment, rather than a loss,
of ontological meaning. A typological study of such developments is presented
in Diessel & Breunisse (this volume). Again using examples from the focal area
of MQD-demonstratives, the adverbial use of English so provides rich resources
for this discussion. The examples in (15) illustrate the ability of English so (< Old
English swa) to express a variety of rhetorical relations.

(15) a. I did not like it. So I wrote to him. (causal)
b. The whole thing was tied up in knots, so that we were not able to undo

it. (resultative)
c. He went into lower gear, so (that) his car would slow down. (purposive)
d. He is very sick. Even so he goes to work. (concessive)
e. So you are a linguist, eh? - So what? (inferential)

How can these uses be best characterised? Since so does not relate to preced-
ing utterances, but to states of affairs or propositions, the above examples are not
instances of textual deixis. Their retrospective perspective certainly gives them
an anaphoric character, but their semantic enrichment through the accompany-
ing co-text clearly differentiates them from the anaphoric use as VP-anaphora
and propositional anaphora found in examples like (16).

(16) a. Bill writes his essays in the library and Mary does so at home.
b. A. Italy is in a very difficult situation at the moment. –

B. I think/suppose so.
c. It might rain tomorrow. If so we will postpone our trip.

Another question requiring a clear answer concerns the decision between
polysemy and vagueness for the uses in (15). I will opt for vagueness for the
following reasons: all uses of so in (15) are based on the manner reading of an
anaphorically-used demonstrative. The more specific interpretation in the con-
text of these anaphors can be derived from this manner component and the con-
textual information provided in the rest of the sentence. The crucial context in
(15d) is the focus marker even, which in combination with so, in contrast to condi-
tional if (even if p, q), results in a factual, concessive interpretation. The crucial
contextual information in (15a)–(15c) is the preceding factual assertion, which
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2 Beyond exophoric and endophoric uses

enriches the manner interpretation to a causal one in (15a) and in combination
with the complementiser that to an interpretation as consequence, either fac-
tual (resultative) or as an intention (purposive) in combination with hypothet-
ical modality (15c). Finally, it is a situational context of partial ignorance and
the interrogative character of the utterance that results in the overall meaning
‘inference’ in (15e).

Similar uses to (15) can be found for so in German, for così in Italian and for
ainsi in French. One of the rhetorical relations in the preceding list of examples
that is notably absent in English is conditionality. The conditional use of the
connective so is somewhat archaic in Modern English and expresses a necessary
condition, in contrast to the unrestricted use of German so and French si/ainsi in
both the protasis and the apodosis of all types of conditionals (17).

(17) a. German: So(fern) er rechtzeitig kommt, können wir in die Oper gehen.
‘We can go to the opera, provided he comes in time.’

b. German: Kommt er rechtzeitig, so können wir in die Oper gehen. ‘If he
comes in time we can go to the opera.’

c. German: So Gott will, können wir morgen nach Italien fahren. ‘God
willing, we can go to Italy tomorrow.’ (conditional)

d. English (OED): It is no matter how dirty a bag it is conveyed to him in,
he will accept it, so the money is good. (necessary condition)

e. French (cf. Italian se, Spanish si): Si Pierre venait aussi, (ainsi) nous
pourrions jouer au tennis. ‘If Pierre came too, we could play tennis
together.’

It is a characteristic feature of German so that this demonstrative combines
with several adverbs, adjective and prepositions to derive subordinating conjunc-
tions (18a) and adverbs (18b). The relevant English counterparts of the conjunc-
tions in German often take the form of comparative constructions.

(18) German

a. sofern ‘providing’, sobald ‘as soon as’, soweit, so viel ‘as far as’, so
lange ‘as long as’

b. sowohl ‘both/as well’, sofort ‘immediately’, sogleich ‘at once’, somit
‘consequently, therefore’, sowie ‘as well as’, sodann ‘thereupon, then’

If we go beyond our focal area, English hence, thence, therefore, thereby, hereby,
but then, thus also have to be included in the use type under discussion. The
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token-reflexive use of hereby in combination with a performative prefix (e.g. I
hereby declare …) identifies the following proposition as an explicit illocution-
ary act. Its distal counterpart thereby lost its exophoric use and has a resultative
meaning in a basically anaphoric use (19).

(19) a. I hereby promise you never to touch hard drinks again.
b. John knocked over the red wine, thereby ruining the table cloth.

Up to the time of Early Modern English, the system of demonstratives in that
language also included directional demonstratives, a proximal pair (hither, hence)
formally related to the proximal locative expression here, and a distal pair (thither,
thence) analogously related to the distal locative expression there. The first mem-
ber of both pairs was used to signal movement towards a goal, the location of
the speaker in the case of hither and a contextually distant location the case of
thither. The second member signalled motion away from some source, from the
origo in the case of hence and from some contextually given place in the case
of thence. Just like most MQD-demonstratives in English, these directional uses
became archaic and thus highly formal in their exophoric use (hither) or lost that
use completely (hence). In Modern English, hence is primarily used in an argu-
mentative or rhetorical sense and introduces an inference based on a preceding
premise (20).

(20) John got a pay rise, hence the new car.

4 Conclusion

Based on general typological surveys and on previous studies of MQD-demon-
stratives, this chapter has shown that such demonstratives have acquired a vari-
ety of additional uses as a result of losing their deictic meaning, and partly also
their ontological meaning, and have developed into specific constructions, gram-
matical markers, or discourse-structuring devices. On the basis of data from a
small subset of demonstratives, the analysis of the second type of extension be-
yond anaphoric and cataphoric uses was the main focus of the chapter. Four
types of extended, non-canonical uses were discussed: (a) coordination of de-
monstratives, typically of expressions denoting the same ontological aspect but
distinct deictic values, (b) short, frozen idiomatic constructions without lexical
content, whose basic endophoric use is still visible in their introductory or re-
sponsive functions, (c) extended exophoric uses of the former demonstrative so
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(< Old English swa) with a shift of the centre of orientation from the speech situ-
ation to a point determined by some evaluation, and (d) basically anaphoric uses
of demonstratives, metonymically enriched with meaning relating to rhetorical
structure. Instead of assigning the relevant changes to a process of pragmatici-
sation, essentially defined as a loss of truth-conditional content, I followed the
view expressed inter alia in Degand & Evers-Vermeul (2015) that these changes
manifest crucial properties identified for grammaticalisation and can therefore
be regarded as instances of such well-known changes.

It was also shown that, in English, demonstratives from several ontological
dimensions have developed such extended uses as discussed above, while in Ger-
manMQD-demonstratives play a prominent role in such developments. Both En-
glish and German are languages with impoverished systems of demonstratives,
both in the differentiation of deictic distinctions and in the relevant ontologi-
cal distinctions, but both have developed a variety of extended uses beyond the
exophoric and endophoric ones. Developments of this kind, starting out from
demonstratives and resulting in discourse-structuring expressions or discourse
markers, are a wide-spread phenomenon. In Auer & Maschler (2016) it is shown
that such changes starting out from the common source of proximal temporal
demonstratives (nu/nå) are a characteristic areal feature of European languages.
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Chapter 3

The use of manner demonstratives in
discourse: A contrastive study of Wan
(Mande) and Kambaata (Cushitic)
Tatiana Nikitina
LLACAN (CNRS, INALCO)

Yvonne Treis
LLACAN (CNRS, INALCO)

This chapter comparesmanner demonstratives in two unrelated African languages,
Kambaata (Cushitic, Ethiopia) and Wan (Mande, Côte d’Ivoire). Both languages
have specialised manner demonstratives, yet differ strikingly in their typological
profile and in the way the manner demonstratives behave syntactically. Through
systematic comparison of data from both languages, similarities, which are likely
due to common semanticmechanisms ofmeaning extension, and differences, which
are likely due to structural differences between the languages, are identified. It is
argued that, despite the shared core meanings, manner demonstratives belong to
different syntactic classes in Kambaata and inWan. The difference in syntactic cate-
gory helps account for the striking dissimilarities in the range of attested extended
uses.

1 Introduction

Manner demonstratives are deictic expressions that identify a way of carrying
out an event or the extent to which a property holds, as observed in the speech
situation (exophoric use) or expressed in the preceding discourse (endophoric
anaphoric use). Manner demonstratives are generally assumed to be adverbs (cf.
Diessel 1999: 74). We take as our starting point a semantic definition of “manner
demonstrative” since, as we will see, the syntactic category to which they belong
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in different languages may vary. Despite a recent increase of interest in manner
demonstratives on the part of the typological community (e.g. Guérin 2015, König
2017, König & Umbach 2018), they remain poorly studied even in well-described
languages. The ways they function in discourse, in particular, remain critically
underexplored, so that the few existing studies focusing on their grammaticalisa-
tion (e.g. König 2015) are still dissociated from synchronic corpus-based studies
of new and emergent usage.1

This study is a contrastive description of the use of manner demonstratives in
two unrelated African languages, Kambaata (Cushitic, Ethiopia) and Wan (Man-
de, Côte d’Ivoire). We chose to compare these two languages, since they both
have specialised manner demonstratives, yet differ strikingly in their typological
profile and in the way the manner demonstratives behave syntactically. Through
systematic comparison of data from Kambaata andWan we hope to identify sim-
ilarities (which are likely due to common semantic mechanisms of meaning ex-
tension) and differences (which are likely due to structural differences between
the languages), and to address the challenge of accounting for these similarities
and differences within the same model.

We first discuss and classify the common uses attested in both languages (§2);
these uses, we argue, correspond to the “core” meanings of manner demonstra-
tives, which we predict to cluster in other languages as well. We then turn to
differences in the ways manner demonstratives behave syntactically in the two
languages. We argue that despite their close semantic similarity, manner demon-
stratives belong to different syntactic classes in Kambaata and in Wan (§3). The
difference in syntactic category helps us account for the striking dissimilarities
in the range of attested extended uses. We use a semantic map approach to model
the differences, and end with a brief discussion of the study’s methodological and
theoretical implications (§4).

2 Same core uses

2.1 Contextually salient manner and represented speech

Manner demonstratives of Kambaata and Wan are characterised by strikingly
similar core uses. They occur most frequently in two types of context, indexing
either contextually salient manner or instances of represented speech.

1Notable exceptions include König & Nishina (2015) on Japanese, Shor (2018) on Hebrew kaχa,
Karssenberg & Lahousse (2018) on French ainsi, and Keevallik (e.g. 2005, 2010) on Estonian.
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3 The use of manner demonstratives in discourse

Contextually salient manner can be inherent in the current speech situation,
as in (1a) and (1b), or it may be suggested by an accompanying gesture, as in
(2a) and (2b). Both uses are deictic: in order to interpret the manner to which
the demonstrative refers, it is important to observe the situation in which they
were uttered. In (1a), the manner demonstrative refers to the way the addressee
is acting. In (1b), it indexes the looks of the child present at the site where the
sentence is uttered.2

(1) Manner inherent in the current speech situation

a. Kambaata [written]
Lankíi
again

harabas-á
dirt-M.ACC

hitt-íta
like.this[1]-F.ACC

torr-itókkoont!
throw-2F.APPR

(Speaker sees addressee dropping dirt in the front yard and tells her
off:) ‘Don’t throw the dirt away again like this!’

b. Wan
àà
INTJ

ɓāā
LOG+ALN

nɛ̄
child

é
DEF

kēé
like.this

wà,
not

ɓāā
LOG+ALN

nɛ̄
child

é
DEF

zièziè
ugly

yā
with

kēé
like.this

wà
not

‘Oh, my child is not like this, my child is not ugly like this.’

In (2a) and (2b), the relevant manner is represented by a gesture, so that, in
order to interpret the manner demonstrative, the listener needs access to the
accompanying visual information.

(2) Manner suggested by an accompanying gesture

a. Kambaata [elicited]
Hitt-íta
like.this[1]-F.ACC

ass-í
do-1SG.PFV.CV

fann-óomm
open-1SG.PFV

(Speaker demonstrates his opening technique:) ‘I opened it like this.’

2All Wan examples are from a corpus of spontaneous oral data (consisting mostly of narra-
tives). The Kambaata examples are from three different types of sources: spontaneous oral
data (indicated as: [oral]), local written publications (indicated as: [written]) and from elicita-
tion (indicated as: [elicited]). In the data collection, direct translation elicitation was generally
avoided. Instead speakers were asked to come up with near-natural mock dialogues for situ-
ations that were laid out by the researcher. Additional elicitations were made on the basis of
examples attested in recordings, written text data and mock dialogues.
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b. Wan
è
3SG

é
REFL

ɔ̄
hand

wō
did

kēé
like.this

‘He made a gesture with his hand like this.’

In addition to pointing to a contextually salient manner, the same markers can
also be used to refer to a following instance of reported speech. Unlike in (1) and
(2), the context in which the manner demonstrative is interpreted in (3) is non-
concomitant with the demonstrative’s utterance. Unlike the accompanying ges-
ture, representation of speech necessarily follows the use of the demonstrative in
time, so this use could be treated, strictly speaking, as discourse-cataphoric. Yet
that difference seems to derive directly from the fact that gestural representation
relies on the multimodal potential of oral discourse, which is unavailable in the
case of representation of speech, for rather technical reasons.

(3) Reference to represented speech

a. Kambaata [written]
Ká-s
A_DEM1.M.ACC-DEF

haar-óo
new-M.ACC

xah-á
thing-M.ACC

dagg-oommí-i
know-1SG.PFV.REL-NMZ1.M.NOM

shool-kí
four-ORD

bar-é
day-M.GEN

gassim-á
morning-M.ACC

ées
1SG.ACC

hitt-íta
like.this[1]-F.ACC

y-itoonté-’e-ta
say-2SG.PFV-1SG.OBJ.REL-F.COP2

j-éechch-u …
time-SG-M.PRED
‘I came to know that new detail on the morning of the fourth day,
when you said to me like this … [followed by a direct quote].’

b. Wan
ɓé
then

mɔ́ŋ́
LOG.PL

zō
came

ɓé
then

mɔ̄ŋ̄
LOG.PL

gé
said

é
REFL

dè
father

lɛ̀ŋ̀
to

kēé
like.this

ɓé
then

à
3SG

dè
father

gé
said

à̰ŋ̀
3PL

lɛ̀ŋ̀
to

kēé …
like.this

‘And they came to their father and said like this, and their father said
like this … [followed by a representation of their interaction with the
father, by means of a dialogue].’

Both the salient manner and the represented speech use have discourse-ana-
phoric equivalents, where the demonstrative refers to a description in the pre-
ceding discourse, rather than to the concomitant situation or a following speech
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representation. In (4), the relevant manner is suggested by a preceding descrip-
tion; the description can be concise or potentially comprise an entire portion of
the preceding narrative.

(4) Anaphoric reference to previously described manner

a. Kambaata [oral]
Tah-íchch-u
fly-SGV-M.NOM

dángo
suddenly

hitt-íta
like.this[1]-F.ACC

afuu’ll-ít
sit-3F.PFV.CV

zug-gáni-yan
lie.in.ambush-3F.IPFV.CV-DS

waall-ó=da
come-3M.PFV.REL=COND

...

‘When a fly comes suddenly while it (lit. she = the chameleon) is lying
(lit. sitting) in ambush like this (= in a way previously described, i.e.
without moving, apart from its eyes going up, down, left, right) ...’

b. Wan
ɓé
then

à̰ŋ̀
3PL

màŋ̀
rice

yì
water

é
DEF

ɓō,
served

ké
if

à̰à̰
3PL+3SG

dī
offered

kɛɛ̄́
that

lɛ̀ŋ̀
to

kēé
like.this

...

‘And they served the rice water, and when they offered it to someone
like this (= in a way previously described, i.e. boiling hot, brought
directly to the lips) ...’

The demonstratives can also refer back to a preceding representation of speech,
as in (5).

(5) Anaphoric reference to preceding representation of speech

a. Kambaata [written]
... ées

1SG.ACC
áchche
then

hittig-úta
like.this[2]-F.ACC

y-ee-’é
say-1SG.PFV-1SG.OBJ.REL

j-áata
time-F.ACC

iyy-áqq-u-’
carry-MID-M.NOM-1SG.POSS

góoff
finish.3M.PFV.CV

fájj-o
do.completely-3M.PFV
‘Then when he said like this (= as quoted in the preceding discourse)
to me, ... my patience was exhausted.’

b. Wan
ɓé
then

kɔ̄lē
man

nɛ̄
DIMIN

é
DEF

wō
did

é
REFL

gbɛ̀
manner

lè
on

kēé
like.this

‘And the old man acted in this way like this (= as she has said).’
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As seen in the preceding examples, Kambaata has twomanner demonstratives,
hittíta and hittigúta, glossed ‘like.this[1]’ (see 1a, 2a, 3a, 4a) and ‘like.this[2]’ (see
5a), respectively. Both are morphologically transparent: they consist of a simple
or extended demonstrative base hitt- / hittig- plus a portmanteau morpheme of
feminine gender and an adverbial case, i.e. either the accusative,3 the instrumen-
tal or the oblique case (see Treis 2019 for details on the morphology). Diachroni-
cally, the extended stem hittig- is the result of a merger of a demonstrative and
a similative morpheme *-g ‘like’. The two manner demonstratives, hittíta and
hittigúta, are interchangeable in the context of the core uses described above.

Table 1 summarises the uses of the manner demonstratives described in this
section, with reference to the relevant examples. All four types of use are widely
attested in Kambaata and in Wan, forming the “core” of the manner demonstra-
tive category. The close similarity of these uses in two unrelated languages sug-
gests that the category may be cross-linguistically relevant.

Table 1: Core uses of manner demonstratives in Kambaata and in Wan

Grounded in the current Anaphoric
speech situation

Contextually salient use (1), (2) (4)
Reference to represented speech (3) (5)

2.2 The ‘just so’ implicature

Besides the core functions discussed in §2.1, both languages display a surpris-
ingly similar range of uses that we believe is derived by a common mechanism
of Gricean implicature (Grice 1975). Suppose that the manner demonstrative is
uttered in the absence of any contextually salient indication of manner. If the lis-
tener assumes that the speaker is being cooperative, she would be led to believe
that by referring to manner when no particular circumstances are suggested by
context, the speaker implies that the event involved no circumstances that are
worth mentioning. This could imply, for example, that an action that is usually
performed for a particular reason was in this particular case performed for no

3The accusative case is the case of direct objects but also of adverbial constituents in Kambaata,
see e.g. (3a) in which xah-á ‘thing’ is the accusative-marked direct object of dag- ‘know’ and
gassim-á ‘morning’ an accusative-marked noun in adverbial function.
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reason at all (‘just so’), or perhaps an event normally involving a long prepara-
tory stage in this particular case happened without any preparation.

The ‘just so’ interpretation resulting from this implicature can differ in detail,
as the circumstances expected to accompany the eventmay vary. Hence, different
kinds of expected circumstance may be assumed to be lacking, depending on the
type of situation described. This variation is illustrated below startingwith a very
general interpretation in (6). Note for Kambaata that only one of its two manner
demonstratives can be used with a ‘just so’ interpretation.

(6) a. Kambaata [elicited]
Út-u-s
thorn-M.NOM-DEF

m-á-ma
what-M.ACC-CF

kaa’ll-áno-a-la?
help-3M.IPFV.REL-M.COP2-PRAG1

–

Ut-á
thorn-M.ACC

hitt-ínta
like.this[1]-F.ACC<N>

le’-is-sáa
grow-CAUS1-3F.IPFV

bagáan
but

mexx-u=rr-á-a
single-M.ACC=NMZ4-M.ACC-ADD
kaa’ll-umb-ó-ssa-a
help-3M.NEG5-M.PRED-3PL.OBJ-M.COP2
[Speaker A:] ‘Then what are the thorns good for?’ – [Speaker B:]
‘They (= roses) grow them like this (= just like this, without a reason),
(the thorns) are of no use for them.’

b. Wan
à
3SG

bò
leave

kēé
like.this

‘Leave it like this.’ (= Do not follow up on it; do not do anything
special about it.)

Different aspects of the situation are interpreted as involving only the mini-
mal circumstances, depending on what is most relevant for the particular type of
event in a given context. In (6a), in the context of a question concerning the use
of the thorns, the answer implies that there is no particular use associated with
their growth. In (6b), the situation is taken to involve no particular circumstances
in very general terms, and ‘just so’ can be interpreted as referring to very differ-
ent possible types of follow-up, depending on what is seen as most relevant in
the given context (in the context of a conflict, it may suggest that no retaliation
should follow; in the context of leaving a room it may describe leaving the door
open, etc.).

In (7), the situation is understood to come about without the expected prepara-
tory stage: in (7a), no customary food preparations precede the event of visiting;
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in (7b), the arrival of the intruders is described as sudden, unforeseen, with noth-
ing warning the villagers of their approach.

(7) a. Kambaata [elicited]
Hitt-ínta
like.this[1]-F.ACC<N>

mar-áammi-ndo,
go-1SG.IPFV-Q

mexx-u=rr-á
single-M.ACC=NMZ4-M.ACC

qixx-an-s-u’nnáan?
be.ready-PASS-CAUS1-1SG.NEG4
(The daughter asks the mother whether she is about to visit the
circumcised boy. The mother answers:) ‘(Do you expect that) I go like
this, without having prepared anything (to take along)?’

b. Wan
mɔ̰̄
people

mū
PL

é
DEF

ŋ
PERF

zò
come

à̰
3PL

ŋ
PERF

ɓlá̰
come.out

kà
1PL.INCL

tā
on

kégé
like.this

cáá
qUOT
[Saying:] ‘These people arrived, they just came out at us like this (=
suddenly, without warning).’

In (8), where a buying event is concerned, the relevant circumstances are taken
to be the price (as suggested directly by Speaker A’s question). Hence, the absence
of relevant circumstances is interpreted as implying that, contrary to Speaker A’s
expectation, no payment was involved.

(8) Kambaata [elicited]
Me’-íin
how.much-M.ICP

hi’rr-íti-la?
buy<MID>-2F.PFV.CV-PRAG1

– Hitt-ínta
like.this[1]-F.ACC<N>

aass-ée-’e
give-3M.PFV-1SG.OBJ
[Speaker A:] ‘For how much did you buy it?’ – [Speaker B:] ‘He gave it to
me like this (= for free).’

In (9), the discussion centres on an event of arrival: Speaker A asks Speaker
B if, upon their arrival, they brought with them a particular object. The absence
of relevant circumstances is most naturally interpreted in this context as imply-
ing that there was no accompanying bringing event involved, i.e. even though
Speaker B did arrive, the additional event of bringing was not there to talk about.
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(9) Kambaata [elicited]
Ber-e-’ée=bii
yesterday-F.GEN-ASC.F.GEN=NMZ2.M.ACC

éeb-bi-ndo?
bring-2F.PFV.CV-Q

–

Kám-be,
INTJ-PRAG5

hitt-ínta-be
like.this[1]-F.ACC<N>-PRAG5

orbá’
face.difficulties.1SG.PFV.CV

waall-oommíi.
come-1SG.PFV.REL.VV

Mánn-unku-s
people-M.NOM<N>-DEF

yóo-ba’a
COP1.3-NEG1

[Speaker A:] ‘Have you brought yesterday’s thing?’ – [Speaker B
(disappointed):] ‘Far from it! I faced difficulties and came back like this (=
empty-handed, I went there in vain). The people (I wanted to meet) were
not around.’

In (10), the relevant event is that of hosting a bride at her in-laws’ place. The
circumstances that are taken as salient, in the context of this particular story,
is whether she slept by herself. The use of the manner demonstrative, without
any suggested special manner, implies that no special circumstances could be
mentioned, i.e. the bride was left in a separate room with no one accompanying
her.

(10) Wan
ɓé
then

trē
night

gó
inside

ɓō
arrived

à
3SG

mɔ̄,
PRT

à̰ŋ̀
3PL

lē
woman

yí
sleep

tɛ̀
kill

á
ADJ.FOC

kū
house

é
DEF

pā̰ŋ̄
side

dō
one

lé
at

kēé
like.this

‘And when the night came, they put the woman to sleep in a room in the
house like this (= all by herself).’

Finally, in (11), the situation of yams staying in granaries without any special
circumstances is interpreted, in context, as a situation where the yams did not
receive proper treatment, and became spoiled.

(11) Wan
ɓé
then

à̰
3PL

pā
could

yrē
work

ló
do

yā
PPS

pí
still

wà
not

gɛ̄
PRT

ɓé
then

gàŋ
yams

mù
PL

é
DEF

bō
stayed

gōŋ
granary

wā
under

kēé
like.this

‘They could no longer work, and the yams stayed in the granaries like
this (= rotting away).’
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The selection of the examples above illustrates the flexibility of the ‘just so’
interpretation when it comes to determining which aspect of the situation is de-
scribed as reduced in accompanying circumstances. It is not possible to assign
any specific meaning to the manner demonstrative that would fit all such contex-
tual uses. Instead, we believe that the particular interpretation is derived for each
use according to the type of event described and the larger context. The mecha-
nism by which the specific meaning is derived is grounded in Gricean principles
of relevance and quantity: if the speaker refers to the manner in which the event
was realised without suggesting that any special circumstances were involved,
they most likely imply that the expected circumstances were absent or signifi-
cantly reduced.

We leave aside the question of more precise characterisation of the nature of
the ‘just so’ interpretation. An approach that seems promising involves treating
manner demonstratives as functions evoking contextually salient alternatives in
the domain of manner, along the lines suggested by Eckardt (2001) for German in-
tensifying selbst. In such an approach, the ‘just so’ interpretation could be related
to the contextual choice of the most salient aspects of the situation, roughly cor-
responding to expected answers to the question “How instead (did it happen)?”.
Just as the answer to this question may vary depending on situation type, the
‘just so’ interpretation evokes different kinds of circumstances normally associ-
ated with the event.4

This line of reasoning could perhaps explain the otherwise puzzling relation-
ship of the Kambaata ‘just so’ demonstrative use with focus: the ‘just so’ reading
involves a focus-related n-morpheme (glossed N in the examples above). On the
other hand, the alternative-based approach would run into difficulties explain-
ing the rather specific meaning manner demonstratives receive in the particular
examples: rather than implying any kind of surprising manner, as one would
expect on the focus-based account, they suggest consistently the absence of any
particular manner or circumstances with respect to a contextually salient aspect
of the situation. This specific reading suggests that the ‘just so’ interpretation
may be closer to the assistive reading of German selbst: ‘by oneself, rather than
with the help of others’. This reading does not fit very well with its focus and
intensifying meanings, causing Eckardt to introduce a special ASSIST-function
for it: the assistive version of selbst expresses “the absence of any person that
stands in the ASSIST-relation to the event in question” (2001: 402). We believe
that manner demonstratives show a similar interpretation in the domain of man-
ner: as described above in very general Gricean terms, they signal the absence

4We are grateful to Carla Umbach for suggesting to us the relevance of Eckardt’s account.
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of any contextually relevant circumstances accompanying the event in question.
We leave the formalisation of that interpretation to future research.

3 Differences in extended uses explained by differences in
syntax

3.1 Adverbial vs. clause-final marker

Our main goal in this study is to argue that the ways in which new uses of a
marker develop from its core use are intimately related to the marker’s syntax.
As syntactic behaviour determines theword’s collocational potential, evenminor
differences in syntactic category may lead to drastically different paths of devel-
opment of semantically similar or identical markers. The differences in the use of
manner demonstratives of Kambaata andWan illustrate just that correlation. We
would like to argue that the most important difference underlying the markers’
different range of uses is syntactic. In Kambaata, manner demonstratives behave
as adverbials, while in Wan, the manner demonstrative is a clause-final particle.

As shown in §2, Kambaata has two manner demonstratives, hittíta and hit-
tigúta, glossed ‘like.this[1]’ and ‘like.this[2]’, respectively. In their core uses, they
are placed in the pre-verbal position (see the examples above), usually immedi-
ately preceding the verb. In the corpus data there are a few examples in which
they are separated from the verb by other adverbials (12a). They can also be used
predicatively (12b), and they appear in all sorts of finite and non-finite construc-
tions, including subordinate clauses with nominalisations, cf. its use in a relative
clause in (12c), in a converb clause in (4a), and in adverbial clauses headed by
jeechchúta ‘time’ in (5a). All these properties also characterise adverbs.

(12) a. Kambaata [written]
Hittig-úta
like.this[2]-F.ACC

m-íi
what-M.DAT

xawaaqq-itáyyoont,
speaker-2F.PROG

ko
2SG.VOC

mán-ch-o?
people-SGV-M.OBL
‘Hey (my) man, why do you say this (lit. like this)?’

b. Kambaata [oral]
... hanaqal-í=g-u

dish.sp-M.GEN=way-M.NOM
ikkodáa
however
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hittíg-u-ta-ba’a
like.this[2]-F.PRED-F.COP2-NEG1
‘... but the preparation (lit. way) of the hanqalú-dish is not like this.’

c. Kambaata [elicited]
Hitt-íta
like.this[1]-F.ACC

xe’-áyyoo
taste.good-3M.PROG.REL

burtukaan-á
orange-M.ACC

xuud-im-bá’a
see-1SG.NIPFV-NEG1
‘I have never seen oranges that taste this good (lit. good like this).’

In Wan, the manner demonstrative is not morphologically transparent, and it
behaves in a way that is notably different from the adverbial demonstratives of
Kambaata. It can only occur in one position within the clause: in the clause-final
position following all adverbials, but preceding clause-level particles, as in (13).5

Unlike adverbials, it cannot be fronted, and it cannot be used predicatively.

(13) Wan
ké
if

mɔ̄ŋ̄
LOG.PL

gāā
went+3SG

klā
behind

tā̰ḭ́ḭ́ḭ́
always

kēé
like.this

gɛ̄
PRT

ō,
PRT

mɔ̄ŋ̄
LOG.PL

zòŋ̀
PROSP

dì-ŋ̀
reach-PROSP

à
3SG

mì
at

wá
not

‘If we always go after him like that, we are not going to reach him.’

The manner demonstrative only occurs in Wan in finite clauses; it cannot oc-
cur with nominalisations. Characteristically, the same restriction applies to the
use of the negation marker, which is also limited to the position at the end of a fi-
nite clause (Nikitina 2009: 923–924). It is explained by the fact that both negation
markers and manner demonstratives attach at the IP-level in the clause structure
(Nikitina 2008, 2019b). Due to that structural peculiarity, they can only appear
in finite clauses, and not with nominalisations.

Themanner demonstratives in Kambaata and inWan differ in onemore impor-
tant respect. In Kambaata, manner demonstratives can occur by themselves, for
example in answer fragments in a dialogue. Example (14a) illustrates the use of ‘it
is like this’, a non-verbal predicate, as an affirmative answer synonymous to āā
‘yes’. In (14b), speaker B gives an answer fragment to A’s first question. No such
use is available in Wan: while adverbials commonly occur on their own in simi-
lar contexts, the manner demonstrative cannot appear by itself. This difference

5Like adverbials, it precedes the negation marker if there is one.
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is consistent with the difference in syntactic category: unlike in Kambaata, the
manner demonstrative in Wan is not an adverbial but a non-projecting particle,
and it cannot occur on its own like lexical constituents.

(14) a. Kambaata [written]
Mat-ú
one-M.ACC

mat-íin
one-M.ICP

usu’rr-ám-u-a?
tie<MID>-PASS-M.PRED-M.COP2

–

Hittíg-u-ta
like.this[2]-F.PRED-F.COP2
Speaker A: ‘(Does it mean) to tie one to the other?’ – Speaker B: ‘Yes
(lit. it is like this).’

b. Kambaata [elicited]
Káan
P_DEM1.M.ACC

m-íi
what-M.DAT

hír-teent?
buy-2SG.PRF

M-á
what-M.ACC

ass-áno-he?
do-3M.IPFV-2SG.OBJ

– Hitt-ínta
like.this[1]-F.ACC<N>

[Speaker A:] ‘Why did you buy this, what’s the use?’ – [Speaker B:]
‘(I bought it just) like this (= without considering its use).’

All in all, the unusual behavior of the manner demonstrative in Wan suggests
that it is not an adverbial, as in Kambaata, but a non-projecting clause-final par-
ticle that shares a number of syntactic properties with the negation marker. Ta-
ble 2 summarises the different syntactic properties of the manner demonstratives
of Kambaata and Wan. In the next sections we relate the syntactic difference to
differences in the demonstratives’ extended use, arguing that as the syntactic cat-
egory defines the contexts where the marker appears, it ultimately determines
the new meanings the marker develops over time.

3.2 Extended uses in Kambaata

There are three types of extended use of manner demonstratives in Kambaata
that are not attested in Wan. All three depend on the adverbial status of the
relevant markers.

First, the manner demonstrative in Kambaata shows a characteristic interac-
tional use: in the context of a dialogue, one of the two demonstratives, hittigúta
(like.this[2]), can be used on its own as an affirmative answer (‘yes’) to the in-
terlocutor’s question, as has been demonstrated in (14a). Since the manner de-
monstrative is an adverbial, it can naturally occur in constructions such as ‘It is
like this’, where the manner demonstrative refers anaphorically to the state of
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Table 2: Differences in the syntactic behavior of manner demonstra-
tives of Kambaata and Wan

Adverbial
(Kambaata)

Clause-final particle
(Wan)

Position in the clause Within the verb phrase,
preceding the verb

Clause-final only

Finiteness restrictions Appears in finite or
non-finite clauses

Appears in finite
clauses only

Independent use Yes, e.g. as an answer
fragment

No

affairs described in the previous utterance. In its interactional use it is marked as
a non-verbal predicate. This use results in a conventionalised affirmative form
‘like this’, which may in time become a major interaction-structuring device.6

As mentioned in §3.1, no such use is attested in Wan, due to the manner de-
monstrative’s different syntactic status. Unlike adverbials, particles cannot be
used predicatively in Wan. Neither do they project their own constituents that
could be used by themselves as answer fragments. The difference from adverbials
predicts that the interactional affirmative use could not develop in Wan.

Secondly, the form hittigúta (like.this[2]) appears in Kambaata in coordination-
like structures, with the meaning ‘also, too, likewise’. In that use, it combines
obligatorily with the focus marker -n. The coordinated constituents can be sen-
tences or noun phrases (of any syntactic function); see (15a) and (15b).

(15) a. Kambaata [written]
Hittig-únta
like.this[2]-F.ACC<N>

esáa
1SG.DAT

mát-it
one-F.NOM

fiit-íchch-ut
flowering.plant-SGV-F.NOM

hé’-ee-’e
exist-3M.PRF-1SG.OBJ

ikkeeráan
IRR

...

(Preceding sentence: If I had, for instance, a silk scarf, I could wear it
around my neck and walk around.) ‘And (lit. like this) if I had a
flowering plant, ...’

6A reviewer pointed out that this use is very frequent cross-linguistically, citing examples such
as Finnish niin ‘thus’, Hungarian igen (< így ‘so’) and Eastern Slavic, e.g. Polish and Ukrainian
tak ‘so’. A brief discussion of this use can be found in König (2015).
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b. Kambaata [written]
... báar-uhu-u

sea-M.NOM-ADD
shambalál-uhu-u
lake-M.NOM-ADD

hittig-únta
like.this[2]-F.ACC<N>

wól-u
other-M.NOM

uull-á
earth-F.GEN

al-í
top-M.GEN

wó’-u
water-M.NOM

hór-unku-u
all-M.NOM<N>-ADD

móoll
dry.up.3M.PFV.CV

goof-áno
finish-3M.IPFV

‘... the sea, the lakes and (also) other (bodies of) water on the earth
would all dry up.’

We believe that the coordination-like uses derive from constructions with el-
lipsis. In the case of intersentential ‘and, also’ (15a), one could assume that a con-
verb clause with a focused proposition-anaphoric manner demonstrative, lit. ‘(it)
being (exactly) like this’, was reduced to the extent that only the sentence-initial
demonstrative hittigúnta was left. In the case of the NP-coordinating ‘so’ (15b),
the development in Kambaata is likely to have proceeded as outlined for English
also in König (2015: 44f). Themanner demonstrative likely referred anaphorically
to a preceding verbal or sentential constituent (see the manner demonstrative el-
ement so in also), and the two parallel juxtaposed sentences were later simplified
through the ellipsis of material that was shared, i.e. ‘The sea would dry up. In
the same way other bodies of water would dry up.’ > ‘The sea in the same way
(> also, and) other bodies of water would dry up’. The function of intersentential
‘and’ probably preceded the NP-coordinating ‘and’.

Thirdly, the combination of the manner demonstrative hittíta (or rather its
reduced form hítt) and the 3M perfective converb form íkk of the verb ih- ‘be-
come’ has fused and been lexicalised as an intersentential contrastive connective,
hítt=íkk ‘but’ (lit. ‘having become so’). This use is illustrated in (16).

(16) Kambaata [elicited]
Hítt=íkk
like.this[1]=become.3M.PFV.CV

kasal-á-s
charcoal-M.ACC-3M.POSS

hi’rr-í=ké’
buy<MID>-1SG.PFV.CV=SEQ

isí
3M.GEN

kuntaal-íichch
sack-M.ABL

íi
1SG.POSS

kuntaal-áan
sack-M.LOC

wor-aammí
put.in-1SG.IPFV.REL

j-áata
time-F.ACC

kasal-i-sí
charchoal-M.GEN-3M.POSS

mereer-óon
interior-M.LOC

ább-at
big-F.NOM

ább-at
big-F.NOM

háqq-it
wood-F.NOM

yoo’í-i
COP1.3.REL-NMZ1.M.ACC

xuujj-óomm
see-1SG.PFV

(Context: Speaker bought charcoal from a seller who claimed to have the
best quality product on the market.) ‘But when I had bought his charcoal
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and started moving it from his sack into mine, I found out that there were
big pieces of wood (hidden) in his charcoal.’

The lexicalisation happened in a construction involving a manner demonstra-
tive in the function of an oblique argument of the verb ‘become’, lit. ‘having be-
come so’, where hítt ‘so’ is a propositional anaphor. The frequent use of hítt=íkk
between sentences that were semantically contrastive caused the contrast to be-
come associated with the element hítt=íkk itself. The adverbial’s argument status
was essential for boosting the frequency of the collocation to the point where it
has become stored in the mental lexicon as a separate lexical item, and started a
life of its own independent of the manner demonstrative.

In contrast to Kambaata, the manner demonstrative has not undergone lexical-
isation inWan. The absence of parallel uses follows inWan from the fact that the
manner demonstrative is not an adverbial, and cannot function as an argument of
any particular verb. As a clause-final marker, it does not form a constituent with
the preceding verb and is not closely associated with any specific verbs to the
extent that would allow them to undergo lexicalisation typical of collocations.

Table 3 summarises the extended uses attested in Kambaata, along with the
suggested path of their development from one of the core uses.

Table 3: Extended uses of manner demonstratives in Kambaata

Meaning Path of development

Contrastive
connective

‘but’ Lexicalisation in a high-frequency colloca-
tion, fusion with ‘become’

Interactional
affirmative

‘yes’ Conventionalisation of the anaphoric pred-
icative use ‘(it is) like this’

Coordination-
like use

‘likewise, also’ Conventionalisation of the anaphoric pred-
icative with verb ellipsis: ‘(V) like this NP’
= ‘same with NP’ = ‘likewise NP’

3.3 Extended uses in Wan

The manner demonstrative particle in Wan also has uses that are not attested
with themanner demonstrative adverbials in Kambaata.Wewould like to suggest
that all these uses can be subsumed under the same type, and follow from the
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marker’s special syntactic status. In particular, all the extended uses attested in
Wan can be viewed as instantiations of the same construction: they involve the
manner demonstrative particle introducing a clause-external constituent.

Several types of constituents are attested in this position. First, the manner de-
monstrative commonly introduces ideophones – words of a special morphosyn-
tactic class that are not integrated in Wan in the clause structure but appear
in a clause-external position. Ideophones differ in this respect from other word
classes such as adverbs: while adverbs can occur clause-initially or, sometimes,
before the verb, ideophones are restricted to the clause-final position; while ad-
verbs appear before the clause-final markers such as the negation marker or the
exclamative particle (13), ideophones appear after them, suggesting once again
that they are attached to the clause at a higher point in the clause structure.

The examples (17a)–(17b) showhow themanner demonstrative refers cataphor-
ically to a manner suggested by an ideophone in a clause external position. This
use is not attested in Kambaata, presumably for two reasons. First, as already dis-
cussed, themanner demonstrative in Kambaata is an adverbial; adverbials appear
in Kambaata before the verb and cannot serve to introduce dislocated or clause-
external constituents. Second, ideophones in Kambaata must be introduced by a
verb, such as ‘say’ or ‘do’, hence they do not appear in the same syntactic posi-
tion as inWan, and they cannot be considered the same syntactic category as the
ideophones in Wan, despite their common descriptive denomination.

(17) a. Wan
klɛ̀gɛ̀
chili.pepper

kpáì
real

é
DEF

à̰à̰
3PL+3SG

glɔ̀gɔ̀
crush

á
HAB

kēé
like.this

kprɔ̀-kprɔ̀ɔ̀-kprɔ̀
IDPH

‘Real chili pepper, they crush it like this: kro-kro-kro.’
b. Wan

ké
if

è
3SG

tá-ŋ́
put-HAB

yī
water

ē
DEF

gó
in

kēé
like.this

dùùù!
IDPH

‘When he throws himself in the water like this: duuu!’

Second, themanner demonstrative particle is used to introduce elements extra-
posed from the clause. These are most typically numerals and adjectives.7 When
a numeral appears within the noun phrase, it normally follows the head (18a).

7It is difficult to say exactly why this type of extraposition is so prominent in Wan; it could be
related to the fact that for historical reasons (Nikitina 2011), Mande languages have a highly
reduced VP structure (e.g. there are no ditransitive verbs, as only one argument can be accom-
modated inside the verb phrase). Heavy constituents tend to appear in extraclausal positions,
with co-referring pronouns replacing them in the canonical argument positions.
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In (18b) and (18c), it is extraposed from the clause, and a manner demonstrative
refers to it cataphorically from within the clause. Wan has no other pronominal
that could refer to numerosity, and hence the manner demonstrative seems to
be the element that serves best the purpose of substituting a numeral within the
clause.

(18) a. Wan
gbɔ̀lɔ̀
maiden

á̰
three

‘three maidens’
b. Wan

lāā
2SG+ALN

gbɔ̀lɔ̀
maiden

kēé
like.this

á̰
three

ɓé
then

à̰
3PL

á̰
COP

gà
go

lé
PROG

ɔ́ŋ́
firewood

gà̰
search
‘There were once three maidens (lit. maidens like this: three), and
they were going to search for firewood.’

c. Wan
è
3SG

ɓé
that

wò
do

kṵ̄
until

sɔ̰̀ɔ̰̀ɔ̰̀
IDPH

à
3SG

dɛ̀ŋ̀
remaining

à̰
3PL

ŋ̄
PERF

bò
stay

kēé
like.this

ɔ̄ŋ́
piece

dō
one

kpɔ́
single

‘And he kept doing it until just one of them was left (lit. until they
remained like this: a single one).’

Adjectives, like numerals, normally follow the head, and they also have no
corresponding pronoun. When extraposed, they are referred to within the clause
by the clause-final manner demonstrative (19).

(19) a. Wan
nɛ̄
child

é,
DEF

è
3SG

ɓōō
stay+3SG

lé
at

è
3SG

ŋ̄
PERF

bàò
become.thin

kēé
like.this

yɛ̰̀ŋ̀glɛ̰̀ɛ̰̀
skinny

‘The child, sometime later, grew very skinny (lit. like this: skinny).’
b. Wan

ké
if

yī
water

é
DEF

dɛŋ̀
remaining

nì
little

bō
stayed

á
RSLT

ɓōŋ̄
bank

mì
at

kēé
like.this

sɛní
little
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kēé
like.this

... è
3SG

gé
said

…

‘When there remained just a little water by the bank like this, little
like this ... he said ...’

Structures with extraposition are widely used in narrative discourse to intro-
duce different kinds of what Labov & Waletzky (1967) describe as “evaluation”
(see also Labov 1972). Traditional narratives in particular are characterised by
such uses, which do not normally appear in elicitation. A rare story consists
of narration proper; normally, the storyline is interrupted by the narrator’s re-
marks, explanations, and other types of evaluation. The manner demonstrative
often marks such expressions of subjectivity, helping the narrator bridge the gap
between the reported events and the current speech situation. In (20a) and (20b),
for example, the storyline is related to the moment of narration through the use
of a structure with an extraposed element, introduced by a manner demonstra-
tive; such structures are very common in our data.

(20) a. Wan
à̰ŋ̀
3PL

gà
go

á
ADJ.FOC

trɔ̀ɔ̀
earth

klà-ŋ̀
pour-NMLZ

lāpéá
as.if

yɛ̀
here

péé
and

Bɔ̄wlīnɔ̀
B.

tā
on

gɔ̰̄ŋ̄
like

kēé
like.this
‘[As they were digging the hole,] they went and took out earth like
(lit. like this:) from here up to Bowlino.’

b. Wan
à
3SG

ɓò
arrive

é
NMLZ

mì
at

yɛ̀
here

lāpéá
as.if

blè
baobab

é
DEF

gɔ̰̄ŋ̄
like

kēé
like.this

ɓé
then

à
3SG

klāzī
little.sister

ē
DEF

gé
say

…

‘[When he is coming to trap the woman], he arrives at a distance like
(lit. like this:) from here to the baobab, and her sister says ...’

Table 4 summarises the extended uses attested in Wan that do not occur in
Kambaata. All of them can be viewed as instances of the same construction –
a structure with right dislocation, where the clause-external element is referred
to within the clause by a clause-final manner demonstrative particle. We believe
that a likely source for the development of this construction was the discourse-
cataphoric use of manner demonstratives illustrated in (3b), where the demon-
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strative appears at the end of the clause, referring to an element that follows (as
in examples with reported speech).

Table 4: Extended uses of the manner demonstrative in Wan

Meaning Path of development

Introducing ideophones

D
es
em

an
tic

is
ed

D
is
co

ur
se

ca
ta
ph

or
ic

us
e,

cf
.(
3)

Introducing displaced numerals

Introducing displaced adjectives

Introducing complex adverbial
expressions such as comparison
expressions

4 Conclusion

Mechanisms of diachronic change and grammaticalisation paths have been re-
cently gaining importance in different approaches to cross-linguistic variation.
Yet theories of grammaticalisation and studies in semantic typology rarely pay
close attention to syntax. As we tried to show using the example of manner de-
monstratives, syntactic aspects of an expression’s use can restrict new functions
the expressions will develop over time. When it comes to explaining differences
in the extent of uses of a semantically identical element in two or more differ-
ent languages, syntactic category and collocational potential sometimes provide
crucial pieces to the puzzle. The difference in the syntactic status of the manner
demonstrative in Kambaata (adverbial) and in Wan (clause-final particle) explain
why the expressions have strikingly similar core uses but at the same time differ
no less strikingly in the range of their extended functions.

Figure 1 summarises our account by means of an amphichronic semantic map
model that aims at predicting the paths along which manner demonstratives can
develop (Jurafsky 1996; Nikitina 2019a). Our fragment of the map only takes into
account data from two languages; adding more data will undoubtedly result in
a larger and more detailed network of senses. Our contribution to the seman-
tic map approach is the addition of constructional information to the otherwise
meaning-based network. While canonical semantic maps focus on meaning and
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describe relations between senses in terms of semantic operations (Lakoff 1987,
Janda 1990; Jurafsky 1996; Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 2007; Georgakopoulos &
Polis 2018), we believe that information regarding the expression’s collocational
potential is crucial to describing many types of semantic change. We hope that
our perhaps naïve and straightforward way of integrating that information into
the semantic map model is but a first step in that direction.

Represented speech

Cataphoric reference to
extraposed elementsW:

(b)

Introduction of
complex adverbials

(evaluation in
narratives)

W:

(c)

Contextually
salient manner

(a)

Sentential
coordinator

‘and, likewise’

K:

NP-coordinator
‘and, as well’

K:

Absence of
expected additional

circumstances

Interactional
affirmative use

(‘yes’)

K:

(d)

Contrastive ‘but’K:

(e)

(a) Proposition-anaphoric use with ellipsis
(b) Reanalysis of discourse-cataphoric use
(c) Recruitment of a construction for a specific narrative function
(d) Predicative use conversational ‘(It is) like this’ implicature
(e) Lexicalisation in the context of a collocation with a verb

Figure 1: A semantic map enriched by constructional information

As syntactic differences determine differences in collocational potential, they
are ultimately responsible for the diverse functions the same expression can be-
come associated with, both at the lexical or morphosyntactic levels and at the
discourse-structure level. Our study discussed examples of all these types of
change. The adverbial status of the manner demonstrative in Kambaata is re-
sponsible for its frequent use as an argument of the verb ‘become’, causing its
combination with the verb to develop into a new lexical expression, the con-
trastive discourse marker ‘but’. The clause-final position of the manner demon-
strative in Wan has enabled it to develop into a syntactic device for introducing
extraposed constituents of categories that have no other pronominal equivalents
(numerals, adjectives, complex adverbials). At the discourse level, the predicative
use of the manner demonstrative in Kambaata has given rise to an interactional
affirmative use. InWan, the extraposition-introducing function of the manner de-
monstrative has enabled it to introduce complex evaluation-related expressions
within traditional narrative discourse. All these uses ultimately depend on the
demonstrative’s distributional potential.
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Hence, our study has bothmethodological and theoretical implications. On the
methodological side, it shows that comparison of expressions across languages
has a lot to gain from paying close attention to the expression’s syntax. When it
comes to theory, it serves as a reminder of the need to incorporate fine-grained
syntactic information into our models of semantic change. While we tried to
make a step in that direction by integrating some constructional information
into our semantic map model, further advances should rely on a comprehensive
theory of the relationship between syntax and meaning that still needs to be
built.
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Abbreviations

Wan glosses

ADJ.FOC adjunct focus
ALN alienable possessor
COP copula
DEF definite marker
DIMIN diminutive
HAB habitual
IDPH ideophone
INCL inclusive
INTJ interjection
LOG logophoric
NMLZ nominaliser
PERF perfect

PL plural
PPS complement-

introducing
postposition

PROG progressive
PROSP prospective
PRT particle
qUOT quotative particle
REFL reflexive
RSLT resultative
SG singular
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Kambaata glosses

A_ adjectival
ABL ablative
ACC accusative
ADD additive
APPR apprehensive
ASC associative
CAUS1 simple causative
CF contrastive focus
COND conditional
COP1 existential yoo-copula
COP2 ascriptive/identificational

-ha/-ta-copula
CV converb
DAT dative
DEF definite
DEM demonstrative
DS different subject
F feminine
GEN genitive
ICP instrumental,

comitative, perlative
INTJ interjection
IPFV imperfective
IRR irrealis
M masculine
MID middle
N focus-related morpheme
NEG1 standard negator

NEG4 converb negator
NEG5 relative negator
NMZ1 nominaliser -V
NMZ2 nominaliser =bii
NMZ4 nominaliser =r
NOM nominative
OBJ object
OBL oblique
ORD ordinal
P_ pronominal
PASS passive
PFV perfective
PL plural
POSS possessive
PRAG1 mitigator -la
PRAG5 pragmatically

determined suffix -be
(function as yet
undetermined)

PRED predicative
PRF perfect
PROG progressive
Q question
REL relative
SEQ sequential
SG singular
SGV singulative
VV vowel lengthening
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Chapter 4

Morphosyntactic and functional
asymmetries in Vatlongos discourse
demonstratives
Eleanor Ridge
Massey University

Vatlongos (also known as Southeast Ambrym, Oceanic, Vanuatu) has four demon-
strative categories: three person-based distance distinctions (first-person proximal,
second-person proximal, and distal) and a contrastive category. In spatial situa-
tional domains, and to refer to locative referents, first-person proximal, second-
person proximal and distal categories are distinguished from each other. Discourse
functions are largely structured around an opposition between forms based on the
first-person proximal clitic ak and the contrastive suffix -e. The wider morphosyn-
tactic distribution of the first-person proximal is reflected in its discourse functions,
as the unmarked forms for anaphora and recognitional uses. The more restricted
contrastive -e forms also occur in contexts of negative affect. In the verbal forms
this asymmetry is even more striking. The first-person proximal verbal demonstra-
tive mak is the general manner demonstrative, occurring both as a main verb and
modifying other verbs in serial verb constructions. The verbal form based on con-
trastive -e, mue, is only used in hesitation, a specialisation that could arise from
the role of contrastive -e forms in discourse repair to modify placeholders.

1 Introduction

Vatlongos, also known as Southeast Ambrym, is an Oceanic (Austronesian) lan-
guage spoken by around 3,000 speakers in Vanuatu. As well as in the southeast
region of Ambrym Island, it is spoken by a community who relocated to Mele
Maat, a settlement just outside the capital city Port Vila on Efate Island, in the
1950s. It has many features typical of Oceanic languages: SVO constituent or-
der, head-marking, and subject cross-indexing prefixes and object pro-indexing

Eleanor Ridge. 2020. Morphosyntactic and functional asymmetries in Vatlongos dis-
course demonstratives. In Åshild Næss, Anna Margetts & Yvonne Treis (eds.), Demon-
stratives in discourse, 69–101. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.
4055818
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suffixes.1 It has relatively complex morphology, including extensive verb-initial
consonant mutation and morphological dependencies in non-contiguous serial
verb constructions.

The distribution of Vatlongos demonstratives in discourse shows how exten-
sion into different functions can interact with the grammatical properties of mor-
phemes involved, and the wider grammatical structures of the language.

A three-way person-based distance distinction between first-person proximal,
second-person proximal and distal is used in the spatial situational domain, but
is not maintained in the major discourse extensions of the demonstrative system.
Instead, a two-way distinction between first-person proximal and contrastive
forms is applied in discourse functions. The first-person proximal is the unmarked
form for anaphora, while the contrastive is also used to code negative affect, in-
dicating the speaker’s dislike or emotional distress about characters, times and
places.

This difference in markedness is also evident in the different grammatical
possibilities for the two forms. First-person proximal ak is an enclitic that can
also function as an independent phonological word, and can freely modify noun
phrases (including pronouns), or function as a pronoun. It is also lexicalised with
the 3SG pronoun xi as xiak, which can function as a temporal or locative adverb.
The contrastive suffix -e cannot appear independently, but must attach to a sin-
gular or plural pronoun, formally identical quantifiers which are diachronically
related to the pronouns, or more rarely to the locative noun stem ig. This means
that as an adnominal, it occurs only in singular or plural noun phrases, and not
in the dual or paucal. Like first-person proximal ak, it can also function as a tem-
poral or locative adverb when attached to the 3SG pronoun or singular quantifier.

First-person proximal ak is also a component of the demonstrative verb mak
‘like this’, which is very frequent in the corpus and usually occurs as the subse-
quent verb in a serial verb construction, meaning ‘(be/do) like this’, ‘in this man-
ner’. There is also a verbal form mue, which probably originates from the same
demonstrative paradigm based on contrastive -e, although its use is restricted to
a verbal hesitation form. Verbal demonstrative mue is used as an inflected place-
holder when a speaker is searching for a verbal lexeme.

The examples discussed in this chapter come from a ~65,000 word corpus of
audio- and video-recorded texts collected during fieldwork on Ambrym and in
MeleMaat between 2014 and 2017, as part of a PhD project focusing on verbal con-

1This means subject prefixes optionally co-occur with a co-referential noun phrase, whereas
object suffixes occur in complementary distribution with object noun phrase (see Haspelmath
2013).
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structions (Ridge 2019). The token frequencies of different demonstrative forms
are based on their distribution in the spontaneous (non-elicited) texts within the
corpus, consisting of a ~48,000-word subcorpus. Most of the texts in this subcor-
pus can be accessed via the Pangloss collection (Ridge 2018b), which displays au-
dio and video time-aligned by pause unit, with a transcription, interlinear gloss-
ing, and translations in English and Bislama (the national language of Vanuatu).

A limitation of the corpus is that it is heavily skewed towards monologues
and narratives. This means that some functions of demonstratives are under-
represented compared to everyday language use, especially spatial situational
uses and discourse functions involving confirmation from an interlocutor. Some
of these are pointed out below, and examples are taken from field notes of ob-
served language use to supplement the corpus. However, the functions of demon-
stratives in relation to referent tracking and establishing topics are very clearly
exemplified in these narrative texts.

This chapter focuses on the demonstrative forms that occur most frequently
in the subcorpus (see Table 1). These five forms are all based on first-person prox-
imal ak and contrastive -e, but other demonstrative distinctions and paradigms
are outlined in §2. The high token frequency of these forms allows a detailed ex-
amination of their discourse functions, whereas comments on some of the other
demonstrative forms are necessarily more speculative.

Table 1: Most frequent demonstrative forms in the Vatlongos corpus,
their token frequency and major grammatical functions

ak first-person proximal -e contrastive

Independent ak (488 tokens)
adnominal
locative adverbial

-

3SG/SG xi xiak (251 tokens)
temporal adverbial
locative adverbial
pronominal
adnominal (in complex NPs
and relative clauses)

xie (290 tokens)
adnominal
temporal adverbial
locative adverbial
pronominal

Verb mak (328 tokens)
subsequent verb in SVC
main verb in clause

mue (227 tokens)
verbal hesitation form
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Vatlongos is most closely related to Paamese, the language spoken on the is-
lands located off the southeast coast of Ambrym, Paama and (historically) Lopevi.
Paamese has a simpler demonstrative system, making a two-way distinction be-
tween a proximal and a distal. In addition to the expected spatio-temporal func-
tions of those categories, the proximal is used for the “current topic of discussion”
in the discourse, and the distal is used to refer back to a previously mentioned
referent which is not the current topic of discussion (Crowley 1982: 226–229).
Paamese also has verbal demonstratives, and they are more transparently com-
positional than the Vatlongos equivalents. Crowley identifies a verbal root muko
which obligatorily occurs with one of the two demonstrative clitics.

The closest parallel to Vatlongos contrastive -e is found in Daakaka (West Am-
brym), where a clitic e ‘the other (place/one)’ indicates contrast regardless of de-
ictic distance (von Prince 2015: 175–176, 333). This form can cliticise to an agent
pronoun, a local pro-adverb, and a verbmeaning ‘like’, parallel to the distribution
of Vatlongos -e.

§2 outlines the possible distinctions and forms of Vatlongos demonstratives
in spatial situational uses, including the forms that are restricted to the spatial
paradigm. §3 focuses on the morphosyntactic distribution of the ak and -e series,
while §4 takes a closer look at the range of discourse functions performed by
these forms. §5 focuses on the verbal demonstrative forms, linking their functions
to the role of the contrastive -e series in discourse repair.

2 Distinctions in Vatlongos demonstrative forms

2.1 Introduction

Earlier descriptions of Vatlongos demonstratives only mention a three-way dis-
tinction between the forms shown in Table 2. This paradigm is fundamentally
spatial, usually marking deictic reference in situational use, but also available
for anaphoric reference to places when combined with the locative bound stem
ig.

Table 2: The spatial paradigm in Vatlongos demonstratives

Marker Gloss Example forms

ak first-person proximal ak, xiak, igak
xai second-person proximal xai, igaxai, iaxai
xor distal xor, igoxor, ioxor
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Parker’s (1970) dictionary lists ak ‘this, here’ and xiak ‘now, here’, suggesting
these forms had roughly similar functions to their contemporary usage. He also
lists xai ‘that (relatively near)’ and xor ‘there, that (relatively far)’. Recent field-
work has found that these spatial situational distinctions are person-based, with
xai marking that the referent is close to the addressee, rather than the purely
distance-based medial category implied by Parker’s definitions.

Another major difference between Parker’s description and the description
offered here is the addition of the contrastive series of demonstrative forms based
on -e. In the contrastive paradigm, -e forms are contrasted with forms based on
ak, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: The contrastive paradigm in Vatlongos demonstratives

Marker Gloss Example forms

ak first-person proximal, non-contrastive ak, xiak, igak, mak
-e contrastive, negative affect, hesitation marker xie, ige, mue

Like the spatial paradigm, this contrastive paradigm can be used for deictic
reference in situational use, but additionally it can be used for discourse deixis,
anaphora and recognitional use, functions described in §4. The participation of ak
forms in both the spatial and contrastive paradigm explains the higher frequency
and wider extension of ak forms, including into temporal domains. The wider
functional range of ak forms is also mirrored in their morphosyntactic behaviour
described in §3.

The rest of this section will discuss less frequent forms that mark a spatial
distinction: the independent forms, the forms based on the locative bound stem
ig, and the ia forms which appear to have developed diachronically as phonolog-
ically reduced variants of the ig forms. Apart from in the first-person proximal
series, these forms are all less frequent in the subcorpus than those in Table 1,
which are the main focus of this chapter, so the discussion here is relatively brief
and speculative, but important to understanding how the discourse functions of
the ak and -e forms fit into the wider Vatlongos demonstrative system.

2.2 Spatial distinctions in independent forms

Although they are listed in Parker’s dictionary, today the independent forms of
the second-person proximal and distal demonstratives are fairly marginal (Ta-
ble 4): there are 21 tokens of xai in the corpus and 14 of xor, and these tokens are
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associated with only a handful of older speakers. They seem to index a conserva-
tive style of speech, and are especially associated with the distinctive Endu-Vat-
longos dialect, spoken in the northernmost village of Southeast Ambrym (Ridge
2018a). First-person proximal ak is far more frequent and has spatial, temporal
and discursive functions discussed in §4.

Table 4: The independent forms

Series Independent form Gloss Token count

Proximal 1 ak near speaker 488
Proximal 2 xai near addressee 21
Distal xor distal 14
Contrastive –

2.3 Spatial and contrastive distinctions with locative stem ig

In the locative domain, all three spatial forms and the contrastive can be suffixed
to the locative stem ig ‘place’, a bound stem that can only occur with one of the
demonstrative forms, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Forms based on locative bound stem ig ‘place’

Series Locative form Gloss Token Count

Proximal 1 igak ‘here, this place (near
speaker)’

221

Proximal 2 igaxai ‘there, that place (near
addressee)’

7

Distal igoxor ‘there, that place (distal)’ 38
Contrastive ige ‘that place (negative affect)’ 21

The first-person proximal form igak is by far the most frequent with 221 to-
kens in the corpus, followed by distal igoxor (38 tokens), and the fairly infrequent
second-person proximal igaxai (7 tokens). However, in everyday interactions, the
second-person proximal and distal formswere observed to bemore frequent than
these figures would suggest. The maintenance of a three-way distance-based dis-
tinction in only locative forms (and not demonstrative determiners) has been
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observed for Neverver (Malekula, Vanuatu, Barbour 2012). It appears that Vatlon-
gos is headed in this direction given the marginal status of independent second-
person proximal xai and distal xor.

Contrastive -e can also be suffixed to the locative stem, but in this form the
negative affect meaning of the suffix seems to be more important than the basic
contrastive meaning. Of the 21 tokens of ige in the corpus, 18 occur in accounts
of emotionally distressing episodes, especially in personal experiences of natu-
ral disasters, or to describe places where characters are tricked or disrespected in
traditional stories. The three remaining tokens are in the concluding utterances
of narratives, in formulaic phrases meaning ‘the story finishes there’. This con-
notes a humble, apologetic tone at the end of a performance, and co-occurs with
other hedging strategies like repetition of the adverb xos ‘maybe’.

(1) [20150419e_h01m128_68]2

ma
so

xos
maybe

stori
story

navan
1SG.POSS

xos
maybe

bus
3SG.NFUT.finish

ig-e3

place-CONTR
‘So maybe my story ends there.’

The ig forms can function as locative adverbials, as in (1) and (2), or pronomi-
nally as the argument of a verb. In (3), igak is the object of the verb: kamuet ‘find’
is a morphologically transitive verb which must either be followed by an object
noun phrase or take an object pro-indexing suffix.

(2) [20150415a_h02s125_41]
lata-pat
3PC.NFUT-sleep

igak
place.PROX1

‘They slept here.’

2Example codes consist of the date of the recording event in YYYYMMDD format (e.g. 20150419),
an identifying letter for each session recorded that day (e), an underscore, a letter indexing
broad genre (c = conversation, h = history, n = narrative, p = procedural, t = formal speech),
a number identifying the recording within the session (e.g. 01), a letter indicating the speaker
community (e = Endu village, m = Mele Maat village, s = other villages of Southeast Ambrym),
a speaker code (e.g. 128), an underscore, and a number identifying the pause unit within the
recording (e.g. 68).

3Orthography aligns with IPA with the following exceptions: voiced stops are prenasalised ⟨b⟩
/mb/, ⟨d⟩ /nd/, ⟨g⟩ /ŋɡ/; ⟨v⟩ can be realised as [v] or [β], the digraph ⟨ng⟩ represents /ŋ/. ⟨j⟩
represents the affricate /dʒ/ which only occurs in loan words from Bislama and English. Cap-
italisation and punctuation follow practices in English, the language of education for most
Vatlongos speakers.
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(3) [20170413a_h01m169_21]
la-kamuet
3PL.NFUT-find

igak
place.PROX1

‘They found this place.’

Like the other forms based on first-person proximal ak, igak is also used for
anaphoric functions, as long as the referent is a place. These anaphoric func-
tions explain the much higher token frequency of igak compared to the other
ig forms. In (4), igak is used as recognitional placeholder, followed by the place
name Lamap (a village on Epi Island). The listener is expected to be familiar with
this place, both because it was introduced six pause units earlier in the narra-
tive, and because the history of the founding of Mele Maat is well-known in the
community.

(4) [20150219b_n01m001_45]
la-be
3PL.NFUT-NFUT.go.to

kalavus
prison

e
LOC

igak,
place.PROX1

Lamap
Lamap

‘They went to prison in that place, Lamap.’

2.4 Second-person proximal and distal forms with ia

The second-person proximal and distal forms based on a stem ia are probably
phonologically reduced variants of the locative ig forms. Parker (1970: 8) lists
iaxai and ioxor as variants of igaxai and igoxor. However, in the contemporary
corpus they have a different distribution from the locative ig equivalents (Ta-
ble 6).

Table 6: Forms based on stem ia

Series ia form Gloss Token count

Proximal 1 –
Proximal 2 iaxai ‘there, that place, that one (near

addressee)’
15

Distal ioxor ‘there, that place (distal)’ 19
Contrastive –

Distal ioxor has the greatest functional overlap with the locative form igoxor :
it occurs as a locative adverbial in eight of the 19 tokens in the corpus. The rest of
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the occurrences are adnominal, but all occur in complex NPs, and in six of these
ioxor occurs in a relative clause with an unambiguously locative meaning.

Of the 15 tokens of second-person proximal iaxai in the corpus, only one ex-
ample functions as a locative adverbial. The two pronominal tokens both refer
to a person rather than a place, and in both examples function as predicates,
rather than arguments of a verb. The 13 other tokens all modify nominals, and
predominantly occur with relative clauses and in other complex noun phrases.

The rest of the chapter will focus on the most frequent ak and -e forms, which
are most prominent in discourse functions.

3 Morphosyntactic distribution of ak and -e

3.1 First-person proximal ak forms

The bare form of first-person proximal ak and its variant ok are mostly used ad-
nominally, and usually attach to the right edge of a noun phrase, but can also
function as temporal adverbials. I am describing ak as a clitic, because its distri-
bution is syntactically determined, but it can form a single prosodic word with
the preceding word (Zwicky & Pullum 1983; Spencer & Luís 2012). A single main
stress occurs on ak, as final closed syllables take primary stress in Vatlongos
words. However, there are examples where ak is an independent prosodic word,
especially when used adverbially, which could be an argument for analysing it
as a particle instead.

In the glosses below I am aligning it as a separate word to reflect its syntactic
status, and using the clitic symbol (=) when it appears to form a single prosodic
form with the preceding word. However, this is based on auditory impressions
and in some cases, transcribers’ decisions about where to write word bound-
aries, rather than acoustic analysis. The frequent combinations of ak with the
third-person singular pronoun or singular quantifier xi, and the locative stem ig
discussed above, are lexicalised forms glossed as single words.

First-person proximal ak follows a noun (5) or pronoun (6) heading a noun
phrase.

(5) [20170331b_n01s034_30]
atou
woman

=ak
=PROX1

‘this woman’
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(6) [20141107b_n01e020_19]
xalu
3DU

=ak
=PROX1

‘these two’

In more complex noun phrases, ak can follow a variety of word categories,
including adjectives (7), quantifiers (8)–(9), and possessive classifiers (10).

(7) [20170222f_n01s153_30]
[ses
shellfish

[xa
REL

val]]
big

ak
PROX1

‘this big shellfish’

(8) [20141220g_n01s080_03]
[[horamue
boy

nalu]
3DU.POSS

xalu]
DU

=ak
=PROX1

‘these two boys of theirs’

(9) [20170413e_n01m030_21]
[[holesok
thing

sap]
different

xil]
PL

=ak
=PROX1

‘these different things’

(10) [20170221e_n01o150_04]
[horamue
boy

nan]
3SG.POSS

=ak
=PROX1

‘this boy of his’

Similarly, ak can follow any word at the end of a preposition phrase, like the
noun in (11), or at the end of a relative clause, like the preposition in (12). This
shows that it is syntactic boundaries, rather than word class, that determines the
position of ak, supporting the analysis as the clitic.

(11) [20141106f_n01e018_07]
[vul
hole

[te
of

oum]]
crab

=ak
=PROX1

‘this crab hole’
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(12) [20170222f_n01s153_49–50]
[venu
volcano

[xa
REL

di
CONT

gan
3SG.NFUT.burn

e
LOC

nesau]]
up

ak
PROX1

‘this volcano that’s burning up there’

In all the examples so far, ak occurs at the right edge of a noun phrase. How-
ever, within a noun phrase, it can be followed by a relative clause (13), a coordi-
nator (14), or mun ‘too, also’ (15).

(13) [20150219b_n01m001_44]
[xil
3PL

=ak]
=PROX1

[xa
REL

[tahal
from

Maat]]
Maat

‘the ones from Maat’

(14) [20141106f_n01e018_26]
[[[tut

little
atuli]
girl

=ak]
=PROX1

xal
with

[mama
mum

nan]]
3SG.POSS

‘this little girl and her mum’

(15) [20141106f_n01e018_21]
[[tatal
snake

=ak]
=PROX1

mun]
too

be
3SG.NFUT.go.to

xalu
3DU

‘The snake also went to them.’

Finally, ak occurs as a locative adverb modifying a clause, as in (16).

(16) [20170413a_h01m169_95]
na-taa-ra
1SG.NFUT-NEG-stay

=ti
=NEG

ak
PROX1

‘I wasn’t here.’

The lexicalised form xiak consists of ak and the form xi, which is both the
third-person singular pronoun and the singular quantifier. This form can occur
in many of the same syntactic environments as independent ak. It can occur
adnominally at the right edge of a noun phrase. However, compared to bare ak,
xiak is more likely to occur when the noun phrase also contains other modifiers
(17).
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(17) [20170220e_n01s147_12]
vul
hole

venu
volcano

xiak
PROX1

‘this volcano crater’

In its adnominal function, xiak is more likely to follow the relative clause
marker xa than to adjoin directly to the noun phrase. This strategy is also pre-
ferred for most adjectives in Vatlongos. Unlike in main clauses, adjectives, noun
phrases and demonstratives in relative clauses are rarely preceded by the copular
verb (18).

(18) [20141106f_n01e018_15]
mi-gur
3SG.NFUT-NFUT.take

oum
crab

xa
REL

xiak
PROX1

‘She took this crab.’

It is also fairly common for xiak to occur after a relative clause, referring back
to the head of the noun phrase, see (19) and (20). Adnominal demonstratives are
often reanalysed as relative clause boundarymarkers cross-linguistically (Diessel
1999: 132–135).

(19) [20170222d_n01s152_71]
ueili
pig

[xa
REL

tati
dad

ba
GO

te-pou-e
3SG.PRI-carry-3OBJ

e
LOC

Saot-Is]
Southeast

xiak
PROX1

‘the pig that Dad went and got from the Southeast’

(20) [20170315b_n01m159_15]
iat
yard

[xa
REL

ma-ling
1PL.NFUT-put

joj
church

daen]
3SG.NFUT.stay.in

xiak
PROX1

‘the yard that we put the church in’

These tendencies show that while there is overlap in the adnominal functions
of ak and xiak, they tend to occur in slightly different syntactic environments.
As might be predicted on the basis of its longer form, xiak seems to have greater
syntactic prominence, and may help hearers to process syntactic boundaries in
complex noun phrases.

Xiak is used as a locative adverbial more frequently than bare ak. It can refer
to a location that is near a real or fictional place of speech, or to a place that is al-
ready activated in the discourse, see (21) and (22). In this use it also has functional
overlap with igak, discussed in §2.
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(21) [20141117a_n01m003_50]
taa-ve
3SG.NFUT.NEG-NEG.COP

vonine-mem
place-1PL.EXCL.POSS

=ti
=NEG

xiak
here.PROX1

‘It’s not our place here.’

(22) [20170124b_t01e137_15]
metilou
nephew

da
3SG.NFUT.stay

xiak
here.PROX1

‘Nephew is here.’

Unlike bare ak, xiak is also used as a temporal adverbial, see (23) and (24). In
the corpus, the locative adverbial uses can be difficult to distinguish from the
temporal ones, but xiak seems to be most frequently used with a temporal inter-
pretation. In its temporal extensions it can refer to the time of real or fictional
speech, or to the time frame that is under discussion in the discourse, which may
be in the past, as in (25).

(23) [20150419e_h01m128_24]
di
CONT

a-mmei
2SG.NFUT-come

xiak?
now

‘Are you coming now?’

(24) [20170217j_n01s125_19]
eai
sun

ba
GO

di
CONT

mi-nu
3SG.NFUT-dive

xiak
now

‘The sun is setting now.’

(25) [20141117a_n01m003_17]
kavmen
government

mi-leh
3SG.NFUT-take

moletin
person

xil
PL

tu
already

la-mmei
3PL.NFUT-come

Epi
Epi

xiak
now

‘The government had already brought people to Epi then.’

Xiak can additionally be used as a pronominal form that can function as the
argument of a verb. In (26), xiak is the subject of the verb and refers to a per-
son present in the speech situation (the researcher), who is standing beside the
speaker. In (27), xiak is the object of the instrumental preposition ni and refers
to a loan already mentioned in the autobiographical narrative.
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(26) [20141028a_c01m002_07]
xiak
3SG.PROX1

bitene
3SG.NFUT.want

va-hur
3SG.IFUT-take

sepin-ien
talk-NMLZ

nar
1PL.INCL.POSS

‘This one wants to learn our language.’

(27) [20170413e_n01m030_19]
na-staat-ni
1SG.NFUT-start-TR

pisnis
business

navan
1SG.POSS

ni
INS

xiak
3SG.PROX1

‘I started my business with this.’

3.2 Contrastive -e forms

I analyse contrastive -e as a suffix rather than a clitic because it is heavily re-
stricted in the forms it can attach to, and its syntactic distribution is dependent
on the host forms, rather than independently attaching to a syntactic constituent
(Zwicky & Pullum 1983; Spencer & Luís 2012). Contrastive -e is suffixed to a sub-
set of the pronouns and formally identical quantifiers, as well as the locative stem
ig discussed in §2.3. Unlike first-person proximal ak, syntactic requirements do
not ever directly determine the position of -e: it can only occur in positions avail-
able to the forms it is suffixed to. This is a possible counterexample to Diessel’s
(1999: 25) hypothesis that bound demonstratives are always clitics rather than
affixes, although semantically the suffixed forms do always modify or substitute
for a phrase as he argues.

Contrastive -e is most frequently suffixed to xi, which is the third-person sin-
gular pronoun or definite singular quantifier, or xil, the third-person plural pro-
noun or plural quantifier. The singular pronoun form is shown in (28), as the
object of the instrumental preposition ni. The plural pronoun form is shown in
(29), functioning as the subject of the verb.

(28) [20141116b_c01m_26]
lu-bunit
3DU.NFUT-NFUT.cover.laplap

ni
INS

xi-e
3SG-CONTR

‘They covered the laplap4 with that.’

(29) [20141208a_n01m045_29]
xil-e
3PL-CONTR

la-pangei
3PL.NFUT-spoil

nou
1SG

‘They disrespected me.’
4Laplap is a food made from grated root vegetables or banana soaked in coconut milk and baked
in leaves.
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The singular and plural quantifier forms are shown in (30) and (31) , modifying
a single noun.

(30) [20141027a_n01m001_109]
tovolih
old.woman

xi-e
SG-CONTR

‘that old woman’

(31) [20150310a_h01s114_08]
meseau
fish

xil-e
PL-CONTR

‘those fish’

These forms have the same distribution within the noun phrase as unmarked
quantifiers, usually following any adjectives (32) or possessive classifiers (33).
However, the contrastive form of the singular quantifier is much more frequent
than the singular quantifier alone, which only occurs twicewith an unambiguous
quantification function. It therefore serves as a host for the contrastive demon-
strative suffix, rather than making an independent semantic contribution.

(32) [20170220g_n01s148_24]
mai
reef

mieh
white

xi-e
SG-CONTR

‘that white reef’

(33) [20141027a_n01m001_29]
holesok
thing

salu
3DU.POSS

xil-e
PL-CONTR

‘those things of theirs’

Xie is especially common at the end of long relative clauses, andmore frequent
than xiak in this environment (34).

(34) [20141220g_n01s080_11]
ma-be
1DU.EXCL-NFUT.go.to

[[rute
place

[xa
REL

xouk
2SG

o-bit
2SG-NFUT.say

mal-naa-va
1DU.EXCL.FUT-NEG-go

=ti
=NEG

en]]
in

xi-e]
SG-CONTR

‘We went to that place that you told us not to go to.’
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Like xiak, xie is also often introduced by the relative clause marker xa, where
it is ambiguous between a quantifier and pronominal reading (35).

(35) [20141107b_n01e020_31]
tatal
snake

xa
REL

xi-e
(3)SG-CONTR

‘that snake’

Xie can also modify a clause as a temporal (36) or locative (37) adverb, which is
evidence of lexicalisation, as in the case of xiak. Although it can again be difficult
to distinguish between temporal and locative meanings in individual examples
in the corpus, the temporal meaning of the adverb appears to be more frequent.

(36) [20141208a_n01m045_42]
mu-lul
3SG.NFUT-shake

vatang
a.lot

xie
then

‘It [the earthquake] shook a lot then.’

(37) [20141219c_n01s033_21]
xale-n
tail-3SG.POSS

daen
3SG.NFUT.be.in.it

xie
there

‘Its tail was in there.’

The morphosyntactic distributions of contrastive xie and xile therefore appear
to encompass the various functions of both ak and xiak in the first-person prox-
imal series, while making an additional distinction for number, but are not able
to modify dual and paucal referents. There is a single example in the corpus of
-e modifying the first-person plural inclusive pronoun xir.

Finally, -e can modify the locative stem ig, as discussed in §2.3.

3.3 Summary

Themorphosyntactic distributions of these forms are summarised in Table 7. The
greater syntactic independence and freer distribution of first-person proximal ak
is reflected in the wider discourse functions of this series.
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Table 7: Summary of morphosyntactic distributions of ak and -e forms

Morphosyntactic distributions ak forms -e forms

adnominal ak, xiak xie, xile
after relative clause marker xiak xie, xile
after complex NP xiak xie, xile
locative adverbial ak, xiak, igak xie, ige
temporal adverbial xiak xie
pronominal xiak xie, xile

4 Discourse functions of ak and -e

4.1 Introduction

The wider morphosyntactic distribution of ak is mirrored in its use in seman-
tically general, high frequency discourse contexts. Ak is the default form for
anaphora, with an important role in referent tracking, especially in establishing
topics. It is frequent for second mention of new referents, and for switch topics.
Contrastive -e can occur in some of these discourse environments, but also when
an explicit contrast is being made, or in contexts of negative psychological affect,
for example if a switch topic is also an adversary in a narrative.

Ak forms are associated with recognitional uses, for referents that the speaker
asserts to be known to the hearer, while anticipating that the information given
may not be sufficient (Himmelmann 1996: 230; Diessel 1999: 105–109). These are
not well-exemplified in the corpus, but were observed during fieldwork.

In this section it is sometimes useful to include a translation of the section of
discourse preceding or following an example; this is given in the translation line,
in square brackets.

4.2 First-person proximal ak forms

If any demonstrative is used in coding a referent, ak forms are the default for
anaphora. This is especially likely when establishing a topic, or for switch topics
when a referent is active in the discourse, but not currently under discussion.
Continuing topics are usually coded only by subject-indexing verbal prefixes.

In (38) (which is the fuller context for (27)), xiak is first used adnominally to
modify the complex noun phrase ‘money that I got’, which refers back to a loan
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first mentioned two pause units earlier. Then xiak is used again to refer to the
money pronominally.

(38) [20170413e_n01m030_19]
pipin-ni
3SG.NFUT.enough-TR

mani
money

taxa
REL

na-gur-i
1SG.NFUT-NFUT.take-3OBJ

xiak.
PROX1

na-staat-ni
1SG.NFUT-start-TR

pisnis
business

navan
1SG.POSS

ni
INS

xiak
3SG.PROX1

‘It was as much as I could buy with the money that I got. I started my
business with this.’

Adnominal marking with ak forms is also very frequent at second mention of
a referent that remains prominent in the subsequent discourse. In (39) (which is
the fuller context for (8)), the two boys are introduced in a noun phrase without
any demonstrative. Anaphoric ak modifies ‘their two boys’ on the second men-
tion, which Lichtenberk (1996: 385) calls “immediate anaphora after first men-
tion”. They are then referred to with the third-person dual pronoun xalu.

(39) [20141220g_n01s080_02-03]
lu-pes
3DU.NFUT-bear

horamue
boy

nalu
3DU.POSS

lu-be
3DU.NFUT-COP

lu.
two

lu-pes
3DU.NFUT-bear

horamue
boy

nalu
3DU.POSS

xalu
DU

ak,
PROX1

lu-laxat
3DU.NFUT-look.after

xalu
3DU

‘They had two boys. They had these two boys of theirs, they looked after
them.’

This is an example of a tail-head linkage structure (de Vries 2005), described
as bridging constructions in a recent typology (Guérin 2019). This is a common
strategy for organising discourse in Vanuatu languages (Early 1994: 454; Hyslop
2001: 426–427; Thieberger 2004: 324–325; Schneider 2010: 240; Brotchie 2009:
298–299; Jauncey 2011: 376). A situation or referent that is new information at the
end of one section of discourse is repeated as old information at the beginning
of the next section of discourse, as background for further new information. In
Vatlongos, adnominal ak often occurs in the repeated stretch of discourse.

Example (40), from the beginning of an account of tropical cyclone Pam in
2015, shows ak modifying the ‘cyclone’ that has been introduced in the preceding
clause, in a topicalised clause-initial noun phrase. The topicalised noun phrase
precedes the independent pronoun in subject position xamem ‘1PL.EXCL’, and is
marked prosodically with rising intonation and a pause (indicated by a comma
in the transcription line).
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(40) [20150410a_h01s121_02-03]
na-sep
1SG.IFUT-say

ulis
about

=ti
=PART

vatiang
cyclone

xa
REL

bas
3SG.NFUT.hit

xir.
1PL.INCL

vatiang
cyclone

ok,
PROX1

xamem
1PL.EXCL

di
CONT

...

‘I’m going to talk a bit about the cyclone that struck us. This cyclone, we
were … [getting news about it].’

The very high frequency of ak in these anaphoric uses suggests it could be
reanalysed as an article, in opposition to tei ‘one’, which functions like an indefi-
nite article. This is similar to the role of the most general deictic particle in Lewo
(Epi, Vanuatu) (Early 1994: 225).

Similarly, xiak is the unmarked form for the locative and temporal adverb, and
can modify fairly distant situations in space and time. While in examples (21) to
(24) xiak refers to the here and now of the speech event, it can also refer to times
and places under discussion regardless of distance from the speech event, as in
(25) where xiak refers to a time several decades earlier.

Recognitional use of ak was very frequently observed in casual conversation
in the field, in contexts like (41), when a speaker is explaining something and
wants to make sure that the listener has understood the intended referent. The
speaker is also suggesting that the listener does know about the little house in
question.

(41) [field notes]
nim
house

hokkorong
small

tang
just

nesau
up

ak
PROX1

‘that little house up there’

However, there are few clear-cut examples of this in the corpus. Their low in-
cidence may be due to the presence of the researcher at most recording events:
speakers have low expectations of the researcher-as-listener’s cultural knowl-
edge and shared frame of reference, and are more likely to introduce a referent as
new information rather than assuming that the whole audience has prior knowl-
edge. Another difficulty in identifying examples of recognitional uses in the cor-
pus is that many possible examples could instead be analysed as anaphora, as the
referent has usually been mentioned at some earlier point in a longer narrative,
a difficulty observed by Himmelmann (1996: 236). Himmelmann (1996: 235) also
observes that distal demonstratives are far more common in recognitional uses
cross-linguistically, so the role of ak in these uses is suggestive of how general
and unmarked the Vatlongos first-person proximal is in its discourse extensions.
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This supports the analysis that, in these uses, ak is in a paradigmatic relationship
with the contrastive, rather than with the other spatial demonstrative series.

First-person proximal ak is also associated with what could be described as
“coercive recognitional uses”, to assert that the hearer should be familiar with the
referent, even if the speaker suspects that they are not. This was very frequently
observed in speech directed to me by my host families, especially in relation to
kinship networks. Example (42) is a typical example from observation – it was
obvious that I did not know which aunt was being referred to, but the use of ak
made it clear that I should have known.

(42) [field notes]
tila
aunt

nam
2SG.POSS

ak
PROX1

‘this aunt of yours’

The forms based on ak and -e forms have complementary roles in discourse re-
pair, which are important to the distinction marked in the verbal demonstratives
discussed in §5. Ak forms often mark a constituent that has been provided after a
hesitation. While a speaker is searching for a word, the nominal hesitation form
na can be prosodically lengthened for as long as it takes to find the target word.
When the target word is spoken, it is then often marked with the ak form, as in
(43).

(43) [20150305h_h01o111_12]
lu-pus
3DU.NFUT-see

na
HES

nim
house

ok
PROX1

‘They saw um, this house.’

4.3 Contrastive -e forms

The primary function of the -e forms is to mark an explicit or implicit contrast.
Often the contrast is with a referent marked with first-person proximal ak, but
not necessarily. In (44), a father is giving instructions to his sons to hunt on ‘this
side’ (marked with ak), contrasted with ‘our home’, which is not in the area they
should hunt in.

(44) [20141220g_n01s080_11]
tim
home

saratel
1PC.INCL.POSS

xi-e
SG-CONTR

‘[You must go hunt on this side (ak) because of] our home there.’
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In (28), the contrast is implicit, rather than explicitly stated in the discourse.
The pronominal use of xie refers to leaves of the nelnel plant, as opposed to hahau
leaves, which are usually used in preparing laplap. Earlier in the conversation,
the speaker explained how no one went to collect the hahau leaves.

Contrastive -e forms are also used to index negative affect, especially for sit-
uations associated with emotional distress or disrespect, and referents that are
figured as adversaries in a narrative. The role of negative affect in the use of de-
monstratives is often figured in terms of psychological distancing. For example,
Early (1994: 225) aligns “spatial, temporal and psychological location” in his de-
scription of demonstratives in Lewo (Epi, Vanuatu). However, in Vatlongos the
demonstrative associated with these functions does not (at least synchronically)
have a spatial primary meaning, so the metaphorical rationale for this polysemy
is not one of physical distance.

Xie often marks the “enemy” character in traditional narratives, frequently an
old woman (30) or a snake (35). It can be used more generally for troublemakers,
as in (45), referring to an ancestor who caused a volcanic crater to open by eating
forbidden sugarcane.

(45) [20170220e_n01s147_09]
avu
grandparent

xa
REL

xi-e
(3)SG-CONTR

mei
come

pol-ni
3SG.NFUT.make-TR

travol
trouble

‘That ancestor came and made trouble.’

Contrastive -e forms are closely linked to the breaking of social conventions,
especially taboos and concepts of respect and obedience, as shown in several
examples above. In (29), xile refers to a group of people – a village on another
island – who tricked the protagonist into sleeping with his own mother. In (34),
two brothers are explaining to their father that they disobeyed his command, and
xie modifies the place that they were forbidden to hunt in. In (37), xie is used as
a locative adverb, and refers to the rat’s bottom, a taboo body part.

As a temporal adverb, xie is especially associated with times of fear and dis-
tress, as in (36), hardship (46) or discomfort (47).

(46) [20150219b_n01m001_08]
te-staat
3SG.PRI-start

e
LOC

fotitu
42

xie
then

‘It [World War Two] started in 1942 then.’
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(47) [20150129c_i01m095_29]
ut
place

mi-ttin
3SG.NFUT.hot

ma
so

na-po
1SG.IFUT-carry

rat-i
out-3OBJ

xie
then

‘It’s hot so I’ll take it out now.’

Neither the temporal distance of the time indexed by the temporal adverb, nor
the relative tense marking of the clause, seems to influence the use of xie. In the
examples here it indexes a time a fewweeks ago (36), many decades ago (46), and
just after speech time (47), and modifies verbs marked with the non-future, the
prior, and the immediate future, respectively.

However, xie as a temporal adverb is especially likely to co-occur with strate-
gies for marking completed situations. This could be an extension of the basic
contrastive meaning of the -e forms, as an emphasis on the boundaries of events
allows them to contrast with other events in a sequence. In (48) and (49), xie co-
occurs with the adverb turei ‘already’. Example (49) also includes the use of the
verb hus ‘finish’ (here the non-future affirmative form bus), which is a high fre-
quency strategy for marking completive aspect in Vatlongos. Example (50) uses
the combination of negative polarity and mu ‘first’ to express ‘not yet’.

(48) [20141219c _n01s033_08]
ale
so

lanstaem
lunchtime

turei
already

xie,
then

va
GO

ra-vanien
1PL.INCL.IFUT-eat

‘Okay, it’s lunchtime already now, let’s go eat.’

(49) [20141212f_n01s054_14]
meu
megapode

na-pein-ni
1SG.NFUT-paint-TR

xouk
2SG

turei
already

bus
3SG.NFUT.finish

xie
then

‘Megapode I’ve already finished painting you now.’

(50) [20150219b_n01m001_84]
lut-naa-ve
3DU.PRI-NEG-COP

pasta
pastor

=ti
=NEG

mu
first

xie
then

‘They weren’t pastors yet then.’

Contrastive -e forms have a different role to play in discourse repair. Whereas
first-person proximal ak forms mark a successful repair after a hesitation, -e
forms modify placeholders which are used instead of more specific formulations,
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or because a speaker has decided not to continue searching for an intended lexi-
cal item. In (51), xie modifies the general nominal placeholder neta ‘thing’ (which
follows the bound noun relit ‘egg’, obligatorily followed by a possessor). At no
point in the narrative is this mysterious object, which later becomes the volcano,
given a precise name, although it is compared to a chicken’s egg. In a different
telling of the same narrative it is instead referred to as a shell.

(51) [20170220g_n01s148_38]
na
HES

relit
egg

neta
thing

xa
REL

xi-e
(3)SG-CONTR

‘[They took out] um that thing’s egg.’

4.4 Summary

Table 8 summarises the discourse functions described in this section. It is striking
that ak forms have many more discourse functions than contrastive -e forms, in
addition to their role in the spatial paradigm. This large functional extension
suggests a reason for the greater morphosyntactic flexibility of ak, which has
more functions to perform in a variety of discourse contexts.

This section has shown the complementary roles of these two demonstrative
series in the mechanics of discourse repair after a hesitation or false start. First-
person proximal ak is used for discourse repair, when a referent is repeated after

Table 8: Summary of discourse functions of ak and -e forms

Discourse functions ak forms -e forms

default anaphora ✔
establishing topics ✔
second mention ✔
switch topics ✔
contrastive topics ✔
repeated content in tail-head linkage ✔
recognitional uses ✔
coercive recognitional uses ✔
successful repair after hesitation ✔
placeholders for failed repairs ✔
negative affect ✔
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a false start. Contrastive -e is instead used with placeholders when the speaker
is searching for a word. This distinction is important to understanding how the
restricted functional distribution of the verbal demonstrative mue discussed in
§5.4 could have arisen.

5 Demonstrative verbs

5.1 Introduction

In addition to the adnominal, adverbial and pronominal forms described so far,
Vatlongos has a verbal manner demonstrative mak based on first-person prox-
imal ak, and a verbal hesitation form mue which could have developed from
contrastive -e, in line with the contrast between ak and -e forms involved in dis-
course repair (Table 9). There is also one token in the corpus of a verb maxai, a
second-person proximal xai form.

Table 9: Verbal demonstrative forms in Vatlongos

Series Verb Gloss Token count

Proximal 1 mak ‘like this’ 328
Proximal 2 maxai ‘like that’ (associated with addressee) 1
Distal -
Contrastive mue hesitation 227

Paamese, the most closely related language, also has verbal demonstratives,
which Crowley (1982: 229) analyses as comprising of a deictic verbal root muko,
and the demonstrative clitics, =ke (proximal) and =neke (distal). Unlike in Vat-
longos, the verbal root can be separated from the demonstrative elements by
an intervening negative-partitive suffix and the additive clitic, but muko cannot
occur without one of these two clitics.

5.2 First-person proximalmak

The first-person proximal verbal formmak functions as a manner demonstrative.
It is very frequent, occurring roughly once every 150 words (328 tokens in the
subcorpus). Its high frequency and broad range of functions mirrors the exten-
sion of ak in identifying discourse referents, but instead refers to manner.
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4 Morphosyntactic and functional asymmetries in Vatlongos

As a main verb it is especially common in procedural texts, referring to a man-
ner being demonstrated non-verbally. In (52), the speaker is demonstrating how
to make simboro, grated root vegetables or banana rolled in cabbage leaves and
cooked in coconut milk.

(52) [20141212g_p01s046_05]
mak,
3SG.NFUT.like.this

di,
then

mak
3SG.NFUT.like.this

tang
just

‘Like this, then, just like this.’

Mak is also often used to introduce performances, as in (53) where it first intro-
duces a rope drawing of a nut, and then the song that accompanies the drawing.
When a performance is verbal, this can be thought of as discourse deixis, refer-
ring to the words of the song. Although in these two examples the direction of
reference is cataphoric, mak can also refer backwards in time to a completed
performance.

(53) [20141222c_p01s087]
tavu
bushnut

mak:
3SG.NFUT.like.this

[…] ale
so

sisien
song

nen
of.it

mak:
3SG.NFUT.like.this

[…]

‘The bushnut goes like this: [rope drawing]. Then the song of it goes like
this: [song].’

It is also used for anaphoric discourse deixis referring to situations expressed
in the preceding discourse. In (54), mak refers to the preceding sentence (26), i.e.
that I want to learn Vatlongos, as an explanation for the speaker’s actions. The
use of discourse deicticmak followed byma ‘so, then’ is a fairly frequent strategy
for expressing causal or purposive links between situations in the discourse.

(54) [20141028a_c01m002_08]
mak
3SG.NFUT.like.this

ma
so

na-kes
1SG.NFUT-call

xamim
2PL

‘It’s like this so I called you.’ (i.e. ‘That’s why I called you.’)

This discourse deictic use can also refer to the speech of another interlocutor
in a conversation, as in (55). Mak collocates with tang ‘just’, often to express a
general affirmation, which could be translated as ‘that’s it’ or ‘that’s the way’
in English. This collocation occurs 27 times in the corpus, representing nearly a
tenth of tokens of mak, and is probably even more frequent in casual conversa-
tion, which is underrepresented in the corpus.
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(55) [20150129b_i01m094_15]
mu-tin
1PL.EXCL.DFUT-burn

nahou
garden

tang
just

–

a
oh

bos,
3SG.NFUT.good

mak
3SG.NFUT.like.this

tang
just

(A:) ‘We’ll just burn the garden.’ – (B:) ‘Oh good, that’s the way.’

However mak most often occurs as the subsequent verb in a serial verb con-
struction, modifying the manner of the situation expressed by the initial verb.
Mak always takes third-person singular subject agreement marking in these con-
structions, which is the default for event-argument5 serialisation in both Vatlon-
gos (Ridge 2019: §6) and Paamese (see Crowley 1987: 61 and Crowley 2002: 61
on ambient core-layer serial verb constructions in Paamese). In Vatlongos serial
verb constructions, the relative tense marking on the initial verb determines the
marking on the subsequent verb. Matching relative tense marking is required in
all the examples of serialised mak here, because they are in affirmative polarity.

In serialisation, mak can be used exophorically to refer to the external situa-
tion, as in (56), from a conversation recorded while eating laplap on a Sunday.

(56) [20141116b_c01m_54]
xir,
1PL.INCL

evri
every

Sade
Sunday

ra-ga
1PL.INCL.NFUT-eat

laplap
laplap

mak
3SG.NFUT.like.this

‘Us, every Sunday we eat laplap like this.’

Serialised mak also refers to non-verbal demonstrations, both in procedural
demonstrations (57), and for more spontaneous demonstrations and iconic ges-
tures. In (58), the speaker picks up a banana to demonstrate how a character in
a narrative blocks a snake’s mouth with a nut.

(57) [20141212g_p01s046_04]
la-pis-i
3PL.NFUT-roll-3OBJ

mak
3SG.NFUT.like.this

‘They roll it like this.’

(58) [20141220g_n01s080_52]
tati
dad

natel
3PC.POSS

gur
3SG.NFUT.take

huit
fruit

tavu
bushnut

tei
one

mak
3SG.NFUT.like.this

‘Their Dad took a bushnut like this.’
5I am following Aikhenvald’s (2006: 18–19) typological framework in using this term, rather
than “ambient”, which is used by Crowley to describe the same argument structure configura-
tion.
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Serialised mak can also be used for discourse deixis. In (59), the preceding
stretch of discourse describes how the dwarf has been pulling the rat’s tail, and
mak refers back to that action as the manner in which the dwarf is trying to get
the rat out of its hole.

(59) [20170331c_n01s140_60]
mi-sak
3SG.NFUT-do

pis-i
try-3OBJ

va-leh
3SG.IFUT-take

rat
out

asu
rat

va-mak
3SG.IFUT-like.this

‘[He pulled and pulled and pulled…] he tried to take out the rat like this.’

Finally, mak can also have a recognitional use. In (60), the speaker uses mak
to refer to the way in which young people often just stay home, assuming the
audience’s shared knowledge of the common social problem of young people
hanging around without enough to do.

(60) [20170406a_n01m164_61]
yangfala
youth

xil,
PL

samtaem
sometimes

ra-di
1PL.INCL-NFUT.stay

mak
3SG.NFUT.like.this

‘Young people, sometimes we stay like this.’

Because mak has a bilabial onset, it usually does not take the non-future third-
person singular subject-indexing prefixmi, instead taking a zero allomorph. This
means that it most often appears in its unprefixed form, as in all the examples
here except (59). This bridging context seems to have allowed reanalysis as an
invariant adverb. There are five unambiguous tokens in the corpus in tense and
person contexts where prefixes are expected, but do not occur. However, in the
non-future with a third-person singular subject it is usually not possible to dis-
ambiguate the verbal and adverbial lexemes.

5.3 Second-person proximal or contrastivemaxai

While there is no evidence in the corpus or observation of any verbal forms based
on distal xor, there is also one example of a verbal manner demonstrative maxai
in the corpus, which appears to be the second-person proximal xai form. Exam-
ple (61) is reported speech from the speaker’s sister-in-law, instructing her (the
addressee of the reported speech) not to roll simboro in the manner she was
doing it, but instead in the manner the sister-in-law demonstrates. Maxai is the
subsequent verb in the serial verb construction, modifying the initial verb phrase
‘roll simboro’. While both verbs take negative polarity immediate future prefixes,
the negative clitic ti only appears after the initial verb phrase, a strong diagnos-
tic of serialisation, as naa-maxai would be ungrammatical as independent clause
without the negative clitic.
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(61) [20141212g_p01s046_11]
a-naa-pis
2SG.IFUT-NEG-roll

siboro
simboro

=ti
=NEG

naa-maxai
3SG.IFUT.NEG-like.that.PROX2

e
but

u-pis
2SG.DFUT-roll

siboro
dumpling

i-xoni
3SG.DFUT-like

ngan
one

=ak
=PROX1

‘You don’t roll simboro like that, you roll it like this one.’

5.4 Verbal hesitation form mue

The verbal formmue is probably based on contrastive -e. Rather than functioning
as a verbal manner demonstrative, this is a hesitation form used when a speaker
is searching for a verbal lexeme, which is usually supplied by the speaker imme-
diately afterwards. Alternatively a speaker might break off after mue, and use a
different sentence structure altogether in the following sentence. It is very fre-
quent, occurring roughly once every 210 words in the corpus (227 tokens).

Mue is fully inflected for the intended subject person-number and relative
tense features, and can be modified by auxiliary verbs (64).

(62) [20141208a_n01m045_25]
mue,
3SG.NFUT.HES

muis
3SG.NFUT.cry

vatang
a.lot

‘He um, he cried a lot.’

(63) [20150223a_n01m096_59]
ral-mue,
1DU.INCL.DFUT-HES

rali-pol
1DU.INCL.DFUT-work

‘We’ll um, we’ll work.’

(64) [20150303d_p01e016_03]
di
CONT

ma-mue,
1PL.EXCL.NFUT-HES

di
CONT

ma-ga-ni
1PL.EXCL.NFUT-NFUT.eat-3OBJ

‘We um, we eat it.’

Mue can stand in for both intransitive (62)–(63) and transitive (64) clauses.
When a transitive clause is intended, it can also be followed by the nominal place-
holder neta ‘thing’, see (51). This can be used whether the intended object will be
indexed by the object pro-indexing suffixes (65), or an independent noun phrase
(66).
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(65) [20141027a_n01m001_18–19]
lu-mue
3DU.NFUT-HES

neta,
thing

lu-pangas-i
3DU.NFUT-burn-3OBJ

‘They um what, they burnt it.’

(66) [20170331c_n01s140_15]
asu
rat

mue
3SG.NFUT.HES

neta,
thing

mi-gur
3SG.NFUT-NFUT.take

vatupang
fire.stick

‘The rat um what, took the fire stick.’

Mue has a bilabial initial and frequently appears as a bare stem in the non-
future with a third-person singular subject, as in (62) and (66). Like mak, there
are signs that this has been a bridging context for reanalysis as a non-verbal form.
There are eight tokens in the corpus where a verbal reading is unlikely, and mue
instead seems to be acting as amore general hesitationmarker, with the syntactic
distribution of an interjection.

Despite the formal similarity, and the evidence from Paamese of a deictic ver-
bal root with an initial /mu/, it is difficult to assert a definite relationship between
this form and the contrastive demonstrative suffix -e, because it does not func-
tion as a typical verbal manner demonstrative like mak. It is therefore important
to ascertain a plausible path of reanalysis from the demonstrative uses of -e to
the function of a hesitation marker. Himmelmann (1996: 234–235) observes that
demonstratives are often used as fillers, and suggests that hesitation phenomena
are closely associated with the recognitional uses of demonstratives. While ak
is the primary strategy for recognitional use in Vatlongos, the complementary
roles of ak and -e forms in discourse repair suggest a path for the verbal -e form
to function as a hesitation marker. In examples like (51), -e modifies a placeholder
for a lexical item that is currently inaccessible to the speaker, a close parallel to
the role of verbal mue.

5.5 Summary

Table 10 summarises the functions of the verbal demonstrative forms. Here the
imbalance in functional load between the first-person proximal series and the
other forms is even more striking than in the adnominal, adverbial and pronomi-
nal forms discussed in §4. There is a single example of a second-person proximal
verbal form, and the contrastive series is restricted to a hesitation form.
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Table 10: Summary of functions of verbal demonstratives

Functions mak maxai mue

referring to physical demonstrations by speaker ✔
referring to manner of situational context ✔
referring to manner in the preceding discourse ✔
modifying manner of another verb ✔
recognitional use ✔
referring to manner of actions of addressee ✔
hesitation ✔

6 Conclusion

There are four series of Vatlongos demonstratives: in addition to first-person
proximal, second-person proximal and distal forms, there is a contrastive series
that has not been previously described. These can be thought of as a person-based
spatial paradigm, distinguishing first-person proximal from second-person proxi-
mal and distal series, and a contrastive paradigmwhere the first-person proximal
series is distinguished from the contrastive series. The participation of the first-
person proximal series in both paradigmatic distinctions is one reason for its
greater frequency and wider discourse functions than the other demonstrative
forms.

In discourse functions Vatlongos demonstratives are organised around a two-
way distinction between forms based on the clitic ak, and contrastive forms based
on the suffix -e. This chapter has described how asymmetries in the morphosyn-
tactic status and distribution of these forms are reflected in their functional exten-
sions. Whereas the first-person proximal clitic ak can freely modify both noun
phrases and clauses, contrastive -e can only modify singular and plural noun
phrases, usually in the third person, and its distribution is dependent on the host
forms it attaches to, usually pronouns and quantifiers.

This asymmetry is mirrored in the more general and frequent contexts of use
for the first-person proximal forms. First-person proximal ak forms are the de-
fault for anaphora and recognitional demonstrative uses, while -e forms are used
for explicit contrast and negative affect. The negative affect meaning component
is unusual in that it is not based on metaphorical distance: the primary meaning
of these forms is contrastive rather than distance-based, so opposition seems to
be a more relevant dimension for this connotation.
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Vatlongos demonstrative verbs show an even starker asymmetry between these
series. First-person proximal mak is by far the most frequent, used as a gen-
eral verbal manner demonstrative, especially in serial verb constructions. There
is also one example of second-person proximal maxai. Mue, the form probably
based on contrastive -e, is restricted to a verbal hesitation form, reflecting the role
of -e forms in modifying nominal placeholders. The role of the ak and -e series
in discourse repair in nominal and verbal contexts is summarised in Table 11.

Table 11: The roles of ak and -e in discourse repair

Syntactic environment ak series -e series

nominal ak modifies successful
repair after hesitation

xie modifies placeholder
for failed repair

verbal mak refers to physical
demonstrations

mue is a placeholder
hesitation form during
search for verbal lexeme

In summary, Vatlongos discourse demonstratives show how distinctions in
semantic extension, discourse functions, and markedness interact with the mor-
phosyntactic status and distribution of demonstrative forms, and the wider syn-
tactic structures available in a language.

Abbreviations

In addition to Leipzig glossing rules, the following abbreviations are used:

COME auxiliary of prior
motion towards deictic
centre

CONT continuous (habitual or
progressive)

CONTR contrastive
DFUT distant future
GO auxiliary of prior

motion away from
deictic centre

HES hesitation form

IFUT immediate future
relative tense

NFUT non-future relative
tense

PART partitive
PC paucal
PRI prior relative tense
PROX1 first-person proximal

(near speaker)
PROX2 second-person proximal

(near addressee)
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Chapter 5

Tracking and recognitional use of
Kalamang opa: Demonstrative of
cognitive accessibility
Eline Visser
Lund University

The Papuan language Kalamang has an adnominal demonstrative opa, whichmarks
referents that are cognitively accessible either because they are common ground or
because they are previously mentioned in the discourse. It is mainly an endophoric
demonstrative which has tracking and recognitional uses, but it can be used ex-
ophorically as well. It can be used for both maintaining and reintroducing refer-
ents. The demonstrative opa is co-lexified with a time adverb opa ‘just now; ear-
lier’. A grammaticalisation path cannot be established, but similar co-lexifications
are found in Bunaq (Timor-Alor-Pantar) and Indonesian (Austronesian).

1 Introduction

Kalamang, a Papuan language of the West Bomberai family spoken in the east
of Indonesia (ISO 639-3 code: kgv), has an adnominal demonstrative opa. It is
typically used to refer to or establish common ground, or to indicate that the
referent has beenmentioned before. In (1), the referent canam ‘man’ is mentioned
at minute 1:23. The same referent re-occurs about a minute later, at 2:25, and is
then marked with opa to indicate it is the same man as at 1:23.

(1) a. [stim24_1:23]
ma
3SG

canam-at
man-OBJ

kon-i
one-NUM.ACC

koluk
meet

‘She meets a man.’

Eline Visser. 2020. Tracking and recognitional use of Kalamang opa: demonstrative of
cognitive accessibility. In Åshild Næss, Anna Margetts & Yvonne Treis (eds.), Demon-
stratives in discourse, 103–121. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.
4055820
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b. [stim24_2:25]
ma
3SG

canam
man

opa
OPA

me
TOP

koluk
meet

‘She meets that man (that I’ve mentioned before).’

Building on the last twenty years’ advancements in the study of the semantics
and pragmatics of demonstratives, I carry out an analysis of the functions of Kala-
mang adnominal opa. §2 provides an overview of the study of demonstratives,
including an outline of exophoric and endophoric uses of demonstratives, and
discusses notions such as attention direction, shared knowledge and accessibil-
ity. §3 discusses the Kalamang demonstrative system, focusing on the proximal
and distal roots wa and me. In §4, the formal (i.e. morphosyntactic) behaviour of
opa is discussed, and it is shown that opa is part of the adnominal demonstrative
paradigm. §5, the core of this chapter, goes into detail about the behaviour of opa.
Adnominal demonstrative opa is co-lexified with a time adverb opa ‘just (now);
earlier’, which occurs at the edge of the clause. This co-lexification of time ad-
verb and demonstrative, or similar functions, is also found in Indonesian and the
Timorese language Bunaq, as discussed in §6. Conclusions are drawn in §7.

All data is drawn from the Kalamang corpus, which is based on field work
by the author. The corpus contains spontaneous conversations and narratives
(abbreviated “conv” or “narr”), stimulus-based conversations such as director-
matcher tasks and stimulus-based narratives such as the Pear Story (abbrevi-
ated “stim”) and elicitation (abbreviated “elic”). Examples from recorded natural
speech are coded according to the genre and number of the recording and the
time stamp of the utterance (for example, [conv8_2:03]), whereas elicited exam-
ples are coded according to the convention of [elic_dem] (where the second part
refers to the topic of elicitation). All sources can be found using these codes in
the Kalamang collection (Visser 2020).

2 Background

Demonstratives are forms that refer to an entity (a referent or an event) by lo-
cating it in space, time or discourse. Traditionally, demonstratives are thought
of as basically encoding spatial distinctions (Anderson & Keenan 1985; Lyons
1977; Diessel 1999; Dixon 2003; Fillmore 1997; Kemmerer 1999),1 with a differ-

1Most of these authors recognise there is a bias in descriptive grammars towards analysing
demonstrative systems as being spatial, e.g. Anderson & Keenan (1985); Lyons (1977); Dixon
(2003); Diessel (1999).
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ence between person-oriented and distance-oriented systems (e.g. Lyons 1977).
Later work, like Özyürek (1998) and Burenhult (2003), offers broader and more
detailed analyses of the discourse functions of demonstratives.

Endophoric demonstratives commonly include demonstratives that are used
for introducing, identifying and tracking referents in discourse. They make ref-
erence within the text and are used to create textual cohesion (Halliday & Hasan
1976: 33; 57–76). Among other uses, Himmelmann (1996) distinguishes between
tracking and recognitional uses of demonstratives. A demonstrative is used for
tracking if it is used for established referents to help the addressee keep track of
what happens to whom. Demonstratives in recognitional use are employed for
unestablished referents, but refer to specific shared knowledge between speaker
and addressee. In other words, the recognitional use signals to the addressee that
the referent is common ground (“mutual knowledge, mutual beliefs, and mutual
assumptions”, Clark & Brennan 1991: 127). In this chapter, I use the terms “com-
mon ground” and “shared knowledge” interchangeably.

Exophoric demonstratives refer to entities in the speech situation (Halliday
& Hasan 1976: 33). Twenty years of research on exophoric demonstratives has
shown that there is disagreement on the precise nature of demonstrative seman-
tics. While Diessel (2006) maintains that distance is the semantic core of demon-
stratives, others have suggested that attention status (Özyürek 1998) or accessi-
bility (Burenhult 2003) are the primary semantic properties encoded by demon-
stratives in some languages. In Jahai (Austroasiatic), some demonstratives can
be analysed in terms of cognitive accessibility. These demonstratives refer to ref-
erents which have the addressee’s current or previous attention or knowledge
(Burenhult 2003: 366), but they are strictly exophoric in use, relating to phys-
ical accessibility in the speech situation. Accessible referents are also likely to
be reachable, approachable, perceptible and close. Although such physical char-
acteristics play an important role in accessibility, Levinson (2018: 31) notes that
it “is also conceptual and refers to whether a referent is or is not in the com-
mon ground or attention of speaker and addressee”. Accessibility is also noted
by Hanks (2005; 2011) to be commonly marked by demonstratives. He stresses
the non-physicality of the notion of accessibility, linking it to shared knowledge
(“mutual knowledge” in his words), memory, and prior discourse (Hanks 2005),
thus removing the term accessibility from the sphere of exophoric demonstra-
tives and relating it to endophoric demonstratives, like Levinson (2018).
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3 Overview of Kalamang demonstratives

Kalamang word order is SOV, with nominative-accusative alignment. Verbs are
largely unmarked for tense, aspect and modality. The noun phrase is left-headed.
Table 1 lists the demonstrative roots and their syntactic uses.

Table 1: Kalamang demonstratives and their syntactic use

Form Pronominal Adnominal Identificational

wa proximal + + +
me distal + + +
owa far distal + +
yawe elevational ‘down’ + +
osa elevational ‘up’ + +
opa demonstrative +

Kalamang has two commonly used demonstrative roots:wa for proximal refer-
ence, and me for distal reference. These are exophoric demonstratives, referring
to entities in the speech situation. A third root, far distal owa, is much more lim-
ited in use.Wa andme can be used pronominally, adnominally and identification-
ally. Pronominal demonstratives occur instead of nouns, adnominal demonstra-
tives co-occur with nouns, and identificational demonstratives occur in copular
and non-verbal clauses (Diessel 1999: 4). Adnominal demonstratives occur in the
right periphery of the noun phrase. The same form is used in all functions, as
illustrated in (2) to (4). The difference between wa and wat and me and met is
that of subject versus object form, respectively.

(2) Adnominal
a. [stim6_11:45]

ma
3SG

enem
woman

wat-a
PROX.OBJ-FOC

tu
hit

‘He hits this woman.’
b. [conv12_8:15]

an
1SG

pulor-ca
betel.vine-2SG.POSS

met
DIST.OBJ

parua-ta
pluck-NFIN

‘I plucked that betel vine of yours.’
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(3) Pronominal
a. [conv3_1:59]

ki
2PL

wat
PROX.OBJ

napaki-kin
use-IRR

ye
or

ge
not

‘Are you going to use this or not?’
b. [conv12_20:42]

ma
3SG

met-a
DIST.OBJ-FOC

sanggara
search

‘She searches for that.’

(4) Identificational
a. [stim15_2:03]

wa
PROX

me
TOP

yartep
sardine

‘This is a sardine.’
b. [conv11_4:25]

naharen-un-a
leftover-3POSS-FOC

me
DIST

‘That is his leftover.’

At the present stage of my work on Kalamang, the demonstrative system is
analysed as distance-based. At several occasions, speakers have expressed that
wa is reserved for referents close to the speaker, and me for referents at some
distance from the speaker. However, this is mainly valid in a contrastive situa-
tion, where two referents are at different distances from the speaker and need to
be contrasted (‘this is my phone, not that’). As an illustration, consider (5). The
example quotes the speech of a monkey whose fur is slowly turning white. The
demonstratives wa and me refer to the same referent: the monkey’s head. Nev-
ertheless, the speaker first chooses proximal wa and then, after using wangga
‘from here’, chooses distal me. It seems that the speaker wants to create a con-
trast between the point ‘here’ (the neck, the point up to where the monkey has
become white), and the monkey’s head ‘that’, where his black fur is still visible.
There is no literal distance here, but by using me a contrast between the neck
and the head is created.
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(5) [narr19_16:04]
wa
PROX

tok
still

kuskap
black

wangga
from.here

sara
go.up

me
DIST

tok
still

kuskap
black

‘This is still black, going up from here, that is still black.’

Wa can also be used adnominally with the first person pronoun, to contrast
between speaker and addressee or another referent. Example (6) shows the first
person pronoun followed by proximal wa and topic marker me, where the use of
the first person creates a distance between himself, who is married to a mermaid
in the sea, and the other villagers, who are married to human beings on land.

(6) [narr26_6:59]
an
1SG

wa
PROX

me
TOP

laut-ko
sea.MLY-LOC

an
1SG

se
IAM

kion
married.male

‘As for me, in the sea I am already married.’

The demonstratives wa and me have object forms wat and met, which include
the object marker -at. Both adnominal demonstratives modifying an object NP
and pronominal demonstratives in object position are inflected with the object
case marker, as illustrated in (2a) and (2b) for adnominal wa andme, and (3a) and
(3b) for pronominal wa and me. Modified nouns, such as enem ‘woman’ in (2a),
remain uninflected.

The roots wa and me are used to derive all kinds of related forms. With the
lative and locative case suffixes -ka and -ko, respectively, the meanings ‘to/from
here/there’ and ‘here/there’ are derived. These forms are fossilised as wangga/
mengga andwatko/metko, respectively. Other related forms are the adverbswandi
‘like this’ and mindi ‘like that’.

As mentioned earlier, there is a third demonstrative root owa which is used
for referents that are (relatively) far away. It is much more limited in use than
wa and me, and is not used contrastively with wa and me. Owa is often inflected
with locative -ko or lative -ka, surfacing as a predicative form owatko ‘over there’
or owangga ‘to/from over there’. An example is given in (7), where the speaker
has been at a distant market to sell goods.

(7) [narr25_0:45]
an
1SG

owatko
FAR.DIST.LOC

eba
then

esnem
man

an-at
1SG-OBJ

kon
one

sarie
chase

‘I was over there but a man chased me.’
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This limited use of owa is the reason to gloss the forms wa, me and owa as
proximal, distal and far distal, rather than proximal, medial and distal. There is
a clear opposition between wa and me, with owa only being used in exceptional
cases.

Kalamang also has two elevationals. Yawe means ‘down’ and osa ‘up’. These
can be used predicatively and adnominally. An adnominal example with yawe
‘down’ is given in (8). A predicative example with the locative form osatko is
given in (9).

(8) [narr22_5:59]
som
person

yawe=ba
down=FOC

daruar
pull.out

‘The person down there pulled it out.’

(9) [conv16_3:16]
in
1PL.EXCL

tok
still

osatko
up.LOC

‘We were still up there.’

4 Morphosyntactic behaviour of opa

Used at the edge of a clause, opa is a time adverb meaning ‘just (now)’ or ‘earlier’.
This is illustrated in (10).

(10) [stim21_0:01]
Yeni
Y.

opa
just

ka
2SG

kareng-at
frog-OBJ

kona
see

‘Yeni, did you see the frog just now?’

In this chapter I focus on the demonstrative opa, which is used adnominally.
A typical example is (11), where the noun balun ‘his dog’ is followed by opa.

(11) [stim20_2:42]
bal-un
dog-3POSS

opa
OPA

kome
look

sara∼sara
up∼DISTR

‘His dog [that I mentioned before] looked up.’

Unlike the demonstratives wa PROX and me DIST, demonstrative opa cannot
be used pronominally, and cannot be inflected for case. Another difference be-
tween opa on the one hand and wa and me on the other is that the latter two
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have longer forms (identical to the roots in use and meaning) with a prefix yu-
and/or a suffix -ne, while opa cannot take these affixes. Opa thus stands apart
morphosyntactically from wa and me, and there are some difficulties determin-
ing which slot opa occupies. Because there is no clear proof that opa occupies its
own slot, and because of its demonstrative function, I consider opa to be part of
the demonstrative paradigm. These arguments are illustrated in the following.

It is difficult to determine whether opa occupies the same slot as wa andme, or
whether it occupies the slot before it. Demonstrativeswa andme can be followed
by a topic marker me, a homonym of the distal demonstrative. This is illustrated
in (12) and (13).

(12) [narr40_13:11]
in
1PL.EXCL

kelek-ko-i
mountain-LOC-VLNK

koyet
finish

leng
village

wa
PROX

me
TOP

sontum
person

saerak
NEG.EXT

‘After we had gone to the mountains, there were no people in this village.’

(13) [narr22_1:03]
yuol
day

me
DIST

me
TOP

nauwanona-te
pack-IMP

‘That day you pack!’

Like the proximal and distal demonstrative, opa can also be combined withme,
as in (14).

(14) [narr6_0:23]
ror-at
wood-OBJ

kuru
bring

mia
come

terus
then

kewe
house

opa
OPA

me
TOP/DIST

pi
1PL

he
already

usar
build

‘[We] bring the wood and then we already build that house.’

The question is whether one should analyseme in (14) as the distal demonstra-
tive or as the topic marker.2 One way to find out whether there is a separate slot
for opa before the demonstrative slot is to look at combinations of opawith other
demonstrative forms. The combination of opa with the proximal form wa is not
found; there are no occurrences in the corpus of adnominal use of opa wa. There
is one example with the combination opa wa, which I analyse as biclausal (15):
time adverb opa ‘earlier’ closes the first clause, and the second clause consists of
a pronominal proximal demonstrative wa with the tag to ‘right’. (The intonation
of this utterance is inconclusive.)

2Translation to Indonesian does not help: opame is usually translated as (yang) tadi itu ‘the/that
one earlier’. Itu is the distal demonstrative, but can also be used as topic marker in Indonesian.
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(15) [stim6_5:09]
[kon
one

me
TOP

ma
3SG

koup-te
hug-NFIN

opa]
earlier

wa
PROX

to
right

‘This one he was hugging earlier, here, right?’

The combination of opawith yuwa, a longer variant ofwa, has a specific mean-
ing ‘earlier today’, and is used at the beginning or end of a clause as a time adverb.
Opawa cannotmean ‘earlier today’, suggesting that yuwa in opa yuwa has lost its
demonstrative meaning. There are no examples in the corpus where adnominal
opa is combined with another demonstrative, except for locative forms. However,
because locative constructions are predicative, locative demonstratives take the
slot of the verb. Constructions combining opa and a locative, such as in (16), can
thus be analysed as N + Dem + Pred.

(16) [narr26_15:28]
supkalingN
eel

opaDem
OPA

metkoPred
DIST.LOC

‘That eel is there.’

I conclude that although it is not unequivocally proven that adnominal opa
occupies the same slot as the demonstratives wa and me, I certainly do not have
enough proof to place it in its own slot. With its demonstrative functions, which
will be illustrated in the next section, I will therefore analyse opa as being in the
slot for demonstratives. Table 2 summarises the demonstrative forms discussed
in this section.

Table 2: Pronominal and adnominal demonstratives (selection)

Pronominal Adnominal

wa PROX wa PROX
me DIST me DIST

opa OPA

5 Functional behaviour of demonstrative opa

Demonstrative opa is a common and versatile form. After proximal wa, opa is
the second most common demonstrative in the corpus. To illustrate the uses of
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opa, I present a fragment from a four-minute narrative in (17). This story is a
re-narration of a video that the speaker has watched.3 In (17), it is translated into
English, with all instances of opa (in this case all combined with topic marker
me)4 left untranslated in place. The four referents that are referred to with opa,
namely the woman, the vase, the man and the fish, are bold to ease their tracing.

(17) [stim24_0:00–1:25]
a. pas

woman
opa
OPA

me
TOP

‘That woman,’
b. karena

because
pi
1PL.EXCL

komeret
see

me
TOP

‘because we saw,’
c. pas

woman
me
DIST

me
TOP

mungkin
maybe.MLY

berupa
a.kind.of.MLY

jim
ghost

atau
or.MLY

‘that woman is maybe a kind of ghost or’
d. e

HES
sontum
person

purba
ancient.MLY

‘an ancient person.’
e. terus

then
ma
3SG

gusi-un
vase-3POSS

kon-i
one-NUM.ACC

tanggo
hold

‘Then, she is holding one of her vases.’
f. kewe-un-ka

house-3POSS-LAT
ma
3SG

marmar-te
walk-NFIN

‘From her house she walks ...’
g. ma

3SG
kewe-un-ka
house-3POSS-LAT

kaluar-te
exit-NFIN

gusi-un
vase-3POSS

kon-i
one-NUM.ACC

tanggo
hold

‘She comes out of her house holding one of her vases.’

3The video is computer-animated and without spoken language, displaying people dressed in
Japanese fashion. It shows a woman who goes for a walk holding a vase. The vase is acci-
dentally shot by a man with a bow, who later comes to her house to apologise. The video is
available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPrn_raZxEs.

4About a quarter of the occurrences of opa in the corpus are without topic marker me. It is not
clear to me what the difference between opa and opa me is, but note that both opa and opa me
occur with all kinds of referents: names, pronouns, possessed nouns, and nouns. I am aware
that the analysis of topic marker may not be the most appropriate in all instances; see, for
example, (22), where two referents are marked with opa me in the same clause.
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h. gusi-un
vase-3POSS

opa
OPA

me
TOP

iriskapten
white

ma
3SG

marmar
walk

terus
further.MLY

‘That vase of hers is white. She walks further.’
i. pulpul

butterfly
pararuoren
fly

bunga∼bunga
flower.MLY∼DISTR

‘A butterfly flies, flowers ...’
j. ma

3SG
uriap-un-ka
street-3POSS-LAT

marmar
walk

marmar
walk

marmar
walk

‘She walks and walks along her street’
k. sampai

until.MLY
mindai
like.that

me
TOP

bo-te
go-NFIN

raor-ko
middle-LOC

‘until she comes to the middle.’
l. ma

3SG
canam-at
man-OBJ

kon-i
one-NUM.ACC

koluk
meet

‘She meets a man.’
m. canam

man
me
DIST

pusir-un-bon
bow-3POSS-COM

‘That man has a bow.’
n. canam

man
jenis
kind.of.MLY

sontum
person

me
TOP

ba
but

weinun
also

jim
ghost

atau
or.MLY

sontum
person

jaman
era

purba
ancient

‘The man is a person but also a kind of ghost or ancient person.’
o. a

HES
mindi
like.that

ma
3SG

kome-ta
look-VLNK

sor
fish

per
water

ne-ko
in-LOC

tiri∼tiri
swim∼DISTR

par-un-bon-ten
fin-3POSS-COM-REL
‘Like that she watches the fish in the water that are swimming with
their fins.’

p. sor
fish

hias
decorated.MLY

‘Multi-coloured fish.’
q. komet

look
me
TOP

sor
fish

opa
OPA

tiri
swim

ran
go

mian-ten
come-REL

‘Looking ... those fish are swimming back and forth.’
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r. mungkin
maybe.MLY

ma
3SG

met
DIST.OBJ

komet∼komet
look∼DISTR

gusi-un
vase-3POSS

opa
OPA

me
TOP

tan-un-ka
hand-3POSS-LAT

tur
fall

‘Maybe [while] she is looking at that that vase of hers falls from her
hands.’

s. gusi-un
vase-3POSS

opa
OPA

me
TOP

tan-un-ka
hand-3POSS-LAT

tur
fall

[...]

‘Her vase falls from her hands.’
t. ma

3SG
he
IAM

marmar
walk

yecieni
return

me
TOP

raor-ko
middle-LOC

ma
3SG

canam
man

opa
OPA

me
TOP

koluk
meet

‘She walks back to the middle, she meets that man.’

The first use of opa in this fragment, with ‘woman’ in (17a), indicates to the
addressee (me, the linguist) that she “knows” this woman, because she has also
seen the video where the woman appears.5 That is, ‘woman’ is marked as being
shared knowledge. This is an example of the recognitional use of opa.

The uses of opa with gusi ‘vase’ in (17h) and (17s), with sor ‘fish’ in (17q) with
canam ‘man’ in (17t) are tracking uses, helping the addressee “in keeping track of
what is happening to whom” (Himmelmann 1996: 226). With ‘vase’ in (17h) and
‘fish’ in (17q), opa is used to immediately maintain the referent. ‘Man’ in (17t), on
the other hand, is referred to with opa only after having been absent from the
narrative for a while, i.e. to reintroduce a referent. This also counts for a later
occurrence of ‘vase’ in (17s).

A tracking example from another text is given in (18). The referent, semen
‘concrete’, is mentioned at minute 2:16, and its repeated use is marked with opa
at minute 5:27.

(18) a. [narr7_2:16]
mu
3PL

he
already

semen-at
concrete-OBJ

cetak
mould

‘They already mould the concrete.’
b. [narr7_5:27]

mu
3PL

he
already

semen
concrete

opa
OPA

koyal-te
mix-NFIN

di=ra-n
TER-go.up-N

‘They already mixed the concrete and put it up.’
5The same speaker starts his narration of the Frog Story (Mayer 1969) the same way (‘child opa
is sitting in his house’), but there he is narrating while he sees the pictures of the story.
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In (19), the referent Desi is in the outside world, in fact just outside the window
of where the speaker and addressee are sitting.

(19) [conv11_6:36]
Desi
D.

opa
OPA

me
TOP

yal∼yal-te
paddle∼DISTR-NFIN

yawe
down

‘Desi is paddling down there.’

In the entire village of the speaker there is only one person named Desi, who,
moreover, is the speaker’s daughter. As such she does not use opa to disambiguate
which Desi she’s talking about. Even though Desi has come up several times in
the same conversation from which (19) is taken, the speaker does not seem to
employ a tracking use to indicate “that Desi we’ve been talking about”, since
there is only one Desi. Rather, she is foregrounding a referent to which both
speaker and hearer have a relation. Here, the boundary between endophoric and
exophoric reference is a bit vague. On the one hand onewould like to say that this
is the recognitional use of opa, referring to shared knowledge. On the other hand,
the use of opa while the referent is just outside the window is reminiscent of the
exophoric use of demonstratives, indicating entities within the speech situation.
Perhaps the definition of recognitional demonstratives, given as being a kind of
endophoric demonstrative, should be widened to include exophoric reference as
well, at least in Kalamang. See also (20), where the referent pulor ‘betel leaf’ is
marked with opa in a tracking kind of use (having been referred to by the other
speaker a few turns earlier), but at the same time it is an exophoric demonstrative
as the betel leaves are somewhere in the room where speaker and addressee are
located. The speaker even points to the vague direction where she thinks the
betel leaves are located.

(20) [conv12_8:51]
pulor
betel.leaf

opa
OPA

ka
2SG

tu-ta
pound-TA

me
TOP

tama-ba-kadok
where-FOC-side

os-kadok
beach-side

‘That betel leaf that you were pounding, on which side is it, on the
beach-side?’

The reason the speaker does not opt for a basic spatial demonstrative (proximal
wa or distal me) is that she wants to indicate that she is referring to the betel
leaves that have been mentioned before. The speaker also refers to the common
ground, by specifying that the addressee has been pounding the betel leaves she
is looking for.
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Example (21) illustrates nicely how common ground can be established, or per-
haps rather reinforced, in discourse by using opa.

(21) [narr14_3:14]
inier
2DU

opa
OPA

Hadi
H.

opa
OPA

to
right

‘We two, with Hadi, right.’

At first, the speaker marks inier ‘we two’ with opa, assuming the addressee
knows who she means. Then she starts to doubt this (in fact, there are a few re-
pairs between the first opa and Hadi): does the addressee know both referents?
One is the speaker herself, and the other one is her brother Hadi. She specifies
this by sayingHadi opa ‘that Hadi whom you know’, indicating (again) that there
is common ground, that the addressee knows this Hadi. Hadi has not been men-
tioned in the story from which (21) is taken. Again, this example can be analysed
as a recognitional use of opa.

As a last characteristic of opa, note that it can be used with two referents in
the same clause. Example (22) is taken from a narration of the Pear Story (Chafe
1975). Both ‘goat’, which was recently introduced in the narrative, and ‘avoca-
dos’, which has been an important referent in the story from the beginning, are
referred to with opa.

(22) [stim31_0:51]
lek
goat

opa
OPA

me
TOP

afokat
avocado

opa
OPA

me
TOP

kona
see

‘That goat sees those avocados.’

This double use of opa shows that a speaker can choose to foreground two
referents at the same time that the addressee can trace back to earlier mentioned
referents. Again, this is an example of tracking use.

Summarising, the demonstrative opa has both tracking and recognitional uses
(Himmelmann 1996). It can be used for both maintaining and reintroducing ref-
erents. Typically, opa is used as an endophoric demonstrative, but sometimes it
can also be used exophorically. The overarching characteristic of these uses of
opa is cognitive accessibility in the sense of Hanks (2005), covering both shared
knowledge and previous discourse. In all examples in this section, by using opa
the speaker signals that the referent is accessible within the discourse because
it has been mentioned before (tracking use) or accessible from the addressee’s
knowledge because the addressee has engaged with this referent in real life out-
side the discourse (recognitional use).
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This contrasts with the use of proximal wa and distal me, where the main
factor in the choice of demonstrative is decided by space. There are no examples
of these demonstratives in the corpus where they are used to highlight that the
referent is (or is not) common ground, or that the referent has (or has not) been
mentioned before.

6 Co-lexification of demonstrative and adverb

Kalamang has two lexemes opa, which occur in different syntactic positions. At
clause edges, it is a time adverb that translates as ‘just now’ or ‘earlier’. Adnomi-
nally, it is a demonstrative. The analysis of demonstrative opa as presented here,
namely as a marker of cognitive accessibility, helps to understand how these two
lexemes are related and how co-lexification might have arisen. What has hap-
pened recently is accessible within the minds of those who have witnessed it. It
is easy to imagine a grammaticalisation path where the time adverb has come to
be applied in a more abstract way as an adnominal demonstrative. In its tracking
sense, pointing back to earlier mentioned referents, the use of opa is still quite
literal. In its recognitional use, a generalisation seems to have taken place from a
use of opa with referents that are accessible because they have been mentioned
earlier to a use of opa with referents that are accessible because they are part of
the common ground. However, there is no diachronic evidence to support this
grammaticalisation path from time adverb to demonstrative.

Kalamang is not the only language displaying the co-lexification of these or
very similar functions. Indonesian (Austronesian) uses tadi as an adjunct of time
meaning ‘just recently’ or ‘a while ago’, but also adnominally “to refer back to
someone or something recently mentioned or recently present” (Sneddon et al.
2012: 135). The Indonesian-English dictionary by Echols et al. (1989) gives both
‘a while ago’ and ‘aforementioned’ as translations of tadi. These meanings are
illustrated in (23) and (24). Both glossing and translations are mine in these ex-
amples.

(23) Indonesian (Austronesian; Echols et al. 1989: 540)
tadi
a.while.ago

ia
3SG

di.sini
here

sekarang
now

tidak
NEG

‘He was here a while ago; now he is not.’
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(24) Indonesian (Austronesian; Indonesian translation of Paolo Coelho’s The
Alchemist; source: web)6

anak
child

tadi
aforementioned

mulai
start

naik
go.up

turun
go.down

tangga∼tangga
stairs∼PL

istana
palace

‘The aforementioned child started to go up and down the stairs of the
palace.’

Kalamang belongs to the three-language family West Bomberai. One other
language in the family, Mbaham, has a demonstrative that seems to have a very
similar function to demonstrative opa. In a very brief Indonesian grammar sketch,
three demonstratives are listed (Flassy et al. 1984): nggismo/kismo seems to be
proximal (translated as ini ‘this’), unggya seems to be a distal (translated as itu
‘that’), and a third form nteit is translated as tadi (itu) ‘earlier’. Unfortunately, no
glossed examples are given. It is unclear whether nteit is also an adverb of time.
This could be an area of further study in that language.

Kalamang is possibly related to other languages of western New Guinea that
have been hypothesised to belong to the Trans New Guinea macro-family. This
includes Bunaq, a Timor-Alor-Pantar language of Timor (Usher & Schapper sub-
mitted). Bunaq has a word mete (NOW) that is functionally similar to both uses
of Kalamang opa. Mete is analysed as a temporal/discourse locational (Schapper
2009: 285).7 When used independently, it refers to the present. Within the NP
it is most commonly used to redirect attention to an established referent. It can
also be used as a topic shifter, or, when used with a new referent, as a marker
of a new stage in discourse. Schapper (2009) gives the following example from
a narrative to illustrate the marking of an established referent. The referent, the
monkey, has been absent for two utterances, and is reintroduced in (25) with
mete. The NP is bracketed.

(25) Bunaq (Timor-Alor-Pantar; Schapper 2009: 298)
hilaq
surprise

[mete
NOW

orel
monkey

himo]
CONTR.AN

g-ini
3AN-CAUS

g-ie
3-POSS

‘What a surprise, it was this monkey just now who had made (the child)
his.’

6https://ndiethesmartass.wordpress.com/2010/01/22/rahasia-kebahagiaan/
7Locationals form a distinct word class from determiners (which include demonstratives) in
Bunaq, because there are some syntactic and semantic differences between the two. Both
classes, though, are used for locating and identifying referents. The distribution of Bunaq lo-
cational mete and Kalamang demonstrative opa does not seem to be very different.
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Bunaq adnominalmete functions in a very similar way to Kalamang adnominal
opa, while also being used as an indicator of time.8

The data from Kalamang, Indonesian and Bunaq suggests that the co-lexifica-
tion of a referent tracker (a word of unknown word class in Indonesian, a lo-
cational in Bunaq, a demonstrative in Kalamang) and a time indicator is a phe-
nomenon that might be worth investigating further, especially diachronically, to
understand whether a grammaticalisation path can be discerned.

7 Conclusion

This chapter presented a careful analysis of the functions of Kalamang demon-
strative opa. In contrast to proximalwa and distalme, which are spatial exophoric
demonstratives that can be used pronominally and adnominally, opa is mainly an
endophoric demonstrative that is only used adnominally. It is used for tracking
referents that have beenmentioned before, as well as for indicating that the refer-
ent is part of the common ground between speaker and addressee (recognitional
use). Demonstrative opa thus signals to the addressee that the referent is cog-
nitively accessible. Interestingly, demonstrative opa sometimes occurs outside
strict endophoric use, referring to entities in the speech situation. In its tracking
use, it can be used to maintain referents or to reintroduce them.

Demonstrative opa is homonymous with a time adverbial opa ‘just now; ear-
lier’. There is no proof for a grammaticalisation path from one to the other, but it
should be noted that Indonesian and Bunaq (Timor-Alor-Pantar) have co-lexified
words with similar functions to Kalamang opa, suggesting a possible area for fur-
ther study.

Abbreviations

The chapter follows the Leipzig Glossing Rules. Additional abbreviations include:
AN animate
CONTR contrastive
EXT existential
FAR.DIST far distal
HES hesitation
IAM iamitive
LAT lative

MLY Malay loan
N optional verb class

marker of class ‘N’
NFIN non-final verb
NOW temporal/discourse

locational
NUM number

8Note that Bunaq also has the words meten ‘before, past’ and metensi ‘just now’. It is unclear,
however, whether these are related to mete (NOW).
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TA unanalysed suffix -ta
TE unanalysed suffix -te

TER terminative
VLNK verb linker
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Chapter 6

Stsíkiistsi ki stsíkiistsi: The ubiquity of
Blackfoot demonstratives in discourse
Heather Bliss
Simon Fraser University

Martina Wiltschko
Institució Catalana de Recerca i Estudis Avançats, Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Blackfoot demonstratives are ubiquitous and richly polysynthetic, yielding an in-
ventory of 900 unique demonstrative forms. In oral stories, the distribution of de-
monstratives is particularly broad, and many appear with no clear referent or nom-
inal complement, making no semantic contribution to the propositional content of
the utterance. These “untranslatable” demonstratives are the focus of this chapter.
Drawing on data from oral stories, we catalogue the properties of untranslatable de-
monstratives as a means to identify their discourse functions, and we demonstrate
that different morphological and prosodic properties encode different discourse
functions such as epistemic stance, noteworthiness, and emotivity.

1 Introduction

Demonstratives in Blackfoot (ISO 639-3: bla), a Plains Algonquian language spo-
ken in Alberta and Montana, are ubiquitous, fulfilling a wide variety of syntac-
tic functions as determiners, pronouns, predicates, and temporal expressions.1

Demonstratives themselves are polysynthetic in Blackfoot, comprised of up to
six morphemes, yielding 900 unique forms. In oral stories, the distribution of de-
monstratives is particularly broad; in addition to their aforementioned uses, they

1The title of our paper, Stsíkiistsi ki stsíkiistsi, reflects the ubiquity of deictic elements in Black-
foot more generally. Translating loosely as ‘others and others’, it is comprised of conjoined and
pluralised forms of the deictic root stsíkii, which has no apparent morphological relationship
to other demonstrative or pronominal paradigms.

Heather Bliss & Martina Wiltschko. 2020. Stsíkiistsi ki stsíkiistsi: The ubiquity of Blackfoot de-
monstratives in discourse. In Åshild Næss, Anna Margetts & Yvonne Treis (eds.), Demonstratives
in discourse, 123–147. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.4055822
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can be used without any clear referent or nominal complement and without any
truth-conditional contribution to the content of the utterance. An example of this
use of the demonstratives is given in (1).2 The demonstrative mii here does not
refer to any discourse referent nor does it have any of the other functions typ-
ically associated with demonstratives, as we will show. It seems untranslatable
into English.

(1) (Beatrice Bullshields: Itohkanao’tsisiyo’p)
Mii ki oostówawáyi stámsaomatapooyaa.
am-yi
DEM-OBV

ki
CONJ

o-isto-wa-ayi
3-PRN-PROX-PRED

stam-sa-omatap-oo-yi-aawa
just-out-start-go.AI-PL-3PL.PRN

‘They started out.’

We refer to these demonstratives as “untranslatable” andwe propose that these
demonstratives function as discourse markers. Drawing on data from a corpus of
nearly a hundred oral stories, we document which demonstratives can be used in
which discourse contexts and we identify the morphological and prosodic prop-
erties that encode different discourse functions such as the knowledge states of
the interlocutors (epistemicity), their emotional states (emotivity), as well as how
significant the contribution is to the conversation in context (noteworthiness). As
such, the primary contribution of this chapter is empirical. To our knowledge,
this is the first paper that documents the properties of untranslatable demonstra-
tives in Blackfoot, and by mapping morphological and prosodic features onto
discourse functions we are laying the foundation for further analysis of Black-
foot demonstratives as discourse markers.

The chapter proceeds as follows. In §2, we outline the sources of our data
and our methods for cataloguing demonstratives. In §3, we describe Blackfoot
demonstratives in terms of their morphological composition and syntactic dis-
tribution. In §4, we narrow our focus to the untranslatable demonstratives and
examine the mappings between morphological and prosodic properties and dis-
course functions. In §5, we provide further evidence for our proposal by show-
ing that particles and demonstratives form a natural class with other units of
language that can function as discourse markers. In §6, we conclude.

2Data drawn from oral stories are listed with the storyteller’s name (if available) and the title of
the story. Uncited examples come from the first author’s field notes. Examples are represented
in the Blackfoot orthography developed by Frantz (1978).
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2 Sources of data and methodology

The primary source of data in this chapter is the Blackfoot Oral Stories Data-
base,3 an ongoing project developed by the first author in collaboration with
members of the Siksika and Kainai communities of Southern Alberta, Canada
(see Bliss et al. 2019). At the time of writing, the collection consisted of 95 oral
stories (comprising approximately 350 minutes of audio recordings) told by 21
storytellers. Not all of the stories are transcribed and not all of them are pub-
licly available on the website. Most of the stories in the collection were curated
in group storytelling sessions, in which storytellers gather to share stories with
each other, often around a particular theme. Other sources of data include Rus-
sell & Genee’s (2014) collection of eight stories, the Glenbow Museum’s online
collection of eight stories,4 and the first author’s field notes (2003–2019), which
do not contain stories but isolated sentences or short monologues elicited under
specific discourse conditions. Unlike the database, all the stories in the two other
story collections are fully transcribed,5 and our understanding is that these sto-
ries were recorded in more formal settings (i.e. a single speaker alone in a sound
booth). Data from field notes is not analysed in terms of discourse properties but
is used in this chapter to provide background information on the grammar of
demonstratives and particles.

There are two limitations to using this corpus for investigating the discourse
properties of demonstratives. First, because it consists entirely ofmonologic texts,
the corpus includes no conversation data, which presumably would be the most
fertile environment for observing discourse functions. However, as noted, many
of the stories in the database were curated in group settings which tend to be
rather informal and conversational in nature, and these show a marked differ-
ence from those curated in more formal contexts. We discuss this in more detail
in §4.5 below. Second, stories from the Russell & Genee (2014) collection and
the Glenbow collection are available as transcripts rather than audio recordings,
and as such it is impossible to know whether there are any omissions from these
transcripts that are relevant to this study, namely untranslatable material such
as demonstratives.

Limitations aside, the corpus contains about 5100 demonstratives, which were
catalogued according to their morphological, prosodic, distributional, and dis-

3Available at http://stories.blackfoot.atlas-ling.ca.
4Available at https://www.glenbow.org/blackfoot/.
5A small number of the texts in the database include full or partial morphological analysis,
whereas none of those in the Russell & Genee collection do. Four of the eight texts in the
Glenbow collection have been analysed and glossed by the first author of this chapter.
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course properties.6 For untranscribed audio recordings, translation assistance
was provided by Siksika Elder and fluent speaker Ikino’motstaan Noreen Breaker.
For the purpose of analysing untranslatable demonstratives, all demonstrative
tokens with an obvious referent or nominal complement, and/or a clear seman-
tic contribution to the propositional content of the utterance were set aside. All
demonstratives with a “verbalising” suffix suggestive of a predicative function
were also set aside. The remaining 530 forms comprise the corpus of untrans-
latable demonstratives; these were analysed for correlations between morpho-
logical/prosodic properties and discourse functions. These correlations are dis-
cussed in §4, following a brief introduction to the composition and distribution
of demonstratives more broadly.

3 Blackfoot demonstratives: An overview

3.1 Composition of demonstratives

Demonstratives in Blackfoot aremorphologically complex, comprised of an oblig-
atory demonstrative root plus up to five optional suffixes, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1 (descriptions of the roots and inflections are given in §4 below; see also
Bliss (2013), Frantz (2017), Schupbach (2013) for detailed descriptions of the other
morphemes, which are not of central importance to this chapter). There are no
combinatoric restrictions on the composition of demonstratives, meaning that
there are 900 possible demonstrative forms.

Root
am
ann
om

−

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

diminutive

-sst

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

−

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

restrictor

-o

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

Stem

−

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

inflection
-wa
-yi
-iksi
-istsi

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

−

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

reinforcer
-ma
-ya
-hka
-ka

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

−

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

verbalizer

-o’k(a)
-áyi

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

Suffixes

Figure 1: Blackfoot demonstrative template

In addition to these 900 forms, demonstratives can show variation based on
prosodic properties, as described below.

Blackfoot is a pitch accent language (see, e.g., Van Der Mark 2003), and ac-
cent can be variably assigned to different syllables on the demonstratives. The

6In terms of prosodic properties, we catalogued vowel lengthening and reduplication. Pitch
accent is also marked on the demonstratives but is yet to be catalogued and analysed. See §3.1
for discussion.
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semantic and/or pragmatic contributions of pitch accent on the demonstratives
are not yet well understood, but Schupbach (2013) observes correlations with
syntactic function (i.e. different pitch accent patterns based on whether demon-
stratives function as determiners or pronouns) and speculates that theremay also
be specific pitch accent patterns for topicalised demonstratives. An analysis of
the pitch accent patterns for the untranslatable demonstratives is pending, and
as such pitch accent is not further discussed in this chapter.

Vowel lengthening and reduplication are also attested for demonstratives, the
latter in particular with the untranslatable ones. These are discussed in §4.4. Fi-
nally, demonstratives are often combinedwith particles, particularly the conjunc-
tion particle ki. Particles are discussed in §5.

3.2 Distribution of demonstratives

Like demonstratives in many other languages, demonstratives in Blackfoot can
function as either determiners or pronouns, but they also have a broader distri-
bution, as will be observed throughout this section and in §4 below. Regarding
their distribution as determiners, they are the only determiner-like elements in
Blackfoot, and they have a canonical determiner-like distribution. They are re-
quired with arguments, as shown in (2), and are ungrammatical with predicate
nominals (which we assume are pseudo-incorporated, see Bliss 2018), as shown
in (3).

(2) Kikatao’tsiksiiststoo’paatsiks *(omistsi) pisátssaisskiists?
kit-kata’-otsiksiiststoo-’p-wa-atsiks
2-INTERR-water.TI-1:INAN-PROX-3SG.PRN

om-istsi
DEM-PL

pisatssaisski-istsi
flower-PL

‘Did you water the flowers?’

(3) Nitáíkskimaa (*oma) ponoká.
nit-a-ikskimaa
1-IMPF-hunt.AI

ponoka
elk

‘I am elk-hunting.’

In (2), the demonstrative omistsi cannot be omitted (as indicated by the asterisk
outside the brackets), and in (3), the demonstrative oma cannot be included (as
indicated by the asterisk inside the brackets). As pronouns, demonstratives can
be interpreted as human or non-human, definite or indefinite, as shown in (4)
through (6).
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(4) Nimáátowaanihpa ann.
nit-matt-waanii-hpa
1-NEG-say.AI-NONAFF

ann
DEM

‘I am not saying that.’

(5) Annoma ita’páíssiwa.
ann-o-ma
DEM-RESTR-STAT

it’ap-a-issi-wa
LOC-around-IMPF-be.AI-PROX

‘She’s around here.’

(6) (Lena Russell: Ksissta’pssiwa)
Ísstsiiwoka ámohka awaasáíí’niwahka.
yisstsii-k-wa
listen-IMP.PL-PROX

am-o-hka
DEM-RESTR-INVIS

a-waasaii’ni-wa-hka
IMPF-cry.AI-PROX-REP

‘Listen to someone crying.’

In addition to functioning as determiners and pronouns, demonstratives can
function as predicates. In this usage, they typically (but not necessarily) appear
with a “verbalising” suffix, as shown in (7) and (8).

(7) Óómahko’ka.
oom-wa-hk-o’ka
DEM-PROX-INVIS-VBZR
‘It’s way over there.’

(8) (Glenbow: Miohpokoiksi)
Annimai akitaahsaopiiyaawa.
ann-yi-ma-ayi
DEM-OBV-STAT-VBZR

yaak-it-aahsa-opii-yi-aawa
FUT-LOC-always-stay.AI-PL-3PL.PRN

‘And that is where they will always stay.’

Demonstratives can also be interpreted as temporal expressions in Blackfoot.
Temporal demonstratives can have any of the syntactic functions described above:
they can be determiners, pronouns, or predicates. Demonstratives are often (but
not always) clause-initial when they receive a temporal interpretation, and they
often (but not always) are marked with the “other time” suffix -ka, as in (9) and
(10).
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(9) (Beatrice Bullshields: Itáísapssiisskiitso’pa)
Amoka iisskóóhtsik nitsitsí’nakstssi’pi.
am-o-ka
DEM-RESTR-OTH.TM

isskoohtsik
long.ago

nit-it-i’naksstssi-hp-yi
1-LOC-be.young.AI-CONJ.NOM-OBV

‘Long ago when I was young.’

(10) (Glenbow: Katoyissa)
Katoyissa anohk iitayo’kayihk omistsi Katoyissiksi.
Katoyissa
K.

ann-o-hk
DEM-RESTR-INVIS

ii-it-a-yo’kaa-ihk
IC-LOC-IMPF-sleep.AI-REP

om-istsi
DEM-PL

Katoyissiksi
Sweet.Pine.Hills
‘Katoyissa now sleeps at Sweet Pine Hills.’

In addition to their determiner, pronoun, predicate, and temporal uses, demon-
stratives are found with an even broader distribution in discourse contexts, par-
ticularly oral stories that are told in a conversation-like setting. These demonstra-
tives do not have a clear referent or nominal complement, they do not contribute
to the truth-conditional content of the utterance, and as such they cannot (easily)
be translated. An example was given in (1), and a second example is given in (11).

(11) (Beatrice Bullshields: Itáísapssiisskiitso’pa)
Anna nóóhkohpoksapopiimook anna Tóótsinam.
ann-wa
DEM-PROX

noohk-ohpok-sapopii-m-ok
please-ACCOMP-ride-TA-ACCOMP-2PL:3.IMP

ann-wa
DEM-PROX

Tóótsinam
T.
‘Please ride with Tootsinam!’

The first instance of the demonstrative anna in (11) does not refer to an individ-
ual and it cannot be interpreted as either a predicate or temporal expression. Nor
does it introduce a nominal complement; the second but not the first instance of
anna functions as a determiner for the proper noun Tóótsinam (proper nouns in
Blackfoot are often used with demonstrative determiners, see Bliss (2013) for ex-
amples and discussion). In short, the first instance of anna cannot be analysed as
a determiner, pronoun, predicate, or temporal expression. Demonstratives of this
variety are frequently found in oral stories, often clause-initially, and we refer to
them as “untranslatable”. We discuss their properties at length in §4.
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4 “Untranslatable” demonstratives

4.1 Overview

In this section, we focus exclusively on the untranslatable demonstratives. As ob-
served in §3.1, demonstratives vary along numerous morphological and prosodic
dimensions. Here we look at which demonstratives are attested as untranslat-
able, and what the variation in untranslatable demonstratives can tell us about
their discourse properties.We observe that awide range of untranslatable demon-
strative forms are attested, and that their morphological and prosodic variation
correlates with properties typically associated with discourse markers, such as
epistemicity, noteworthiness, and emotivity.

4.2 Demonstrative roots

When they function as determiners or pronouns, demonstratives are built from
one of three roots, which are categorised according to a person-based proximity
system, shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Demonstrative roots

Form Meaning

am- Proximity to speaker
ann- Proximity to addressee
om- Proximity to neither speaker nor addressee

All three of these roots are attested with untranslatable demonstratives7 but
they appear in different discourse contexts. All of the am- and ann-forms ap-
pear in complementary distribution, with am- being used when the content of
the proposition is something expected, predictable, or familiar to the addressee
(12), and ann- being used when the content of the proposition is something un-
expected, surprising, or new to the addressee (13).

7The initial vowel of untranslatable and other demonstratives is frequently dropped, obscuring
the distinction between the am- and om- forms. In our corpus of untranslatable demonstratives,
there are only three om- forms (with the initial vowel retained) and no am- ones. We assume
that all of the m- forms are underlyingly am- based on their distribution.
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(12) (Clifford Crane Bear: Who’s in Charge?)
Miiii náó’tapssapiwa otááksikamotaa’si.
am-yi
DEM-OBV

na-o’tap-ssapi-wa
EVID-return-look.AI-PROX

ot-yaak-ikamotaa-hs-yi
3-FUT-give.birth.AI-CONJ-OBV

[A grandfather is trying to find someone who can transport his labouring
wife to the hospital. After a few unsuccessful attempts, he returns home
to check on his wife and then:] ‘He returned to seeking help for her to
give birth.’

(13) (Mildred Three Suns: Appapaainihkssin)
Kiann nitáíto’too itohkanáópiiyaa itáákopiyaa áíkaahsiyaa.
ki-ann
CONJ-DEM

nit-a-it-o’too
1-IMPF-LOC-arrive.AI

it-ohkana-opii-yaawa
LOC-all-sit-3PL

it-yaak-opii-yaawa
LOC-FUT-sit-3PL

a-ikaahtsi-yi-aawa
IMPF-gamble-3PL-3PL.PRN
[(Describing a dream:) The speaker hears music and is wandering around,
trying to locate its source. Finally:] ‘I arrived there and these people were
all sitting, they would just sit there gambling.’

In (12), the demonstrative miiii is used in a sentence that reports a repeated
event in the context of the narrative, namely the grandfather returning home yet
again. As a repeated event, it is something that the audience (/addressee) could
predict in the context of the narrative. Other instances of untranslatable demon-
stratives formed from the am- root have a similar distribution in narratives; they
are used when the information is familiar or expected, often because it refers to
repeated events in the story. Conversely, in (13) the demonstrative kiann is used
at a point in the narrative when the speaker is recounting her discovery of some-
thing new and unexpected; it is surprising. In other narratives, untranslatable
demonstratives formed from the ann- root are used with a similar distribution.

While the fact that the untranslatable demonstratives can function as markers
of epistemicity status is not really surprising, the particular way in which they do
this in Blackfoot is. The marking of epistemicity can be understood if we observe
the fact that demonstratives are often used to mark the discourse status of refer-
ents. For example, in English (as in many other languages) demonstratives can
be used to mark spatial deixis, indicating whether the referent is close or far from
the deictic centre (this vs. that). However, spatial deixis is not the only dimension
of contrast. Other common uses of demonstratives include anaphoric, discourse
deictic, and recognitional uses (see Diessel (1999) for an extensive crosslinguistic
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overview). Of particular interest to us is the discourse deictic use, which refers
to the use of demonstratives as referring to propositions. This means that the
demonstratives cannot only refer to individuals, but also to propositions. This is
akin to the use of Blackfoot demonstratives under consideration here: they don’t
refer to individuals but instead they are used to express the epistemic state of the
interlocutor relative to the proposition that hosts them.

Moreover, the recognitional use of demonstratives is also relevant: it refers to
the use of demonstratives as indicating whether the referent is novel or familiar
to the speaker, as in the English examples in (14). With the use of this in (14a), the
speaker indicates that the referent is novel to the addressee; it is not part of the
common ground. In contrast, in (14b) the use of that indicates that the speaker
assumes that the addressee is familiar with the referent; it is part of the common
ground.

(14) a. A few years ago I saw this movie with Klaus Kinski.
b. Do you remember that movie we saw with Klaus Kinski?

Colasanti & Wiltschko (2019) demonstrate that this pattern is not restricted
to English, but instead is found in many genetically and geographically unre-
lated languages, including Italian, German, Japanese, Medumba, Spanish, French,
Southern Italo-Romance, and Cantonese.

Thus, for the Blackfoot demonstratives to indicate whether a given proposi-
tion is expected (/familiar) or unexpected (/novel) falls within this general use
of demonstratives. However, there is one caveat: the Blackfoot pattern seems to
be the exact opposite of what is observed in English and other languages. The
root am, which can be used to indicate closeness to the speaker, would appear
to be the equivalent to proximate demonstratives. But unlike proximate demon-
stratives in other languages, Blackfoot am indicates familiarity.

This unexpected pattern requires further research. In particular, it is neces-
sary to carefully explore the use of the untranslatable demonstratives in conver-
sations. Storytelling is a different kind of genre, where the interlocutors play
different roles. For now, we speculate that a potential key to this conundrum
might lie in the temporal use of Blackfoot demonstratives. In particular, recall
from (9) and (10) that am is used to indicate temporal distance, whereas ann is
used to indicate temporal proximity.

In sum, we have now seen that the untranslatable demonstratives can be used
to mark the epistemic states of the interlocutors relative to the proposition. In
this respect they carry a similar functional load to discourse markers in other lan-
guages (see Ariel 1998; Schiffrin 1987), including so-called “discourse particles” in
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German (Thoma 2017; Zimmermann 2011) and Cantonese (Lam 2014), as well as
discourse markers and enclitics in related Algonquian languages such as Ojibwe
(Fairbanks 2016) and Meskwaki (Goddard 2015).

Following the hypothesis that the demonstrative roots encode epistemicity, we
predict that the om- forms should also pattern together with respect to epistemic
orientation, but this is not the case. The caveat, however, is that there are only
three examples with om- and it is hard to draw reliable conclusions from such a
small data set.

4.3 Demonstrative inflection

When they function as determiners or pronouns, demonstratives can take the
same inflection as nouns. Blackfoot nominal inflection encodes number, animacy,
and obviation distinctions, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Demonstrative inflection

Animate Inanimate

Singular Proximate -wa -yi
Singular Obviative -yi -yi
Plural -iksi -istsi

Whereas number inflection is relatively straightforward, animacy and obvia-
tion require brief explanations. Regarding animacy, all nouns in Blackfoot (and
other Algonquian languages) are inherently categorised as animate or inanimate,
but this grammatical designation does not always straightforwardly map onto
ontological distinctions of animacy (i.e. not all animate nouns refer to what we
tend to think of as animate individuals, at least under a Eurocentric worldview).8

Obviation is a reference-tracking device common to Algonquian languages; the
more salient participant in a stretch of discourse is marked proximate and all sub-
sidiary participants are marked obviative (see, e.g., Bliss 2017a; Dahlstrom 1991;
Genee 2009; Goddard 1984, 1990; Junker 2004). Obviation is typically restricted
to third persons in Algonquian languages, although first and second person in-
dependent pronouns are also marked with proximate and obviative inflection

8Some authors have suggested that Algonquian animacy distinctions may bemotivated by onto-
logical properties more congruent with an Indigenous worldview (such as “power potential”),
suggesting that “animacy” is perhaps the wrong label for this category (see, e.g., Dahlstrom
1995, Goddard 2002).
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in Blackfoot. As observed in Table 2, the proximate-obviative contrast is neu-
tralised with inanimate and plural third persons; the syncretism between ani-
mate obviative and inanimate proximate/obviative can be considered accidental
(see Bliss & Oxford 2016, 2017). Demonstrative determiners usually take the same
inflection as the nouns they modify, with some exceptions (see Bliss 2017b on
demonstrative-noun mismatches).

Whereas the full range of nominal inflection is attested when the demonstra-
tives function as pronouns or determiners, only -wa (proximate singular) and -yi
(obviative singular) are attested with the untranslatable demonstratives. Just as
these inflections encode relative saliency when they appear on nouns and pro-
nouns, they also appear to encode relative saliency when they appear on the
untranslatable demonstratives. All of the proximate-marked demonstratives ap-
pear in sentences that coincide with salient or noteworthy events in the story
(corresponding with, for example, plot twists or important points in the arc of
the narrative), whereas all of the obviative-marked demonstratives appear else-
where, without this same sense of noteworthiness. As such, the obviative-marked
demonstratives are much more frequent, seemingly used as a default inflection.
Representative examples of proximate and obviative forms are given in (15)–(16).

(15) (Beatrice Bullshields: Sa’aiwa)
Kimaa ki ama nitómitaaminnaan mattsistáó’hkoonima omi
oyííyiskaassini.
ki-am-wa
CONJ-DEM-PROX

ki
CONJ

am-wa
DEM-PROX

nit-omitaa-m-innaan
1-dog-POSS-1PL

mattsista’-ohkooni-m-wa
again-find.TI-3:INAN-PROX

om-yi
DEM-INAN

oyiiyis-kaa-ssin-yi
nest-?-NOM-INAN

[A child is trying to protect some unhatched duck eggs, but the family
dog repeatedly finds the nest and eats the eggs. This is the third and final
time the dog does this before the child makes a drastic move to protect
the one remaining egg:] ‘And then our dog found the nest again.’

(16) (Clifford Crane Bear: Isttstsáápikimmiksi)
Kiannika isáma’piiwa.
ki-ann-yi-ka
CONJ-DEM-OBV-OTH.TM

isam-a’pii-wa
long.time-be.II-PROX

[A grandfather is being questioned by the police and, as an aside, the
storyteller notes that he had to wait for his grandfather to return:] ‘It was
a long time.’
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The demonstrative kimaa in (15) is formed from the root am- which, as we saw
in the preceding section, functions to mark the utterance as containing familiar
or expected information. In this example, as with many others, the information
is expected because it is a repeated event in the narrative. However, although
expected information, it is nevertheless noteworthy: this is a pinnacle point in
the story which results in a major plot twist. The proximate marking -wa on
the demonstrative foregrounds the event and signals to the audience that it is
noteworthy or salient in the story. Conversely, the demonstrative kiannika in (16)
is marked with the obviative suffix -yi, and the event denoted by the utterance
is not one of particular significance in the story; it is simply an aside to the main
event of the grandfather being held captive.

The function of noteworthiness is attested for discourse markers in other lan-
guages as well. For example, Jónsson (2017) notes that the Icelandic particles en,
vá, and æ are required by some speakers with certain exclamatives to give them
their noteworthy flavour.

4.4 Other demonstrative properties

The preceding sections looked at two sources of morphological variation in the
demonstratives: root distinctions and inflectional distinctions. As observed in
Figure 1, demonstratives exhibit other morphological variation as well. In addi-
tion to the inflectional suffixes, there are four other suffixes that can be added
to the demonstrative roots. While some of these suffixes are attested with un-
translatable demonstratives (see, e.g., (16) for the ‘other time’ suffix -ka), there
are no detectable patterns of distribution in the corpus that would suggest these
suffixes encode discourse functions.

However, vowel lengthening does appear to serve a discourse function with
the untranslatable demonstratives. When the demonstratives are used deictically
(i.e. as pronouns or determiners), vowel lengthening is iconic: the further away
the referent is from the speaker, the longer the vowel is, as shown in the elicited
examples in (17).

(17) a. No lengthening
Na Carmelle íínoyiiwa omi ksisskstakii.
ann-wa
DEM-PROX

Carmelle
C.

ii-in-o-yii-wa
IC-see-TA-DIR-PROX

om-yi
DEM-OBV

ksisskstaki-yi
beaver-OBV

‘Carmelle saw that beaver (nearby).’
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b. Slight lengthening
Na Carmelle íínoyiiwa oomi ksisskstakii.
ann-wa
DEM-PROX

Carmelle
C.

ii-in-o-yii-wa
IC-see-TA-DIR-PROX

om-yi
DEM-OBV

ksisskstaki-yi
beaver-OBV

‘Carmelle saw that beaver (way over there).’
c. Pronounced lengthening

Na Carmelle íínoyiiwa ooomi ksisskstakii.
ann-wa
DEM-PROX

Carmelle
C.

ii-in-o-yii-wa
IC-see-TA-DIR-PROX

om-yi
DEM-OBV

ksisskstaki-yi
beaver-OBV

‘Carmelle saw that beaver (waaaayyy over there).’

Vowel lengthening is also found with the untranslatable demonstratives and is
sometimes quite pronounced, as in (18). In this example, the vowel of the demon-
strative is extra-long with a duration of 0.877 seconds (compare this duration
with that of the un-lengthened vowel of the conjunction particle ki, which is
much shorter at 0.073 seconds).

(18) (Clifford Crane Bear: Isttstsáápikimmiksi)
Kimiiii nitáítopokská’sspiinaan.
ki-am-yi
CONJ-DEM-OBV

nit-a-itap-okska’si-hpinnaan
IMPF-toward-run.AI-1PL

[A young man is helping his grandfather with a task that the police later
take notice of; he is confused about why they are doing what they are
doing.] ‘And we ran towards (something).’

What is the function of vowel lengthening when it appears on the untrans-
latable demonstratives? Our hypothesis is that vowel lengthening encodes emo-
tivity, i.e. the speaker’s emotive attitude or personal reaction – positive or neg-
ative – towards the content of the utterance. In all cases in which the vowel of
an untranslatable demonstrative is lengthened, the context is one of heightened
emotion within the narrative; consider (19) and (20).

(19) (Beatrice Bullshields: Itáísapssiisskiitso’pa)
Kimiii nitóhtsitsinnohpii nitsínnoo’takohpi.
ki-am-yi
CONJ-DEM-OBV

nit-oht-it-inn-ohpi’yi
1-means-LOC-down-fall.AI

nit-inn-o’tak-ohpi’yi
1-down-in.circle-fall.AI

[A child wants to go sledding with her sisters but they won’t share their
sleds. She finds a wash basin and gleefully slides down the snowy hill in
the basin.] ‘And with it, I went down, spinning in circles.’
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(20) (Beatrice Bullshields: Itohkanao’tsisiyo’p)
Kimiii níísto nisstónnatsotamasapaasai’ni.
ki-am-yi
CONJ-DEM-OBV

n-iisto
1-PRN

nit-sstonnat-sotam-sap-waasai’ni
1-extremely-genuinely-?-cry.AI

[A child wants to accompany her grandparents to a ceremonial event, but
they tell her she is too young and leave without her.] ‘I kept crying and
crying after them.’

Both of these examples represent points in their respective stories in which
the speaker has a strong emotional connection to the content of the utterance;
in (19) this connection is positive and in (20) it is negative.

Emotivity is a discourse function encoded by discourse markers in other lan-
guages (see, e.g., Rett (2018) on emotivemarkers like English alas), and it has been
observed to be achieved via prosodic features such as lengthening and pitch ac-
cent (see, e.g., Benus et al. (2007) on English whatever). Blackfoot exhibits a sim-
ilar pattern: vowel lengthening on the untranslatable demonstratives correlates
with instances of high emotion. As for (18), we suggest that the emotional con-
nection is not with the speaker but with the speaker’s assumptions about the ad-
dressee; the storyteller is using vowel lengthening as a means to evoke suspense.
All other examples in the corpus with vowel lengthening similarly coincide with
strong emotions, either on behalf of the speaker or the addressee.

Whereas vowel lengthening is relatively common on demonstratives regard-
less of their syntactic function, demonstrative reduplication seems to be restricted
to the untranslatable demonstratives only. Moreover, it is used frequently by one
particular storyteller (Allan Stevens), less often by another (Mildred Three Suns),
and not at all by the remaining 19 storytellers. Based on its limited distribution in
the current corpus, it is not possible to ascertain the function of demonstrative
reduplication, but we speculate that it may be used for emphatic purposes (21).

(21) (Allan Stevens: O’kaan)
Síksinnaki omi omi máátaanistsi’tooyi miksi matapíksi.
siksinnaki-wa
police-PROX

om-yi
DEM-OBV

om-yi
DEM-OBV

maat-waanistsi’to-yii-wa
NEG-obey.TA-DIR-PROX

om-iksi
DEM-PL

matapi-iksi
person-PL
[At a Sundance ceremony, a police officer violated ceremonial protocol by
crossing in front of some dancers, and later that day he fatalistically
broke his leg. The moral of the story:] ‘The policeman didn’t listen to the
people.’
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In (21), the storyteller is concluding the story by emphasising the significance
of the event and its consequences; this emphasis is encoded by the reduplication
of the demonstrative.

4.5 Summary

In this section we have examined the composition and distribution of untrans-
latable demonstratives in Blackfoot, mapping their morphological and prosodic
properties onto discourse functions. A summary of our hypotheses is presented
in Table 3.

Table 3: Mapping demonstrative distinctions to pragmatic functions

Pragmatic function Demonstrative distinction

Epistemicity Root distinctions
Noteworthiness Inflectional distinctions (proximate/obviative)
Emotivity Vowel lengthening
Emphasis (?) Reduplication

Table 3 shows that demonstratives in Blackfoot can encode a range of dis-
course functions that are typically associatedwith discoursemarkers in other lan-
guages. As such, we propose that Blackfoot demonstratives are multi-functional:
they can fulfil canonical deictic functions as determiners or pronouns, but they
can also fulfil discourse functions that extend beyond the truth-conditional con-
tent of the utterance. Given that untranslatable demonstratives are built using
the same morphological and prosodic ingredients as all other demonstratives,
we suggest that untranslatable demonstratives are not unique lexical items, ho-
mophonous with other demonstrative forms, but rather that all demonstratives
have the capacity to function in various ways, including as discourse markers. In
other words, demonstratives have the capacity to scope over individuals (as pro-
nouns or determiners), times (as temporal expressions), situations (as predicates),
or propositions (as discourse markers).

One outstanding question is whether the stories that serve as the data source
here truly comprise a set of discourse contexts that are amenable to the use of
discourse markers. As noted in §2, most of the stories in the database were cu-
rated in group storytelling sessions, which tend to be conversational in nature. To
elaborate, in these group sessions, storytellers take turns sharing stories around
a particular theme, and while the resulting recordings are indeed monological
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rather than dialogical, the overarching context is much more like a dialogue or
conversation with interlocutors exchanging information by sharing stories with
each other. Importantly, it is only in texts from these conversation-like contexts
that untranslatable demonstratives are found. More formal settings do not elicit
untranslatable demonstratives, as evidenced by the fact that there are no exam-
ples of untranslatable demonstratives in the Russell & Genee (2014) collection or
the Glenbow collection.

The properties of untranslatable demonstratives just reviewed suggest that
they function in similar ways to discourse markers in other languages: they don’t
contribute to the propositional content of an utterance but instead serve to man-
age the ongoing conversation (e.g. Ariel 1998; Fairbanks 2016; Schiffrin 1987). In
the following section we discuss further parallels between the untranslatable de-
monstratives and discourse markers.

5 Untranslatable demonstratives as discourse markers

Discourse markers are sometimes dedicated units of language (such as English
eh and huh) and sometimes they are units of language that serve “double duty”:
to express propositional content and to express discourse related functions (such
as English right, so and well). However, what many discourse markers have in
common is that they are often simplex forms which cannot be inflected. As such
they are commonly labelled as “particles” (Abraham 1991; Aijmer 2002; Zimmer-
mann 2011).While particles share certain formal properties (they are not complex,
they don’t inflect), they are generally not definable in positive terms and hence
are not a natural class within and across languages. Nevertheless, it is perhaps
not coincidental that discourse markers share these properties across different
languages. Hence, in this section, we explore the properties of untranslatable
demonstratives from the point of view of discourse markers.

By means of exploring the inventory of particles in Blackfoot, we show that
particles that function as discourse markers are relatively rare in the language.
At the same time, we show that they form a natural class with demonstratives.
This lends further support to our claim that demonstratives in Blackfoot function
as discourse markers.

The Blackfoot Dictionary (Frantz & Russell 1995)9 lists only 31 entries that are
classified as UND (“underived particle”), excluding vocative pronouns and kin
terms. Examples are provided in (22).

9There is a newer edition of the dictionary (Frantz & Russell 2017) but we have yet to conduct
a search of this dictionary for UND forms.
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(22) Blackfoot underived particles

a. saa ‘no’
b. áa ‘yes’
c. oki ‘hello’
d. ki ‘and’
e. tsimá ‘where?’
f. tsa ‘how?’ (often used in question formation)
g. yáóo ~ yáa ‘oh no!’
h. ha’ ‘pfft! ha!’ (used to express scorn)

What these forms have in common is that they are underived particles and
many of them function as discourse markers, i.e. they serve to regulate conver-
sational interaction.

Some of the UND forms listed in the dictionary are concatenations of particles;
see, e.g., (23).

(23) Concatenated particle
ha’yaa
ha’-yaa
scorn-oh.no
‘uh-oh!’ (in anticipation of a reprimand)

Beyond these underived and concatenated particles, the majority of entries
that are classified as UND in the dictionary involve demonstrativemorphology in
one of threeways. First, some inflected demonstratives are listed in the dictionary
as UND forms, as in (24) and (25).

(24) Inflected demonstrative listed as UND in Frantz & Russell (1995)
annóhk
ann-o-hk
DEM-RESTR-INVIS
‘right now’

(25) Inflected demonstrative listed as UND in Frantz & Russell (1995)
ánniayi
ann-yi-ayi
DEM-INAN-VBZR
‘that’s enough’
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Frantz & Russell’s (1995) treatment of inflected demonstratives as underived
particles suggests they are assuming them to be independent but homophonic
lexemes. This differs from the analysis developed here under which inflected de-
monstratives aremultifunctional and can take on a role as discoursemarkers. Our
analysis is supported by the co-variation observed in §4 between the morpho-
logical and prosodic composition of demonstratives and their various discourse
functions.

The preceding example shows one of the three ways in which entries classi-
fied as UND in the dictionary involve demonstrative morphology. The second
way is one we have seen in earlier examples in this chapter: concatenations of a
particle plus a demonstrative root (plus optional inflection). Additional examples
are given in (26) and (27).

(26) Particle + demonstrative listed as UND in Frantz & Russell (1995)
kiann
ki-ann10

CONJ-DEM
‘that’s all’ (often used to conclude a story)

(27) Particle + demonstrative listed as UND in Frantz & Russell (1995)
há’annia
ha’-ann-yi-ya
PART-DEM-INAN-MVNG
‘Really! All right!’

Although particle-demonstrative concatenations, particularly with the con-
junction particle ki, are rather ubiquitous in our corpus of untranslatable de-
monstratives, there is no clear pattern of distribution that suggests a particular
discourse function can be assigned to particle+demonstrative combinations.

The third and final way in which demonstrative morphology is used to form
what Frantz & Russell (1995) treat as underived particles involves a particle func-
tioning as a base to which suffixes from the demonstrative paradigm can attach
(with no demonstrative root); see (28) and (29).

(28) Particle + demonstrative suffix listed as UND in Frantz & Russell (1995)
sááhkáyi
saa11-hk-ayi
PART-INVIS-VBZR
‘just kidding’

10Compare: ki ‘and’.
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(29) Particle + demonstrative suffix listed as UND in Frantz & Russell (1995)
kíka
ki12-ka
CONJ-OTH.TM
‘wait!’

In sum, the majority of so-called particles listed in the Blackfoot dictionary are
constructed using demonstrative morphology in some way. This suggests a for-
mal connection between demonstratives and particles in Blackfoot, particularly
because many of the demonstrative suffixes are restricted to only these classes
of words (inflection is the one exception, as it appears on nouns as well). The fact
that demonstratives and particles pattern together in terms of both their morpho-
logical composition and their ability to encode discourse functions, and the fact
that the inventory of “true” particles is impoverished in Blackfoot, lends support
to the proposal that demonstratives in Blackfoot function as discourse markers.

6 Summary and conclusions

Demonstratives in Blackfoot fulfil a wide variety of functions. They can scope
over individuals (as determiners or pronouns), times (as temporal expressions),
or situations (as predicates). This chapter focused on an additional function of
the Blackfoot demonstratives which has not been previously documented: their
ability to scope over propositions, as discourse markers. Demonstratives carry-
ing out this role are “untranslatable”; they do not have a referent or nominal
complement and they make no semantic contribution to the truth-conditional
meaning of the utterance. Rather, their contribution is pragmatic: they encode
the interlocutors’ commitments, attitudes, and beliefs towards the propositional
content of the utterance. As such, demonstratives in Blackfoot can function as
discourse markers, and they can encode discourse properties typically associated
with discourse particles in other languages.

Analogous to discourse markers in other languages, the primary contribution
of Blackfoot untranslatable demonstratives is epistemicity, encoded by the de-
monstrative roots. The roots am- and ann- are in complementary distribution,
with the former marking an utterance as familiar, expected, or repeated, and the
latter marking it as unfamiliar, new, or surprising. Following Thoma (2017), we
suggest that both of these encode an Addressee-oriented epistemic stance on the

11Compare: saa ‘no’.
12Compare: ki ‘and’.
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part of the speaker: they signal the Speaker’s expectations about the audience’s
(/addressee’s) knowledge of the events denoted by the utterance.

In addition to the demonstrative roots encoding epistemicity, we have pro-
posed that demonstrative inflection – and particularly the proximate/obviative
contrast – is used to encode noteworthiness, with the proximate suffix signalling
that the utterance is salient and deserving of the audience’s attention while the
obviative suffix functions as the “elsewhere” case in opposition to the proximate.

Vowel lengthening signals emotivity (either positive or negative, of either the
Speaker or the Speaker’s assumptions about the Addressee), and we speculate
that reduplication signals emphasis.

Taken together, we observe that the wide range of morphological and prosodic
variation in Blackfoot’s demonstrative paradigm allows for a wide range of dis-
course functions to be expressed by the demonstratives. Moreover, particles in
Blackfoot are often concatenated with demonstratives or employ demonstrative
morphology in their formation, suggesting that particles and demonstratives
form a natural class, both with the capacity to function as discourse markers.

This connection between particles and demonstratives is not unique to Black-
foot. For example, some Dene demonstratives have grammaticalised as discourse
particles (Thompson et al. 2011), and some German discourse particles are de-
rived from Proto-Indo-European demonstratives (Thoma 2017). Synchronically,
demonstratives are argued to take on other discourse functions such as negative
appraisal in Hebrew and German (Sichel & Wiltschko 2018). While it is not un-
usual for demonstratives to take on the types of discourse functions discussed
here, what sets Blackfoot demonstratives apart is their exceptionally rich mor-
phology, and the ways in which the paradigmatic distinctions are used to encode
a variety of different discourse functions.
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Abbreviations

1, 2, 3 1st, 2nd, 3rd person
ACCOMP accompaniment
AI animate intransitive
CONJ conjunct
DEM demonstrative
DIR direct
EVID evidential
FUT future
IC initial change
II inanimate intransitive
IMP imperative
IMPF imperfective
INAN inanimate
INTERR interrogative
INVIS invisible
LOC locative
MVNG moving

NEG negative
NOM nominal
NONAFF non-affirmative
OTH.TM other time
OBV obviative
PART particle
PL plural
POSS possessive
PRN pronoun
PROX proximate
REP reportative
RESTR restricted
SG singular
STAT stationary
TA transitive animate
TI transitive inanimate
VBZR verbaliser
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Chapter 7

Pilagá determiners and demonstratives:
Discourse use and grammaticalisation
Doris L. Payne
University of Oregon & SIL International

Alejandra Vidal
Universidad Formosa & CONICET

Guaykuruan languages of the South American Chaco have rich sets of classifiers
and demonstratives, marking deictic, visibility, postural, and recognitional mean-
ings. There is lack of consensus in the Guaykuruan literature about determiner
and demonstrative elements, even across closely related dialects. This chapter ex-
plores them in Pilagá, including their structure, discourse profile, extension into
the tense-evidentiality domain, and grammaticalisation as subordinators. Corpus
data show thatmʔe is best viewed as ‘distance neutral’, contrasting with hoʔ ‘proxi-
mal’ (which also has adverbial uses), tʃaʔa ‘distal visible’, maʕa ‘unseen’, and naqae
‘recognitional’. Mʔe is dominantly endophoric and has grammaticalised as a rela-
tiviser. The ‘vertical’ classifying determiner daʔ has grammaticalised as a general
subordinator.

1 Introduction

Pilagá (ISO 639-3: plg) is an endangeredGuaykuruan language, spoken by around
5,000 people in Formosa, northeastern Argentina, in the South American Gran
Chaco.1 Guaykuruan languages have rich sets of determiners. Nearly all nouns
require one, so they are ubiquitous in discourse. Pilagá determiners include forms
that also function demonstratively, pronominally, or adverbially. They can have
incipient nominal tense and evidential functions, and two have developed clausal

1Authors are listed in alphabetical order and the chapter is fully co-authored.

Doris L. Payne & Alejandra Vidal. 2020. Pilagá determiners and demonstratives: Dis-
course use and grammaticalisation. In Åshild Næss, Anna Margetts & Yvonne Treis
(eds.), Demonstratives in discourse, 149–183. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.
5281/zenodo.4055824
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subordination functions. Some determiners are simple, involving only what we
call classifiers (CLF),2 highlighted in (1); others are demonstrative word-level con-
structions, highlighted in (2).3

(1) (190Verbos2 165)4

s-anem
A1-give

he-ʔn
M-CLF:near

nsedaʕanaʕat
pole

daʔ
CLF:VER

ya-qaya-di-pi
POS1-brother-PAUC-COL

‘I give the pole to my brothers.’

(2) (Vidal 2001: 123)
ha-da=ča-lo
F-CLF:VER=DEM1:DIST.VIS-PL

yawo-ʔ
woman-PAUC

‘those women (standing)’

This chapter addresses the morphosyntax, meaning, and discourse uses of sim-
ple and complex Pilagá determiners and demonstratives.5 The study is based on
a corpus of over 70 texts plus elicited data. §2 discusses definitions and termi-
nology, and presents the three paradigms of key morphemes that figure in deter-
miner and demonstrative constructions. Sections 3 through 6 focus on the mor-
phosyntax and semantics of the constructions, supporting the claim that three
distinct paradigms of key morphemes are involved. §7 discusses extensions into
tense-evidentiality, and grammaticalisation of both the ‘neutral’ demonstrative
rootmʔe as a relativiser and of the ‘vertical’ CLF daʔ as a more general subordina-
tor. Throughout, issues of semantics and function are addressed, including how
interaction among morphemes may affect interpretation. A conclusion is in §8.

2Classifiers are usually pro- or enclitics. We write them with the clitic boundary = as part of
demonstrative constructions, but as separate orthographic words before a noun in accord with
Pilagá orthographic practice. Some nouns with possessor prefixes lack determiners, though
they can co-occur.

3Examples use a modified IPA representation with <y> for IPA /j/, <ñ> for /ɲ/, <č> for /tʃ/, <b̶>
for the bilabial fricative allophone of /w/; <λ> represents a palatal lateral sonorant. These are
adaptations to the practical orthography.

4All data were collected by Alejandra Vidal with Pilagá native speakers in Formosa, between
1988 and the present. Data citations like “190Verbos2 165” refer to line “165” in file or text
number “190” in our Pilagá FLEx database. The database contains narrative and expository
texts, and some elicited material. Examples with no citation are elicited and not in the database.

5Previous studies of determiners and demonstratives in Guaykuruan discourse have focused on
Toba, especially Carpio (2012) on Western Toba (which Vidal assesses as very close to Pilagá),
González (2015) on an eastern variety of Toba, andMessineo & Cúneo (2019) on Toba generally.
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7 Pilagá determiners and demonstratives

2 Classifier and demonstrative roots

There is lack of consensus in the Guaykuruan literature about what are called
“demonstratives”. The issues concern terminology for cognate forms and the in-
ventory of relevant elements and complex structures, which may vary by dialect
and language (Vidal 1997; 2001; Carpio 2012; González 2015; Messineo et al. 2016;
Cúneo 2016). We thus first clarify key terms as used in this work.

• CLASSIFIER (CLF): Any of the six deictic or posture/shape clitics in Table 1.

• DEMONSTRATIVE ROOT (DEM1, DEM2): Any of the morphemes in Table 2 and
Table 3, which have deictic, pointing-out, or joint-attention functions.

• DEMONSTRATIVE CONSTRUCTION (DEM): A word-level construction that con-
tains a deictic or joint-attention establishing root other than just a classifier.
All but one demonstrative construction contain a classifier; may function ad-
nominally, pronominally, and in one case adverbially; and may be endophoric
or exophoric to the discourse.6

• DETERMINER (DET): Any classifier or demonstrative construction when func-
tioning adnominally. All determiners syntactically allow the noun (phrase)
they accompany to function as a syntactic argument and/or as a referring
expression in discourse. They may or may not be deictic.7

As the first two bullet points above suggest, we distinguish what we call clas-
sifiers (CLFs) from two sets of demonstrative roots (Table 1–3). Simple CLFs are
the default determiner form in discourse (§3). Aside from a demonstrative con-
struction with adverbial function (§4), all demonstrative constructions include a
CLF. What we call DEM1 roots are preceded by a CLF (§5), while the DEM2 root is
followed by a CLF (§6).

All the sets in Table 1–3 have some deictic semantics, and CLFs and DEM1 roots
include visibility contrasts. The deictic overlaps might lead one to consider all
three sets to be demonstrative morphemes. But there are functional reasons to
distinguish classifiers from demonstrative roots. It would be unusual for a lan-
guage to require every nominal to have a demonstrative, and this is one reason

6For Pilagá, we use “demonstrative root” to designate a root from Table 2 or Table 3, and “de-
monstrative” to designate a demonstrative construction.

7Diessel (1999: 57) uses “demonstrative determiner” for adnominal demonstratives not found
in other syntactic contexts. In Pilagá, all demonstratives that function adnominally can also
function pronominally. CLFs also (but rarely) function pronominally.
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not to consider the default and ubiquitous classifier determiners to be demonstra-
tives. The two sets of demonstrative roots are stronger orienting devices, point-
ing the hearer’s attention to a participant, place, or time, usually (but not always)
via deixis or visibility features.

Table 1 presents the Pilagá singular classifiers. Underlyingly they contain glot-
tals, but they often surface with weak to no glottalisation. Classifiers with /a/
and /i/ often undergo vowel harmony alternation to /o/. For instance, diʔ has al-
lomorphs dyo and doʔ.8 Soʔ may undergo vowel harmony to saʔ, and sometimes
we find esoʔ. We write the variations where they surface. The plural counterparts
lengthen the vowel (Vidal 2001), though this is optional (especially when there
is a plural affix on a noun).

Table 1: Pilagá singular classifier (CLF) clitics

Deictic direction/Visibility Posture/Shape

naʔ ‘near’; ‘coming’ to the
reference point

diʔ ‘horizontally extended’ (line
or plane)

soʔ ‘far’; ‘departing’ from the
reference point; ‘past’

daʔ ‘vertically extended’; ‘abstract’

gaʔ ‘unseen, absent’; ‘unknown,
generic, non-referential’;
‘irrealis/future’

ñiʔ ‘non-extended, bunched up,
sitting’

As Table 1 shows, the CLF paradigm has two semantic subsets (they are not
contrastive inmorphosyntactic distribution). Guaykuruan cognates of thesemor-
phemes have fascinated scholars due to the relatively unusual combination of
their meanings, both basic and metaphorical (Klein 1979; Messineo et al. 2016).
Relative to the physical world, the first semantic subset has deictic and/or visi-
bility features, and in some contexts allows inference of motion semantics. The
deictic meanings fit with Diessel’s (1999) definition of demonstrative elements,
which leads some researchers to refer to all Table 1 morphemes as “demonstra-
tives” for related languages (Messineo et al. 2016).9 Carpio (2012) refers to the
Western Toba cognates as “demonstrative roots” (she also identifies a distinct set

8Also note that do(ʔ ) is a dialect variant of daʔ ‘vertical; abstract’.
9Messineo et al. (2016) do not mention cognates of the demonstrative roots we present in Table 2
and Table 3.
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of morphemes – cognate with what we call “demonstrative roots” – to which the
CLF cognates can attach). González (2015: 153) rejects calling the cognate Eastern
Toba morphemes “classifiers” because, though they communicate a certain kind
of nominal classification, a given nominal can occur with one or another accord-
ing to the speaker’s perspective. (See also discussion inMessineo (2003: 145), who
nevertheless uses the term “nominal classifier”.) However, in many classifier lan-
guages, classifier choice can be sensitive to varying speaker conceptions of the
configuration of a concept. In Yagua, for example, ‘water’ can be conceptualised
as long+horizontal or as round; ‘wood’ can be conceptualised as upright or as
short+small (Payne 1986).

The second semantic subsetmost concretely indicates salient shape or postural
configuration of a referent. For instance, daʔ in its concrete sense indicates ver-
tically extended items like upright trees and people. It is also used for abstract
nouns and has grammaticalised as a general subordinator (§7.3). The shape se-
mantics lead Klein (1979), Vidal (1997; 2001), and Messineo & Cúneo (2019) to call
all six “classifiers”. Our primary point here is not to argue that these six mor-
phemes are (not) classifying or are (not) deictic in nature as the paradigm clearly
has both types of semantic features. Rather, we wish to clarify that these com-
prise a distinct paradigm from what we call “demonstrative roots”, to which we
now turn.

Pilagá demonstrative roots divide into two paradigms based on how they com-
bine with classifiers: DEM1 roots follow CLFs, but the DEM2 root precedes CLFs.
The DEM1 roots are deictic, indicating ‘proximal’, ‘distal’, and possibly ‘medial’
distinctions relative to a reference point, as well as visibility contrasts. To give
an initial sense of their differing discourse profiles, Table 2 and Table 3 show the
frequency of each demonstrative root in the corpus (whether as part of complex
demonstrative constructions or not).

The DEM1 roots can function exophorically. This is most common for hoʔ ‘prox-
imal’, which is dominantly exophoric and neutral for visibility, and for čaʔa (vari-
ant čʔa) ‘distal visible’.10 The exophoric uses optionally occur with pointing ges-
tures. In contrastive elicitation contexts, mʔe can indicate exophoric referents
medially distant between those marked with hoʔ and čaʔa. Maʕa refers to some-
thing unseen; the referent may be inferred or something about it is uncertain.

Demonstrativeswith hoʔ can also function endophorically to refer to discourse-
10For Western Toba, Carpio (2012: 47–49) identifies -ha ‘non-visible exophoric’ as a suffix on
what we call CLFs. A possibly cognate Pilagá form surfaces in the frozen combination hoʔ daha
‘there, a place very far away’. We do not treat -ha further here but note its analogous position
to hoʔ. Čaʔa (variant čʔa) comes from a motion verb and sometimes carries ‘itive’ and ‘ventive’
directionals that are characteristic of verbs, as in (38) and (39).
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Table 2: Pilagá deictic and visibility demonstrative roots (DEM1)

DEM1 Root Major Senses Instances in Corpus

hoʔ exophoric adverbial; ‘proximal’ (PROX);
current discourse topic

363

mʔe exophoric ‘medial visible’; endophoric
‘neutral’ (NEUT)

241

čaʔa ‘distal visible’ (DIST.VIS) 18

maʕa ‘unseen (NVIS)’; ‘inferential, uncertain’ 6

anaphoric referents. Endophoric use is also possible for čaʔa, but the referent
is not considered close to the speaker or reference point. Mʔe is primarily en-
dophoric, either anaphoric or cataphoric. Especially in its endophoric distribu-
tion, mʔe is best viewed as ‘distance neutral’ (Himmelmann 1996: 211) since it
can occur with all the CLFs to mark referents as ‘proximal/(coming) in the visual
field’, ‘distal/(going) out of the visual field’, ‘never seen’, or depending on the par-
ticular classifier to refer to ‘horizontal’, ‘vertical’, or ‘bunched up’ referents. It is
not accompanied by pointing gestures. It has also grammaticalised as a relativiser
(§7.4).

The DEM2 set contains just the root naqae (Table 3). It takes CLFs as enclitics,
unlike the DEM1 roots which take CLFs as proclitics. We analyse it as a ‘recog-
nitional‘ (RCG) demonstrative root, but in some contexts it may function more
emphatically or mark unexpected information (§6).

Table 3: Pilagá recognitional demonstrative root (DEM2:RCG)

DEM2 root Major sense Instances in corpus

Naqae ‘this/that familiar but previously
inactive; recognitional (RCG)’

84

Having now introduced the CLFs and demonstrative roots in Table 1–3, §3–§6
will discuss the morphosyntax and functions of four constructions that employ
them. In anticipation, Table 4 surveys the grammatical functions of the basic
classifier (BCLF), simple demonstrative (SDEM), deictic demonstrative (DDEM), and
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recognitional demonstrative (RDEM) constructions. A dash in Table 4 indicates
the morpheme in the first column lacks the adverbial function.

Table 4: Syntactic distribution of basic classifier (BCLF) and demonstra-
tive constructions

Adverbial Pronominal Determiner Other

hoʔ DEM1
‘proximal/
unspecified’

SDEM,
DDEM

SDEM (rare),
DDEM

DDEM

mʔe DEM1
‘medial
visible’;
‘neutral’

– DDEM DDEM relativiser

čaʔa DEM1
‘distal visible’

– DDEM DDEM

maʕa DEM1
‘non-visible’

– DDEM DDEM

naqa(e) DEM2
‘recogni-
tional’

– DDEM RDEM

daʔ CLF
‘vertical;
abstract’

– BCLF BCLF subordinator

Other CLFs – BCLF (rare) BCLF

Across languages, demonstrativemorphemesmay have differing syntactic func-
tions (Diessel 1999: 4; Krasnoukhova 2012). For example, in one language a single
paradigm might function as demonstrative pronouns for participants or abstract
concepts, as adnominal demonstratives, and as demonstrative adverbs for loca-
tion or time. The Pilagá morpheme hoʔ distributes like this, though the particular
construction it appears in (SDEM or DDEM) matters for syntactic function. In an-
other language, a given demonstrative paradigm may have only a subset of func-
tions. In English, for instance, here/there are adverbial demonstrative proforms
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for locations,11 and now/then are adverbial demonstrative proforms for time. But
this/that/these/those function as both demonstrative participant pronouns and as
demonstrative determiners.12 The DEM1 roots and the DEM2 root distribute like
these last English morphemes when in particular constructions. Classifiers in
the BCLF construction function primarily as determiners, and more rarely as pro-
nouns.

3 Basic classifier construction

In Pilagá discourse, determiners most frequently have the structure in (3).We call
this the basic classifier construction (BCLF). The only required element is one of
the six clitics in Table 1, or a plural counterpart. BCLFs functioning as determiners
are highlighted in (1) above and in the examples below.

(3) Basic classifier construction (BCLF)
(GENDER-)CLASSIFIER

The BCLF construction is illustrated in (4)–(6) with the posture/shape CLFs.

(4) (028SanMartin2 1.5)
diʔ
CLF:HOR

naʔa-ik
road-M

‘road’

(5) (190Verbos2 565)
da=mʔe
CLF:VER=DEM1:NEUT

yi-la-ʔa
A3-find-OBJ.SG

daʔ
CLF:VER

epaq
tree

‘She/He sees a tree.’

(6) (028SanMartin2 1.2)
se-b̶ide-wʔo
A1-arrive-LOC:outward

ñiʔ
CLF:NO.EXT

tamnaʕa-ki
religion-place

‘I arrive at the church.’

11This sets aside uses like this here dog, where here doubles this as a proximal determiner.
12Diessel (1999: 90) also discusses presentational (what some call “predicational” or “identifica-
tional”) and other functions of demonstratives.
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Examples (7)–(8) illustrate vowel-lengthened plural CLFs. Saaʔ occurs in (8),
rather than sooʔ, due to vowel harmony with the following noun. Recall that the
plural CLF forms are optional (especially when the noun is marked for plurality).

(7) naaʔ
CLF:near.PL

y-ʔaiʔte
POS1-eyes

‘my eyes’

(8) (008ZorroPato 1)
qančʔe
then

yi-laeyʔa-lo
3-see.ahead-PL

saaʔ
CLF:far.PL

taʕañi
rosy.billed.duck

kʼoqte-l
offspring-PL

‘He suddenly saw some rosy-billed ducklings.’

Examples (9)–(11) show the BCLF with gender prefixes. Masculine is usually
unmarked (formally and functionally), but an overt prefix ho-/(h)e- can be added
for clarity.

(9) ho-gaʔ
M-CLF:absent

emek
house

‘that (unknown) house’

(10) (011Kitilipi 1.20)
qačʔe
CONJ

qo-i-law-lo
SBJ.INDF-A3-see-PL

ho-ʔn
M-CLF:near

l-ʔaiʔte
POS3-eye.PL

ekey
INTJ

qo-d-ʔoya-lo
SBJ.INDF-A3-fear-PL

soʔ
CLF:far

l-ʔaiʔte
POS3-eye.PL

‘They saw the eyes (coming) and they got scared.’

(11) (005ZorroAvispa 1.1)
yi-la-ʔa
A3-find-OBJ.SG

ha-soʔ
F-CLF:far

waʕatʔo
wasp

‘They found a wasp (in the forest).’

Members of the deictic/visibility CLF subset in Table 1 can expressmetaphorical
or cognitive distance, and sometimes a kind of evidentiality (§7).13 Example (12)
describes customary actions. No particular mothers or carandillo palm leaves are

13Messineo et al. (2016) observe similar uses for the Toba cognates.
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physically near the narrator, yet the ‘near’ CLF naʔ occurs. Example (13) is the first
line of a folktale in which the participants are not departing from view within
the world of discourse, though they are apparently conceptualised as distal and
hence coded with the ‘far’ CLF soʔ.

(12) (039Artesania 1.1)
naʔ
CLF:near

qad-atʔe-l-pi
POS1PL-mother-PL-COL

daʔ
SUB

set-ake
want-DES

d-ʔoʕo-n-aʕan
A3-weave-NPROG-CAUS

načʔe
then

wʔae-ñe
be.first-COMPL

yi-lake
A3-look.for

naʔ
CLF:near

laqata
carandillo

l-awa
POS3-leaf

‘When our mothers want to weave (make handicrafts), first they look for
carandillo (trithrinax schizophylla) leaves.’

(13) (003Zorro Paloma 1.1)
wʔo
EXIST

soʔ
CLF:far

n-loʔ
POS.INDF-day

soʔ
CLF:far

waʕayaqalʔačiyi
fox

qataʕa
and

soʔ
CLF:far

doqotoʔ
dove
‘There was a day the fox and the dove met each other.’

Similarly, (14) and (15) are the initial sentences of two different explanations of
fishing customs. They seem to be situationally identical in objective deictic/visi-
bility features, but in (14) generic ‘people’ who go fishing take the ‘far’ CLF, while
in (15) generic ‘people’ who go fishing take the ‘near’ CLF naʔ. Presumably they
are conceptualised differently within the world of discourse.

(14) (013Pesca2 1.1)
soʔ
CLF:far

siyaʕa-di-pi
person-PAUC-COL

daʔ
SUB

set-ake
want-DES

di-yʔako
A3-fish

‘When the people want to go to fish, …’

(15) (14Pesca4 1.1)
daʔ
SUB

ni-yʔakoʕo-k
B3-fish-M

daʔ
SUB

čʔe
suddenly

n-piyae-yi
B3-gather-PL

daʔ
SUB

di-yʔako
A3-fish

naʔ
CLF:near

siyaʕa-di-pi
person-PAUC-COL
‘When it is fishing (time), when the people spontaneously gather to go
hunter-gather (in general, lit. ‘fish’), …’
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The CLFs can also show psychological deixis in the sense of empathy or point-
of-view. For instance, in (16) from a folktale, the skunk beats both the peccary (by
killing the peccary with its odour and then eating it) and the fox (by outsmarting
the fox). With one exception, the poor peccary is consistently referred to with
the ‘near’ CLF in the story, while the skunk and the fox who eat or attempt to eat
the peccaries are referred to with the ‘far’ CLF.

(16) (004 ZorrinoZorro 1.4)
načʔe
then

daʔ
SUB

yi-lew
A3-die

naʔ
CLF:near

owaqae,
peccary

načʔe
then

soʔ
CLF:far

koñem
skunk

ya-lik
A3-eat

ha-na=mʔe
F-CLF:near=DEM1:NEUT

owaqae
peccary

‘When the peccary dies, then the skunk eats this peccary.’

The third member of the deictic/visibility CLF subset is gaʔ ‘absent, unseen’.
Its meaning ranges from ‘unseen now’ (i.e. absent, remote) to ‘never seen’ and
hence ‘unknown’. Thus, it can indicate nonidentifiablity or nonreferentiality, as
in (17).14

(17) (013Pesca2 1.1)
yi-kʔataʕa-som-ʔa
A3-go-LOC:down-OBJ.SG

gaʔ
CLF:absent

lačiyaʔge
stream

‘They (prepare to) go to a/some stream.’

Finally, a diminutive tʔae(ʔ ) can intervene between a CLF and a noun. As we
will see below, this diminutive is becoming morphologised as part of demonstra-
tive constructions.

(18) (001ZorroPichi 2.10)
soʔ
CLF:far

tʔae
DIM

napam
armadillo

‘the distant little armadillo’

We now turn to demonstrative constructions employing the roots in Table 2
and Table 3.

14Also, some interrogative roots take the CLF gaʔ ‘unseen’, as in (22).
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4 Simple demonstrative construction

The simple demonstrative (SDEM) construction contains only a demonstrative
root and functions as an adverbial proform (cf. Table 4). This construction is lim-
ited to the ubiquitous DEM1 root hoʔ. Our understanding is that it is primarily used
to draw the hearer’s attention to something in the context, much as a pointing
gesture does. In fact, the SDEM is often, but not always, accompanied by a phys-
ical gesture. As a simple demonstrative, hoʔ mostly functions as an exophoric
adverbial locative, as in (19)–(21). Hoʔ is often translated as aquí (‘here’) but also
as allí (‘there’) in Spanish. As an attention drawing form, it allows some loca-
tional range; but it is primarily proximal, so we gloss it consistently as ‘proximal’
to reflect this dominant use.15

(19) (006ZorroCompanero 1.8)
a-wʔaʕa-nyi
A2-HIT-LOC:MIDDLE

hoʔ
DEM1:PROX

naʔ
CLF:NEAR

yi-če
POS1-LEG

‘Hit here (on) my leg!’

(20) (107Ethno26Grasa 3)
he-ʔn
M-CLF:near

četa
grease

ho-ga-mʔe
M-CLF:absent-DEM1:NEUT

siyak
animal

qanačʔe
then

qo-y-ača-n-yi
SBJ.INDF-A3-put-NPROG-LOC

hoʔ
DEM1:PROX

ha-gaʔ
F-CLF:absent

alewanʔoʕona
vessel

‘Then the fat of whatever animal they put there in an (earthenware)
vessel (alewanʔoʕona).’

(21) (007ZorroWaqaw 1.8)
čʔe
soon

Ø-ek
A3-go

hoʔ
DEM1:PROX

de-mače-tape-get
A3-hear-PROG-VEN

soʔ=n-egaʕa-wa
CLF:far=POS.INDF-friend-HUM

waqaʔw
bird.species
‘Then, he (Fox) went away there [indicating the place where Waqaw was;
not necessarily far or close], he heard his friend Waqaw (bird species)
coming.’

Hoʔ can also have a temporal function, as in (22). (It also occurs in ho(ʔ)kalʔioʔ
meaning ‘before, long ago’.)

15Heʔn, as in (20), is a common contraction from he-naʔ ; the two forms are equivalent inmeaning.
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(22) (001ZorroPichi 1.7)
qančʔe
then

naeʔ=gaʔ
INTG=CLF:absent

aw-men
A2-sell

hoʔ
DEM1:PROX

ñ-egaʕa-wa
POS1-companion-HUM

‘So what will you sell now, my companion?’

Though the SDEM with hoʔ is primarily exophoric, it can be endophoric. In
(23), it functions as a discourse anaphoric form, referring back to the act of being
authorised to show a particular document.

(23) (067ToribiaAcosta.46–48)
a. hayem

1SG
kaʔ
before

sepa
seem.to.me

čʔe
then

algún
some

documento
document

daʔ
SUB

daʔ
SUB

Ø-ek-a
3-go-LOC:specific

soʔ
CLF:far

saλa-nek
chief-AGENT

‘I believed that, that the chief came back with the document’
b. daʔ

SUB
qomiʔ
1PL

y-aloʕo-na-lo
3-show-NPROG-PL

‘so that he could show us.’
c. daʔ

SUB
kaʔ
before

epaʕa
it.seems

autorisaw
authorised

hoʔ
DEM1:PROX

eta-t
say-PROG

‘He was saying that he seems authorised for this.’

In the more complex demonstrative construction next discussed in §5, we find
hoʔ in both adverbial and non-adverbial functions.

5 Deictic demonstrative construction

Pilagá has a complex deictic demonstrative (DDEM) construction involving the
DEM1 roots (Table 2) plus the CLFs (Table 1). The elements of complex demonstra-
tives show dialect and idiolect variation and may vary by speaker’s age. As noted
in §2, some elements can undergo vowel harmony. The ‘near’ CLF naʔ often re-
duces to (ʔ )n, and the ‘neutral’ DEM1 rootmʔe often reduces to (ʔ )m. There is con-
siderable variation in the text corpus especially for mʔe. For instance, hogamʔe,
hogamʔoʔ, and hoganʔe all contain mʔe and are alternative forms of ‘that absen-
t/unknown’. Hoʔn is a contraction from ho-naʔ=mʔe (M-CLF:near=DEM1:NEUT).
According to the consultant Ignacio Silva, some of the variant forms are “old
words”, rarely heard now. All these factors result in a great variety of surface
forms.
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The deictic demonstrative (DDEM) construction has the structure in (24).

(24) Deictic demonstrative construction (DDEM)
(GENDER-)CLASSIFIER=(diminutive=)DEM1(-plural)

The gender markers in the DDEM are ha- ‘feminine’ and (h)e-/ho-/Ø ‘mascu-
line’, illustrated in (25)–(28). Sometimes the masculine is left unmarked for gen-
der. We do not write the zero form in examples. Plural can be marked by length-
ening the CLF vowel, and some DDEMs add -lo or -wa ‘plural’.

(25) (004ZorrinoZorro 1.4)
ha-na=mʔe
F-CLF:near=DEM1:NEUT

owaqae
peccary

‘this peccary’

(26) (136ethnograph55 6)
naqae=ga
DEM2:RCG=CLF:absent

ho-ga=maʕa
M-CLF:absent=DEM1:NVIS

piyʔoʕonaq
shaman

‘(Death could result from the action of) some/any shaman.’

(27) (001ZorroPichi 2.14)
yeči
evident

ki
what

hora
hour

daʔ
SUB

ho-da=maʕa
M-CLF:VER=DEM1:NVIS

y-em
A3-end

‘(I don’t know) what time that (the story) ends…’

(28) (032ColoniaEnsanchez 1.3)
ñi=maʕa
CLF:NO.EXT=DEM1:NVIS

ñiʔ
CLF:NO.EXT

qan-saλaʕa-nek
POS1PL-chief-M

‘that our chief’ (not present at the time of utterance)16

‘Shape’ (rounded) or ‘size’ appears as a semantic extension of ‘feminine’ gen-
der. However, not all nominals in Pilagá are marked for a particular gender
distinction, regardless of their shape, nor is such marking synchronically pre-
dictable. As (24) indicates, a diminutive can occur between the CLF and demon-
strative root, as in (29)–(30). The diminutive is acceptable after a DEM1 root only

16A native speaker said this text line sounded redundant, apparently due to both the DDEM and
the separate BCLF before ‘our chief’.
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if the diminutive is preceded by a CLF (as if the diminutive morpheme is nominal);
compare (31)–(32). The diminutive can communicate that one is feeling sorry for
a referent.

(29) ñiʔ=tʔae=mʔe
CLF:NO.EXT=DIM=DEM1:NEUT
‘that little rounded/sitting one’ (I may be seeing it or not)

(30) daʔ=tʔae=čaʔa
CLF:VER=DIM=DEM1:DIST.VIS
‘that far little one’ (I see it)

(31) ñiʔ=mʔe
CLF:NO.EXT=DEM1:NEUT

ñiʔ
CLF:NO.EXT

tʔae
DIM

‘that little rounded/sitting one’ (I may be seeing it or not)

(32) *daʔ=čaʔa
CLF:VER=DEM1:DIST.VIS

tʔae
DIM

All members of the DEM1 paradigm (Table 2) occur in the DDEM construction.
We illustrate this in combination with the ‘horizontal’ CLF diʔ. In (33), hoʔ indi-
cates the object is close to the speaker and visible at the time of utterance. Mʔe
is neutral in (34) about whether the object is visible at speech time. Čaʔa in (35)
requires that the object be visible at speech time.Maʕa in (36) indicates the object
is not present/visible to the speaker at speech time.

(33) yi-laʔa
A3-see

di=hoʔ
CLF:HOR=DEM1:PROX

siyaʕawa
person

‘She/He saw this person lying down/asleep/dead.’ (The person is visible
now and close; but need not currently be horizontal/dead.)

(34) yi-laʔa
A3-see

di=mʔe
CLF:HOR=DEM1:NEUT

siyaʕawa
person

‘She/He saw a/that person lying/sleeping/dead.’ (The person may or may
not be in sight at the time of speaking.)
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(35) yi-laʔa
A3-see

di=čaʔa
CLF:HOR=DEM1:DIST.VIS

siyaʕawa
person

‘She/He saw that far-away lying-down/asleep/dead person.’ (The person
is visible now and far away; pointing to the person.)

(36) yi-laʔa
A3-see

di=maʕa
CLF:HOR=DEM1:NVIS

siyaʕawa
person

‘She/He saw that person lying down/asleep/dead.’ (The person is not
visible to the speaker.)

Though all DEM1 roots occur in the DDEM construction, there are some co-
occurrence restrictions with particular CLFs to avoid semantic clashes. This is
particularly relevant for the deictic/visibility CLFs, as the posture/shape CLFs do
not lend deictic information to the overall meaning of the demonstrative con-
struction (as seen in (33)–(36) with diʔ ‘horizontal’).

Čaʔa ‘distant visible’ only occurswith CLFs that allow interpretation of a visible
referent, i.e. naʔ ‘near, coming’, soʔ ‘far, departing’, and the posture/shape CLFs,
as in (37)–(41). Examples (37)–(38) have a distal+visible referent, marked by čaʔa.
The fact that it is approaching the reference point (potentially communicated by
naʔ ) may be communicated with or without the ‘ventive’ suffix -get on čaʔa. The
‘itive’ -ge(ʔ ) is not possible with naʔ=čaʔa, but the ‘itive’ is possible with soʔ=čaʔa,
as in (39).

(37) naʔ=čʔa
CLF:near=DEM1:DIST.VIS
‘far referent coming near’

(38) naʔ=čʔa-get
CLF:near=DEM1:DIST.VIS-VEN
‘far referent coming near’

(39) soʔ=čaʔa-geʔ
CLF:far=DEM1:DIST.VIS-IT
‘far referent going away’

(40) do=čaʔa
CLF:VER=DEM1:DIST.VIS
‘that upright far referent’
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(41) ña=čʔa-lo
CLF:NO.EXT=DEM1:DIST.VIS-PL
‘those sitting there’

The three examples sets between (42) and (52) illustrate additional combina-
tions of the deictic/visibility CLFs with the more frequent DEM1 roots. The specific
interpretation of a combination may depend on pragmatic context. Examples
(42)–(44) carry the ‘near, coming’ CLF naʔ. In (44), the ‘distal’ feature of the DEM1
root čaʔa overrides any ‘near, proximal, coming’ meaning that might otherwise
be associated with naʔ ; this suggests that naʔ may be bleaching of its spatial se-
mantics. Along with a wave of the hand, (44) could serve as an answer to the
question ‘Where is José?’

(42) noʔ=hoʔ
CLF:near=DEM1:PROX

naʔ
CLF:near

tʔae
DIM

‘this little one’ (right here beside me and I see it)

(43) naʔ=mʔe
CLF:near=DEM1:NEUT

naʔ
CLF:near

tʔae
DIM

‘this little one’ (the item may be present or not; the expression could
refer to something I have been talking about)

(44) naʔ=čaʔa
CLF:near=DEM1:DIST.VIS

naʔ
CLF:near

tʔae
DIM

‘(he’s) that little one’ (there, not moving)

Examples (45)–(49) combine soʔ with DEM1 roots. Our consultant found (45)
unacceptable, explaining that it contradictorily combines soʔ ‘far’ with hoʔ ‘prox-
imal’ (we return to this combination further below). When soʔ combines with
‘neutral’ mʔe, as in (46), the result indicates a visible or identifiable referent
departing from the deictic center; thus with mʔe, the CLF yields the primary
deixis/visibility meaning. In (47) with čaʔa ‘distal visible’ plus the ‘itive’ -ge(ʔ ),
the overall reading is of an already distal but visible participant moving away.
Without the ‘itive’ (48), one consultant finds soʔ incompatible with čaʔa. This
is because soʔ can sometimes be interpreted as ‘(going) out of view’, while čaʔa
specifically indicates ‘visible’; but the combination was acceptable in (39). In (49)
with maʕa ‘non-visible’, the speaker could possibly know the non-visible refer-
ent, though there is something uncertain about it in the speaker’s mind.
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(45) *soʔ=tʔae=hoʔ
CLF:far=DIM=DEM1:PROX

(46) soʔ=tʔae=mʔe
CLF:far=DIM=DEM1:NEUT
‘that small visible/identifiable departing referent’

(47) soʔ=tʔae=čaʔa-ge
CLF:far=DIM=DEM1:DIST.VIS-IT
‘that small visible far-away departing referent’

(48) *soʔ=tʔae=čaʔa
CLF:far=DIM=DEM1:DIST.VIS

(49) soʔ=tʔae=maʕa
CLF:far=DIM=DEM1:NVIS
‘that little (stationary) unseen referent’ (perhaps I know it)

Possible interpretations of the ‘absent’ CLF gaʔ include unknown, non-specific,
and non-referential readings, as in (50)–(53). It may combine with the ‘proximal’
and ‘neutral’ DEM1 roots, but not with čaʔa ‘distal+visible’, as shown by (50)–
(52). This restriction is due to the semantic clash between the ‘visible’ feature of
čaʔa and the ‘absent’ feature of gaʔ. The perhaps surprising example in this set
is (50), as it might seem that the ‘absent’ feature of gaʔ should conflict with hoʔ.
However, its acceptability reveals the expanding semantic domain of polysemous
hoʔ ; in particular, with a CLF, hoʔ can be used endophorically for a participant
currently under discussion. In this use, it participates in topic marking. Example
(51) shows that with the ‘neutral’ DEM1 root, the semantic features of the CLF
again become especially evident.

(50) gaʔ=tʔae=hoʔ
CLF:absent=DIM=DEM1:PROX
‘this little one’ (referring to something/somebody under discussion that is
far or I do not remember well)

(51) gaʔ=tʔae=mʔe
CLF:absent=DIM=DEM1:NEUT
‘that little one’ (not in view, never seen, or unknown, but I remember it)
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(52) *gaʔ=taʔe=čaʔa
CLF:absent=DIM=DEM1:DIST.VIS

If under the scope of negation, gaʔ plus mʔe may indicate ‘nothing, nobody’,
as in (53).

(53) Qaya
NEXIST.HUM

gaʔ=mʔe
CLF:absent=DEM1:NEUT

‘There is nobody.’

In (44), we saw that the meaning of DEM1 čaʔa overrides the spatial meaning
that CLF naʔ might otherwise carry. However, in some situations the meaning
of a CLF can override that of a DEM1 root. Thus, (54)–(57) were said to mean
“basically the same” in terms of spatial/visibility deixis. They all carry the CLF soʔ
‘far, departing (potentially to the point of being absent)’, regardless of choice of
the demonstrative root. Notably, (55) was judged as fine, while (45) with the same
key elements was rejected. We analyse the variability in speakers’ judgments as
reflecting the polysemous nature of hoʔ : on one occasion its exophoric ‘proximal’
feature is conceptually prominent and thus it is viewed as conflicting with soʔ,
but on another – as in (55) – hoʔ is interpreted endophorically to indicate the
participant under discussion in the discourse, so there is no spatial deixis conflict.
The DEM2 root in (57) is discussed in §6.

(54) soʔ
CLF:far

y-alek
POS1-son

‘my son (distant/absent)’

(55) so=hoʔ
CLF:far=DEM1:PROX

y-alek
POS1-son

‘that my son (departing)’

(56) so=mʔe
CLF:far=DEM1:NEUT

y-alek
POS1-son

‘that my son (distant/absent)’

(57) naqae=soʔ
DEM2:RCG=CLF:far

y-alek
POS1-son

‘that (is) my son’ (understood to not be present)
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The preceding discussion has focused on structure of the DDEM and meanings
of composing morphemes. We now more explicitly address grammatical and dis-
course functions of this construction (cf. Table 4). DDEM constructions serve as
adverbial and participant proforms or as determiners. The proform function is il-
lustrated in (58)–(60) with the root hoʔ. The two senses of (58) show the adverbial
exophoric locative function of the DDEM with hoʔ, and its participant reference
function. In (59), the DDEM refers exophorically to an inanimate entity. In (60), it
refers exophorically to a location.

(58) so=hoʔ
CLF:far=DEM1:PROX
‘there’ (Spanish allá) / ‘one (who is) departing’

(59) ha-n=hoʔ
F-CLF:near-DEM1:PROX

mate
mate(drink)

‘This is a mate (container).’

(60) (060TrabajoMadera 12)
maλaʕa
yet

qaga
NEXIST

ha-ño=hoʔ
F-CLF:NO.EXT=DEM1:PROX

naʕa
now

na-ñ-ʔa
B3-sit-OBJ.SG

dyo=hoʔ
CLF:HOR=DEM1:PROX

Campo
place.name

‘This [pointing to the location of the community] did not yet exist
(which) is now (the spread-out community of) Estanislao del Campo.’

Example (59) is a zero-copula equational clause and the DDEM is not in the
same phrase as mate. The pronominal DDEM with naʔ ‘near’ plus hoʔ indicates
an item close enough to touch. The feminine gender prefix occurs due to the
rounded shape of the container. In (60), ha-ño=hoʔ indicates a non-extended ref-
erent, pointing to the particular location (rather than extended shape) of the com-
munity.

Deictic demonstrative constructions with DEM1 roots other than hoʔ function
only pronominally and as determiners (not adverbially; cf. Table 4). In (61), he-
n=mʔe functions as a text-internal anaphoric pronominal. It refers to the story
the speaker is in the midst of relating. (He-n=hoʔ with the ‘proximal’ DEM1 root
in this context would mean ‘here, the place where I, the speaker, am’.)
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(61) (001ZorroPichi 2.13)
he-n=mʔe
M-CLF:near=DEM1:NEUT

huw!
wow

‘this (story), wow!’ (meaning ‘this story I am telling you’)

In (62), the highlighted DDEM functions as a cataphoric pronominal.Mʔe carries
the ‘vertical’ CLF daʔ, but in this context it designates a propositional event which,
as a whole, is an abstract concept.

(62) (048RecoleccionMiel 1.1)
a. so=mʔe

CLF:far=DEM1:NEUT
siyaʕa-di-pi
person-PAUC-COL

daʔ=mʔe
CLF:VER=DEM1:NEUT

qo-ila-ʔa
SBJ.INDF-see-OBJ.SG

soʔ
CLF:far

konʼayaʕapoλoʔ
bee.hive

‘When the men find the bee hive,
b. načʼe

soon
wʼae-ñe
be.first-COMPL

daʔ=mʔe
CLF:VER=DEM1:NEUT

‘they first do this:’
c. qo-ya-lo-n

SBJ.INDF-A3-stir-NPROG
soʔ
CLF:far

doleʔ
fire

‘they stir up the fire.’

A DDEMwith čaʔamay function exophorically or endophorically. The exophor-
ic function is dominant, but in (63d), from a story about competition between Fox
and Toad, ñiʔ=čaʔa is endophoric, referring to the toad. Line (63d) also shows the
pronominal DDEM soʔ=tʔae=mʔe functioning anaphorically.

(63) (002SapoZorro 1.11–1.14)
a. degesesow

quickly
eso
CLF:far

wayqalʼačiyi
fox

yači
certain

enaʕaye-ik
dusty-AUG

‘Quickly, it is clear/certain that the fox stirred up a lot of dust.’
b. soʔ

CLF:far
qololo
toad

daʔ
SUB

Ø-wenot
A3-jump

qanačʔe
then

yitaʕa
again

ne-noʕo-segem
B3-move-upward

soʔ
CLF:far

qololo
toad

l-qaya
POS3-sibling

‘But when the toad jumped, another toad appeared.’
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c. ta
AGAIN

Ø-wenot
A3-jump

ta
again

ne-noʕo-segem
B3-move-upward

soʔ
CLF:far

qololo
toad

l-qaya
POS3-sibling

ye-dʔ-a-ta
A3-arrive-OBJ.SG-other.side
‘He jumped again, and another toad (appeared until) it reached the
finish.’

d. qančʔe
then

soʔ=tʔae=mʔe
CLF:far=DIM=DEM1:NEUT

qančʼe
then

yeči,
certain

n-selka-pe-get
B3-see-PROG-VEN

ñiʔ=čaʔa=w
CLF:NO.EXT=DEM1:DIST.VIS=INTSF

ñiʔ
CLF:NO.EXT

n-qomit-aʕa-wa
B3-compete-NMLZ-HUM

ñiʔ
CLF:NO.EXT

yači
certain

yi-weʔen
A3-laugh

‘He (Fox) certainly keeps looking for that far-distant one (toad)
coming towards him and so he (toad, referenced throughout by ñiʔ )
certainly/evidently laughs at the competitor (Fox).’

Examples (64)–(65) show pronominal DDEMs with the ‘nonvisible’ root maʕa.

(64) (032ColoniaEnsanchez 1.1)
diʔ=maʕa
CLF:HOR=DEM1:NVIS

diʔ-ae
CLF:HOR-F

qad-ʔačaqaʔ
POS1PL-community

le-naʕat
POS3-name

Colonia
Colonia

Ensanchez
Ensanchez

Ø-naʔa-ge
A3-be-it

naʔ
CLF:near

seʔw
north

‘This our community, its name (is) Colonia Ensanchez, is towards the
north.’ (Context: The speaker is in a workshop talking about his
far-distant community, probably looking at a map.)

(65) (032ColoniaEnsanchez 1.3)
ñiʔ=maʕa
CLF:NO.EXT=DEM1:NVIS

ñiʔ
CLF:NO.EXT

qan-saλaʕa-nek
POS1PL-chief-M

l-sek
POS3-neighbor

ha-ñiʔ
F-CLF:NO.EXT

tamnaʕa-ki
religion-LOC

‘That (far away house) (that I’m talking about from memory) of our chief
is between the church (and the school).’

We now briefly comment on adnominal DDEM uses. In (66), dyo=hoʔ refers
exophorically to a concrete participant. In (67), he-n=hoʔ refers to a time.
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(66) dyo=hoʔ
CLF:HOR-DEM1:PROX

pioq
dog

čeʔeda
be.first

weta-ñ-ʔa
be-LOC:below-OBJ.SG

kaliʔo
long.ago

‘This dog (present, that I am signaling) has been (lying) here a long time.’

(67) (077Sent09Cantidad 2)
soʔ
CLF:far

l-aqaya
POS2-brother

setaeʔ
want

na-paʕagen-a
B3-learn-OBJ.SG

daʔ
SUB

paʕagentanaʕaik
teacher.M

he-n=hoʔ
M-CLF:near=DEM1:PROX

woʔe
year

‘Your brother wants to study teaching (to be a teacher) this year.’

Adnominal DDEMs with mʔe often mark already-mentioned participants, as in
(16). But this is not always the case. In (68), diʔ=mʔe occurs on the first mention of
‘garden/field’; the consultant expressed the view that the sentence would mean
essentially the same thing if a BCLF with just diʔ occurred instead.

(68) (035Linea 1.4)
daʔ
SUB

set-ake
want-DES

a-e-ye
A3-go-in.line

diʔ=mʔe
CLF:HOR=DEM1:NEUT

qad-an-aʕan-qaʔ
POS1PL-plant-CAUS-LOC

qanačʼe
then

o-ketʼa-ge
A2-continue-IT

diʔ
CLF:HOR

naʔa-ik
road-M

Ø-lekaʔa-ege
3A-be.big-forward

‘If you want to get to our vegetable garden, you have to continue along
the wide path.’

In (69),mʔe combineswith the ‘absent’ CLF gaʔ, to determine the nonreferential
phrase ‘our thought’

(69) (001ZorroPichi 1.1)
čaqaga
what

daʔ
SUB

gaʔ=mʔe
CLF:absent=DEM1:NEUT

qad-enat-aʕak
POS1PL-think-NMLZ

‘What (is) our thought? (i.e. ‘What shall we do?)’

6 Recognitional demonstrative construction

A second demonstrative construction has not, to our knowledge, been noted
in previous Guaykuruan literature. We call this a recognitional demonstrative
(RDEM) construction. In it, the root naqae co-occurs with a CLF, but naqae differs
from the DEM1 set in taking the CLF as an enclitic, yielding the structure in (70).
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(70) Recognitional demonstrative construction (RDEM)
DEM2.root=CLASSIFIER(-plural)

Naqae indicates that the speaker anticipates the hearer already knows or is
familiar with the identity of the referent (whether or not it has already been
mentioned in the discourse), but wishes to activate it in the hearer’s mind. There
may be an assumption of shared knowledge about the referent, but there may be
doubt or even disbelief that the hearer is currently attending to it, so the speaker
is activating it for the hearer. This is similar to what Himmelmann (1996) and
Diessel (1999) call a “recognitional” demonstrative. We consider naqae to be a
demonstrative root as it orients the hearer’s attention to a participant.

Though consultants specifically comment that naqae means the hearer knows
the referent, in some contexts we think naqae would be better characterized as
indicating a familiar concept, as it can also be used for non-referential mentions.
Speakers suggest it sometimes indicates a note of surprise or unexpectedness
about a known but previously inactive referent, as if something has just activated
it in the mind of the speaker. This is the case in (71), which stacks naqae=ñi
together with hoʔ and ñiʔ. Here, hoʔ is verbally signalling (verbally “pointing”)
to the person, who is sitting.

(71) naqae=ñi
DEM2:RCG=CLF:NO.EXT

hoʔ
DEM1:PROX

ñiʔ
CLF:NO.EXT

siyaʕawa
person

‘Ah, that/this is the person!’ (I see him/her, sitting)

The RDEM construction is attested in pronominal and adnominal functions (cf.
Table 4). In (72), naqae=na-wa functions pronominally.17 Naqa=ñi is also pronom-
inal in (73). However, naqae=naʔ in (73) appears to be adnominal. In the discourse
just prior to (73), the fox is annoyed by a wasp and says, “Why are you always
in my path? I’m going to hit you.” Fox then utters (73). Here, naqaenaʔ indicates
some emotiveness or unexpectedness.

(72) (017Pesca1 1.4)
qataʕa
and

daʔ
SUB

an-awa-ʔ-n
B2-watch-PL-NPROG

naaʔ
CLF:near.PL

l-ʔawaʕak-o
POS3-water.channel-PL

naqae=na-wa
DEM2:RCG=CLF:near-PL

naaʔ
CLF:near.PL

n-aya-pe-egʔa-lo
B3-leave-PROG-LOC:specific-PL

17The second instance of the CLF naaʔ in (72) functions like a relativiser to introduce a clause
modifying naqae=na-wa.
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he-n
M-CLF:near

ñiyaq-pi
fish-COL

‘Also to watch the water channels, these are where from the fish emerge.’

(73) (005ZorroAvispa 1.2)
lʔeʔ
why

naqa=ñi
DEM2:RCG=CLF:NO.EXT

y-ʔata-ʔnyi
A3-move-LOC:middle

naqae=naʔ
DEM2:RCG=CLF:near

y-adik
POS1-path
‘Why does this one move (be) in this my path?’

The RDEM construction can be anaphoric. In (74d), naqae=na-wa refers back to
‘the place where the fish pass’ mentioned in (74b).

(74) (017Pesca1 1.1–104)
a. wʼae-ñi

be.first-COMPL
qomi
1PL

qo-ya-paʕage-nek-e
SBJ.INDF-A3-teach-AGENT-PL

daʔ
SUB

qo-y-eʔet
SBJ.INDF-A3-prepare

naʔ
CLF:near

čikena
arrow

‘First they taught us to prepare the arrows’
b. qataʕa

and
naʔ
CLF:near

Ø-wapiñʼa-lo
3-be.place-PL

qataʕa
and

naʔ
CLF:near

n-aeya-pe-ege-ʔa
B3-go-IPFV-opposite-OBJ.SG

naʔ
CLF:near

ñiyaqa-pi
fish-COL

‘and (to know) the places and where the fish pass by.’
c. qataʕa

and
qomi
1PL

qo-ya-paʕage-nek-e
SBJ.INDF-A3-teach-AGENT-PL

daʔ
SUB

qo-ya-ye-n
SBJ.INDF-A3-throw-NPROG

naʔ
CLF:near

ñiyaq
fish

‘Also they taught us how to stab a fish’
d. qataʕa

and
daʔ
SUB

an-awa-ʔ-n
B2-watch-pl-nprog

naaʔ
CLF:near.PL

l-ʔawaʕako
POS3-caudal

naqae=na-wa
DEM2:RCG=CLF:near-PL

naaʔ
CLF:near.PL

n-aya-p-ege-lo
B3-go-PROG-opposite-PL

he-ʔn
M-CLF:near

ñiyaqa-pi
fish-COL

‘and how to watch the flow where the fish come out.’

Finally, (26) suggests that Pilagá allows stacking of RDEM and DDEM.
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7 Further grammaticalisation: Nominal TAM and
subordination

7.1 Overview

Having now discussed the morphosyntax and basic functions of CLFs and de-
monstratives, we turn to extended uses for nominal tense, mood/evidentiality,
and clausal subordination. Pilagá adds to the body of data showing how demon-
stratives and determiners can further grammaticalise (Diessel 1999; 2003; Gildea
1993; Aikhenvald 2015).

7.2 Incipient nominal tense, mood, and evidentiality

Like other Guaykuruan languages, Pilagá lacks grammatical tense forms. How-
ever, some CLFs and DEM1 roots implicate temporal meanings in certain contexts,
and visible versus inferred source of evidence or (un)certainty. The temporal
and evidentiality/modality meanings sometimes relate to evaluation of a nom-
inal referent and sometimes to the proposition. Pilagá thus pertains to the set of
languages having nominal TAM (Nordlinger & Sadler 2004). The role of CLFs in
conveying temporal, modal, and evidential meanings in Guaykuruan has been
discussed in other works (Messineo et al. 2016; Messineo & Cúneo 2019), includ-
ing for Pilagá (Vidal & Klein 1998; Vidal & Gutiérrez 2010). Here we also note the
role of DEM1 roots in marking these concepts.

In Pilagá, temporal use of CLFs and DEM1 roots is pragmatic rather than fully
grammaticalised, and interpretations interact with person and lexical meanings.
First, (75)–(76) reveal the possible present-time interpretation of posture/shape
CLFs versus the past-time effect of soʔ ‘far, departing’. Daʔ is the CLF for abstract
nouns like lasook ‘custom’, as well as for vertical ‘person’. The overall interpreta-
tion in (75) is present time. In (76), soʔ occurs with both nouns. Given the abstract
concept of ‘custom’, soʔ cannot be interpreted as meaning that lasook is spatially
distant or moving away, so a space-to-time metaphorical inference yields the un-
derstanding of a ‘distant’ or past time situation. This likely also affects the use
and interpretation of soʔ with ‘person’.

(75) eta
it.is.said

hoʔ
DEM1:PROX

daʔ
CLF:VER

lasook
custom

daʔ
CLF:VER

siyaʕawa
person

‘This is the custom of the person.’ (present)
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(76) eta
it.is.said

hoʔ
DEM1:PROX

soʔ
CLF:far

lasook
custom

soʔ
CLF:far

siyaʕa-di-pi
person-PAUC-COL

‘This was the custom (of) the people.’

To more clearly see the possible temporal effect of soʔ when applied to con-
crete objects, consider (77). Hoʔ occurs in soʔ=hoʔ because ‘my son’ is in the
speaker’s vicinity at the time of utterance. Since ‘my son’ is locally present, soʔ
‘far’ can only be interpreted as indicating a temporally distant or past event. In
this instance the CLF has propositional/event-scope, while the DEM1 root has nom-
inal scope related to the speech time.

(77) (052RelatoAnciana 62)
n-oye-tak
B3-cry-PROG

naʕa
now

soʔ=hoʔ
CLF:far=DEM1:PROX

y-alek
POS1-son

n-woʕom
B3-feel

daʔ
CLF:VER

l-qowaʕa
POS3-hunger
‘My son here/now was crying because he felt hunger.’

Soʔ does not obligate a past-time propositional interpretation if contextual
factors indicate otherwise. Because of qomle ‘later’ in (78), soʔ is interpreted as
applying to the past-time of the events involving ‘our ancestors’ and not to the
event of telling.

(78) (Vidal & Gutiérrez 2010: 1353)
qomle
later

s-aqtanaʕan
A1-tell

soʔ
CLF:far

qadetalpi
our.grandparents

‘I’m going to tell you about our ancestors.’

In contrast to soʔ, the CLF gaʔ ‘unseen’ pragmatically allows that the “event
in which it is embedded is an expression of the ignorance, the desires, or the
intentions of the speaker, rather than a realized event” (Vidal & Klein 1998: 176).
Gaʔ often occurs in clauses with conditional, obligation, or prospective meaning,
as in (79).

(79) (025EspirituSuri 1.3)
awa-wʔo-e
A2-make-PL

gaʔ
CLF:absent

ade-wo
POS2-clothes

…

‘you have to make your costumes …’

Temporal interpretation is affected by pragmatic interaction between person,
proximity of a referent to the speaker versus other referents, and the semantics
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of lexemes, CLFs and DEM roots. In (80)–(82), the speaker and the grammatical
subject are the same person. Taqa ‘talk’ plus ño=hoʔ ‘non.extended=proximal’
implies a present-time action because the first-person speaker can talk ‘now’ to
someone who is physically near.

(80) se-taqa-tap-ege
A1-talk-PROG-IT

ño=hoʔ
CLF:NO.EXT=DEM1:PROX

siyaʕawa
person

‘I am talking to a/this person (sitting next/close to me).’

In (81) with ‘talk’, the ‘neutral’ DEM1 root mʔe with a posture/shape CLF allows
a present or past interpretation. In (82), ‘distal+visible’ čaʔa implies a past event
because – ignoring telephones – one cannot talk ‘now’ to someone far away.

(81) se-taqa-tap-ege
A1-talk-PROG-IT

ñi=mʔe
CLF:NO.EXT=DEM1:NEUT

siyaʕawa
person

‘I am talking now to a/that person (who is sitting).’ /
‘I talked to that person (who is now sitting).’

(82) se-taqa-tap-ege
A1-talk-PROG-IT

ñi=čaʔa
CLF:NO.EXT=DEM1:DIST.VIS

siyaʕawa
person

‘I was talking to that person now sitting (far from me).’ (Since he/she is
far away, it is impossible to be talking to him/her right now.)

DEM1 roots also play a role in expressing a speaker’s (un)certainty. Compare
(83)–(84), which show that maʕa is a marker of uncertainty compared to mʔe.

(83) eta
it.is.said

ho-da=maʕa
M-CLF:VER=DEM1:NVIS

lasook
custom

‘It is said that is how the custom must have been.’ /
‘That seems to have been (how) the custom (was).’

(84) eta
it.is.said

ho-da=mʔe
M-CLF:VER=DEM1:NEUT

lasook
custom

‘It is said this is what the custom is (like).’ (speaker is certain)

7.3 Daʔ as clausal subordinator

Elements of the determiner and demonstrative systems have become markers of
subordination (Vidal 2001). The CLF daʔ ‘vertically extended’ introduces clauses
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with a variety of adverbial, complement, and nominal-modifying functions. This
needs more exposition than can be taken up here, but we note that it introduces
readings of at least adverbial ‘when’ in (15)–(16), ‘conditional’ in (68), and ‘pur-
pose’ in (85). In (77), daʔ occurs before an abstract nominal ‘hunger’, but the
phrase with daʔ communicates an adverbial ‘because’ notion. The complement
function is illustrated in (23c), (74c), and (86), and a nominal-modifying (i.e. rel-
ative) function surfaces in (27) and (87).

(85) (004ZorrinoZorro 1.1)
soʔ
CLF:FAR

koñem
skunk

wʔo
exist

soʔ
CLF:far

maečʔe
own

la-wa-naʕanqaʔ
POS3-trap-NMLZ:place

daʔ
SUB

na-wa-n
B3-trap-NPROG

naʔ
CLF:near

owaqae
peccary

‘The skunk had his own trapping place in order to trap the peccary.’

(86) (015Pesca3 1.2)
wačʔe
because

qo-d-ʔoya
SBJ.INDF-A3-fear

daʔ
SUB

ne-matae-yi
B3-puncture-PL

ga=mʔ
CLF:absent=DEM1:NEUT

n-oʕonek
POS.INDF-fish
‘Because they feared that the fish would damage it.’

(87) (003ZorroPaloma 1.2)
yi-pit-etpa-lo
A3-want-PROG-PL

sa-wa
CLF:far-PL

l-ʔaiʔte
POS3-eyes

soʔ
CLF:far

doqotoʔ
dove

daʔ
SUB

toʕomaqčiglo
be.red

‘He wanted dove eyes that were red.’

Historically, the daʔ subordinator is likely connected to the ‘abstract’ nominal
determining function of daʔ. As daʔ is the CLF for abstract nominal referents, it is
well-suited to mark nominalised propositions, which are typically rather abstract
conceptual entities. These then come to serve as subordinate clauses.

7.4 Mʔe as a relativiser

Mʔe is a highly frequent demonstrative root (Table 2). We have seen that in con-
trastive elicitation, it allows a ‘medial’ spatial contrast between hoʔ ‘proximal’
and čaʔa ‘distal visible’, and a visibility contrast with maʕa ‘not visible’. How-
ever, it can occur with all deictic CLFs to mark referents as ‘proximal/in the visual
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field’, ‘distal/(going) out of the visual field’, or ‘never seen/absent/nonreferential’;
and it occurs with all posture/shape CLFs. We also noted thatmʔe demonstratives
can be used cataphorically, as in (62), though they are usually anaphoric. Given
its range of collocations and uses, we conclude that mʔe has developed a ‘dis-
tance/deictically neutral’ role (Himmelmann 1996: 211).

Perhaps concomitant with its neutral deictic use, mʔe has developed as the
most common relativiser. It follows a head noun to anaphorically introduce a
modifying relative clause, as in (88)–(89). As a relativiser, it does not occur with
classifiers or gender affixes (this is also true of the Western Toba cognate; Carpio
2012: 53). It thus diverges from the DDEM construction involving this root, which
requires a classifier.

(88) (052RelatoAnciana 52)
ad-apenaʔ
POS2-grandfather

l-tʔa
POS3-father

diʔ=m
CLF:HOR=DEM1:NEUT

ad-apenaʔ
POS2-grandfather

mʔe
DEM1:NEUT

yi-wa
POS1-spouse

‘the father of your grandfather (deceased) that was (my) husband’

(89) (071Sent03Comunidad 7)
naegaʔ
where

waʔa-ege
be-opposite

nqoʔ
when

gaʔ=nadik
CLF:absent=road

mʔe
DEM1:NEUT

yi-lot-ʔa
A3-see-OBJ.SG

gaʔ=Joel
CLF:absent=Joel
‘Where is the road that goes directly to (lit. sees) (the house of) Joel?’

Mʔe also introduces headless relative clauses, as in (90).

(90) (013Pesca2 1.4)
yi-laʔa-ge
A3-see-IT

načʔe
soon

yi-loʔt-ege
A3-see-opposite

mʔe
DEM1:NEUT

t-a-y-ʔa
A3-go-inside-OBJ.SG

‘He follows it (a bee, with his gaze) to see (the place) where it goes inside
(of the honeycomb).’

The relativising use of mʔe might at first appear to be the SDEM construction;
but by itself, mʔe is not synchronically attested as a proform. Nevertheless, it
is largely associated with discourse anaphoricity. It has become the unmarked
means to refer to a just-mentioned referent. Historically, this may have come
about via an adjoined clause. That is, a conceivable earlier analysis of (89) might
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have been ‘Where is the road, that one (i.e. ‘road’) sees Joel?’ The relativiser
function then developed by reanalysing the modifying clause (‘that [one] sees
Joel’) as embedded. If this scenario is correct, then contra Himmelmann’s (1996)
suggestion, it is not the distal member of the demonstrative paradigm which has
extended its meaning to become grammaticalised as a relativiser, but the ‘middle
(visible)’ and/or ‘neutral’ member of the paradigm.

8 Conclusions

This study contributes to our understanding of the typological range of deter-
miner and demonstrative systems. It has especially highlighted the demonstra-
tive roots, which have not received much previous study in Guaykuruan lan-
guages.

Anyone who has examined a substantive discourse sample for any language,
and over that sample tried to specify “all and only” the componential seman-
tic features that distinct demonstrative forms have, can surely attest that choice
among demonstrative morphemes cannot be tied exclusively to literal spatial
deixis nor to “clean” endophoric versus exophoric factors. The choice is always
sensitive to the speaker’s conceptualisation of referents on particular occasions
of speaking, and to assumptions about the hearer’s continually changing state
of mind in the endeavour to establish joint attention. With these important cau-
tions in mind, the following is nevertheless a summary of our understanding of
the prototypical functions of the demonstrative roots presented in Table 2–3.

• hoʔ Adverbial; extended to participants when combined with CLFs; visu-
ally or conceptually proximal (e.g. in the flow of the discourse); typically
exophoric

• mʔe Cognitively activated for speaker; assumed to be already activated for
hearer; mostly endophoric and anaphoric

• čaʔa Visually distal; typically exophoric

• maʕa Unseen, uncertain; inferred

• naqae Speaker instructs hearer to activate information that is assumed be
already identifiable, known, or familiar

Relative to syntactic function, both deictic demonstratives (DDEM; with all
DEM1 roots) and the recognitional demonstrative (RDEM) serve as determiners
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and as participant pronominals; but only combinations with hoʔ function adver-
bially to signal location and time. The SDEM with hoʔ and some DDEMs with hoʔ
function adverbially. It has been suggested that such a system, where the number
of deictic distinctions in the pronominal domain supersedes the number of dis-
tinctions in the adverbial domain, may be comparatively rare (Levinson 2018:
19). However, the Pilagá system somewhat corresponds to the most frequent
type found in Krasnoukhova’s (2012) South American study, namely a system
in which the same demonstrative form is used in participant-pronominal and ad-
nominal functions (i.e. the DDEM), but not in adverbial functions (which in Pilagá
mostly uses the SDEM with hoʔ ). Clearly, hoʔ is a versatile element, occurring in
the SDEM construction as an adverbial pro-form and in the DDEM construction
for participant pronominal and determiner functions. Naqae functions as part of
a recognitional demonstrative.

In our database, the demonstrative root tokens with exophoric function out-
number the tokens with endophoric function. Anaphoric uses are much more
frequently attested than cataphoric uses. Anaphora has been pointed out as a
possible source for further grammaticalisation of mʔe as a relativiser. This de-
velopment suggests that it is not always the most distal (nor proximal) member
of a demonstrative system that is subject to further grammaticalisation (Him-
melmann 1996: 217). What appears significant in the development of mʔe as a
relativiser is its endophoric+anaphoric profile, not a distal/proximal feature. If
the subordinator daʔ is historically related to the CLF daʔ ‘vertically extended’,
the semantic pathway must be via the extension of daʔ for abstract nominal con-
cepts.

Corpus examination shows that essentially all determiners contain a CLF. In
fact, the basic determiner is just a CLF, either deictic or postural. It would be com-
municatively unusual for essentially every nominal in discourse to be marked by
a demonstrative; therefore we conclude that CLFs do not have the typical usage
profile of demonstratives.

The extension of some CLFs and demonstrative roots into temporal and eviden-
tial/certainty meanings does not appear to be a widespread cross-linguistic fea-
ture of demonstrative systems. However, it is found in nearby Nivaĉle (Gutiérrez
2015) and Wichí (Nercesian 2014: 175); in Chorote (Carol 2011); and in Movima,
possibly Chapacuran Wari’, and some other South American languages (Kras-
noukhova 2014). The postural information found in the Guaykuruan determiner
and demonstrative systems is rare, but it is also attested elsewhere, for exam-
ple in the demonstrative system of the Chadic language Goemai (Hellwig 2018).
The evidential/(un)certainty semantics found in the Pilagá system is connected
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to speaker-anchored distance/non-visibility of referents. Evidential functions of
demonstratives and determiners also appear to be typologically rare. The extent
to which these relatively unusual features occur in other languages of the Chaco,
South America, and beyond merits further study.
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Abbreviations
A roughly active set of

verbal person markers
AUG augmentative
B roughly stative set of

verbal person markers
BCLF basic classifier

construction
CAUS causative
CLF classifier
COL collective
COMPL completive
CONJ conjunction
DEM demonstrative
DDEM complex deictic

demonstrative
DES desiderative
DIM diminutive
DIST distal
F feminine
HOR horizontal
HUM human
INDF indefinite/nonspecific

INTG interrogative
INTJ interjection
INTSF intensifier
IT itive
LOC locative
M masculine
NEUT neutral deixis
NEXIST non-existing
NMLZ nominaliser
NO.EXT non-extended
NPROG non-progressive
NVIS non-visible
OBJ object
PAUC paucal
PL plural
POS possessive
PROG progressive
PROX proximal
RCG recognitional
RDEM complex recognitional

demonstrative
SBJ subject
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SDEM simple demonstrative
SG singular
SUB subordinator

VEN ventive
VER vertical
VIS visible
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Chapter 8

Referential shift potential of
demonstrative pronouns – Evidence
from text continuation
Melanie Fuchs
University of Cologne

Petra B. Schumacher
University of Cologne

In this chapter, we explore different discourse functions of two types of German
demonstrative pronouns compared to the personal pronoun. Utilising a continu-
ation task, we first demonstrate that personal and demonstrative pronouns refer
back to different referents from previous discourse. We then show that anaphoric
pronouns can also initiate a referential shift towards a previously less prominent
referent in upcoming discourse, and we compare three types of pronouns in this
regard. We also demonstrate that the referential shift potential is modulated by
context-dependent factors. Furthermore, we present evidence that the two demon-
strative pronouns differ in the duration of their discourse structuring capacity in
the unfolding text.

1 Introduction

1.1 Functions of demonstrative pronouns

One well-attested use of demonstratives is the tracking or anaphoric use, where
demonstratives pick up an entity that has been introduced in previous discourse
(e.g. Himmelmann 1996). In this chapter, we will investigate the anaphoric use of
two types of German demonstratives. The first type encompasses the nominative
singular forms der (M), die (F) and das (N) and the second type encompasses the

Melanie Fuchs & Petra B. Schumacher. 2020. Referential shift potential of demonstra-
tive pronouns – Evidence from text continuation. In Åshild Næss, Anna Margetts &
Yvonne Treis (eds.), Demonstratives in discourse, 185–213. Berlin: Language Science
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nominative singular forms dieser (M), diese (F) and dieses (N). There is a third
type (jener (M), jene (F), jenes (N)) that, however, is rarely used anymore as it is
considered outdated by many speakers. The demonstrative forms can be used
pronominally and also occur in adnominal use (as in der Sprachwissenschaftler,
dieser Sprachwissenschaftler, jener Sprachwissenschaftler ‘this linguist’). We are
interested in the pronominal use of the more common demonstratives der and
dieser.1

Our goal for this chapter is twofold. First, we want to compare the referen-
tial preferences of demonstrative pronouns to those of personal pronouns. In
other words, we want to find out what kind of referents demonstrative pronouns
preferably refer back to in contrast to personal pronouns. There are many psy-
cholinguistic studies that compare the demonstrative pronoun der to the per-
sonal pronoun er. However, there is not much empirical evidence regarding the
demonstrative pronoun dieser.

Secondly, andmore importantly, we want to investigate to what extent demon-
strative pronouns influence referential chains in upcoming discourse. Based on
theoretical accounts (e.g. Weinrich 1993; Abraham 2002), we hypothesise that de-
monstrative pronouns initiate a referential shift in upcoming discourse towards a
referent that has been less prominent in previous discourse. Specifically, we are
interested in the difference between the two types of German demonstratives
and hypothesise that they provoke different referential dynamics in upcoming
discourse. We thus assume that anaphorically used demonstrative pronouns do
not only refer back to one particular (usually less prominent) entity from the
previous discourse, but also promote that previously less prominent entity to a
higher discourse status in upcoming discourse. There is little evidence regarding
this functional component of (German) demonstrative pronouns. Therefore, we
will place special emphasis on the two types of German demonstrative pronouns
and their influence on story development with regard to the role of different
discourse participants. In order to test our hypotheses, we conducted a story
continuation task.

1.2 Choice of referent

Most research so far has tried to identify the preferred referents of personal
and demonstrative pronouns. So-called accessibility or prominence hierarchies
explain why personal and demonstrative pronouns refer back to different ref-

1In this chapter we will focus on the masculine forms of these pronouns for reasons that have
to do with the design of our experiment. This will be explained in detail in §2.2.
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erents. According to these hierarchies, different referential forms indicate the
prominence of an entity in discourse. Prominence is understood here as a rela-
tional notion that singles out one entity from a set of entities of equal type and
structure (see von Heusinger & Schumacher 2019 for a comprehensive discus-
sion of the properties of prominence). It capitalises on the competition between
potential referents and is thus more refined than the static and non-relational
conception of cognitive accessibility that links a referential form to a particular
cognitive state (Ariel 1990; Gundel et al. 1993). While indefinite expressions re-
fer to entities with low prominence, personal pronouns or null forms refer to
entities with high prominence. Various other forms can be found in the middle
part of the spectrum (Ariel 1990; 2004; Gundel et al. 1993). In German, demon-
strative pronouns are placed at the higher end of the prominence scale, below
unstressed personal pronouns (Ahrenholz 2007; Ellert 2011). It has been pointed
out that while demonstrative pronouns refer to highly prominent (i.e. previously
mentioned) entities, they explicitly avoid the most prominent entity. This obser-
vation has been made for many languages, including German, Dutch, Russian,
Afrikaans and Norwegian (Johannessen 1996; Comrie 1997).

Theoretical and experimental research has tried to identify the features that
contribute to a referent’s prominence status in discourse, and several factors have
been proposed in this context. Regarding German, the grammatical role of the
referent has been discussed as an important prominence-lending factor, with the
subject of a sentence being considered more prominent than the object of a sen-
tence (Bosch et al. 2003; 2007; for Dutch, see Kaiser & Trueswell 2004). These
original accounts have since been modified. For example, it has been proposed
that sentence topics which often appear as the grammatical subject of a sen-
tence are more prominent than other discourse participants (Bosch & Umbach
2007). Furthermore, the thematic agent, which initiates an action or experiences
an emotion (Dowty 1991; Primus 2012), has been shown to be more prominent
compared to referents with other thematic roles, such as the patient of an action
(Schumacher et al. 2016). Finally, the perspectival centre and thus the person from
whose perspective an event is told has been claimed to be more prominent (Hin-
terwimmer & Bosch 2016; Hinterwimmer 2019). The linear order of the referents
itself has not significantly affected the results of any of these experiments.

It is important to note that these claims are based on the comparison between
the German personal pronoun er and the demonstrative pronoun der. In most of
the above cases, experimental settings were designed such that the personal or
demonstrative pronoun had to be resolved towards one of two discourse refer-
ents (e.g. the thematic agent or thematic patient of a sentence, as in the study
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reported by Schumacher et al. 2016). On the basis of these results, it has been
concluded that the personal pronoun refers back to the most prominent subject/
topic/agent whereas the demonstrative pronoun der refers back to the less promi-
nent object/non-topic/patient. The ranking of these factors is still part of ongoing
research.

However, there are not many investigations of the other type of demonstrative
pronoun in German, namely dieser. A last-mentioned preference has been sug-
gested for dieser (Zifonun et al. 1997), according to which dieser simply selects the
last-mentioned candidate from the previous utterance as referent irrespective of
its other features such as grammatical or thematic role. However, recent work
could not confirm a last-mentioned preference for dieser. Rather, dieser seemed
to pattern with der in preferring the patient irrespective of its sentence position
(Lange 2016; Özden 2016; Patil et al. 2020). Other characteristics of dieser have
been discussed as well. For example, it has been observed that dieser is used to ex-
press contrast or delimitation (Bisle-Müller 1991). This is why dieser is sometimes
found in combination with the more antiquated jener (as in ‘not this one, but that
one’). Some argue that dieser refers to themore proximal referent in such compar-
ative constructions (e.g. Bisle-Müller 1991), but there are also diverging accounts
(see Ahrenholz 2007 for an overview). All in all, there is neither a comprehensive
description of dieser nor an account of a systematic distinction between the two
types of German demonstrative pronouns der and dieser regarding their inter-
pretive preferences. Therefore, one aim of the current study is to shed light on
the resolution patterns of the two types of demonstrative pronouns.

1.3 Referential shift potential

The main goal of our study is concerned with the idea that referential expres-
sions are used “to mark key concepts […] that might play a pivotal role in the up-
coming discourse” (Gernsbacher & Shroyer 1989: 536). According to this notion,
referential expressions do not only establish links with previously mentioned en-
tities, but also indicate to the addressee which entity will be central in upcoming
discourse (see also von Heusinger & Schumacher 2019 for dynamicity as a cri-
terion of prominence). This function has been less investigated. However, there
are a few studies that illustrate the idea of referential expressions shaping the
upcoming discourse. Givón (1983) edited a volume about the link between dif-
ferent referential expressions and their function with respect to signalling topic
(dis)continuity. As part of this volume, Brown (1983) investigated a written En-
glish narrative and confirmed that the referents of shorter expressions such as
zero or unstressed personal pronouns are most likely to be mentioned again in
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the immediately following discourse. Gernsbacher & Shroyer (1989) specifically
looked at the role of the (English) indefinite demonstrative determiner this in
shaping upcoming discourse. They employed a story continuation task in which
the participants heard the beginning of short stories. At the end of each story, a
new character was introduced either with this or a(n) as determiner, as illustrated
in (1).

(1) (Gernsbacher & Shroyer 1989: 537)
I went to the coast last weekend with Sally. We’d checked the tide
schedule ’n we’d planned to arrive at low tide – ’cuz I just love
beachcombin’. Right off, I found 3 whole sand dollars. So then I started
lookin’ for agates, but I couldn’t find any. Sally was pretty busy too. She
found this/an egg …

The participants were then asked to continue the story. The authors report
that when the indefinite demonstrative determiner this preceded the newly in-
troduced character, the participants mentioned the respective character more
often in their continuations. Furthermore, it was mentioned more often in the
first sentence following its introduction and was referred to with less complex
referential expressions. The authors therefore conclude that the demonstrative
determiner this boosted the accessibility of the newly introduced character. As a
result, the participants’ story continuations developed in favour of that newly in-
troduced character instead of the previously prominent characters. Chiriacescu
(2011) reports similar results for the English indefinite this.

Regarding German, we assume that anaphoric demonstrative pronouns can
also initiate a referential shift in upcoming discourse. This assumption is sup-
ported by several accounts in the literature describing the functions of (adnom-
inal and pronominal) demonstratives in German. For example, it has been ob-
served that adnominally used demonstratives function as “Aufmerksamkeits- und
Warnsignale” (attention and warning signals, Weinrich 1993: 441) that indicate
a change in the referential structure. Pointing in a similar direction, Abraham
(2002) states that while personal pronouns continue the current discourse theme,
demonstrative pronouns initiate a thematic change.

Three studies have investigated the influence of adnominally and pronomi-
nally used German demonstratives on upcoming discourse. The first (Deichsel &
von Heusinger 2011) compared the German indefinite demonstrative determiner
dieser to the indefinite determiner ein. Similar to the study by Gernsbacher &
Shroyer (1989), the participants received short stories (in written form). A new
character was introduced either with the demonstrative determiner, as in die-
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ser Mann ‘this man’, or with the indefinite determiner, as in ein Mann ‘a man’.
Participants were instructed to continue the story. When the new character was
introduced with the demonstrative determiner, the participants more often re-
ferred to that character in the continuations. Furthermore, the participants also
more frequently initiated a topic shift towards that character compared to when
the new character was introduced with the indefinite determiner ein.

The second study (Ahrenholz 2007) focused specifically on the difference be-
tween the two types of German demonstratives der and dieser in their adnominal
and pronominal use. Based on spoken corpora, the author reports that the demon-
strative der was used to place special emphasis on a referent and to maintain that
referent as the new centre of attention in upcoming discourse. The other type of
demonstrative, dieser, was often used to single out one particular referent among
many possible and similar referents. To illustrate this, the author describes a con-
versation about choosing one of two exam questions where pronominal dieser is
used to specifically refer to the one that was chosen (eine oder zwei Fragen (F)
– eine (F) – diese (F) ‘one or two questions – one (of those) – this (one)’). Fi-
nally, Schumacher et al. (2015) implemented a story continuation task in order
to investigate the topic shift potential of the German demonstrative pronoun der
compared to the personal pronoun er. The participants received the beginning of
a story; a first sentence introduced one prominent and one less prominent char-
acter (based on their thematic roles) and a second sentence was trimmed after
an ambiguous pronoun (either der or er). When the second sentence contained
the demonstrative pronoun, the participants were more likely to initiate a topic
change towards the previously less prominent character in their continuations.

All of the above-mentioned studies suggest that demonstratives have the po-
tential to change the referential structure of the unfolding discourse towards
previously less prominent entities (note, however, that the different studies em-
ployed different measurements to assess referential change). However, there is
little evidence regarding the referential shift potential of anaphorically used de-
monstrative pronouns as most studies looked at demonstratives in adnominal po-
sition. Furthermore, little is known about the difference between the two types
of German demonstratives and especially about the functional contribution of
dieser. In the following study, we will therefore investigate to what extent de-
monstrative pronouns are understood as a signal for referential shift compared
to personal pronouns. Specifically, we will investigate the difference between der
and dieser with regard to their referential shift potential.

To summarise, we pursue two research goals. First, we want to determine the
preferred referents of two types of German demonstrative pronouns (der and
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dieser) when compared to the German personal pronoun. Secondly, we want to
investigate to what extent German demonstrative pronouns initiate a referen-
tial shift towards previously less prominent entities in upcoming discourse. In
particular, we intend to identify the forward directed functions of the German
demonstrative pronouns der and dieser and potential differences between the
two types of referential expressions.

1.4 The current research

To address the questions that have been outlined in the previous sections, we
conducted a text continuation task (based on Gernsbacher & Shroyer 1989). Our
participants received a text fragment in written form which consisted of one and
a half sentences. The first sentence introduced two masculine characters. One
character represented the proto-agent and one character the proto-patient of the
sentence. The proto-agent of a predicate is characterised by volition, movement,
causality and sentience. The proto-patient, on the other hand, is associated with
undergoing a change of state and being affected by the action of the predicate
(Dowty 1991; Primus 2012). The second sentence that our participants received
was only a fragment and contained a masculine singular pronoun (either er or
der or dieser) that could potentially be linked to either character from the first
sentence due to its grammatical gender. Participants were then asked to continue
the story by writing down six additional sentences. This way, we could analyse
(i) how they understood the ambiguous pronoun in the second sentence, which is
important for our research question regarding referential choice, and (ii) which
character they mentioned predominantly in their continuations, which is impor-
tant for our main research question regarding the referential shift potential.

1.4.1 Predictions for choice of referent

Regarding the choice of referent of the different pronouns, we have the follow-
ing hypotheses. As described in §1.1, personal pronouns preferably refer to the
most prominent entity, while demonstrative pronouns, crucially, are claimed to
avoid the most prominent entity. It has been demonstrated in several studies
that the German demonstrative pronoun der referred to the less prominent char-
acter (e.g. Bosch et al. 2003; 2007; Hinterwimmer & Bosch 2016). In our case,
we follow previous research that has identified agentivity as a key prominence-
lending cue in pronoun resolution (Schumacher et al. 2016; 2017); in fact, agen-
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tivity is a driving force in other domains as well (e.g. Kretzschmar et al. 2019).2

As mentioned above, Zifonun et al. (1997) proposed a last-mentioned preference
for dieser. In our experimental setting, we only used canonical sentences where
the agent precedes the patient. Therefore, we cannot test whether dieser prefers
the last-mentioned referent because the last-mentioned referent is also the less
prominent patient. We therefore simply assume that while the German personal
pronoun refers back to the more prominent agent, the two demonstrative pro-
nouns avoid the prominent character and select the other one (possibly for differ-
ent reasons that we cannot disentangle in our experiment). Moreover, previous
experimental research has shown that demonstrative pronouns have a strong
preference to select a less prominent referent, whereas the interpretive prefer-
ences of personal pronouns are less rigid (Bosch et al. 2007; Schumacher et al.
2016; 2017). Therefore, interpretive preferences for the demonstrative pronouns
are expected to be less flexible than the preference for the personal pronoun.

1.4.2 Predictions for referential shift potential

Regarding our main question of how demonstrative pronouns and personal pro-
nouns influence the upcoming discourse with regard to referential chains, we
have the following hypotheses: we expect that the German personal pronoun
maintains the already established referential structure in subsequent discourse
while the two demonstrative pronouns change it in such a way that the pre-
viously less prominent character becomes more central in the development of
the story. Different measurements have been proposed in order to determine
the central character of a story (e.g. Givón 1983; Garrod & Sanford 1988; Gerns-
bacher & Shroyer 1989).3 We decided to measure the discourse status of the two
discourse participants in terms of how often they are mentioned in subsequent
discourse (i.e. their referential persistence). According to Givón (1983: 15) “[m]ore
important discourse topics appear more frequently in the register, i.e. they have
a higher probability of persisting longer in the register after a relevant measur-
ing point”. We expect that this will give us a good indication of the discourse-

2We assume that thematic roles are an important factor that influence the prominence relations
in discourse. However, as one reviewer pointed out, we cannot exclude the possibility that the
participants draw additional inferences and enrich the context sentences which might influ-
ence the prominence relations. This is a difficulty that all experimental studies have to face and
is difficult to control for, but it crucially does not affect our main research target of identifying
functional differences between the three pronominal forms.

3Among thesemeasures are referential persistence, referential distance, immediacy of reference,
referential explicitness, nature of potential competitors and topic shift potential (Givón 1983;
Garrod & Sanford 1988; Gernsbacher & Shroyer 1989).
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structuring potential of the different pronominal forms. In particular, the more
prominent an entity is, the more probable it is that this entity is mentioned again
in subsequent discourse.

As outlined above, we assume that one of the two characters from the first
sentence is more prominent than the other because of its thematic features that
characterise it as a proto-agent. We hypothesise that demonstrative pronouns
change the prominence structure in upcoming discourse and promote the previ-
ously less prominent entity to a more prominent status in subsequent discourse.
We therefore predict more references to the previously less prominent proto-
patient in the continuations when the participants encounter one of the demon-
strative pronouns in the story fragment. In contrast, we expect the participants’
story continuations to mainly centre around the prominent character when the
second sentence contains the personal pronoun, since personal pronouns have
been claimed to maintain the referential structure and continue the current topic
(e.g. Abraham 2002).

In this context, we also test two complementary hypotheses that differ with re-
spect to whether the referential shift potential depends on the interpretive prefer-
ences of the pronouns. As described above, the participants first had to continue
the second sentence which contains an ambiguous pronoun (either er or der or
dieser) and thus assign a referent (one of the two characters from the first context
sentence) to the pronoun before they continued the story. How does the referen-
tial choice influence the referential shift potential of the different pronouns?

Hypothesis 1 views referential shift as an intrinsic property of a demonstrative
pronoun (as, for instance, suggested by Weinrich 1993; Abraham 2002). In this
case, the demonstrative pronouns would initiate a referential shift in subsequent
discourse irrespective of whether they were interpreted as referring back to the
first- or second-mentioned character from the first context sentence.

Hypothesis 2 proposes the interdependence of referential choice and the po-
tential for referential shift (which might be suggested by Givón’s (1983) approach
to consider previous and upcoming discourse to determine topic continuity). This
means that the referential shift potential is modulated by the referent that is cho-
sen for the pronoun. When the demonstrative pronoun refers to the less promi-
nent referent, this referent receives a prominence boost and is more likely to
be mentioned more frequently in upcoming discourse. However, when the de-
monstrative pronoun refers back to the already prominent referent, there are no
changes in the referential structure of the upcoming discourse, as the already
prominent character does not profit from the additional prominence boost.
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Finally, we are interested in the difference between the two types of German
demonstrative pronouns (der vs. dieser) with regard to their referential shift po-
tential. We expect that the two demonstrative pronouns provoke different ref-
erential dynamics in subsequent discourse. We therefore counted references to
the two characters over the course of story development. For spoken German, it
has been observed that der is often used to maintain a particular referent as the
new centre of attention (Ahrenholz 2007). This might indicate that der is used to
initiate a longer-lasting shift in the referential structure. Based on this account,
we expect that the number of references to the previously less prominent charac-
ter stays high over the course of story development following the demonstrative
pronoun der. In contrast, we do not expect such a stable effect following the
demonstrative pronoun dieser. This might be supported by Weinrich (1993: 441)
who points out that dieser warns the addressee that there will be a “bent” (which
we understand as a temporary change) in the referential structure.

2 Text continuation task

2.1 Participants

The story continuations of 112 participants (82 women, 28men and 2 of unknown
gender; mean age: 22.71 years, SD: 5.39 years) informed our analysis.4 They were
monolingual speakers of German and mostly students from the University of
Cologne who participated voluntarily or as part of coursework.

2.2 Material

For our text continuation task, we created a total of 24 incomplete pairs of con-
text and target sentences. The first sentence introduced two masculine charac-

4Originally, we collected stories from 135 participants. However, we had to exclude 23 partici-
pants/stories from our analysis. Thirteen of those were excluded because they contained direct
speech.We decided to exclude stories containing direct speech because themechanisms for ref-
erential relations within direct speech might be different. Three further stories were excluded
because the intended referent of the critical pronoun in the second sentence was not identifi-
able, one was excluded because the demonstrative pronoun der was understood as the definite
article (despite our efforts to insert an adverb after the pronoun), four because they were un-
grammatical or nonsensical, one because the animate character from the first sentence was
interpreted as an inanimate object and one because the participant misunderstood the context
sentence. For the analysis regarding the referential shift potential of the different pronouns,
four individual data points had to be excluded because the referent of the referential expres-
sion was not identifiable. Therefore, we report the results for the 112 participants/stories that
were included in our analysis.
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ters (a proto-agent and a proto-patient) and the second contained one of three
ambiguous masculine pronouns (either er or der or dieser ; see (2) for examples).
We decided to use masculine characters and pronouns because in German the
singular feminine pronouns (sie, die, diese) are identical with the plural forms
(sie, die, diese). The syncretism could have influenced the understanding of the
pronouns and confounded the results, therefore masculine characters were em-
ployed in this study. The second sentence was discontinued after the ambiguous
pronoun and an additional adverb. We inserted the adverb after the pronoun in
order to prevent participants from understanding the demonstrative pronouns
(der, dieser) as definite masculine determiners, because demonstrative pronouns
and determiners are overlapping in German. The examples in (2) illustrate differ-
ent incomplete sentence pairs. The context sentence (2a) is the same in all three
cases, but the second sentence – see (2b)–(2d) – varies with respect to the pro-
noun (er vs. der vs. dieser) it contains. Note that we highlight the pronouns in
the following sentence pairs for illustration. The pronouns were not highlighted
in the questionnaires the participants received.

(2) a. First context sentence (active accusative verb)
Jeden
every

Morgen
morning

hat
has

der
the.NOM

Pfleger
nurse

den
the.ACC

Heimbewohner
resident

gekämmt.
combed
‘Every morning, the (male) nurse combed the (male) resident.’

b. Incomplete second sentence (with personal pronoun er)
Dabei
during.this.process

hat
has

er
he.PERS

oft
often

…

‘During this process, he often …’
c. Incomplete second sentence (with demonstrative pronoun der)

Dabei
during.this.process

hat
has

der
he.DEM

oft
often

…

‘During this process, he often …’
d. Incomplete second sentence (with demonstrative pronoun dieser)

Dabei
during.this.process

hat
has

dieser
he.DEM

oft
often

…

‘During this process, he often …’

We also varied the verb type in the first sentence. Half of the items contained
active accusative verbs (n = 4), which assign the first-mentioned character the
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role of grammatical subject and thematic agent, and the second-mentioned char-
acter the role of object/patient in the canonical word order, as illustrated in (2).
The other half of the items included so-called dative experiencer verbs (n = 4).
Dative experiencer verbs are special in that they assign the first-mentioned char-
acter in the canonical word order the role of proto-agent/object and the second-
mentioned character the role of proto-patient/subject, as illustrated in (3).

(3) Example of an incomplete sentence pair (dative experiencer verb in
context sentence)
a. Im

at.the
Hafen
harbour

ist
is

dem
the.DAT

Segler
sailor

der
the.NOM

Urlauber
tourist

aufgefallen.
noticed

‘At the harbour, the (male) sailor noticed the (male) tourist.’
b. Wenig

shortly
später
afterwards

hat
has

er/der/dieser
he.PERS/he.DEM/he.DEM

dann
then

…

‘Shortly afterwards, he then …’

It has been argued that the canonical word order for dative experiencer verbs is
object before subject because the first-mentioned object has the highest thematic
role (Haider 1993). We included these different verb types in order to investigate
whether they have an effect on the referential preferences of the pronouns. Both
thematic agent and grammatical subject have been argued to be very prominent
(Bosch et al. 2003; Schumacher et al. 2016). We assume that it is more difficult to
interpret a pronoun in contexts with dative experiencer verbs where the thematic
agent and the grammatical subject are not aligned. Alternatively, given that all
context sentences have the canonical order (proto-agent before proto-patient),
verb typemay not have an influence (as shown in Schumacher et al. 2015; 2016), as
the most prominent thematic role still appears before the less prominent role. In
total, we created eight different context sentences (four for each verb type). Each
context sentence was then combined with the three different pronoun conditions
(er vs. der vs. dieser) as illustrated in (2), yielding a total of 24 incomplete sentence
pairs.

2.3 Method and procedure

Each participant received only one incomplete sentence pair in written form. For
example, one participant was presented with the incomplete sentence pair (2b),
another participant was presented with the incomplete sentence pair (2c) and so
on. Each participant was asked to continue the story by writing down six sen-
tences. An extract of an example of a story continuation in the context of der is
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provided in (4)–(5), translated into English. Example (4) shows the incomplete
sentence pair the participant received, and (5) depicts the participant’s continua-
tion. We have added square brackets around all animate referential expressions
in order to illustrate how we proceeded in annotating the data. The participants
simply wrote down the sentences and were blind to the purpose of the study.

(4) Incomplete sentence pair (with demonstrative pronoun der)
Every morning, the male nurse combed the male resident. During this
process, [he.DEM]Ref2 often …

(5) Continuation by participant
… became very tranquil and [Ø]Ref2 started [Ø]Ref2 to reminisce about
[his]Ref2 earlier life. [The nurse]Ref1 was sure that [the resident]Ref2
probably invented a lot of things, but [he.PERS]Ref1 didn’t say anything,
[Ø]Ref1 enjoyed witnessing that [the resident’s]Ref2 eyes started to
sparkle, that [he.PERS]Ref2 started [Ø]Ref2 to radiate from the inside out.

We annotated the story continuations using the annotation tool MMAX2 (Mül-
ler & Strube 2006). Firstly, we determined whether the participants understood
the ambiguous pronoun that was presented to them as part of the incomplete
second sentence as referring back to the first- or second-mentioned character
from the first sentence. In most cases, the way the participants continued the
second sentence containing the ambiguous pronoun allowed us to identify how
they interpreted the pronoun. For instance, when the participant also mentioned
the other character in the same sentence it was evident how the participant in-
terpreted the pronoun. In some cases, the second sentence did not help us to
identify the referent of the pronoun, and we had to look at the following sen-
tences in order to find the intended referent of the ambiguous pronoun. There
were a few cases (n = 3) where we could not track back the referent of the am-
biguous pronoun at all, which we then excluded from the analysis. In (4), the
index Ref2 after the demonstrative pronoun indicates that we assume that the
participant interpreted the pronoun as referring back to the second-mentioned
character from the first context sentence.

After having identified the referent of the ambiguous pronoun, we marked
all instances of references to animate referents in the following text. Expres-
sions that we marked included: in/definite noun phrases, bare noun phrases,
demonstrative noun phrases, proper names, personal pronouns, demonstrative
pronouns, possessive pronouns, indefinite pronouns, relative pronouns, reflexive
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pronouns, reciprocal pronouns and zero pronouns.5 In the final step, we coded
which referent the expression wemarked referred back to, i.e. whether an expres-
sion referred back to the first-mentioned referent from the first sentence, the
second-mentioned referent from the first sentence, or another animate, newly
introduced referent which we labelled as “other”. The indexes Ref1 and Ref2 in
the above example indicate which referent from the first context sentence the
referential expression referred to. When a plural expression was used, we coded
exactly which referents it referred back to. We had the following options avail-
able tomark referential relations: referent 1, referent 2, referent 1 + other, referent
2 + other, referent 1 + referent 2, referent 1 + referent 2 + other, and other. For
example, when a referential expression referred back to the first-mentioned char-
acter from the first sentence and another animate, newly introduced referent we
selected the option “referent 1 and other”.

Every story was annotated by two independent annotators. The annotations
were then compared, and disagreements were discussed. Due to this procedure
of discussing every single story continuation, we did not measure inter-rater
agreements. However, the two annotators mostly agreed with respect to whom
a referential expression referred to.

2.4 Data analysis

In this section, we will describe how we proceeded in analysing the data. We
performed two different analyses: one to find out the preferred referents of the
three pronouns, and one to analyse the referential shift potential of the three
pronouns.

2.4.1 Choice of referent

As mentioned above, we seek to shed light on the preferred referents of demon-
strative pronouns compared to the personal pronoun. We performed a gener-
alised linear mixed effects analysis in order to assess the relationship between
pronoun type (er vs. der vs. dieser), preferred referent (first- vs. second-mentioned
character from first context sentence), and verb type (accusative vs. dative expe-
riencer verb), using the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015) in R (R Core Team 2017).

5In German, the use of zero pronouns is more restricted than in many other languages. We
coded zero pronouns in the following cases: in coordinated sentences when the proto-agent of
the verb was not explicitly mentioned (e.g. As in the previous days, he entered his black BMW,
[Ø] pulled out his mobile phone …), to-infinitives which are complements of verbs (e.g. … and
decided [Ø] to go out for a beer) and non-finite clauses (e.g. Later he then went to the sailor in
order [Ø] to get to know him).
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We compared two models in order to investigate the effect of verb type on the
choice of referent. The outcome variable in both cases was reference to the first-
or second-mentioned referent. In the first model, we specified pronoun type as a
fixed effect. In the second model, we added the interaction of pronoun type and
verb type. Random intercepts were estimated for different items in both mod-
els. We then compared the two models using a likelihood ratio test (which was
performed in R with the anova() function).6

2.4.2 Referential shift potential

As outlined in §1.4.2, we assume that we have evidence of a referential shift when
the participants mention the previously less prominent character (i.e. Ref2 from
the context sentence) more often in their continuations. As an example, see (5),
where all animate referents in the continuation are marked with square brack-
ets. We used the dichotomous measure of whether each animate referent in the
story referred back to the second-mentioned character (or not) as the dependent
variable in our models.7 This way, we could estimate the likelihood that any of
these referents referred to the second-mentioned character.

As we pointed out, we are specifically interested in how the different pronouns
(er vs. der vs. dieser) influence the story continuations. We further wanted to ac-
count for the fact that the participants had to assign a referent to the pronoun
before they proceeded with their story continuation as illustrated in (4). In pre-
vious studies (e.g. Gernsbacher & Shroyer 1989), by contrast, the linguistic mark-
ers were already disambiguated, as in this egg in (1). We therefore firstly had to
determine, based on the participants’ story continuation, who the pronoun re-
ferred to. In (5), the nature of the continuation makes it clear that the pronoun
der refers to the male resident (the second-mentioned referent from the context
sentence). This enabled us to answer the following two questions in our anal-
ysis: given that the participants understood the pronoun (er, der or dieser) as

6The following models were compared:
glmer (criticalPronounAntecedent ~ criticalPronoun + (1|itemId), data = df_backward, family
= binomial(link = “logit”))
glmer (criticalPronounAntecedent ~ criticalPronoun * verbType + (1|itemId), data = df_back-
ward, family = binomial(link = “logit”))

7Plural expressions referring to two or three referents were counted as two or three mentions.
For example, when a plural pronoun referred to the first- and second-mentioned character
from the first sentence, it entered our analysis as one mention of the first-mentioned character
and one mention of the second-mentioned character. The number of mentions is therefore
higher than the number of referential expressions that were used in the continuations by the
participants.
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referring to the second-mentioned (i.e. less prominent) referent, how likely is it
that any animate referent in the continuations refers to the second-mentioned
character? And, given that the participants understood the pronoun as referring
to the first-mentioned (i.e. more prominent) referent, how likely is it that any
animate referent in the continuations refers to the second-mentioned referent?

We performed a generalised linear mixed model analysis. The fixed effects
were pronoun type (er, der or dieser) and referent of the pronoun (Ref1 or Ref2).
Similar to the previous analysis, we compared two models in order to investigate
whether verb type has an effect on the referential shift potential of the different
pronouns. In the first model, we specified pronoun type (er vs. der vs. dieser)
and preferred referent (of the pronoun in the second sentence: Ref1 vs. Ref2) as
fixed effects and also included an interaction effect between the two. In the sec-
ondmodel, we added a three-way interaction of pronoun type, preferred referent
and verb type (accusative vs. dative experiencer verb). We then compared the two
generalised linear mixed models using a likelihood ratio test (which was per-
formed in R with the anova() function). As random effects, we specified random
intercepts for items and participants in both models.8

2.5 Results

2.5.1 Choice of referent

Figure 1 shows the referential preferences for the three different types of pro-
nouns. It demonstrates that the personal pronoun prefers the first-mentioned
referent (in 65% of all cases) while the two demonstrative pronouns prefer the
second-mentioned referent (in 73% of all cases for der and 74% for dieser). A
comparison between the model including pronoun as fixed effect and the one
including the interaction of pronoun and verb type did not show a significant
difference in model fit (likelihood-ratio test: p = 0.71). This indicates that verb
type did not have an influence on the results. In the following we therefore re-
port the results for the reduced model with pronoun as fixed effect only. The
model suggests that the choice of the referent significantly depends on the pro-
noun type. In particular it revealed a difference between er and der (difference
measured in logits: -2.64, SE = 0.72, p < 0.001) and between er and dieser (dif-

8The following models were compared:
glmer(antecedent_ref2 ~ criticalPronounAntecedent * criticalPronoun + (1|itemId) + (1|partici-
pantId), data = df_all, family = binomial(link = ”logit”))
glmer(antecedent_ref2 ~ criticalPronounAntecedent * criticalPronoun * verbType + (1|itemId)
+ (1|participantId), data = df_all, family = binomial(link = ”logit”))
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ference measured in logits: -2.51, SE = 0.72, p < 0.001). As indicated by Figure 1,
the difference between der and dieser was not significant (difference measured
in logits: 0.13, SE = 0.67, p = 0.85).

er der dieser
0

20

40

60

80

100

Referent 2
Referent 1

Figure 1: Percentage of reference resolution to the first- and second-
mentioned referent from the first sentence for each pronoun type

2.5.2 Referential shift potential – Remention capacity

Figure 2 shows how likely it is that anymention of an animate referent in the con-
tinuations refers back to the less prominent (i.e. second-mentioned) referent from
the first context sentence. The figure shows the results split by pronoun type (er
vs. der vs. dieser). More specifically, the left panel shows the results obtained in
cases when the pronoun was interpreted towards the first-mentioned character
from the first context sentence; the right panel shows the results obtained in
cases when the pronoun was interpreted towards the second-mentioned charac-
ter in the first context sentence.When the pronounswere interpreted as referring
to the less prominent character (right panel), all pronouns initiated a referential
shift in subsequent discourse towards the previously less prominent character.
These results hold even for the personal pronoun that has been claimed to main-
tain the current referential structure (e.g. Abraham 2002). However, when the
pronouns were interpreted as referring to the first-mentioned character, (quanti-
tative) differences between the different pronouns become apparent. When the
demonstrative pronoun der was interpreted as referring to the first-mentioned
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character, the second-mentioned character nevertheless appears to be accessible
to a certain degree in the story continuations. By contrast, when the demonstra-
tive pronoun dieser was interpreted as referring to the first-mentioned character,
the second-mentioned one appears to be less accessible in the story continua-
tions. This (quantitative trend) difference between der and dieser suggests that
der has a slightly higher potential to change the prominence relations in dis-
course even when it is interpreted with respect to the more prominent referent.
Similar to the analysis regarding the preferred referent of the pronouns, verb
type did not significantly change the model results and is thus not represented
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Probabilities (out of 1) that anymention of an animate referent
in story continuations refers to the second-mentioned referent from
the first sentence (depending on pronoun type and referent of pronoun)

The comparison between the model with a pronoun type by preferred referent
interaction and the one containing the three-way interaction of preferred refer-
ent, pronoun type and verb type did not reveal a significant improvement of the
model fit (likelihood-ratio test: p = 0.17).9

9R returned the warning message that the more complex model with the three-way interac-
tion did not converge. The results of the model comparison should therefore be interpreted
with caution. To double check, we ran the two models as Bayesian mixed models (using the R
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Statistical analyses of the predicted probabilities are thus reported for the
model containing the interaction of pronoun type and preferred referent as fixed
effects and random intercepts for items and participants. Participants were sig-
nificantly more likely to choose to mention the second-mentioned character if
they interpreted the critical pronoun as referring to the second-mentioned char-
acter from the first context sentence. This is indicated by a model with the same
dependent variable (i.e. whether an animate referent in the continuations refers
to Ref2 or not) and the variable referent of the critical pronoun (i.e. who they
assumed the ambiguous pronoun referred to) as the only fixed effect (difference
measured in logits: 0.93, SE = 0.19, p < 0.001). The differences within the two
panels that are visible in Figure 2 did not reach statistical significance (possibly
due to insufficient sample size).

2.5.3 Referential shift potential – Referential dynamics

As specified in §1.4.2, we were also interested in whether the two demonstrative
pronouns evoke different referential dynamics. Figure 3 illustrates how often the
first- or second-mentioned referent is mentioned (in absolute numbers) at differ-
ent points in the stories depending on the pronoun type.

The top part of the figure illustrates how often the first-mentioned character
is mentioned throughout the stories depending on the pronoun type. The x-axis
refers to different points in the story. More specifically, it refers to the nth men-
tion of any animate referent in the story continuations. We enumerated all ref-
erences to animate entities in the stories. The two animate characters from the
first context sentence are the first two mentions and the pronoun in the second
sentence is the third mention. The figure begins with the fourth mention of an
animate entity and thus the first time the participants mentioned an animate ref-
erent. In the story continuation from (5), this would be the zero-pronoun marked
on started. For example, in about five cases across all stories where the target sen-
tence contained dieser, the fourth mention of an animate character refers to the
first-mentioned character. For all pronouns, the number of references to the two
characters declines towards the end. In this context, it is important to note that
the story continuations were of different length and therefore contained a differ-
ent number of mentions of animate referents.

Overall, the top half of the figure suggests that the personal pronoun er (dashed
line) evokes a higher number of references to the first-mentioned character over

package brms (Bürkner 2017) with default priors) and compared them using Bayes factors. The
results of this comparison also provide evidence for the reduced model without the three-way
interaction (BF = 0.002).
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the course of the stories compared to the two demonstrative pronouns. This is
especially clear from the beginning up until the 12th mention of an animate ref-
erent.

The lower part of the figure demonstrates how often the second-mentioned
character from the context sentence is mentioned. Compared to the top part of
the figure, it suggests that both types of demonstrative pronouns activate the
second-mentioned character from the context sentence more often than the first-
mentioned entity. Furthermore, the two demonstrative pronouns appear to boost
reference to the second-mentioned character at different points in the stories.
The number of mentions of the second-mentioned character in the context of die-
ser (solid line) peaks at an earlier point in the development of the story and then
declines. By contrast, in the context of der (dotted line) the number of mentions
of the second-mentioned character has an initial peak around the sixth mention
and reaches its climax at a later point and, importantly, remains relatively high
in the following period.

3 General discussion

Our goal for this paper was two-fold. First, we wanted to compare the referential
preferences of demonstrative pronouns to those of personal pronouns (choice of
referent). Secondly, we wanted to investigate how far demonstrative pronouns
initiate a referential shift in the following discourse (referential shift potential).

3.1 Choice of referent

The results for the interpretive preferences of the three types of pronouns inves-
tigated are fairly straightforward (see Figure 1). The personal pronoun shows a
preference for the first-mentioned proto-agent argument, and both demonstra-
tive pronouns reject this referent for the most part and have a robust prefer-
ence for the second-mentioned proto-patient argument. These findings are in
line with previous research on er and der (e.g. Bosch et al. 2003; Schumacher
et al. 2016). The results further provide new data on the interpretive preference
of dieser. Crucially, in context sentences with two referents and canonical argu-
ment order (proto-agent before proto-patient), the two demonstrative pronouns
pattern alike. Whether the resolution preferences for dieser are triggered by an
anti-agent preference (as, for example, shown by Schumacher et al. 2016 for der)
or a last-mentioned preference (Zifonun et al. 1997) cannot be determined on
the basis of our experimental design. Note, however, that recent investigations
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Figure 3: Number of times (absolute numbers) that the first- or second-
mentioned character from the first sentence is mentioned at the nth

mention of any animate referent in story continuations

question the last-mentioned preference that has been suggested for dieser (Lange
2016; Özden 2016; Patil et al. 2020). In these experiments, contexts with non-
canonical argument order were tested, as illustrated in (6) (taken from Özden
2016).

(6) Den
the.ACC

Direktor
principle

will
wants

der
the.NOM

Schüler
student

begrüßen.
to.welcome

‘The student wants to welcome the director.’

In German non-canonical sentences, the less prominent thematic role (proto-
patient) appears before the agent. According to the last-mentioned account, die-
ser would simply select the last-mentioned entity which in this case is the agent.
However, the participants in all three studies interpreted both demonstrative
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pronouns as referring to the first-mentioned patient. These results contradict a
last-mentioned account and favour an account that is centred around thematic
roles.

3.2 Referential shift potential

With regard to our main research question of how pronouns influence the up-
coming discourse, we were interested in two different aspects: we analysed how
likely it is that any mention of an animate referent refers to the previously less
prominent character, and we looked at the referential dynamics of the unfolding
stories.

The results regarding how often the two discourse participants from the first
context sentence were picked up in the continuations indicate differential ef-
fects. Which character is more likely to be mentioned in subsequent discourse
appears to be influenced by the referent that was chosen for the pronoun (see Fig-
ure 2). When the participants interpreted the pronoun as referring back to the
less prominent character (see Figure 2, right panel), this character appears to be
more likely to be mentioned more frequently in the subsequent discourse – irre-
spective of which pronoun the second context sentence contained. This suggests
that when a less prominent character is chosen as referent for a subject pronoun
and thus a referential shift is initiated, this has consequences for the development
of subsequent discourse. This was expected for the two types of demonstrative
pronouns, but not for the personal pronoun. However, personal pronouns have
been shown to be generally more flexible in their referential choice (e.g. Bosch
et al. 2007; Schumacher et al. 2016). Therefore, it might not be surprising that
they can initiate a referential shift in the few cases when they were initially un-
derstood as referring back to the less prominent character (remember that in
around 35% of the cases the personal pronoun from the second context sentence
was understood as referring back to the less prominent patient, as illustrated in
Figure 1, and that only in these cases did the personal pronoun initiate a referen-
tial shift in upcoming discourse). This suggests that the commitment to the less
prominent referent was stronger overall.

However, when the participants interpreted the pronouns as referring back
to the more prominent character, quantitative differences between the different
pronoun conditions became apparent (see Figure 2, left panel). Interestingly, the
demonstrative pronoun der appears to have a small potential to shift the refer-
ential focus to the less prominent patient even when it was initially interpreted
towards the more prominent agent. In contrast, the demonstrative pronoun die-
ser does not show such an effect. We have to point out that these differences
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within the left panel of Figure 2 are statistically not significant, but display an
interesting numerical trend.

These findings provide initial support for an interdependence between inter-
pretive preference and discourse change potential. The referential shift poten-
tial of different pronouns appears to be modulated by their interpretive prefer-
ence in the first instance. It is thus not true across the board that demonstrative
pronouns initiate a referential shift10 and that personal pronouns maintain the
previously established prominence ranking. When the personal pronoun is in-
terpreted as referring to the less prominent character, it can initiate a referential
shift in favour of this less prominent character. Similarly, when the demonstra-
tive pronoun dieser is interpreted as referring to the more prominent character, it
does not necessarily initiate a referential shift but might continue with the more
prominent character in subsequent discourse. Based on our results, we therefore
argue for a more differentiated view when it comes to describing the referential
shift potential of different pronouns or other linguistic markers.

Furthermore, the close investigation of referential dynamics (Figure 3) across
the story revealed interesting results. Different referential dynamics for the three
pronouns could be observed. In the context of the demonstrative pronoun dieser,
the number of references to the less prominent character increased only for a
short period of time. This mirrors the characterisation of dieser as introducing
a momentary interruption of a referential chain (Weinrich 1993). In the context
of der, the number of references to the less prominent character remained rel-
atively high throughout the story. This corroborates findings from spoken Ger-
man where der was used to establish a new centre of attention (Ahrenholz 2007).

3.3 Strengths and limitations

While the referential shift potential can also be investigated through corpus re-
search (see, for example, Prince’s (1981) corpus analysis of indefinite this), the
written or spoken version of the text continuation task allows for a more con-
trolled approach to the study of different types of referential expressions. Given
its experimental setup, the context sentences can be constructed in minimal pairs
and other discourse-based factors can be kept stable. Moreover, since the use of
certain referential forms in natural contexts may be too infrequent to draw con-
clusions about their functional contributions, a controlled experimental design
allows the generation of sufficient data. In addition, in contrast to other more

10See also Weinert (2011: 73), who observed that demonstrative pronouns “are not rhematic per
se”.
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controlled approaches like reading time measures or eye tracking, this particu-
lar experimental task can be carried out without any additional equipment (in
the written version) or with the aid of audio recording equipment (in the spoken
version). It may thus serve as a valuable tool to test hypotheses linked to the
discourse structuring potential of demonstratives and other discourse markers
in settings where little technical equipment is available or for languages where
large corpora are not available.

Yet such a controlled setup is also subject to certain caveats. First, the contex-
tual settings in the present experimental design introduced only two discourse
referents (as has been the case in most experimental studies on pronoun resolu-
tion). Both demonstrative pronouns patterned alike andwere interpreted as refer-
ring back to the less prominent proto-patient. However, future research should
introduce contexts with more than two discourse referents in order to reveal po-
tential differences between the two demonstrative pronouns that we could not
capture with our reduced experimental setting (like reference to a less prominent
referent vs. to the last-mentioned referent). A context with more than two dis-
course referents might also be informative with regard to our second research
question of how the two demonstrative pronouns influence referential chains in
subsequent discourse. As our context sentences make available only two refer-
ential candidates, the continuation task encourages participants to tell a story
about these two individuals. As a result, likelihood of remention is high for both
of these referents and participants often switch back and forth between the dom-
inant characters in the story. Future research should therefore examine contexts
with a larger set of potential candidates in order to see how the pronouns influ-
ence referential chains when more than two discourse referents are accessible.

Another important issue is the question of whether the two types of demon-
stratives occur primarily in opposing registers and modalities and, following
from this, how far our results can be applied to other contexts. In contrast to
native speakers’ intuitions – that the demonstrative pronoun dieser mainly oc-
curs inwritten and/or formal contexts and der is used in spoken and/or colloquial
contexts – both types of demonstrative pronouns are reported to surface in spo-
ken interactions between lecturers and students (Ahrenholz 2007; Weinert 2007).
These results show that dieser occurs in spoken contexts and that der is not lim-
ited to informal contexts, as interactions between lecturers and studentsmight be
considered rather formal. Weinrich (1993) also argues that demonstratives from
the der paradigm should not be considered informal or colloquial. He points out
that certain text types make the occurrence of certain types of referential expres-
sions more likely (see also Ahrenholz 2007 for a similar account). By contrast,
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in a psycholinguistic experiment where participants had to insert a personal or
demonstrative pronoun into a formal or informal text segment, Patil et al. (2020)
found that participants preferred dieser over der in formal written contexts. Thus,
there is so far not enough evidence regarding the role that different registers and
modalities play in pronoun use.

Hence the present findings may only be limited to the use of the two demon-
stratives in relatively formal written contexts. The two demonstratives may thus
behave slightly differently in discrete contexts and modalities, but the available
studies do not suggest that a preference for different registers and modalities
alone can account for the differences between der and dieser. Therefore, follow-
up studies are required. As a first step, a similar story continuation task in oral
modality should be conducted where the participants hear the initial text seg-
ment and are then asked to continue the story orally. While experiments like the
one presented in this chapter allow for a controlled approach to studying lan-
guage comprehension and use, it would additionally be desirable to substantiate
the findings on the basis of more natural, less controlled interactions between
two or more discourse participants in written (e.g. chat rooms) and spoken con-
texts.

4 Conclusion

We have presented evidence from a story continuation task for different dis-
course functions of two types of German demonstrative pronouns compared
with the personal pronoun. Regarding their interpretive preferences, the two
types of demonstrative pronouns did not differ in their choice of referent and
both selected the less prominent entity (i.e. the proto-patient). Our data fur-
ther support previous findings that identified thematic role information to be
a stronger cue during pronoun resolution than grammatical function (Stevenson
et al. 1994; Schumacher et al. 2016, 2017), as in contexts with dative experiencer
verbs the demonstrative pronouns referred back to the proto-patient/subject (and
not the proto-agent/object).

With respect to their referential shift potential, the two demonstrative pro-
nouns revealed distinct patterns. The demonstrative pronoun der showed a more
robust referential shift potential. This became apparent from two observations.
First, the demonstrative pronoun der appears to be slightly more likely to ini-
tiate a shift towards the previously less prominent character even when it was
initially understood as referring back to the more prominent character. Secondly,
it showed a higher number of references to the less prominent character through-
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out the story. Dieser, by contrast, appears to have a short-lived referential reori-
enting capacity. Further, we provided evidence that the referential shift poten-
tial is not an intrinsic property of demonstrative pronouns but is modulated by
context-dependent factors such as to whom the demonstrative pronoun refers.
Importantly, referential shift can also be displayed by the personal pronoun in
those cases when it was initially interpreted as referring back to the less promi-
nent character (though in these cases the participants might have processed it as
a stressed personal pronoun).
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Chapter 9

Psychologically distal demonstratives in
Scandinavian are not “discourse new”
Janne Bondi Johannessen
University of Oslo

Scandinavian languages have a demonstrative (in the form of the third person pro-
noun) used with nouns or noun phrases, which is different from more well-known
spatial demonstratives. Johannessen (2008) argued that its conditions of use are
related to psychological distance, while Lie (2010) argued that its main role is to
invoke a referent in discourse. In this chapter, I have gone through empirical data,
two short stories and four speech corpus dialogues, and investigated the use of this
demonstrative (called the psychologically distal demonstrative or PDD). It is con-
cluded that there are many occurrences of the PDD that would remain unexplained
in Lie’s account: It can occur more than once per discourse, it can be used by both
interlocutors in the same discourse, and not all referents are denoted by it. Also, it
does not point out only key referents. An account based on psychological distance
can explain the empirical facts.

1 Introduction

Johannessen (2008) describes a type of demonstratives found in the Scandina-
vian languages, which are called “psychologically distal demonstratives” (PDDs).
They are mostly found in informal speech, and are not used in written text unless
they represent a spoken discourse.

Formally, the PDD has the form of the 3rd person singular personal pronoun
(han ‘he’ and hun ‘she’), used attributively to (modified) nouns. Plural usage has
not been discussed in the literature. Its function, according to Johannessen (2008),
is to signal psychological distance: that the speaker does not personally know the
person referred to; or that the addressee does not know the person referred to;
or that the speaker has a negative attitude to the person referred to. Lie (2010)

Janne Bondi Johannessen. 2020. Psychologically distal demonstratives in Scandina-
vian are not “discourse new”. In Åshild Næss, Anna Margetts & Yvonne Treis (eds.),
Demonstratives in discourse, 215–241. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/
zenodo.4055828
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contests Johannessen’s account, and instead proposes that these demonstratives
are used for background deixis, referring to what Diessel (1999) calls “discourse
new and hearer old”. A similar understanding is found in Teleman et al. (1999:
vol. 2: 317) for Swedish: to actualise referents who are not present in a concrete
discourse, but who both the speaker and hearer have in their world of concepts.
An example of the PDD is given in (1).

(1) Er
am

like
equally

gammel
old

som
like

hu
she

dama
woman.DEF

og
and

kunne
could

ALDRI
never

klart
managed

å
to

være
be

sammen
together

med
with

en
a

så
such

gammel
old

mann.
man

‘I’m as old as that woman and could never have coped being together
with a man that old.’1

Example (1) is from a comment on a discussion forum, discussing the age dif-
ference between an older celebrity cook and his young female partner. The com-
mentator clearly distances herself from the woman.

In this chapter, I will argue against Lie’s point. Using empirical data, specifi-
cally dialogues in fictional literature as well as authentic dialogues from speech
corpora, I will show that psychologically distal demonstratives are often used
repeatedly throughout a dialogue. Also, I will show that the PDD can be used for
the same referent by both interlocutors in a dialogue. Both uses would be hard
to explain using Lie’s account, while they fit well with Johannessen (2008). Al-
though the present chapter uses Norwegian data, Johannessen (2008) deals with
more Scandinavian languages, and it will be assumed, based on my knowledge of
these, that what is said about Norwegian here carries over to the other languages.

The chapter is structured as follows: §2 presents the two different analyses of
the PDD and a brief review of relevant accounts in the literature. §3 is a presen-
tation of the empirical material and the method used in this study, while §4 and
§5 go through findings from two short stories and two corpora used. In §6, the
results are summarised and the chapter is concluded.

1https://forum.kvinneguiden.no/topic/1275529-hellstr%C3%B8m-og-anita/.
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9 Psychologically distal demonstratives in Scandinavian

2 Two different views on the Scandinavian PDD and
related discussions

2.1 Psychologically distal demonstratives (Johannessen 2008)

Johannessen (2008) shows that in addition to spatial deixis, the Scandinavian
languages (Norwegian, Swedish and Danish, as well as Icelandic) also have de-
monstratives, with the same form as 3rd person singular pronouns, that express
emotional deixis, not previously described in depth. Although they have the form
of pronouns, their use is different not only in that they always modify a noun
and never replace a noun phrase, but also in that there are special pragmatic con-
ditions for their use (see below). The PDD is also different from the preproprial
article found in many dialects, as explained in Johannessen (2008: 169–170):2 It
is generally not inflected for case; it carries stress; it has a distinct form in many
dialects; it adds additional meaning to the noun phrase; it can modify any kind
of noun, not just proper nouns; and is not obligatory.

Since the demonstrative co-occurs with a noun phrase, it is possible to ask
whether what we see is rather a pronoun followed by an appositive noun phrase.
The answer is clearly no. If the noun phrase following the demonstrative were
an apposition, one would expect it to be a full noun phrase. In Norwegian, it
is easy to see whether this is the case, since definite noun phrases modified by
an adjective or a relative clause have obligatory double definiteness, meaning
that the noun must be marked by a definite suffix and that an additional definite
determiner must occur phrase-initially. This would be the noun phrase used with
appositions, which is not what we see with the PDD. Instead, the PDD is an
integrated part of the noun phrase (see Johannessen 2008: 185–187). A pronoun
with an apposition is illustrated in (2), while the PDD is given in (3). Note also
that the pronoun is inflected for case, unlike the demonstrative.3

(2) Jeg
I

beundrer
admire

henne,
her.ACC

den
the

flinkeste
cleverest.DEF

jenta
girl.DEF

i
in

klassen.
class.DEF

‘I admire her, the cleverest girl in the class.’

2A preproprial article is a prenominal definite article that must appear with proper names in
argument positions in many Scandinavian dialects (Johannessen & Garbacz 2014).

3There is, somewhat surprisingly, one single case-inflected demonstrative in the material, see
(19). I will not discuss this further here, but simply note its existence.
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(3) Jeg
I

beundrer
admire

hun
she.NOM

flinkeste
cleverest.DEF

jenta
girl.DEF

i
in

klassen.
class.DEF

‘I admire that cleverest girl in the class.’

With spoken language dialogue corpora as empirical evidence, I argue that
these demonstratives regulate the degree of psychological distance the speaker
wants to convey to the listener about a referent. The conditions for use below and
the examples (4)–(9) illustrating such psychologically distal demonstratives are
mainly taken from Johannessen (2008: 164–167). For information on informant
codes, see §3.

PDD Condition 1: The speaker does not personally know the person referred to.

(4) (NoTa_027)
Hun
she

dama
woman.DEF

hun
she

blei
became

jo
yes

helt
totally

nerd
nerd

da.
then

‘But that woman became a total nerd, as you know.’4

(5) (NoTa_060)
Hun
she

von
von

der
der

Lippe
Lippe

hun
she

hadde
had

lært
taught

seg
herself

skikkelig.
really

‘That von der Lippe, she had really taught herself.’

In (4), the speaker refers to some person in charge of a club who, as we can
guess from the context, did not grant her access to get in, perhaps because she
had a fake ID card. The speaker expresses a distance to this person, she does not
know her. In (5), the speaker talks admiringly about an actress, and the use of the
demonstrative shows that the speaker needs to say that it is not a person close
to her.

PDD Condition 2: The addressee does not personally know the person referred to.

(6) Du
you

vet
know

han
he

kjørelæreren
driving.teacher.DEF

jeg
I

har?
have

‘You know that driving teacher I have?’ (NoTa_038)

4In both (4) and (5), the pronoun after the initial noun phrase shows that the initial noun phrase
is left-dislocated. Left-dislocation is very common in speech, and is generally used to lift some-
thing into focus (Faarlund et al. 1997: 904–908).
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(7) Men
but

hun
she

dattera
daughter.DEF

mi
my

sa
said

a
she

syns
thought

det
it

var
was

så
so

høyt
high

under
under

taket.
ceiling.DEF
‘But that daughter of mine said she thought it was so high under the
ceiling.’ (TAUS_a43)

In (6) the speaker is uncertain as to whether the addressee knows her driving
instructor, and in (7) the speaker uses the PDD to express towards the hearer that
she knows that the daughter referred to is not somebody the hearer knows.

PDD Condition 3: The speaker has a negative attitude to the person referred to.

(8) Fordi
because

han
he

idioten
idiot

vi
we

hadde
had

leid
hired

som
as

sjåfør
driver

...

‘Because that idiot we had hired as a driver …’ (NoTa_079)

(9) Er
is

ikke
not

helt
quite

god
good

hu
she

mora
mother.DEF

mi
my

altså
you.see

...

‘That mother of mine is not quite with it, actually …’ (Woman, web)

In (8) the speaker refers to a useless bus driver who has destroyed the engine
of their bus by driving in second gear all the time, hence the use of the PDD (and
of the word idiot). In (9) the speaker refers to a close family member (mother)
who would presumably usually be referred to in a neutral or even loving way,
but here there is a hint of dismay toward her, signalled by the PDD.

Other linguists have made similar observations on some of the conditions,
such as Delsing (2003: 23), who says that the speaker is uncertain as to whether
the listener knows who is intended (originally in Swedish: “talaren är osäker på
om lyssnaren vet vem som avses”). The Swedish reference grammar (Teleman
et al. 1999: vol. 2: 274) also points out that the listener’s knowledge of the person
referred to can be a condition of the use of this pronominal demonstrative. They
say that the speaker and the listener must know of the person referred to, but
that this person must not be a close acquaintance or be activated in the discourse.

More generally, both Condition 1 and Condition 2 have an aspect of polite-
ness – what Brown & Levinson (1987) call positive politeness. Brown & Levinson
(1987) suggest 15 politeness strategies divided into three supercategories: claim
common ground, convey that S (speaker) and H (hearer) are cooperators, and
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fulfil H’s want for some X. I suggest that it is the cooperator strategy that is the
closest to Conditions 1 and 2, and especially Strategy 9: Assert or Presuppose S’s
knowledge of and concerns for H’s wants (Brown & Levinson 1987: 125). When the
speaker does not know the referent personally, it is polite to convey this infor-
mation to the hearer. Example (5) is a good illustration: If the speaker referred to
the actress by her name but without the demonstrative, it would give the wrong
impression to the hearer that the speaker actually knew the actress personally,
or at least knewwell the world of theatre and actresses in general. Using the PDD
(by Condition 1) the speaker asserts that s/he wants the hearer to know that there
is no such knowledge involved, in order not to mislead the hearer. Example (6)
illustrates Condition 2, in which the speaker actively asks the hearer to direct her
attention to the speaker’s driving teacher, and in this way shows the hearer that
she is aware of the hearer’s need to know that this is not a person the speaker
thinks the hearer knows already.

2.2 Demonstratives for fetching referents into the discourse (Lie 2010)

Lie (2008) focusses on the discourse activation function of the demonstratives
under discussion, and says that their main task is that of bringing a new person
into the discourse. Strahan (2007) also stresses the discourse activation aspect.
Lie (2010) is more explicit, and says that we would get a better understanding of
these demonstratives if we saw them in terms of background deixis, referring to
what Diessel (1999) calls “discourse new and hearer old”, i.e. that they do not refer
to a previously mentioned referent or to a referent in the situational context, but
that they are used to activate specific, shared knowledge (Lie 2010: 63).

Lie (2010: 63) also stresses the importance of grounding, “the shared knowl-
edge, belief and attitudes of the interlocutors” (Croft & Cruse 2004: 60). A sim-
ilar understanding to both Lie and Croft & Cruse can be found in the Swedish
reference grammar (Teleman et al. 1999: vol. 2: 317): “the function of these words
is to actualise referents that are not present in the concrete discourse, but who
both speaker and hearer have in their world of concepts” [my translation, JBJ].

As we saw above, the Swedish reference grammar also stresses that the demon-
strative must not refer to a close acquaintance, and it maintains that the demon-
strative is “distance-creating” (Teleman et al. 1999: vol. 2: 317). Lie dismisses this
possibility: “This I understand as an extra function, not as a primary function”
[my translation, JBJ] (Lie 2010: 64). Lie also explicitly opposes Johannessen’s cri-
teria for the use of the PDD: “Her first two points say something about the fact
that the speaker or hearer knows what is referred to, but not that the person
referred to belongs in a common background. I therefore think it gives a bet-
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ter understanding for these kinds of expressions that we here have background
deixis” [my translation, JBJ] (Lie 2010: 70, fn. 15).

2.3 Accounts in the literature with relevance to the PDD

Himmelmann (1996) designs a typology of demonstratives in narrative discourse.
The first type is situational use, which refers to entities in the utterance situation
(1996: 219), the next is discourse deictic use, referring to events or propositions
(1996: 224), and the third is the tracking use, to keep track of what is happening
to whom (1996: 226). It is the fourth type, recognitional use (1996: 230), that is
most interesting and relevant here, since this type appeals to knowledge of the
referent. The intended referent, according to Himmelmann, is to be identified via
specific, shared knowledge.

Diessel (1999) is work on which Lie (2010) is based. Diessel’s (1999: 106) system
is developed from Himmelmann’s. He divides demonstratives into exophoric de-
monstratives (in the speech situation) and endophoric demonstratives, with three
subtypes: anaphoric (referring to NPs), discourse deictic (referring to proposi-
tions) and recognitional (with the same name as in Himmelmann’s system). This
latter type is the one that is relevant for Lie. They are used to activate specific
shared knowledge; “[r]ecognitional demonstratives are specifically used to mark
information that is discourse new (i.e.) unactivated) and hearer old (…)” (Diessel
1999: 106, my italicization) and are “often used to indicate emotional closeness”
(Diessel 1999: 107, my italicization), cf. also emotional deixis (Lakoff 1974).

It is clear that the demonstrative I am investigating here and the recognitional
type have something in common. Indeed, Himmelmann (1996: 230) says that the
speaker is uncertain as to whether the hearer can identify the intended referent,
which he says can also be seen by the frequently accompanying tags like you
know? or remember? As a matter of fact, (6) even contains this kind of appeal
to the hearer, with a you know-question. At some level the PDD may appeal to
the hearer’s knowledge, as in the obvious case of (6), han kjørelæreren (he driv-
ing.teacher.DEF) ‘that driving teacher’. Here the speaker may have talked about
the driving teacher at some previous point in their common history. Using the
demonstrative in addition informs the hearer that the person referred to is one
that the speaker knows that the hearer does not know personally. But there are
examples where it would be difficult to explain the use of the demonstrative as
an appeal to common knowledge, as in (9), with hu mora mi (she mother.DEF my)
‘that mother of mine’. This phrase would be fully felicitous even if the hearer had
never heard about the speaker’s mother before. Indeed, the demonstrative has no
function here for the purpose of identification, and could have been dropped. Ev-
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ery human being has a mother, and everybody knows this. Appealing to this
kind of knowledge would undermine the whole idea of this function, since as
humans we share a lot of common knowledge, which generally is not pointed
out by grammatical markers. The demonstrative in (9) has only one function,
which is that of conveying a negative attitude to the referent. Himmelmann’s
and Diessel’s, and hence Lie’s, appeal to shared knowledge does not work here.

Also, Himmelmann (1996: 210, 236) stresses that the recognitional demonstra-
tive is unique and mentions the referent for the first time and above we saw the
characterisation by Diessel (1999) (and Lie 2010): discourse new and hearer old.
But not only does this not explain examples like (9), it is also descriptively incor-
rect. We will see many examples in §4 and §5 of the PDD being used repeatedly
in short texts or discourses. Furthermore, the PDD can be used by both discourse
participants for the same referent. This would also be difficult to explain if acti-
vation of common ground was the main purpose.

It seems that Himmelmann (1996), Diessel (1999) and Lie (2008; 2010) all see the
PDD as a discourse structuring element, while Johannessen sees it as expressing
subjectivity. Diessel (2006) sees such demonstratives as coordinating the inter-
locutors’ joint focus of attention. Thus, unlike spatial demonstratives, the deictic
centre is shifted from the physical world, i.e. the speaker’s location at the time of
the utterance, to a particular point in the unfolding discourse (Diessel 2006: 475).
Johannessen’s theory instead holds that there is a psychological space in which
there is deixis, and where it is crucial to single out the psychological distance.5

Demonstratives that appeal to the speaker and/or hearer also appear in lan-
guages unrelated to the Scandinavian ones. Schapper & San Roque (2011) describe
discourse demonstratives in Papuan languages. Evans et al. (2018) use the term
“engagement” to refer to grammaticalised means for encoding the relative men-
tal directedness of speaker and addressee towards an entity or state of affairs.
These systems “express the speaker’s assumptions about the degree to which
their attention or knowledge is shared (or not shared) by the addressee” (Evans
et al. 2018: 110). Clearly the PDD in the Scandinavian languages is part of an en-
gagement system, with respect to shared knowledge of a referent. Condition 1
would be characterised as –SPKR.ENGAG (the speaker does not know the refer-
ent, and it is irrelevant whether the addressee does), while Condition 2 would
be +SPKR–ADDR.ENGAG (the speaker knows the referent, but the addressee does
not). Condition 3 would be +SPKR.ENGAG (the speaker knows the referent, and it
is irrelevant if the addressee does).

5Proximal or neutral psychological distance are not expressed by a demonstrative, though it
could be argued that the preproprial article, in those dialects that have it, has a proximal func-
tion (see Johannessen 2008: 170).
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3 Method and material

In the following, I will investigate whether Lie (2010) is right, since he explicitly
opposes Johannessen’s analysis that the demonstratives are first and foremost
used to show psychological distance. The way to do this, I suggest, is to look for
discourses in which the PDD is used, and check empirically whether it has been
used more than once in a discourse, or vice versa, whether there are contexts in
which it ought to have been used as referent-invoking, but was not. If a text or
discourse has multiple occurrences of the PDD for the same referent, it would
indicate that Lie and also Teleman et al. (1999: vol. 2: 317) are wrong, and that
the PDD does not have to be “discourse new”. Furthermore, repeated use of the
PDD to refer to the same person would probably be annoying for the listener, if
indeed its function were to bring a referent into the discourse. If it does turn out
that multiple uses of a PDD for the same referent can be found, it will also be
central in demonstrating that the PDD expresses some psychological distance, as
described by the three conditions in §2.1. Finally, if both discourse participants
use the PDD for the same referent, it would be compatible with an explanation in
terms of psychological distance (Condition 3), but not one in terms of invoking
a referent from the common ground.

Finding appropriate examples of multiple PDDs has not been very easy. First,
they are clearly a very oral phenomenon, regulating the emotional relationship
between one or more of the interlocutors and other people mentioned. This
means that written sources are only possible as long as they imitate spoken di-
alogue, such as in fiction. Even in fiction they are rare, because they are such
an oral phenomenon; many authors probably do not think of them since they
are not used to seeing them in writing. Transcriptions of spoken language are
perhaps a better source, but only usable as long as they consist of dialogue, and
of course, as long as the interlocutors speak about other people (while it may be
possible to use the PDD with non-humans or non-animates, this has not been
described in the literature). Second, both written and spoken language have in
common the fact that whole noun phrases are not usually repeated over and over
in a text or a discourse, since the speakers tend to use pronouns in these cases.

In spite of these challenges, there are some good sources. There are PDDs in
two short stories by the acclaimed author Ingvild H. Rishøi. She has received
numerous prizes for her work, including for her able use of the Oslo vernacu-
lar (hverdagsspråket). I have also found empirical evidence in two spoken lan-
guage corpora. The NoTa-Oslo Corpus (Johannessen & Hagen 2008) is a corpus
of 900,000 words of Oslo speech recorded in 2005, with the web-based user-
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interface Glossa (Nøklestad et al. 2017), which makes it possible to search in the
transcribed speech with audio and video presentations. It consists of carefully
selected informants who together form a representative sample of the popula-
tion, with respect to age, gender, educational and work background and location
withinOslo, and contains semi-structured interviews and unstructured dialogues.
The Nordic Dialect Corpus (NDC, Johannessen et al. 2009; 2014) has a Norwegian
section consisting of 2.4 million words of spoken dialect dialogues. This corpus
is also available with the Glossa search interface. Both corpora are available to
researchers worldwide, and there is a password requirement giving most univer-
sity employees the option to log in via their own university login system.6

Due to the challenges mentioned, it should be emphasised that there are not
masses of examples of multiple PDDs. The examples that are found will each
have to be studied and explained, and as we shall see, they provide evidence for
determining which account is empirically correct. I should add that, as a native
speaker, I find all the dialogues from the corpora and the language in the short
stories fully natural.

4 Investigating two short stories

In this section, I will investigate two short stories by Ingvild H. Rishøi in order
to find evidence for or against Lie’s claim that it is background deixis that is
the main function of the PDD, i.e. that it is used to activate specific background
knowledge, fetching referents into the discourse. If this is its main function, we
will not expect to find more than one PDD in a discourse.

4.1 The life and death of Janis Joplin

The short story The life and death of Janis Joplin (Rishøi 2014: 183–206) is about
a 17-year-old girl. The girl, we understand, has problems with both school (she
has reading difficulties, has a work practice placement, and wants to quit school
permanently) and life. We follow her through her plans and her practice as a

6The data from the short stories and the corpora are referred to in the following way:
Rishøi 2014: 66, middle: A short story by Ingvild Rishøi, published in a volume in 2014, page 66,
in the middle of the page
NoTa_027 : From the NoTa corpus (Oslo), informant no. 027 (Johannessen & Hagen 2008)
TAUS_a43: From the TAUS corpus (Oslo), informant no. a43 (Hanssen et al. 1978)
NDC_kvam_04gk: From the Nordic Dialect Corpus, at the location Kvam, informant no. 04gk
(Johannessen et al. 2009; 2014)
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lumberjack, her love for her friend David, whom she met through her work prac-
tice, to the end, when she dies under a falling tree. The story is communicated
through her thoughts and dialogues.

Central in the girl’s story is an advisor at school, a man she often thinks of.
He is referred to in her thoughts, and also with some cited dialogues. We under-
stand from the story that he has made a deep impression on her. For example,
his remark that she looks like Janis Joplin makes her want to start dressing like
Janis Joplin and buy her CDs, which she listens to virtually all day and night,
even as she is dying. Later in the story we learn that she despises this man (he
has been unfaithful to his wife, whom he has forced to have an abortion, and
probably worst of all, he has forgotten who our girl is). The story is written in
an oral, lower register.

Since “discourse” is a central concept in the present chapter, it should be prop-
erly defined with respect to the data. This short story is written in a first person
narrative (by the girl), and the story vacillates between the present time, which
we can call speech time, when she is out in the forest cutting trees, and various
episodes in the past at school, involving the advisor directly or indirectly, as well
as episodes with other people, especially her friend David. Since the whole story
is only 23 pages long, it could be seen as one long discourse (between the girl and
us, the readers), but it is also possible to distinguish episodes, defined as sections
that belong to the same time and space. In that case, the speech time would also
be divided into different discourses. An alternative might be to regard the speech
time as one long discourse, while the past episodes are each regarded as separate
sub-discourses. The perspective taken is not arbitrary, since it will be decisive in
regarding the discourse function of the demonstrative. However, the text itself
guides us in how to divide the text into discourses: The girl’s friend David is
mentioned multiple times by name, both in the past episodes of the short story
and the present speech time. This would have seemed very unnatural had the
speech time been one continuous discourse, since it would then have been more
natural just to refer to him by a pronoun. I shall therefore regard each stretch
of text that belongs to the same time as one discourse. This gives us many small
discourses, which will make the task of finding several PDDs with the same ref-
erent within one discourse more difficult, and hence also harder to find evidence
for Johannessen’s (2008) view.

There are 22 discourses, of which five involve the mentioning of the advisor,
and 17 other discourses. The advisor is referred to six times by a non-pronominal
noun phrase, five of them with a PDD, see (10)–(14).
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(10) ... men
but

jeg
I

satt
sat

på
in

kontoret,
office.DEF

og
and

han
he

rådgiveren
advisor.DEF

løfta
lifted

mappa
file.DEF

mi
my

og
and

pusta
breathed

dypt.
deeply

‘… but I sat in the office, and that advisor lifted up my file and breathed
deeply.’ (Rishøi 2014: 186, top)

(11) ... jeg
I

håper
hope

det
it

er
is

han
he

fyren
guy.DEF

med
with

bikkja
dog.DEF

som
who

får
gets

de
those

brevine.
letters

‘… I hope it is that guy with the dog that received those letters.’ (Rishøi
2014: 187, bottom)

(12) ... da
when

han
he

fyren
guy.DEF

kom
came

til
to

tredje
third

vers.
verse

‘… when that guy got to the third verse.’ (Rishøi 2014: 188, top)

(13) Og
and

da
when

han
he

ringte,
phoned,

han
he

rådgiverfyren,
advisor.guy.DEF

så
then

var
was

det
it

allerede
already

for
too

seint.
late
‘And when that advisor guy phoned, it was already too late.’ (Rishøi 2014:
190, bottom)

(14) Og
and

etter
after

tre
three

måneder
months

måtte
must

jeg
I

inn
in

på
on

rådgiverkontoret
advisor’s.office.DEF

igjen,
again,

og
and

da
then

var
was

han
he

fyren
guy.DEF

tilbake
back

med
with

skjegget
beard.DEF

sitt
his

og
and

hunden
dog.DEF

sin
his

…

‘And after three months I had to go back to the advisor’s office again, and
that guy was back with his beard and his dog …’ (Rishøi 2014: 198, top)

The five occurrences of the advisor mentioned by the demonstrative plus a
noun are each found in their own discourse, which, isolated, could mean that
they were examples of the function of introducing or invoking a referent in the
discourse. But if the demonstrative had this as its main function, wewould expect
the other protagonists, too, to be introduced by the demonstrative. This does not
happen, however. There aremany other people that arementioned by name or by
a noun phrase in the story, and they are never introduced by the demonstrative.
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Some of the people referred to in the text are sjefen ‘the boss’ and frøkena
‘the teacher’, kattedama ‘the cat woman’ and mamma ‘mummy’. The advisor is
also mentioned by his name, Anders, without a demonstrative. One important
person who is close to the protagonist is referred to several times by a single
name,David (and by pronouns); the girl obviously has nowish to distance herself
from him. Also, others are mentioned, like Janis Joplin and Leonard Cohen. David
is actually mentioned 25 times, and never introduced by a demonstrative, even
though several of these times are in individual discourses, and not even close to
each other: The first and second occurrences are in a discourse each on p. 187,
but the third is not until p. 193, with eight discourses in between them.

If the main function of the PDD were to invoke a referent from the interlocu-
tors’ common ground, we would expect this to be done for all the people who
take part in this story. This does not happen. If only the important ones were
to be invoked, i.e. those who are central in our girl’s story, we would expect not
only the advisor, but also the narrator’s close friend David to be referred to by a
PDD. This does not happen either. The main themes of the story are those that
revolve around the advisor and David, but only one of them is referred to by the
PDD. Clearly it is not fetching from the common ground that is the purpose of
the PDD, since both characters should then have been introduced by it. What
the PDD signals to us is instead that there is something not good about the advi-
sor. It lets us understand that the narrator does not like him. Indeed, the author
uses this demonstrative to make us understand what feelings the young girl has
towards the advisor.

4.2 Jimmy sa ‘Jimmy said’

The short story Jimmy sa ‘Jimmy said’ (Rishøi 2014: 51–77) is about Jimmy, a
young man who is looking back on his childhood and youth. It is told in the first
person, mostly through spoken dialogue to a female workmate. We learn that his
childhood was nice as long as his much older sister lived at home, and that they
had a good relationship. She was blonde and they clearly looked different from
each other, since he has black eyes, and is, we understand, dark-haired. He thinks
he is adopted, but then he finds a photo of himself as a baby, with his sister. He
confronts his mother with the idea that he is adopted, and she turns away. Then
she confirms it, which leads him to start behaving violently and abusively. Later
his sister comes home, and it turns out she is on drugs. Later again, his sister has
moved into a flat with a man, Lars Arild, and when Jimmy visits them, she asks if
he wants to move in with them, “as their son”, she explains. Jimmy runs out, and
is upset for a long time. A couple of weeks later his sister dies of an overdose.
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And some time later Jimmy realises the truth that his sister was his biological
mother.

Although the story is short, it is useful to divide it into several discourses.
The whole story is a monologue, with intermittent questions and answers to the
workmate, and with subdialogues within the bigger monologue. I will count each
part that belongs to the same temporal unit as a discourse, which gives 70 small
discourse units. Again, this way of counting discourses makes the task of finding
several PDDs in one discourse difficult, but it also would be a very convincing
argument against the “hearer new” perspective.

Three people are referred to by the PDD several times. His teacher, Bente, is
mentioned twice as læreren min ‘my teacher’ (without any demonstrative), and
is then introduced by name, (15), after which she is referred to four times, either
by name or by work title, but always with the PDD, (16)–(19). The first and the
last occurrence, (16) and (19), are mentioned once each in a discourse unit, while
(17)–(18) are in the same discourse.

(15) Det
it

var
was

en
a

ganske
quite

grei
nice

lærer
teacher

egentlig,
actually

Bente
Bente

het
called

hu.
she

‘It was a quite nice teacher, actually, Bente was her name.’ (Rishøi 2014:
53, middle)

(16) Og
and

hu
she

Bente
Bente

fortalte
said

at
that

dem
they

hadde
had

blitt
been

sjekka
checked

flere
several

ganger,
times

…

‘And that Bente said that they had been checked several times ...’ (Rishøi
2014: 54, top)

(17) Men
but

jeg
I

snakka
talked

med
with

hu
she

læreren
teacher.DEF

jeg
I

fortalte
told

om.
about

‘But I talked with that teacher I told you about.’ (Rishøi 2014: 57, line 2)

(18) Men
but

hu
she

Bente
Bente

sto
stood

oppe
up

ved
by

tavla
blackboard.DEF

og
and

fortalte
told

om
about

henne.
her

‘But that Bente stood by the blackboard and told about her.’ (Rishøi 2014:
57, line 5)
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(19) Så
so

da
then

sparka
kicked

jeg
I

ned
down

alt
everything

mulig
possible

og
and

fikk
got

melding
message

med
with

hjem
home

hele
all

tida,
time.DEF

av
from

henne
her

Bente
Bente

også.
too.

‘So then I kicked down all sorts of things and got a letter to take home,
from that Bente, too.’ (Rishøi 2014: 61, bottom)

It is clear that Jimmy knows his teacher, Bente, and also that he likes her, which
he explicitly says the first time he introduces her by name, in (15). When the
PDD is used with this person, it must be by Condition 2. Jimmy knows that the
addressee does not know her, is polite and chooses to acknowledge this, and
uses the PDD for the sake of the addressee. Since two occurrences, (17)–(18), are
not only in the same discourse, but only two lines and two small sentences apart
(andwhere both sentences also are about the teacher), Lie’s (2010) account cannot
explain this use. Invoking a referent that is already activated does not make sense.

The father is referred to twice, both times with the demonstrative, seen in
(20)–(21).

(20) Jeg
I

drømte
dreamed

om
about

han
he

der
there

faren
father.DEF

min
my

i
in

Romania.
Romania

‘I dreamed about that father of mine in Romania.’ (Rishøi 2014: 56,
bottom)

(21) … og
and

jeg
I

så
saw

for
for

meg
me

han
he

der
there

faren
father.DEF

min.
my

‘… and I imagined that father of mine.’ (Rishøi 2014: 65)

Jimmy has never met his father, does not know who he is, and knows noth-
ing about him. He exists only in his imagination, he assumes his father is from
Romania, presumably a country where people look like him. Here the PDD is
strengthened by the distal adverb der ‘there’.7 Even though it is true that the
addressee does not know his father, it is most likely the narrator’s own distant,

7The presence of the distal adverb der ‘there’ is not obligatory, and removing it would not
change the truth conditions or the psychological distance of the phrase. Although the inter-
play between the PDD and the distal adverbs has not been studied in detail, I interpret these
adverbs to further strengthen the distal meaning of the PDD. There is also a proximal adverb
her ‘here’, which could plausibly be used, but it would not make the noun phrase psycholog-
ically proximal. There may be dialectal variation as to whether the proximal adverb can be
used with PDDs. (For more on complex demonstratives, see Vindenes 2017.)
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actually non-existent, relationship to the father that is in focus. It is a good exam-
ple of Condition 1 of the PDD: The speaker does not personally know the person
referred to.

Notice that the imaginary father is unique in the story. Jimmy only has one
father, and there is no other father in the story. This is also the case for themother
and the sister, but in the case of the father, Jimmy chooses to make a point of the
distance; that he does not actually know him, otherwise it might seem false, that
he would try to make the father closer than he actually is. This explains the use
of the PDD. Lie’s account could also be used for the two occurrences of the father
– not in the same discourse units – but would fall short of explaining why the
other relatives and people in the story are not all invoked this way.

The most problematic figure for Jimmy in this story is his sister’s cohabitant,
Lars Arild. He is referred to by Jimmy six times, (22)–(27). The first three, (22)–
(24), are mentioned once each in separate discourse units, but the last three are
in the same discourse.

(22) Jo,
yes

jeg
I

hata
hated

han
he

typen
boy.friend.DEF

hennes
her

skikkelig.
really

‘Yes, I really hated that boyfriend of hers.’ (Rishøi 2014: 65, bottom)

(23) Nei,
no

jeg
I

var
was

ikke
not

der
there

så
so

ofte,
often

på
on

grunn
reason

av
of

han
he

fyren.
guy.DEF

‘No, I wasn’t there that often, because of that guy.’ (Rishøi 2014: 66,
middle)

(24) Jo,
yes

jeg
I

likte
liked

jo
yes

ikke
not

han
he

typen.
guy.DEF

‘Yes, I didn’t like that guy, as you know.’ (Rishøi 2014: 67, top)

(25) “Lars
Lars

Arild,
Arild

kan
can

du
you

gi
give

Jimmy
Jimmy

litt
some

saft?”,
squash

og
and

så
then

henta
fetched

han
he

typen
guy.DEF

saft
squash

...

‘“Lars Arild, can you give Jimmy some squash,” and then that guy fetched
squash ...’ (Rishøi 2014: 68, middle)
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(26) ... og
and

så
then

reiste
rose

han
he

Lars
Lars

Arild
Arild

seg
himself

igjen.
again

‘… and then that Lars Arild rose again.’ (Rishøi 2014: 68, middle)

(27) Og
and

da
then

blei
became

søstera
sister.DEF

mi
my

helt
totally

tårer
tears

i
in

øya,
eyes.DEF

og
and

han
he

Lars
Lars

Arild
Arild

snudde
turned

seg.
himself

‘And then my sister became all tears in her eyes, and that Lars Arild
turned.’ (Rishøi 2014: 69, top)

Lars Arild has been mentioned several times over these pages, and the PDD is
used each time Jimmy mentions him. This is clearly because Jimmy does not like
him, as he has said explicitly throughout the story. By using the PDD, he is able
to indicate this distance every time. So although the PDD would not be strictly
logically necessary, given that Jimmy has been explicit about his dislike of Lars
Arild, it is used so that we are constantly reminded of his negative feelings.

It is central to point out that the last three occurrences are not only in the same
discourse, but that in (25), the PDD is in fact in the same sentence as another
mention of the same person, when Jimmy’s sister speaks directly to Lars Arild,
immediately followed by Jimmy’s description of Lars Arild’s action.

Again, an account of the function of this demonstrative as one invoking a ref-
erent into the discourse cannot be right. The referent is already as foregrounded
as it is possible to get.

Jimmy’s use of the PDD with Lars Arild is in sharp contrast to the one time
where his sister mentions her boyfriend (28).

(28) Jeg
I

og
and

Lars
Lars

Arild
Arild

har
have

tenkt
thought

å
to

gifte
marry

oss.
ourselves

‘Lars Arild and I are planning to get married.’ (Rishøi 2014: 68, middle)

His sister can be assumed to love her boyfriend, and naturally does not use
the PDD when she talks about him.

Finally, one non-central person is mentioned only in one discourse, but then
with the PDD. This is the taxi driver who found him when he had run away from
home (29).
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(29) Så
so

han
he

sjåføren
driver.DEF

hadde
had

hørt
heard

at
that

han
he

skulle
should

se
look

etter
after

en
a

trettenåring
thirteen.year.old

....

‘So that taxi driver had heard that he should be on the lookout for a
thirteen-year-old ...’ (Rishøi 2014: 70, middle)

The taxi driver is a peripheral character, and is only mentioned in one dis-
course. When the PDD is used here, it is due to Condition 1.

In this story, there are some peoplewho are referred towithout the PDD. These
are people who we understand Jimmy thinks are nice and close to him. His sister,
referred to by him as søstera mi ‘my sister’ or Linn, is referred to 50 times with
a noun phrase, and never with a PDD, though there are of course many times
that she is mentioned for the first time in a discourse, and sometimes with long
stretches between, such as from the middle of p. 58 to the top of p. 60, with six
discourses in between, dealing with aspects of his adoption. Another person who
is never mentioned with the PDD is his mother, who is mentioned 30 times with
a noun phrase: mora vår ‘our mother’, mora mi ‘my mother’, and modern ‘mum’,
and also his work colleague Freddy.

There are three central characters referred to by the PDD, and they represent
all three conditions of use. Jimmy’s teacher, Bente, is referred to in accord with
Condition 2: The addressee does not personally know the referent. This is done
for politeness; Jimmy acknowledges that the addressee does not know her. His
father is referred to by Condition 1: The speaker does not personally know the
person referred to. This is also a function of politeness, but moreover, of honesty.
Normally when people talk about their parents, there is an understanding be-
tween the interlocutors that there is a normal parent-child relationship involved.
Since Jimmy neither knows his father nor anything about him, it would be almost
dishonest to talk about him without the PDD, especially when the addressee is
somebody he respects and wants to be honest to. The PDD is therefore necessary
in this context. The sister’s boyfriend Lars Arild is a person he dislikes intensely,
as we have got to know throughout the story, both explicitly and implicitly by
learning about Jimmy’s behaviour when this person is mentioned. Every time
the boyfriend is mentioned by Jimmy, it is with the PDD, and this is obviously
in accord with Condition 3: The speaker has a negative attitude to the person
referred to. Jimmy finds it necessary to distance himself from him every time he
mentions him. Crucially, the sister does not use the PDD when referring to Lars
Arild, who is a person she likes.
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Interestingly, the PDD is used with different functions for the different people,
but it is never difficult to understand which is applied with which person. On
the contrary, the demonstrative helps us to interpret the relationship between
Jimmy and the others.

If the function of the PDD were to fetch referents from the common ground,
wewould not expect some characters to bementioned by it every time and others
never (mother, sister, work colleague). Neither would we expect others to have
to be fetched from the common ground only two lines apart (as with the teacher,
(17)–(18)).

5 The use of the PDD in corpora of spoken conversations

Although the use of the PDD in the short stories in §4 shows quite clearly that
its function is not to invoke referents from the common ground, it still remains
to be seen whether this is also the case in genuine spoken language. To inves-
tigate this, it is useful to look at corpora of naturalistic, spoken dialogue. If the
fictional dialogues in the short stories reflect the linguistic facts of the language,
we should find equivalent patterns in the corpora, i.e. cases in which the PDD
is used repeatedly with referents already invoked in the discourse. This is also
what we find. We even find discourses where both interlocutors use the PDD for
the same referent.

In dialect recording (30) an old woman from South Norway is interviewed
about school, and the excerpt is from the beginning of a conversation about
school times. The two occurrences of hænn lerarn (he teacher.DEF ‘the teacher’)
are the only two mentioning the teacher.

(30) (NDC_kvam_04gk)
a. [kvam_04gk:] visst e skulle lesa lekksa mi ælle no sjlikkt å hænn

lerarn va strænng å hænn va nynåssjkær å de bøken våre va itte de
‘if I was going to read my homework or something, and that teacher
was strict, and he was a Nynorsk person and those books of ours
were not’

b. [interviewer:] nei
‘no’

c. [kvam_04gk:] næi menn ass åss hadde ei ænaste bok somm hæte
“Såga omm fåLLke vårrt” å va på nynåssjk ællers så va de bokmåL åss
hadde å hænn lerarn hænn da skull e lessa et stykkji
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‘no, but we had only one book that was called “The story of our
people” that was in Nynorsk, otherwise it was Bokmål we had, and
that teacher he was going to read a story’8

This excerpt shows that the woman uses the PDD the first time the teacher
is mentioned, which could in isolation be interpreted as invoking him from the
common ground; both interlocutors know that there is a teacher in a school situa-
tion. But then the PDD is used in the next sentence, too, making it very unlikely
that there is invoking going on. Instead, the PDD can be understood by Con-
dition 2: The referent is unknown to the addressee, and the speaker is politely
acknowledging this fact by using the PDD.

In (31), an oldwoman (stamsund_04gk) and an oldman (stamsund_03gm) from
NorthNorway are talking about the old timeswhen they playedmusic in a school
band, and the woman then introduces a Dane into the discourse:

(31) (NDC_stamsund_04gk and NDC_stamsund_03gm)
a. [stamsund_04gk:] va kje du mæ då hann dannsken va her å starrta

opp
‘were you not there when that Dane was here and started up’

b. [stamsund_03gm:] jo va de ja e sjlutta då hann e va mæ en par år
‘yes, I was, I stopped when he I was in it for a couple of years’

c. [stamsund_04gk:] ja e va mæ di to føssjte åran ætte att hann
dannsken starta opp jænn ætte de ha lie nere
‘yes, I was in it the first two years after that Dane started up again
after it had been down’

d. [stamsund_03gm:] mm
‘mm’

e. [stamsund_04gk:] de va ennu hann farr din so kåmm inn i i i leiliheta
åt åss # å læmmpa inn en en kornætt å roppt “de herran de e te
kjerringa n- må du bærre ha ho te å øv”
‘it was even your father who came into our flat and dumped a cornet
and shouted “this one is for the woman, now you have to get her to
practice”’

f. [stamsund_03gm:] mm
‘mm’

8Nynorsk and Bokmål are the two different written standards for Norwegian.
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g. [stamsund_04gk:] då bodd vi uttaførr
‘then we lived further away’

h. [stamsund_03gm:] mm ja
‘mm yes’

i. [stamsund_04gk:] å førr att eg ha jo kje a me sjøl i de heile tatt å me
de va jo mått jo bynn å træn opp, menn dær uttaførr veit du i denn
gammle nolannsbanngken jikk jo kje ann å håll på øve de va jo sækks
leilighete
‘and I didn’t choose it myself and I had to start practicing, but over
there you know in the old bank one couldn’t practice there as there
were six flats there’

j. [stamsund_03gm:] nei hann dannsken hann ee hann va då e va
‘no, that Dane he ehm he was’

Here, too, the PDD is used when the Dane is first introduced, but then the old
woman continues to use the PDD in her next sentence as well, which would be
surprising if the main function were to invoke the referent, who has just been
invoked. The man also uses the PDD after three utterances by the woman. Again,
the Dane is now well established in the discourse, so there is no need to further
invoke him. Since they both use the PDD, it is evident that they do not invoke
the referent for each other. Instead, the most likely interpretation is that both
speakers for some reason distance themselves from this outsider from Denmark,
and use the PDD (Condition 3) for this purpose.

In (32) we see an excerpt from a conversation between two 18-year-old men
from Oslo. One introduces a new person, a German, into the discourse. Because
of some laughter and self-interruptions there are some repetitions by this speaker.
Crucially, every time the German (a cannibal) is mentioned, he is mentioned with
the PDD both by the speaker and by his co-interlocutor.

(32) a. [NoTa_016:] men hva med han derre, leste du om han... derre, han
tyskeren, som hadde kuttet av utstyret på en fyr og spist det
‘but what about that there, did you read about that there, that
German, who had cut off the equipment of a guy and eaten it’

b. [NoTa_015:] ja ja ja
‘yes yes yes’

c. [NoTa_016:] han derre kannibalen?
‘that there cannibal’
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d. [NoTa_015:] han kannibalen ja
‘that cannibal yes’

The German (the cannibal) is referred to with a PDD each time by both inter-
locutors. There is no other utterance in between the three times the PDD is used
as part of a noun phrase. This would be very surprising if what they are doing
is to invoke the referent from their common ground in every utterance and for
each other. Instead, the use of the PDD here is to mark distance from themselves
to this weird German (Condition 3). (For the function of the adverb der ‘there’,
please see the comments in §4.2, on Jimmy’s father.)

In (33), two girls, 18 and 19 years old, from the Oslo area, are talking about
exams, and then turn to the topic of one of them, a short story. One of the girls
starts discussing the main character in that story, using the PDD. In her next
utterance she also uses the PDD about the same character.

(33) a. [NoTa_093:] men den var så dum den novellen, hu jenta var så rar
‘but it was so stupid that short story, that girl was so strange’

b. [NoTa_094:] ja, den var så dårlig altså jeg klarte å skrive to og en halv
side til slutt
‘yes, it was so bad really, I managed to write two and a half pages in
the end’

c. [NoTa_093:] ja, hu jenta det handla om var teit
‘yes, that girl it dealt with was stupid’

d. [NoTa_094:] ja
‘yes’

Since the PDD is used in two utterances in a row, there seems little reason to
argue that invoking the referent is the function of this PDD. Instead, this use is in
accordance with Condition 3: The speaker has a negative attitude to the person
referred to. The speaker here clearly wants to distance herself from the referent,
whom she characterises as strange and stupid.

In this section, we have investigated four short dialogues, i.e. four discourses,
from real conversations, referring to a previous teacher, a Dane, a cannibal and a
fictional character. In all of them, a PDD with the same referent was used several
times in one discourse. In two of them, the PDDwas used for the same referent by
both interlocutors. In all cases the use of the PDD could be explained by reference
to one of the three conditions in Johannessen (2008).
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6 Summary and conclusion

Lie (2010) claims that the function of the demonstratives hun ‘she’ and han ‘he’
is to invoke a referent from the common ground of the interlocutors, follow-
ing Diessel’s (1999) principle “discourse new and hearer old”, while Johannessen
(2008) says that these demonstratives in Scandinavian are used to indicate psy-
chological distance towards some other person referred to, hence the term “psy-
chologically distant demonstratives”.

The aim of the present chapter was to test whether Lie’s analysis could be cor-
rect, and if not, whether Johannessen’s analysis would be. As empirical material,
two short stories by the acclaimed author Ingvild Rishøi were chosen: The life
and death of Janis Joplin and Jimmy sa. Both involve several people, of whom
one or only a few are referred to by the PDD. In addition, four short dialogues
from speech corpora containing spontaneous conversations were chosen (the
NoTa-Oslo Corpus and the Nordic Dialect Corpus). Below I summarise the main
findings. They all show that Lie (2010) cannot be right.

(i) The PDD are used for more than one mention per discourse: If the PDD
were used to invoke a referent from a common ground, we would expect that
referent to be mentioned at most once per discourse. Rather than regarding each
short story as one discourse, I chose to divide them into several discourses, where
each was a stretch of text coherent in space and time. This way of counting gave
a high number of discourses per story (23 in the Janis Joplin story, and 70 in the
Jimmy story), and therefore a low chance of finding the same character referred
to by a PDD several times in one discourse. Even so, we did find this. In the story
Jimmy sa, Jimmy’s teacher Bente is referred to twice (of four times in total) in
the same discourse (three lines apart), while Lars Arild is referred to by him six
times, with the PDD every time, three occurrences in the same discourse, and
one of them even in the same sentence as another mention of the same referent.

In all four speech corpus dialogues, the PDD is used for the same referent,
sometimes in the same sentence (the dialogue about the cannibal), or separated
by one sentence (the dialogue about the Dane) or a one-word utterance (the dia-
logue about the teacher, and about the fictional character).

(ii) The PDD are used by different interlocutors within the same discourse: If
the PDD had a purely discourse-regulating function, to bring a referent into the
discourse from the common ground, we would not expect to see it used with one
and the same referent by both interlocutors. However, in two of the naturalistic
conversations, both interlocutors use the PDD (about the Dane and about the
cannibal).
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(iii) Not all referents are referred to by the PDD: If invoking referents into the
discourse were the main function of the PDD, we would expect to find it with all
characters who are not activated. However, this is not the case in the empirical
material we have investigated here. Both the short stories contain many char-
acters not referred to by the PDD: the girl’s important friend David (25 times),
and also her boss, mother, teacher, and somebody referred to as the cat woman.
These characters are not all present in the discourse all the time, so they ought
to have been fetched into the discourse, if this were the role of the PDD. Instead,
they are possibly close to themain character or not central, and can be referred to
without any particular marker. In the Jimmy story, there are also people who are
not marked by the PDD: his sister (referred to more than fifty times), his mother
and his workmate Freddy.

(iv) The PDD does not point out only key referents: It could be asked whether
the PDD rather than pointing to referents of psychological distance instead points
to referents that are central in the discourse. After all, both the girl’s advisor and
Jimmy’s sister’s boyfriend are central in the story. However, there are many oth-
ers that are central or important, who are not introduced by a PDD. Jimmy’s
mother is in this category, as well as his sister. The girl’s friend David is also
very important, and presumably her mother. And vice versa, the taxi driver in-
troduced by the PDD in Jimmy’s story is not central. His teacher Bente is not
very central either, but she does occur with the PDD. The function of the PDD,
therefore, is not to point out the most central people.

Finally, one could ask whether Lie’s function of invoking a referent from the
interlocutors’ background knowledge and Johannessen’s PDD Conditions have
a common core. Clearly, whenever a PDD is used for the first time in a discourse,
it will invoke a referent. From the discussions above, though, this invoking is
not the function of the PDD, because the PDD can be used several times in a
short discourse (making the hearer quite annoyed in the end, if invoking were
the central function), because both interlocutors can use the PDD about the same
referent (and it would be comical if both interlocutors had to remind each other
of the referent), and because not all referents are referred to by the PDD, even
when they are not central in the discourse.

In conclusion, functions like background deixis and “discourse new and hearer
old” do not cover the empirical facts. On the contrary, the referent could well be
“discourse old”, and even “hearer new”, as when the speaker does not know the
person referred to personally. The two short stories and four spoken dialogues
investigated here show that the use of the PDD can instead be accounted for in
terms of psychological distance (Johannessen 2008):
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PDD Condition 1: The speaker does not personally know the person referred to.
PDD Condition 2: The addressee does not personally know the person referred to.
PDD Condition 3: The speaker has a negative attitude to the person referred to.
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This comparative study explores discourse functions of demonstrative adverbs in
three areally close languages, which employ different demonstrative systems: Rus-
sian and Estonian (different two-term systems) and Finnish (an elaborate three-
term system). We examine the use of demonstrative adverbs in a spatially con-
trastive setting using experimentally elicited data. We test whether the three cho-
sen languages differ in terms of functions that demonstrative adverbs fulfil and
whether the number of spatial distinctions within the demonstrative system af-
fects the use and function of demonstrative adverbs in discourse reference. In all
three languages, when referring to an object that can be conceptualised as a loca-
tion, such as a building, the demonstrative adverbs are used in the following func-
tions: i) identifying a referent, ii) tracking a referent, iii) conveying the information
status of the referent. However, there are differences in how these languages use
demonstrative adverbs to convey those functions. In the Russian and Finnish data,
demonstrative adverbs are used mostly for tracking already activated referents,
while in the Estonian data, demonstrative adverbs are a frequently used device for
both identifying and tracking referents. In Finnish and Estonian, demonstrative ad-
verbs can co-occur with demonstrative pronouns. These compound forms are used
to indicate that the process of identifying the referent is unfinished. In all three lan-
guages, demonstrative adverbs are used both exophorically and anaphorically.
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1 Introduction

Demonstratives (pronouns like this and that, and adverbs like here and there) are
said to be a universal category (Diessel 1999; 2006; Dixon 2003), but languages
differ remarkably as to the number and types of demonstratives they employ. A
large number of studies have been conducted in an attempt to describe and cat-
egorise the different demonstrative systems found in the languages of the world
(e.g. Diessel 1999; Kibrik 2011). A common basis for classification is the num-
ber and type of distance contrasts that are expressed with demonstratives (e.g.
Anderson & Keenan 1985; Diessel 2013). In addition to the distance effect, there
are less-studied aspects, such as the contrastive function (Meira & Terrill 2005),
which is related to distance but is nevertheless a distinct function.

According to several accounts (Hanks 1992; 2011; Enfield 2003; Ariel 2013), the
use of demonstratives in actual speech cannot be explained fully by the influence
of distance and distance-related features. Instead, in these works, the emphasis
has been on the exploration of conceptual access to the referents and different
ways of directing attention. In addition, demonstratives can be viewed in terms
of the discourse functions they serve (identifying or tracking a referent, marking
definiteness, functioning as placeholders or pragmatic particles, etc.) (Himmel-
mann 1996; Diessel 1999; 2006). Nevertheless, there seems to be general agree-
ment on the core functions of demonstratives – that is, to create and manipulate
a joint focus of attention (Diessel 2006) – as well as on the strong association be-
tween spatial cognition and use of demonstratives (Coventry et al. 2008; Gudde
et al. 2016).

Whatever the basis for the categorisation of demonstratives, it is important to
note that demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative adverbs may encode dif-
ferent numbers of distinctions within a single system (see e.g. Hanks 2011). De-
spite operating within the same lexical category – namely, demonstratives – lan-
guages exhibit considerable variation in referential practices employed (Hanks
1990; Slobin 1996). The question then is: what is the relationship between the
demonstrative system and the referential practices employed in a language? In
other words, what is the role of system structure in discourse production (see
also March & Pattison 2014)?

In the present comparative study, the focus lies on the use of demonstratives in
a context that combines both spatial and anaphoric aspects of reference. In that,
we study the functions of demonstratives in space and in discourse.1 Whilst de-

1We use the term “demonstrative” for both pronominal and adnominal forms, as well as for
demonstrative adverbs (see Diessel 1999). When needed, we will specify what type of demon-
strative is meant.
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monstratives per se have attracted vast attention in both linguistic and philosoph-
ical research, cross-linguistic knowledge about them remains limited (Levinson
2018: 1). This is especially true for demonstrative adverbs, which have received
less attention than demonstrative pronouns (see, however Laury 1996; 1997; Maes
& Rooij 2007; Reile 2015; 2016; Reile et al. 2019). In this chapter, we observe the
use of locative demonstrative adverbs (e.g. siin ‘here’ and seal ‘there’ in Estonian)
in three languages: Finnish, Estonian and Russian. Finnish and Estonian are re-
lated languages; Russian is a contact language for both (moreover, we focus on
the form of Russian spoken in Estonia). Finnish has an elaborate three-term de-
monstrative system, which contains hybrid forms of locative demonstratives that
display both pronominal and adverbial features.2 Estonian and Russian, in turn,
display two different kinds of two-term demonstrative systems. Comparison of
these three languages will enable us to assess how the demonstrative systems
work in typologically different contact languages. More specifically, we seek to
answer the following questions:

1. What functions do demonstrative adverbs serve in a spatially contrastive
setting?

2. What is the relationship between the general demonstrative system of the
language (the number and type of distance contrasts) and the way demon-
stratives are used for (discourse) reference?

First, we assume that the functions expressed with demonstrative adverbs in a
spatially contrastive setting (a situationwith competing referents) are not limited
to indicating the location of the referent. Secondly, we assume that the proper-
ties of the general demonstrative system the language employs might affect the
functions of demonstratives in discourse.

In this chapter, the focus is on referential expressions pointing to referents lo-
cated in the space surrounding the interlocutors (see the methodology in §2).
Following the traditional view on the pragmatic functions of demonstratives,
the use of demonstratives occurring in our data is exophoric (Halliday & Hasan
1976).3 Exophoric reference cannot, however, always be distinguished from ana-

2Having the most complex demonstrative system among the languages in the sample, Finnish
receives more attention than Estonian or Russian in this chapter.

3When used exophorically, demonstratives prototypically occur with gestures (Diessel 1999;
2006; Levinson 2004). However, there are also many uses of demonstratives that do not require
gestures (Levinson et al. 2018). The datawe use here does not allow us to observe systematically
the gestures the speakers use. Therefore, we have decided to exclude this dimension from the
present analysis.
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phoric reference, since entities in the concrete surroundings of the speaker and
the addressee can be referred to multiple times within discourse (see e.g. Levin-
son 2004). In fact, the simultaneous existence of multiple functions and interpre-
tations is something characteristic of demonstratives.

In the following section, we will outline the research methodology. After that,
in §3, we will give an overview of the demonstrative systems in Russian, Esto-
nian and Finnish. §4 starts with a brief overview of the use of different referen-
tial devices in our data. This is followed by a closer examination of the use of
demonstrative adverbs in each language. In the final section, we compare the
results from all three languages.

2 Methodology

The data analysed in this study is a subset of the data from an experiment con-
ducted to elicit referential utterances in a spatially contrastive context. It was a
free production experiment in which participants had to use spoken language to
describe and compare buildings that both the participant and the experimenter
could see through awindow.4 At the beginning of the experiment, the participant
received written instructions pointing out the intended buildings (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: The two-sided instruction sheet: instructions given to the par-
ticipants in Situation 1 (on the left) and Situation 2 (on the right). The
numbers are illustrative and were not included on the original instruc-
tion sheet.

4For a more detailed description of the experiment, see Reile et al. (2019).
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During the experiment, the experimenter stood next to the participant listen-
ing and giving minimal feedback. Resulting from the design of the task, the par-
ticipants were operating with referents that were mutually known and identified
– that is, presupposed (see Silverstein 1976) by both interlocutors. The data con-
tains a total of 86 monologues collected from 25 Russian, 33 Estonian and 28
Finnish native speakers. When citing the data, we give each example an indi-
vidual code, which consists of an indicator of the language, an identifier of the
speaker and a number identifying the referential unit.5

The experiment consisted of two parts (Situation 1 and Situation 2). First, the
participant described and compared two buildings, House 1 and House 2, of
which House 1 was closer to the location of the participant and experimenter.
In the second part, one more building (House 3) was added. This was the build-
ing where the participant and experimenter were located. By dividing the ex-
periment into two parts, we were able to manipulate and observe the following
factors: i) the change in the number of referents and thus the level of contrast, ii)
the influence of distance and change in the deictic field. In addition to the afore-
mentioned aspects, also other factors may influence the choice of the referential
expression (for instance, the speaker’s psychological distance from the referent).
In this study, however, we concentrate on the effect of distance and contrast.

The data analysed in this study contains the referential units that were used
in the first part of the experiment (henceforth called Situation 1) to refer to the
building close to the speaker (House 1). In other words, out of two competing
referents, the focus is on the closer one. Focusing only on the closer referent en-
ables us to distinguish spatially contrastive use from other discourse functions
of the demonstratives in the data. We can be certain that the use of distal demon-
strative adverbs in referring to House 1 is not due to the comparison of House
1 to the closest referent (as could be the case in Situation 2, when comparing
House 1 to House 3). The decision to focus only on a subset of the data results in
an analysis based on a relatively small amount of data. Therefore, our approach
in the present study is qualitative and the quantitative data presented is only in-
tended to show the proportional use of demonstrative adverbs and to point out
tendencies in their usage.

We have excluded from the analysis referential units that refer to only a part
of a building. In some cases, the referential unit can refer to the location of the
building or location inside the building instead of the building itself (see §4 for
examples and discussion). In these cases, the speaker probably conceptualises
the referent differently from those references which relate to concrete features of

5For example, E14.027. E = Estonian, F = Finnish, R = Russian.
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the building (where the referent is conceptualised as an object). Nevertheless, we
have included in our data also those referential units that refer to the referent’s
location.

The experiments in all three languages were conducted and video-recorded
at the same location in Tartu, Estonia. The recorded data was manually tran-
scribed and annotated by native speakers. The transcription system employed
was the Jefferson system (Jefferson 2004). The data was annotated for a num-
ber of referential devices (see also Reile et al. 2019). For the present chapter, the
most relevant categories are the first two mentioned and the last on the list: de-
monstrative pronouns (in pronominal and adnominal use; later called BareDem
andDemNP), demonstrative adverbs (DemAdv), NPs occurringwithout a demon-
strative (BareNP), third person pronouns (PersPron), zero reference and different
combinations of demonstrative pronouns, demonstrative adverbs and NPs.

One more factor taken into account during the annotation of the data was the
number of consecutive utterances in which the same referent was mentioned
(that is, the tracking function of the referential unit). This factor, which hence-
forth is referred to as “mention number”, is related to the (dis)continuity of the
referential chains formed by multiple references to the same entity. It is impor-
tant to note that in this chapter, the term “first mention of the referent” does not
indicate the absolute first time the referent is mentioned in the current discourse,
but instead the first mention of the referent within the current referential chain.
The annotation of the mention number enables us to explore the association be-
tween the information status of the referent and the choice of the referential
expression. Following the terminology initiated by Gundel et al. (1993; 2010), we
consider the first mention of the referential chain to comply with the status “fa-
miliar”. Subsequent mentions, in turn, comply with the statuses “in focus” and
“activated”.

3 Demonstratives in Russian, Estonian and Finnish

Estonian and Finnish as Finnic languages and Russian as a Slavic language have a
three-directional system for demonstratives (goal, source and location). None of
the languagesmakes a formal distinction between the demonstrative pronouns in
their pronominal use and adnominal use (that is, as demonstrative determiners),
but all three languages make a formal distinction between demonstrative pro-
nouns and demonstrative adverbs. It should be noted, however, that in Finnish,
the local cases of the demonstrative pronouns share some morphological, syn-
tactic, and semantic features with the demonstrative adverbs. Therefore, the dis-
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tinction between a demonstrative pronoun and an adverb is sometimes difficult
to make in Finnish (see §3.3 and Laury 1996). The demonstratives used for es-
tablishing a new referent are not formally distinguished from those that indicate
a contrast between two already established referents. In Finnish and Estonian,
demonstrative adverbs can be used adnominally, whereas in Russian this kind
of use is not typically found. Estonian and Russian employ distance-based two-
term systems; Finnish, in turn, has a mixed person- and distance-based system
with three terms.

In the following sections, we present the most central features of the demon-
strative systems in Russian, Estonian and Finnish.

3.1 Russian demonstratives

There are two demonstrative pronouns – proximal eto ‘this’ and distal to ‘that’ –
in contemporary Russian (Sheljakin 2002: 118; Timberlake 2004: 233). The spatial
function of demonstratives activates mostly when two referents are in contrast;
in other contexts, discourse factors are more important (Grenoble 1998). Both
have the same morphological stem (to). In older Russian, the demonstrative se
was used for proximal reference, and this stem has been preserved in demonstra-
tive adverbs up to the present.

Demonstrative adverbs are as follows: for location, tut ‘here’, zdes’ ‘here’ and
tam ‘there’; for goal, sjuda ‘to here’, tuda ‘to there’; for source, otsjuda ‘from
here’, ottuda ‘from there’. Russian demonstrative adverbs do not normally co-
occur with a noun phrase. There are some examples like tam, v nebesah ‘there in
the sky’ in written Russian, but the construction is better analysed as a case of ap-
position (see Sahkai 2003) than as a single phrase that contains a demonstrative
adverb.

Tut ‘here’ and zdes’ ‘here’ are both proximal demonstrative adverbs. Grenoble
(1998: 105–106) states that zdes’ indexes a concrete location – a physical space
with dimension (Godami on rabotal zdes’. ‘For years he worked here [in the of-
fice]’). Zdes’ is used in opposition to tam ‘there’. Moreover, when the ground is
a concrete place, only zdes’ is acceptable. Tut may also index a place when the
place is an abstract space. The underlying opposition of ‘here’ to ‘there’, which
is inherent to zdes’, distinguishes it from tut, which does not signal this oppo-
sition. Rather, tut refers to a place with undetermined or irrelevant boundaries
(Pochemu ne poznakomilsja tut ni s odnoj iz nih? ‘Why haven’t you met a single
one here [undefined space]?).
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3.2 Estonian demonstratives

Estonian has two demonstrative pronouns: see ‘this’ and too ‘that’. Too has re-
gionally varying use. In northern Estonia, too is not used in spatial reference. In
anaphoric reference, its use tends to be restricted to time expressions and in refer-
ence to the second human character of a literary narrative (Pajusalu 2006). There-
fore, based on spatial distinctionsmade by demonstrative pronouns, Estonian has
two demonstrative pronoun systems: a one-term system, where see ‘this/that’ is
distance-neutral (Reile 2015; Pajusalu 2009) and a two-term system, where see
‘this’ is the proximal and too ‘that’ the distal demonstrative pronoun (Reile 2016).
In addition, both demonstrative pronouns can be used as definite determiners
but see is used much more frequently in this function (Pajusalu 2009). Moreover,
the demonstrative pronoun see and third person pronoun tema/ta share the ana-
phoric referential domain. In addition, both of these pronouns can be used to
refer to animate and inanimate referents depending on their activation status
(Pajusalu 2017).

Estonian has six demonstrative adverbs displaying two distance-based con-
trasts, goal-based siia ‘hither’ and sinna ‘thither’, location-based siin ‘here’ and
seal ‘there’, and source-based siit ‘from here’ and sealt ‘from there’. In spatial
reference, siin ‘here’ is the proximal and seal ‘there’ is the distal demonstrative
adverb. Demonstrative adverbs can also be used as definite determiners in place
denoting NPs (e.g. seal majas ‘(in) yonder house’). Moreover, distal demonstra-
tive adverbs can be used to denote previously mentioned location in a narrative
(Pajusalu 2017).

3.3 Finnish demonstratives

The Finnish language has three demonstrative pronouns: tämä/tää ‘this’, tuo/
toi ‘that’ and se ‘it, that, the’.6 According to the traditional, largely distance-
based view (e.g. Larjavaara 1990), tämä ‘this’ refers to a referent near the speaker
and tuo ‘that’ to a referent distant from both the speaker and the addressee.
This view is not entirely based on distance, as it considers se ‘it, that, the’ to
be distance-neutral. Moreover, se is hearer-centred, whereas tämä and tuo are
speaker-centred. However, several accounts (Itkonen 1966; Laury 1997; Seppä-
nen 1998; Etelämäki 2006) have proposed an analysis relying more on the social
and interactional functions of the Finnish demonstratives.

In addition to its hearer-centred meaning, se functions as an anaphoric device,
maintaining reference when the referent is already activated and sufficiently de-

6Tämä and tuo are used in standard Finnish, tää and toi in many colloquial varieties.
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fined (Laury 1997; Etelämäki 2005; Duvallon 2005). Se can also identify a refer-
ent that is considered to be known in advance (Laury 1997). Tämä and tuo are
primarily exophoric (Hakulinen et al. 2004), but can also be used anaphorically.
Anaphoric tämä and tuo indicate a higher level of salience for the referent than
se. Moreover, tämä and tuo indicate open reference – in other words, they imply
that the process of identifying the referent is still ongoing. Se, on the other hand,
marks closed reference (Etelämäki 2005). Tuo has also been reported to show a
speaker’s dissociation or uncertainty in relation to a referent (Hakulinen 1985;
Laury 1997).

Finnish demonstrative adverbs share the same three-stem system with de-
monstrative pronouns. Demonstrative pronouns inflect for most Finnish cases,
including for six cases that indicate a place of action. These local cases are di-
vided into two groups according to whether the action takes place within a three-
dimensional location (internal cases) or outside or on a two-dimensional location
(external cases) (Hakulinen et al. 2004). The locative demonstrative adverbs have
only three forms: location, source and goal. Only pronouns have plural forms,
but adverbs can co-occur with a noun in plural form. The paradigms of the local
case forms of the pronouns and the demonstrative adverbs partially overlap. All
(singular) forms are presented in Table 1.7

Table 1: Spatial demonstratives in Finnish (location, source, goal)

DEM stems Adverbs Internal case forms
of the pronouns

External case forms
of the pronouns

tä- täällä, täältä, tänne tässä, tästä, tähän tällä, tältä, tälle

t(u)o- tuolla, tuolta,
t(u)onne

t(u)ossa, t(u)osta,
t(u)ohon

t(u)olla, t(u)olta,
t(u)olle

se- siellä, sieltä, sinne siinä, siitä, siihen sillä, siltä, sille

There is not full agreement on the categorisation of the Finnish spatial demon-
stratives (see Laury 1996 for an overview of the discussion). Laury (1996) suggests
treating the local demonstratives as a continuum, where the adverbs are the most
adverbial and the external case forms the least adverbial forms. The label “the

7The brackets indicate the parts that are often omitted in spoken language, for example tuonne
> tonne. In addition, the suffixal parts of the demonstratives are often shortened, e.g. täällä >
tääl, siinä > siin.
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least adverbial” refers to the syntactic and semantic features of the external cases:
in actual speech, they are primarily used to express non-locative functions – for
example, possessor or recipient – and only occasionally refer to locations (Laury
1996; 1997). In addition, they always behave syntactically like pronouns. The in-
ternal local cases, in turn, can manifest an adverb-like behaviour. In this study,
the term “internal local cases” refers to these locative forms of the pronouns that
carry also adverb-like features.

Both demonstrative adverbs and demonstrative pronouns can be used adnom-
inally (Hakulinen et al. 2004). When occurring with a noun, the pronouns tend
to agree with the head of the noun phrase in both case and number, whereas
the adverbs do not. Similar to adverbs, the internal case forms of demonstrative
pronouns do not always agree with the head of the noun phrase. Moreover, the
internal cases can co-occur with an adverb or a postpositional phrase, unlike
other pronouns. How then do speakers make choices between pronominal and
adverbial demonstratives in spatial reference in Finnish? The following factors,
among others, have been suggested to affect the choice between the forms: ex-
actness of reference, visibility of the referent, proximity of the referent and size
or boundedness of the referenced area (e.g. Itkonen 1966; Siitonen 1979; Östman
1995).8

Even though the internal local case forms of pronouns resemble adverbs in
many ways, the internal cases are not always used to indicate location. Like the
external case forms, the internal cases can express non-local concepts such as
a part–whole relationship or physical/mental state. Adverbs, on the other hand,
do not express any concepts other than concrete location (at least in our data).

4 Results

In the present analysis, the focus is on referential units referring to the proximal
building (House 1) during the first part of the experiment (Situation 1). The fo-
cus of the analysis is on demonstrative adverbs, but we will begin by giving an
overview of all referential devices that are used to refer to House 1 in Situation 1
(see Table 2).

The most striking differences between the data for the three languages are the
following: i) the proportion of referential units that include a demonstrative is

8In addition to the authors cited, Laury (1996) proposes an interesting analysis based on the
conceptualisation of scenes in terms of figure and ground (see also Talmy 1983). The referents
referred to by internal cases tend to be conceptualised as figures and those referred to by
adverbs as grounds.
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Table 2: All referential units referring to House 1 in Situation 1 (Bare-
Dem = demonstrative (pronoun or adverb) without a separate nominal
head; DemNP = demonstrative (pronoun or adverb) with a separate
nominal head; BareNP = noun phrase without a demonstrative; Pers-
Pron = third person pronoun; Zero = zero reference)

Language Referential device

BareDem DemNP BareNP PersPron Zero Total

RUS 47 (17%) 29 (10.5%) 113 (40.9%) 68 (24.6%) 19 (6.9%) 276 (100%)
EST 74 (18.6%) 89 (22.4%) 177 (44.6%) 45 (11.3%) 12 (3%) 397 (100%)
FIN 218 (57.1%) 113 (29.6%) 45 (11.8%) − 6 (1.6%) 382 (100%)

larger in the Finnish data than in the data for the other two languages; this is es-
pecially true for the bare demonstratives (that is, demonstratives without a sepa-
rate nominal head); ii) conversely, Finnish has the smallest number of referential
units that do not include a demonstrative (BareNP). Moreover, Finnish does not
employ personal pronouns for inanimate referents, whereas in the Russian data
personal pronouns are the second most frequent referential device. In most of
the categories (nominal and adnominal demonstratives, personal pronouns and
zero reference) presented in Table 2, Estonian is situated between Finnish and
Russian when it comes to the frequency of different referential devices. The pro-
portion of the referential units made up of bare NPs is, however, the largest in
the Estonian data.

Next, we will describe the use of demonstrative adverbs in the three languages
(see Table 3).

Table 3: Demonstrative adverbs referring to House 1 in Situation 1

Language Demonstrative adverb Total

Proximal Distal Hearer-centred/Anaphoric

RUS 15 (44.1%) 19 (55.9%) − 34 (100%)
EST 33 (62.3%) 20 (37.7%) − 53 (100%)
FIN 1 (5.0%) 4 (20.0%) 15 (75.0%) 20 (100%)
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Although Finnish has the greatest number of referential units with a demon-
strative, it has the smallest number of units with a demonstrative adverb.9 The
Estonian data includes more demonstrative adverbs than the Russian data, which
is in line with the overall frequency of demonstratives in these languages in our
data (presented in Table 2). In the Russian data, distal adverb forms are the most
frequent, unlike in the Estonian data, where proximal forms outnumber distal
forms. The Finnish data includes mostly hearer-centred/anaphoric demonstra-
tive adverbs. In this context, only the anaphoric function is relevant, as the refer-
ent is at the same distance from both interlocutors. The hearer-centred function
activates only in situations where the addressee’s current sphere is conceived as
distinct from the speaker’s sphere (see Larjavaara 1985).

We will discuss the data for each language more thoroughly in the following
sections.

4.1 The use of demonstrative adverbs in the Russian data

In the Russian data for House 1 in Situation 1, there are a total of 34 referential
units with demonstrative adverbs, 15 proximal (14 zdes’ ‘here’, 1 tut ‘here’) and
19 distal (tam ‘there’) (see Table 4). In the Russian data, demonstrative adverbs
do not function as determiners.

Table 4: Use of Russian demonstrative adverbs in referring to House 1
in Situation 1

Adverbs 1st mention 2nd mention 3rd mention and further Total

tut/zdes’ 9 (60.0%) 5 (33.3%) 1 (6.7%) 15 (100%)
tam − 7 (36.8%) 12 (63.2%) 19 (100%)

Zdes’ and tut always refer to House 1 in Situation 1, see (1) and (2). Distal
tam refers mostly to House 2, but sometimes also to House 1, see (3). This, in
addition to the fact that tam is not used for first mentions in the referential chain,
suggests that in addition to indicating distance, tam can function as an anaphoric
device. When tam is used anaphorically, the contrast between the referents is not
relevant.

9It should be noted that also the internal local cases of Finnish demonstrative pronouns exhibit
adverb-like behaviour. These forms are not included in Table 3. Instead, we discuss the use of
the internal local cases in §4.3.
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(1) (R20.041)10

a (.) трубы (.) по которым стекает вода, здесь я их вижу на каждом
уголку, они стоят (.) висят. a там (.) там я вообще их не вижу.
a,
o

truby,
pipe.PL

po
PREP

kotorym
REL

stekaet
flow.down.3SG

voda,
water.NOM

zdes’
here

ja
1SG

ih
3PL.ACC

vizhu
see.1SG

na
PREP

kazhdom
every.LOC

ugolku,
corner.DIM.LOC

oni
3PL

stojat,
stand.3PL

visjat.
hang.3PL

a
but

tam,
there

tam
there

ja
1SG

voobsche
at.all

ih
3PL.ACC

ne
NEG

vizhu.
see.1SG

‘O, pipes in which water flows down, here I can see them on every corner,
they are standing, hanging. But there, there I can’t see them at all.’

(2) (R06.061)
... тут написано ресторан-бар.
... tut

here.DEM.ADV.LOC
napisano
write.PERF.PTCP

restoran bar.
restaurant.bar.NOM

‘Here it says “restaurant-bar”.’

(3) (R22.007)11

так же я думаю там два входа,
tak
also

zhe
PRTCL

ja
1SG

dumaju
think.1SG

tam
there.DEM.ADV.LOC

dva
two

vhoda,
entrance.GEN

‘Also, I think there are two entrances there.’

While the usage contexts of tam are mostly different from the contexts typi-
cal for the other two demonstrative adverbs, it is more difficult to pinpoint the
differences between the adverbs zdes’ and tut. However, some tendencies can be
detected. In this part of the analysis, we take into account the data concerning
both House 1 and House 3 (the building where the interlocutors are located). This
enables us to provide a more comprehensive account of the usage contexts of the
two proximal adverbs. First, 83% (n=10) of the occurrences of tut refer to House 3,
whereas with zdes’, the proportion of the units referring to House 3 is smaller
(64%, n=27). Consequently, zdes’ is used to refer to House 1 more often than tut

10See the appendix for a list of symbols used in the transcription.
11The preceding context for the example is the following: вот, в принципе здание небольшое.
эх, что ещё можно сказать? много окон. так же я думаю там два входа, если я не
ошибаюсь. ‘So practically it is not a big building. Oh, what else could I say? Lots of windows.
I also think there are two entrances, if I am not wrong.’
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(zdes’ 36%, n=15; tut 17%, n=2). Secondly, the analysis of the mention numbers
for the referential units reveals another difference between the usage patterns of
these two adverbs. 75% (n=9) of the referential units containing tut are the first
mentions of their referential chain, whereas with zdes’, the proportion of first
mentions is 48% (n=20). To conclude, our data suggests that the main function of
zdes’ is contrastive, and zdes’ is less often used for identifying a referent at first
mention than tut. In our context, tut seems to specialise for House 3, which is
the location of the interlocutors. As the boundaries of House 3 are not observable
for the speaker, this building is conceptualised as a space, while House 1, which
can be seen through a window, is conceptualised as an object. This supports
Grenoble’s (1998) finding discussed in §3.1: zdes’ indexes a concrete location and
is used in opposition to tam ‘there’, while tut refers to a place with undetermined
or irrelevant boundaries.

4.2 The use of demonstrative adverbs in the Estonian data

In the Estonian data for House 1 in Situation 1, siin ‘here’ is used 33 times and
seal ‘there’ 20 times. The analysis of the mention numbers of the referential units
reveals that the use of seal increases and siin decreases as the mention number in-
creases (see Table 5). This suggests that in our data, the majority of the referential
units with siin are used spatially (4), whereas seal is used mostly anaphorically
(5). However, anaphoric use of siin is also possible (6).

(4) (E15.003)
sellel
this.DEM.PRON.ADE

majal
house.ADE

siin
here.DEM.ADV.LOC

on
be.PRS.3SG

(.)

selline
this.kind.NOM

uhke
grand.NOM

silmatorkav
conspicuous.NOM

katus
roof.NOM

...

‘This house here has a grand roof ...’

Table 5: Use of Estonian demonstrative adverbs in referring to House
1 in Situation 1

Demonstrative
adverb

1st mention 2nd mention 3rd mention and
further

Total

siin 19 (57.6%) 11 (33.3%) 3 (9.1%) 33 (100%)
seal 3 (15.0%) 3 (15.0%) 14 (70.0%) 20 (100%)
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(5) (E17.001; E17.003; E17.004)
nii
so

esimesel
first.ADE

majal
house.ADE

on
be.PRS.3SG

selline
this.kind.NOM

pruunikas
brown.NOM

punane
red.NOM

katus?
roof.NOM

(.) üsna
rather

vana
old.NOM

maja
house.NOM

tundub
seem.PRS.3SG

olema,
be.INF

ilmselt
apparently

on
be.PRS.3SG

seal
there.DEM.ADV.LOC

olnud
be.PST.PTCP

mingi
some.kind

restoran
restaurant.NOM

või
or

baar,
bar.NOM
‘(The) first house has a brownish red roof. (It) looks like quite an old
house, there has probably been a restaurant or bar.’

(6) (E01.051; E01.052)
esimene
first.NOM

maja
house.NOM

on
be.PRS.3SG

väljast
outside.ELA

väga
very

hästi
well

valgustatud
light.PST.PTCP

siin
here.DEM.ADV.LOC

on
be.PRS.3SG

lausa
even

päris
quite

mitu
many

valgustit
lamp.PART

ees
in.front

...

‘The first house is very well lit, there are many lights here ...’

When the speaker refers to House 1 in Situation 1 with seal, the same referent
has usually been mentioned in the previous utterance and is in the current focus
of attention (5).

Estonian demonstrative adverbs can be combined with NPs and demonstra-
tive pronouns (4). While in general see ‘this’ can occur with both distal seal and
proximal siin, too ‘that’ seems to be combined only with distal seal (e.g. Reile
2016). However, in the current data, see occurs only with proximal siin.12 The
compound forms are used mostly, but not always, for the first mention of the
referent in the referential chain.

The adverb siin usually comes after the pronoun see (and possible NP) in the
utterance (7).

(7) (E30.031; E30.033)
siin
here.DEM.ADV.LOC

ei
NEG

tea
know.PRS.1SG

mis
what

seal
there.DEM.ADV.LOC

katuse
roof.GEN

all
under

on
be.PRS.3SG

(...) see
this.DEM.PRON.NOM

siin
here.DEM.ADV.LOC

jah?
yes

12There were no instances of too used in reference to House 1 and therefore also no combinations
with the adverbs.
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on
be.PRS.3SG

tänavale
street.ALL

ka
also

rohkem
more

avatud
open

(.) kuna
since

autod
car.PL.NOM

sõidavad
drive.PRS.3PL

mööda
by

...

‘Here I don’t know what is under the roof (up) there. This here is more
open to the street as well since the cars drive by …’

Siin can also occur before see (8), but the occurrence of siin in this position is
very rare in our data (only one use for House 1 in Situation 1).

(8) (E31.020)
sellel
this.DEM.PRON.ADE

tagumisel
hindmost.ADE

on
be.PRS.3SG

katuseaknad
skylight.NOM.PL

aga
but

siin
here.DEM.ADV.LOC

sellel
this.DEM.PRON.ADE

esimesel
first.ADE

majal
house.ADE

ei
NEG

ole
be

katuseaknaid,
skylight.PART.PL
‘This one at the back has skylights but here this house in the front does
not have skylights.’

In (8), where siin occurs before see, the referential unit is the first mention
of the referent in the current referential chain and the referent is not in focus.
The speaker uses siin to define the visual region in which the addressee should
look for the referent, and then identifies the house by using a demonstrative
pronoun and a lexical NP (sellel esimesel majal). In (7) where siin comes after see,
the house has been mentioned in the previous utterance and is in the current
focus of attention. This pattern of demonstrative adverb use suggests that in
Estonian, the position of demonstrative adverbs in a referential utterance can be
used to connect the visual world with the cognitive status of the referent and
through this to indicate whether or not the referent is in the current joint focus
of attention of the interlocutors. This is in line with previous findings regarding
the use of Estonian demonstrative adverbs for spatial reference (Reile 2015; 2016).

In our data, when referring to the buildings, Estonian speakers also use demon-
strative pronouns and third person pronouns – which are common anaphoric de-
vices in Estonian (Pajusalu 2009). In Estonian, both demonstrative adverbs and
demonstrative pronouns occur as determiners in place-denoting NPs. While de-
monstrative pronouns and third person pronouns can occur in any case form,
internal case forms are central to the current study. More specifically, the case
form that is most of interest is the inessive (an internal case form), e.g. selle-s
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maja-s ‘in this/that house’, where -s is the inessive case marker. The alternative
referential devices that could be used instead of a pronoun in the inessive case
are the demonstrative adverbs. However, since demonstrative adverbs can oc-
cur with demonstrative pronouns, these referential devices can also complement
each other, instead of being only alternative devices.

To conclude, the proximal demonstrative adverb siin is used mainly spatially
and the distal demonstrative adverb seal is used anaphorically when referring
to House 1 in Situation 1. The longer the referential chain, the more instances of
distal seal and the fewer of proximal siin occur. Of the two demonstrative adverbs
in Estonian, only siin occurs in demonstrative pronoun and adverb combinations
in our data. By combining demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative adverbs
in the same referential unit, the speaker can provide information on the referent
at different levels of discourse as well as double the force of the spatial reference.

4.3 The use of demonstrative adverbs in the Finnish data

In the Finnish data, demonstrative adverbs are used for referring to House 1
twenty times altogether in Situation 1 (see Table 6). If we also consider the use of
the internal case forms of demonstrative pronouns (presented later in Table 7),
this number increases to 102. In the present analysis, the internal local cases of
the Finnish demonstrative pronouns are taken into account when they appear
without a head noun (9).

(9) (F15.014)
täs
this.DEM.PRON.INE

on
be.PRS.3SG

tietysti
of.course

vaan
only

(.) ravintola
restaurant.NOM

ja
and

baari?
bar.NOM
‘Here is, of course, just a restaurant and a bar.’

Table 6: Use of Finnish demonstrative adverbs in referring to House 1
in Situation 1

DemAdv stem 1st mention 2nd mention 3rd mention and
further

Total

tää- – – 1 (100%) 1 (100%)
t(u)o- 1 (25.0%) – 3 (75.0%) 4 (100%)
se- – 4 (26.7%) 11 (73.3%) 15 (100%)
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The internal local cases of pronouns are analysed separately from the adverbs
in view of their somewhat different usage patterns. Therefore, we have excluded
from the present analysis those forms which cannot be unambiguously placed
in either the adverb or pronoun category. This means that internal case forms
occurring in the same case as a head noun, as in (10), are excluded.13

(10) (F28.051)
tässä
this.DEM.PRON.INE

(.) lähemmässä
near.COMP.INE

talossa
house.INE

on
be.PRS.3SG

myös
also

tollaset
such.NOM.PL

isot
big.NOM.PL

(.) valot?
light.NOM.PL

‘In this nearer house, there are also those big lights.’

The external case forms of the demonstrative pronouns are not included in the
analysis, since their adverb-like use is not found in our data and their frequency
is low.14

In our discussion, first, we focus on the demonstrative adverbs only. Then,
we discuss the use of the internal local cases in comparison with the use of the
demonstrative adverbs.

The speakers refer to House 1 with demonstrative adverbs mostly when the
referent has already been mentioned in one or more previous utterances. The
most frequent stem is the hearer-centred/anaphoric se-stem.15 This is in line with
the previous findings showing that se-stem demonstratives are used for refer-
ents that are activated and already sufficiently identified (Laury 1997; Etelämäki
2006). In our Finnish data relating to House 1, the demonstrative adverbs are
used mostly for maintaining the reference while the main function of the utter-
ance is related to something other than identifying the referent. This may be,
for instance, describing details of the referent as in (11). Here, the same building
(House 1) has been mentioned in several preceding utterances, as the speaker has

13Example (10) epitomises the difficulties of distinguishing between the pronominal and adver-
bial uses of the internal case forms. Following the criteria given in §3.3, the demonstrative tässä
is unambiguously a pronoun, since it agrees with the head of the phrase in case and number.
However, one could argue that tässä is external to the phrase and just happens to occur in the
same case with lähemmässä talossa. The pause between tässä and lähemmässä talossa could
point to such an analysis (see Laury 1996: 86 for a similar discussion). Nevertheless, (10) and
others like it are not included in the present analysis.

14For comparison: the external case forms are used to refer to the buildings a total of eight times
in our data (and none of these uses expresses location), whereas the internal case forms are
used 335 times.

15Se-stem has two other variants (sie- and sii-) but for clarity they are also referred to as se-stem.
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been describing its roof. The speaker is using the demonstrative adverb siellä ‘(in)
there’, which has the most common anaphoric stem.

(11) (F07.011)16

ja
and

siellä
there.DEM.ADV.LOC

on
be.PRS.3SG

kaunis
beautiful.NOM

kolmiomainen
triangular.NOM

kartiomainen
conical.NOM

(.) tiilikatto?
brick.roof.NOM

joka
that

on
be.PRS.3SG

minusta
1SG.ELA

aina
always

ollut
be.PST.PTCP

(.) kaunein
beautiful.SUPL.NOM

kattoma(lli).
roof.type.NOM

‘And there is a beautiful triangular (or) conical brick roof there, which I
have always thought to be the most beautiful roof ty(pe).’

Next, we will examine the use of internal local cases when referring to House
1, see Table 7 and (9).

Table 7: Use of the internal local cases of demonstrative pronouns in
referring to House 1 in Situation 1

DemPron stem 1st mention 2nd mention 3rd mention and
further

Total

tä- 23 (76.7%) 4 (13.3%) 3 (10%) 30 (100%)
t(u)o- 5 (71.4%) 2 (28.6%) – 7 (100%)
se- 2 (4.4%) 12 (26.7%) 31 (68.9%) 45 (100%)

Compared to the data on the demonstrative adverbs above, the data on the
use of internal local cases reveals somewhat different referential practices. Inter-
nal local cases are used for first mentions (in the referential chain) more often
than adverbs. Since there are more first mentions, there are also more tä- and
t(u)o-stems, as these stems are used for identifying a referent and they typically
indicate that the process of identifying the referent is unfinished (Laury 1997;
Etelämäki 2005). Similar to adverbs, the se-stem is the most frequently used stem
also among the pronouns.

Demonstrative adverbs can co-occur with demonstrative pronouns in com-
pound forms. Typically, both demonstratives in a compound form have the same

16The preceding context for the example is the following: jos mun pitäisi kuvailla sitä ihmiselle
joka ei näe sitä niin se on sanoisin että (.) se on ensin hyvin suorakulmainen, melkein neliö. ‘If I
needed to describe it to a person who cannot see it, then it is, I would say that at first it is very
rectangular, almost like a square.’
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stem, but compounds containing demonstratives with different stems are also
possible. The frequency of compound forms is low in the Finnish data (a total of
16 referential units in the data, including all referents and both parts of the exper-
iment). Therefore, in this part of the analysis, we will use examples concerning
all three referents (Houses 1, 2 and 3). The most typical structure of a demonstra-
tive compound is either pronoun+adverb (12) or pronoun+noun+adverb (13). It
is also possible for the adverb to precede the pronoun.

(12) (F21.031)
ja
and

(.) draakkonin
draakkon.GEN

rakennus
building.NOM

on
be.PRS.3SG

pienempi
small.COMP.NOM

ku
than

toi
that.DEM.PRON.NOM

(.) toi
that.DEM.PRON.NOM

tuolla.
over.there.DEM.ADV.LOC

‘And the Draakkoni building is smaller than that one over there.’

(13) (F19.001)
no:
well

tää
this.DEM.PRON.NOM

on
be.PRS.3SG

luultavasti
probably

vanhempi
old.COMP.NOM

tää
this.DEM.PRON.NOM

(.) draakkoni
draakkoni.NOM

tässä,
this.DEM.PRON.INE

‘Well this one is probably older, this Draakkoni (= name of the building)
here.’

When internal local cases of pronouns appear in compound forms, their ad-
verb-like features are particularly apparent. Unlike other pronouns, internal local
cases of demonstratives can appear after the head of the noun phrase, as in (13)
above, where the demonstrative pronoun tässä appears in a position which is
typical for adverbs in compound forms.

The co-occurrence of two demonstratives reinforces the pragmatic function
of the referential unit (Diessel 2006: 474). The speaker’s reason for using a com-
pound form may have to do with hesitation and uncertainty about whether the
intended referent has been sufficiently identified in order to be distinguished
from competing referents. The pauses within the referential units in (12) and (13)
could also point in this direction, as may the dislocated position of the referential
unit containing the compound form in (13) (on the role of right-dislocations in
reducing disambiguation and clarifying the referent, see e.g. Geluykens 1987).

Both the adverbs and the internal case forms can be used for identifying a
referent and tracking a referent. By choosing either the adverbial form or the
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pronominal form of a demonstrative, the speaker can emphasise certain features
of the referent. In (14), the speaker first refers to House 2 (the more distant build-
ing) with a distal adverb tuol (‘over there’). Then follows a reference to House 1
(the closer building) by using the same distal stem but this time in a pronominal
form (tos ‘in that’). At this point, the contrast between the two referents is ex-
pressed by using an adverb for one and a pronoun for the other referent. At the
end of the utterance, the speaker refers to House 1 once more with an expression
that contains an NP with a demonstrative pronoun, this time with a proximal
stem (tässä ‘in this’).

(14) (F21.015)
(.) noi

that.DEM.PRON.NOM.PL
ei
NEG.3PL

oo
be.PRS

savupiiput
chimney.NOM.PL

ku
that

tuol=
over.there.DEM.ADV.LOC

on
be.PRS.3SG

mut
but

tos=
that.DEM.PRON.INE

on
be.PRS.3SG

vanha
old.NOM

savupiippu
chimney.NOM

tässä
this.DEM.PRON.INE

draakkonis.
draakkon.INE

‘Those over there are not chimneys, but that one has an old chimney,
this Draakoni.’

Keeping in mind the list of possible factors affecting the choice of the refer-
ential device (exactness of reference, visibility of the referent, proximity of the
referent and size or boundedness of the area referred to; see §3.3) we can try
to explain the referential strategies the speaker is employing here. In this con-
text, House 1 and its chimney are more proximal, more visible and more exact
than House 2 and the elements on its roof (that the speaker apparently cannot
fully identify). This causes the speaker to choose a pronominal form for House
1 and an adverb for House 2.17 To emphasise the relative proximity of House 1
and to ensure that the switch between referents will be correctly interpreted, the
speaker produces a dislocated referential unit that includes a proximal pronoun.
This unit also includes a lexical NP in order to identify the intended referent even
more clearly.

17The choice of the demonstrative form also creates a syntactic difference between the sentences
about House 1 and House 2. The use of the pronominal form in the second sentence (... tos on
vanha savupiippu ...) makes it possible to interpret it as describing a part–whole relationship.
(The referential unit refers to the building in order to describe an entity that is part of the
building.) This kind of interpretation would not be possible with the first sentence, where the
adverbial form serves only to locate the elements the speaker wishes to describe. We thank the
anonymous reviewer for pointing this out.
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It is important to note that the choice of demonstrative form is not related
to the objective features of the referent alone. Instead, it has more to do with
how the referent is conceptualised in that particular context (Laury 1996: 83–84).
This can be observed in (15), where the speaker refers to House 1 first with a
pronominal form siinä ‘in it/that’ and after that twice with an adverb siel/sielä
‘there’. The first referential unit points to the entire building, whereas the two
subsequent referential units refer to parts of the building instead.

(15) (F19.025)
siinä
it.DEM.PRON.INE

on
be.PRS.3SG

hauskasti
funny.ADV

muuten
by.the.way

laitettu
set.PST.PTCP

noi
that.DEM.PRON.NOM.PL

(.) sadevesijärjestelmät
rain.water.system.NOM.PL

et
that

siel=
there.DEM.ADV.LOC

on
be.PRS.3SG

(.) tosiaan
indeed

draakkonin
draakkon.GEN

hampaat
tooth.NOM.PL

sielä
there.DEM.ADV.LOC

(.) molemmissa.
both.INE

‘In that one, they have installed the rainwater systems in a funny way, so
that there are indeed teeth of a draakkon (here: a dragon) there in both of
them.’

At first, the speaker is using a pronominal form to confirm that the referent is
still the same as in the preceding two utterances (also related to House 1). When
the speaker starts to describe the details of the referent and the focus is no longer
on identifying the referent, he switches to a different referential device. The ad-
verbs serve to locate the part of the referent that is central for the description.

To summarise the differences in usage between the demonstrative adverbs and
the internal case forms of the demonstrative pronouns in the Finnish data, the
following tendencies can be detected: the demonstrative adverbs are mainly used
i) for tracking a referent, ii) for expressing location alone, iii) in contexts where
the focus of current activity is somewhere else and not focused on identifying a
referent. Pronominal forms, on the other hand, are used i) for identifying a ref-
erent, ii) for both locative and (at least partially) non-locative concepts, such as
expressing a part–whole relationship, iii) in contexts where the process of iden-
tifying the referent is unfinished and the referential act requires precision. The
demand for precision is related to multiple features of the situation: the physical
features of the referent on one hand and discourse-level features on the other.

The internal local cases of pronouns are used more frequently than the ad-
verbs in our Finnish data. The internal local cases carry a comprehensive set
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of functions that relate to both the spatial and discourse features of the refer-
ent. This makes them an optimal referential device for a spatially contrastive
context where the speaker needs to concentrate on keeping two or more com-
peting referents apart, while simultaneously giving detailed information on the
referents. That being said, the pragmatic functions carried by the pronominal
forms on one hand and the adverbial forms on the other, have developed from
the tension between two parallel and partially overlapping systems for spatial
reference: a pronominal system and an adverbial system. To attain maximum
referential power, speakers use both systems in parallel and simultaneously in
different combinations.

5 Conclusions

The main aim of this chapter was to explore the functions of demonstrative ad-
verbs in a spatially contrastive setting and the relationship between the use of
demonstrative adverbs in our data and the general demonstrative system (in-
cluding pronouns) that the languages in our sample employ. The analysis of the
experimentally elicited spoken data from Russian, Estonian and Finnish resulted
in the following conclusions:

i) In all three languages, the proximal demonstrative adverbs occur mostly in
first mentions of the referential chain, whereas the distal ones (or, in Finnish,
mostly hearer-centred ones) occur when the referent is activated (that is, the ref-
erent has already been mentioned in the preceding utterance[s]). The proximal
demonstratives can be used anaphorically as well, but this kind of usage is not
frequent in our data. This suggests that similar to what Gundel et al. (1993; 2010)
have proposed for demonstrative pronouns, demonstrative adverbs can indicate
different activation statuses in the givenness hierarchy. To conclude, in our Esto-
nian and Russian data, distal demonstrative adverbs serve an anaphoric function
indicating that the referent is activated/in focus. In our Finnish data, this function
is most commonly conveyed through using a hearer-centred demonstrative.

ii) In Finnish, demonstrative adverbs are used for tracking referents that are
already activated. Their main function is to maintain the reference while the
speaker is focusing on some other activity – for instance, describing the referent
in detail. In the Finnish data, the internal local cases of demonstrative pronouns
occur in first mentions of the referential chain more often than adverbs. These
pronouns are used for identifying a referent and in contexts where the refer-
ential act requires exactness or when the process of identifying the referent is
unfinished. These observations are in line with Laury’s (1996) view according to
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which referents referred to with the internal local cases tend to be conceptualised
as figures and those referred to with adverbs to be conceptualised as ground.

As in the Finnish data, demonstrative adverbs are used in our Russian data
mainly for tracking already activated referents. To identify the referent, Russian
speakers rely on bare noun phrases more often than Finnish speakers.

Furthermore, in Finnish and Estonian, demonstrative pronouns and demon-
strative adverbs co-occur in compound forms. Similar to the internal local cases
of pronouns in Finnish, the compound forms (that is, the forms containing both a
demonstrative pronoun and a demonstrative adverb) are used to indicate that the
referent is not yet sufficiently defined. Demonstrative adverbs do not co-occur
with demonstrative pronouns in the Russian data.

The frequency of different referential devices in the data might have a con-
nection to the general demonstrative systems employed by the languages in our
sample. Finnish, having a demonstrative system with the largest number of spa-
tial distinctions, displays the greatest proportion of demonstratives (pronouns
included) in the data. Moreover, the Finnish demonstratives exhibit the most fine-
tuned division of labour between pronouns and adverbs. Russian has the small-
est proportion of demonstratives in the sample, and the use of demonstratives
is syntactically more limited in Russian than in Finnish or Estonian (Russian de-
monstrative adverbs do not function as determiners or occur in compound forms
with demonstrative pronouns). Instead, the Russian data contains the largest pro-
portion of personal pronouns and the second largest proportion of noun phrases
without a demonstrative. Estonian is located “between” Finnish and Russian in
manyways. The Estonian demonstrative system is less elaborate than the Finnish
one; nevertheless, the Estonian demonstratives are syntactically more flexible
than the Russian ones, as they can also occur in compound forms with pronouns.
The Estonian data contains the greatest proportion of demonstrative adverbs but
also the greatest proportion of bare noun phrases.

The present analysis suggests that the choices a speaker makes in reference
resolution in a spatially contrastive setting may be related to properties of the
demonstrative system, as well as to the overall system of the language’s referen-
tial devices and demonstrative practice. However, the present study is based on
a small sample of relatively homogeneous data, which does not cover all aspects
of demonstrative use. Therefore, we can only make tentative observations on the
correlation between size of a deictic system and frequency of demonstratives in a
spatially contrastive setting. Further work is needed to examine more closely the
links between properties of the demonstrative system and demonstrative prac-
tice.
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Abbreviations

Symbols used in the transcription (Jefferson 2004)

= end of one unit and
beginning of the next one
without a pause in between

(.) brief pause
: prolonged vowel or

consonant

. falling intonation
, flat intonation
? rising intonation
(word) an uncertain unit or

part of a unit

Abbreviations used in the glosses

1 first person
3 third person
ACC accusative case
ADE adessive case
ADV adverb
ALL allative case
COMP comparative
DEM demonstrative
DIM diminutive
ELA elative case
GEN genitive case
ILL illative case
INE inessive case
INF infinitive
LOC locative (case)

NEG negation
NOM nominative case
PART partitive case
PERF perfect tense
PL plural
PREP prepositional case
PRON pronoun
PRS present tense
PRTCL particle
PST past tense
PTCP participle
REL relative pronoun
SG singular
SUPL superlative
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Chapter 11

Manner deictics in quotative indexes of
Finno-Ugric
Denys Teptiuk
University of Tartu

This chapter discusses the quotative use of manner deictics in computer-mediated
communications of five languages representing three Finno-Ugric branches: Finnic,
Permic andHungarian. The aim of the study is to (i) define the functional properties
of manner deictics in quotative indexes (QIs) of the languages in focus, (ii) demon-
strate in what types of QIs they appear, and (iii) determine possible functional
similarities in the distribution of the markers between the languages. It is shown
that manner deictics can be employed as cataphoric (Finnish näin, niin, sillee(n); Es-
tonian nii; Hungarian úgy; Udmurt taźy) and anaphoric (Udmurt oźy) markers, or
can function as both (Komi taďź(i), siďź; Hungarian így). Furthermore, some man-
ner deictics (Finnish sillee(n), Hungarian így) introduce mimetic expressions that
can be interpreted as quasi-quotations. In the conclusion, cross-linguistic parallels
in the use of manner deictics in quotative constructions are pointed out.

1 Introduction

Recent cross-linguistic studies have shown that comparative/similative like, de-
monstrative deictic so and quantifying elements just and all, as well as motion
(go) and action (do) verbs, can grammaticalise into quotative markers (see Buch-
staller & van Alphen 2012: xii–xiv; Güldemann 2008: §5.1.2–§5.1.5). Quotative
markers with demonstrative semantics are found in many typologically diverse
languages. Manner deictics are either used in quotative constructions together
with reportative verbs, i.e. speech or epistemic verbs, or they are used alone to
point out the presence of a quote (Güldemann 2008: 321, 350). Their use is ex-
plained by the function of quotations as a type of demonstration embedded in
language use, i.e. “a mimetic reenactment of a non-immediate state of affairs”

Denys Teptiuk. 2020. Manner deictics in quotative indexes of Finno-Ugric. In Åshild
Næss, Anna Margetts & Yvonne Treis (eds.), Demonstratives in discourse, 273–304.
Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.4055832
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(Güldemann 2008: 320). By producing an utterance from a different temporal or
spatial situation, the reporter demonstrates the situation to an audience (Clark
& Gerrig 1990: 802; see Clark 2016 on speech acts as demonstrations). The en-
dophoric use of demonstratives in quotative constructions is usually associated
with a cataphoric reference, which “relate[s] to stretches of following discourse”
(König & Umbach 2018: 297; see also Güldemann 2008). Although cataphoric
reference seems to be the most commonly attested extended use of manner de-
ictics in the world’s languages, this statement might be too general. Consider,
for example, (1) from Hungarian, in which the manner deictic így ‘so’ is used
anaphorically, pointing at the just-produced quote.

(1) Hungarian (MNSz)1

‖“Nagy
big

pénz,
money

kis
small

foci.”‖RD
football

– vagy
or

mégsem
still.also.NEG

így
so

mondta
say.PST.3SG.DEF

volna
be.COND.3SG

Puskás?
PN

‘‖“Big money, small football.”‖RD – as Puskás would have said (lit. or
wouldn’t have Puskás said so?)’2

Hence, there is a reason to look more closely at the direction of endophoric
reference of manner deictics in quotative constructions. For this purpose, I con-
ducted a contrastive study on the quotative use of manner deictics in computer-
mediated communications of five distantly related Finno-Ugric languages. The
choice of languages is not accidental. They belong to three different branches
of the language family, i.e. Finnic (represented by Finnish and Estonian), Permic
(Komi and Udmurt), and Hungarian, and to three different geographical areas:
Northern Europe (Finnish and Estonian), Central Europe (Hungarian) and Rus-
sia (Komi and Udmurt). Despite their relatedness and typological closeness, the
languages did not have contact with each other for centuries, with the exception
of Finnish and Estonian, and they possess individual features that developed in-
dependently or through contact with languages in their respective areas. Hence,
I suspect these languages represent different typological patterns in the use of
manner deictics in quotative constructions which can be determined and fur-
ther applied cross-linguistically. By taking a closer look at the distribution of

1See §3 for details on the type of data used in the study. The abbreviated sources in parentheses
in the first line of every example are references to the list of electronic resources given in the
appendix.

2In the examples, quotative indexes are marked in bold, and reported discourse is enclosed in
double vertical bars.
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manner deictics in the five Finno-Ugric languages, I aim to determine their func-
tional properties in quotative constructions, e.g. do manner deictics introduce
only particular types of reported speech and thought or can they function as gen-
eral mimetic markers? Do structural features have an impact on their functions?
Is there any correspondence between their use inside and outside of quotative
constructions? Although descriptive grammars (e.g. Erelt & Metslang 2017 on Es-
tonian; Hakulinen et al. 2004 on Finnish) and previous studies provide basic de-
scriptions of manner deictics in individual languages and even touch upon their
quotative use (e.g. Keevallik 2005 on Estonian; Kiefer 2016 on Hungarian), these
and other questions in relation to their quotative use still remain unexplored.

The chapter is organised as follows. In §2, I provide the terminological frame-
work for this study. In §3, my methodology and database are described. §4 pre-
sents the results of the study of Finnish and Estonian (§4.1), Komi and Udmurt
(§4.2), and Hungarian (§4.3). Finally, §5 summarises the main findings and high-
lights cross-linguistic similarities in the quotative use of manner deictics based
on the determined typological patterns.

2 Terminological framework

In my investigation on manner deictics in five Finno-Ugric languages, I adapt
Güldemann’s framework of reported discourse (henceforth RD), which is defined
as follows:

Reported discourse is the representation of a spoken or mental text from
which the reporter distances him-/herself by indicating that it is produced
by a source of consciousness in a pragmatic and deictic setting that is dif-
ferent from that of the immediate discourse (Güldemann 2008: 6).

Güldemann prefers “discourse” as “the representation of spoken or mental
text” over the more traditional “speech”, since RD “is not restricted to real in-
stances of speech” and may also include “texts that were never actually uttered
like so-called ‘internal speech’, or in general any representation of cognitive acts
or states” (Güldemann 2008: 7).

According to Güldemann (2008: 10), RD together with the elements introduc-
ing it form a complex whole labelled as an “RD-construction”. RD-constructions
canonically consist of two major constituents: RD and “quotative index” (hence-
forth QI). In (2), the clause I said to him is a QI followed by the RD “Your party
won’t be pleased …”.
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(2) English (Daily Mail)
I said to him ‖“Your party won’t be pleased ...”‖RD

Güldemann (2008: 11) defines a QI as “a segmentally discrete linguistic expres-
sion which is used by the reporter for the orientation of the audience to signal
in his/her discourse the occurrence of an adjacent representation of reported dis-
course”. As a “linguistic expression”, QIs can represent structures of different
complexities, consisting of “just a gram (…), an independent function word, a
phrase, a full sentential syntagm (…), or even a clause with more than one predi-
cate” (Güldemann 2008: 11).3 Example (2) contains only one of various possible QI
forms, namely a speech verb (said) describing the event behind the RD (the quo-
tation of speech), and NPs encoding participants, i.e. the original speaker (I ) and
an addressee (to him). However, although these constituents are probable and rel-
atively frequent they are not indispensable elements of the QI. Even speech verbs
are not universal components of QIs per se. Consider (3), for instance, where in-
stead of a speech or epistemic verb (henceforth labelled reportative verb), the
reporter uses the motion verb go and the combination of the equational verb be
with the similative marker like for the presentation of RD.

(3) English (Twitter)
… and he goes ‖I am the police bitch‖RD and starts touching the register
I’m like ‖oh this mf’er didn’t just do that.‖RD

Manner deictics as non-reportative elements are expected to co-occur primarily
with reportative elements in QIs, as in (1). However, their co-occurrence with
other (grammaticalised) elements is also investigated here. Furthermore, it is
also of interest to see whether they undergo changes in the quotative domain
and grammaticalise into genuine quotative markers that are not bound to repor-
tative elements. Therefore, I pay attention to the use of manner deictics in differ-
ent constructions and point out additional meanings and functions that can be
observed in their use in less or more complex QIs.

3In some situations, QIs can remain verbally unexpressed. Instead, suprasegmental features
of intonation, dynamics and pitch can be used as the sole means to contrast a quote with
its surrounding contexts. Since I use non-standard written texts as a corpus for this study
(see §3) and focus on the use of manner deictics in quotative constructions, I exclude verbally
unexpressed QIs from the current investigation.
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3 Methodology and data

In this study, data originating from social network sites (SNS) is used as a da-
tabase. My choice of SNS data is motivated by the following factors. First, the
focus is on QIs that are mainly used in non-standard varieties of the studied
languages, which typically exceed the limited amount of QIs used in standard-
ised texts. Second, previous studies show that “[t]he informal characteristics of
SNS enables the usage of generally oral forms such as slang and dialects in a
written context” (Pischlöger 2014: 144). As for the minority languages Komi and
Udmurt, “the relaxed atmosphere on SNS allows language use which is typical
for oral communication and otherwise frowned upon in other (especially writ-
ten) contexts by language purists” (Pischlöger 2014: 144). Thus, Komi and Udmurt
speakers use language online that not only includes variants that are commonly
mixed with the dominant Russian language, but also a mixture of dialects and
styles that are peculiar to colloquial speech (see Pischlöger 2016; Edygarova 2013,
2014). Thus, despite the presence of emoticons, different orthographic symbols
and nonstandard shortenings, the language on SNS can be considered a written
approximation of spoken language, combining the features of colloquial speech
and standard writing in one text (Helasvuo et al. 2014).

For data collection, I studied the occurrence of quotations in different new me-
dia sources. Since Komi and Udmurt are endangered languages with a smaller
amount of online material compared to Finnish, Estonian and Hungarian, I also
investigated available text collections for the Permic languages, i.e. Uotila (1985;
1989) for Komi and Kel’makov (1981; 1990) for Udmurt. The collections provide
transcribed oral narratives by Komi and Udmurt speakers from various dialectal
groups. This material supplemented the data from new media sources if the lat-
ter did not provide sufficient evidence. For Udmurt, the material predominantly
originates from the group Jumshan574 on the Russian SNS vk.com. I studied ap-
proximately 100 of the 249 pages (ca. 200 blog posts) of the material available. In
addition, I used the blog page KYLZY Jopte5 (containing 35 pages and 696 blog
posts at the time of investigation) as well as other groups and pages. The choice
of groups was motivated by four factors: (i) the number of entries, (ii) the number
of group members, (iii) the use of Udmurt (exclusive or parallel to Russian), and
(iv) the dominance of unedited texts. Thus, I preferred unofficial pages consisting
of live conversations in comment sections and unedited blog entries to official
pages of media resources, non- and governmental organisations, etc. As a result,

4https://vk.com/knyazpozdey (last accessed August 1, 2019).
5https://vk.com/udmurt_ept (last accessed August 1, 2019).
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I could also trace the systematic appearance of vernacular variants mixed with
Russian in live discussions in comment sections, which would have been im-
possible with standardised texts. Where additional material was required, data
from the Blog subcorpus of the Udmurt corpus (henceforth Blog subcorpus)6 was
used to further investigate the use of manner deictics in QIs.7 The Blog subcor-
pus contains approximately 160 examples of the proximal manner deictic taźy
and approximately 1400 examples of the distal manner deictic oźy (see §4.2 on
the use of Udmurt manner deictics). Where the number of examples was fairly
low (as in the case of taźy), I checked every instance separately. In the case of a
higher number of examples, I checked the collocation of this marker with the re-
portative verbs šuyny ‘say’ and malpany ‘think’ in different finite forms, e.g. ‘(I)
say/said thus’, ‘(she/he) thinks/thought so’, etc. With the combination of the new
media sources and the online corpora I collected approximately 40 examples of
manner deictics in quotative constructions and 20 examples of their use outside
the quotative domain.

Taking the amount and quality of Udmurt data as a reference point, I stud-
ied a similar number and type of pages on vk.com and blogspot.com for Komi.
However, at the end of the investigation, my corpus contained only three exam-
ples of the manner deictic taďź(i) in quotative constructions. Therefore, I used
the corpus of the Komi language (henceforth Komi corpus)8 as a supplementary
source to make generalisations about the use of manner deictics in QIs. The cor-
pus contains oral and written texts of various genres (fiction, journalistic texts,
educational and scientific literature, official correspondence, etc.), excluding new
media texts.

For Finnish, I used the Corpus of Internet Communications,9 consisting of
data from the forums Suomi24 and Ylilauta,10 as my main material. I browsed
the corpus for collocations of the manner deictics näin, niin, noin, tälläin (~ täl-
läi), t(u)olloin (~ tollai) and sillee(n) (~ sillai) with the reportative verbs sanoa ‘say’
and ajatella ‘think’, and the equational verb olla ‘be’. Based on my previous in-
vestigations (Teptiuk 2019), these verbs were expected to be the most probable

6http://web-corpora.net/UdmurtCorpus (last accessed August 1, 2019). The Blog subcorpus con-
sists of ca. 6% of the whole corpus (7.3 million tokens).

7At the time of data collection, the Volga-Kama Udmurt corpora containing the new media
subcorpus (http://volgakama.web-corpora.net, last accessed August 1, 2019) were not available.

8The corpus of the Komi language (Russian: Korpus komi jazyka) is available at:
http://komicorpora.ru (last accessed July 1, 2019). An exact number of tokens in the corpus
is not specified.

9Finnish: Internet-keskusteluaineistoja.
10https://korp.csc.fi (last accessed July 1, 2019). The corpus consists of ca. 6.9 billion tokens.
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components of Finnish QIs. I checked the first 100 examples of every query for
the quotative use of these collocations when the number of queries was too high.

In addition, I used the Google search engine, which allowed me to test these
collocations on web pages outside the digital corpus when the number of col-
locations was low. I checked the first ten pages of the Google search results,
with each page containing ten links. Since the search results are less accurate
the further one proceeds, I considered this amount to be enough to investigate
the use of manner deictics in QIs (ca. 100 search results for one tested variant of
a construction). In order to make the search more effective, I placed the studied
material into quotation marks and checked the different collocations of reporta-
tive verbs and manner deictics in their different grammatical forms. Pages that
did not fall under the category of computer-mediated communications (CMC),
e.g. edited newspaper articles or science fiction texts (see Crystal 2001), were
not taken into account as primary sources of examples. I used data outside CMC
only when primarily suitable sources did not yield any relevant results. In all,
I collected approximately 50 examples of Finnish manner deictics in quotative
constructions.

For Estonian and Hungarian, I used both suitable corpus data (Estonian: New
media subcorpus of the Estonian Reference Corpus,11 henceforth NMS; Hungar-
ian: Personal subcorpus of the Hungarian National Corpus,12 henceforth MNSz)
and the independently collected material obtained through Google searches. I
checked for the collocations of manner deictics with reportative verbs within
the corpora and Google searches. For Estonian, collocations with the equational
verb olema ‘be’ were also considered (see Teptiuk 2019 for more details on Es-
tonian QIs). Altogether, I collected approximately 20 examples for Estonian and
approximately 30 examples for Hungarian.

All examples are provided here with translations and glosses. Minor spelling
mistakes are corrected, but punctuation errors are not. Since Komi and Udmurt
use different symbols to mark identical sounds, I present these in the transcrip-
tions to avoid confusion while transliterating the Permic examples. Russian code-
switches are presented in transliteration and enclosed in curly brackets { } in the
glosses.

11http://www.cl.ut.ee/korpused/segakorpus/ (last accessed July 1, 2019); the subcorpus contains
ca. 21 million words.

12http://corpus.nytud.hu/mnsz (last accessed July 1, 2019); the subcorpus contains 18.6 million
words of discussion on internet forums, mainly deriving from the Hungarian internet portal,
index.hu, and several forums from Subcarpathia (RO, UA).
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4 Manner deictics as quotatives in Finno-Ugric languages

4.1 Manner deictics in quotative indexes in Finnish and Estonian

Finnish has a tripartite system of manner deictics: (i) speaker-proximal näin, (ii)
hearer-proximal noin, and (iii) distal niin (König 2017: 147; also see Hakulinen
et al. 2004: §668). The manner deictics historically derive from the instructive
case forms of the plural demonstratives nämä, nuo and ne. Besides their basic
functions as manner deictics, they are used as intensifiers (Hakulinen et al. 2004:
§792), or, in the case of niin, as a correlative pronoun (Hakulinen et al. 2004: §1160,
§1172).

In addition, one can find another set of manner deictics used in colloquial
Finnish (Hakulinen et al. 2004: §721) with the same distinction in the deictic do-
main: tällee(n), t(u)ollee(n) and sillee(n). These forms historically derive from the
singular demonstratives tämä, tuo and se in the allative case (-lle) and the 3rd sin-
gular possessive suffix (-Vn). Tällee(n) and t(u)ollee(n) are rarely mentioned in
previous descriptions and probably are used less often in contemporary Finnish.
Sillee(n) has the same basic demonstrative functions as niin (Hakulinen et al.
2004: §1160). Additionally, it is used as a discourse particle in self-repairs and
during speech planning (Hakulinen et al. 2004: §861). Table 1 summarises man-
ner deictics in Finnish.

Table 1: Manner deictics in Finnish

Deictic differentiation Standard Colloquial

Speaker-proximal näin tällee(n) ~ tällai
Hearer-proximal noin t(u)ollee(n) ~ tollai
Distal niin sillee(n) ~ sillai

In quotative constructions, only näin, niin and sillee(n) appear systematically.
Hearer-proximal noin is not observed in the quotative domain in 100 randomly
selected examples testing its collocation with the reportative verbs sanoa ‘say’
and ajatella ‘think’ or the equational verb olla ‘be’ (see §3). As for the manner de-
ictics tällee(n) or t(u)ollee(n), their quotative use is marginal, accounting for only
a couple of occurrences in the Finnish new media corpus. Therefore, I exclude
them from further discussion and concentrate on näin, niin and sillee(n).

In standard Estonian, in turn, only nii, the cognate of Finnish distal niin, is used
regularly in quotative constructions. Outside the quotative domain, the manner
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deictic nii also serves as an intensifier, a causal conjunction and a correlative
word (Keevallik 2005: 109). The deictic distinctions of manner and other demon-
stratives are neutralised at the level of the literary standard. Other manner deic-
tics, e.g. the synonymous adverbs nõnda, sedamoodi, selliselt, meaning ‘this way,
so’, appear infrequently as synonyms to nii in quotative constructions. The con-
trastive manner deictic naa ‘that (other) way’ does not appear in QIs at all. There-
fore, only nii is included in the discussion.

Finnish and Estonianmanner deictics are usedwith cataphoric reference. They
are part of the preposed QI, which includes reportative verbs. The manner deic-
tic points at a following stretch of RD, as in (4) and (5). In constructions with
reportative verbs, manner deictics are not necessary parts of the QI, and even
if one omits them from the QI-clause, the RD is still understood as such. Hence,
the main quotative function is carried out by reportative verbs, while the manner
deictic is secondary.

(4) Finnish

a. (Internet-keskusteluaineistoja)
… sanoi

say.PST.3SG
näin
so13

‖“tykkään
like.PRS.1SG

susta
2SG.ELA

paljon,
a.lot

mutta
but

en
NEG.1SG

sillai.”‖RD
thus

‘... he said (lit. said so) ‖“I like you a lot, but not that way.”‖RD’
b. (Internet-keskusteluaineistoja)

Hän
3SG

ajatteli
think.PST.3SG

niin,
thus

että
COMP

‖aika
time

on
be.PRS.3SG

neljäs
four.ORD

ulottuvuus …‖RD
dimension

‘He thought (lit. thought thus) that ‖time is the fourth
dimension …‖RD’

c. (Demi)
... sanoin

say.PST.1SG
sillee
thus

et
COMP

‖sä
2SG

tykkäät
like.PRS.2SG

must
1SG.ELA

…‖RD

‘… I said (lit. said thus that) ‖you like me ...‖RD’

13For the sake of convenience, here and in the glosses of other examples, I translate the proximal
manner deictics as ‘so’ and the distal as ‘thus’, even though this does not reflect the actual usage
of these terms in English.
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(5) Estonian (Eestimaa Loomakaitse Liit)
Kaija
PN

ise
self

ütles
say.PST.3SG

nii:
so

‖“Sellist
such.PTV

hirmu
fear.PTV

pole
NEG

enam
more

ammu
long.ago

ühegi
one.GEN.PTCL

kassi
cat.GEN

silmis
eye.PL.INE

näinud
see.PP

...”‖RD

‘Kaija herself said (lit. said so): ‖“I haven’t seen such fear in the eyes of a
single cat for a long time ...”‖RD’

Besides reportative verbs, Finnish sillee(n) and Estonian nii are also used with
the equational verbs olla ‘be’ (6) and olema ‘be’ (7), respectively. Finnish näin
appears in such constructions in only a few instances, and niin not at all. Since the
use of equational verbs in QIs is a typical strategy in colloquial speech, the more
colloquial sillee(n) is preferred over other manner deictics in such a construction.
The same seems to be the case in Estonian. Whereas one can find examples in
which nõnda co-occurs with a reportative verb, combinations with olema ‘be’ are
unattested.

(6) Finnish
a. (lansiuusimaa.fi)

… se
DEM

oli
be.PST.3SG

sillee
thus

et
COMP

‖ou
oh

nou‖RD,
no

ja
and

minä
1SG

olin
be.PST.1SG

sillee
thus

tyyliin,
style.ILL/like

‖onks
be.PRS.3SG.QP

pakko‖RD
obligatory

…

‘… (s)he was like (lit. was thus that) ‖oh, no‖RD, and I was like (lit.
was thus like) ‖is it obligatory‖RD …’

b. (ask.fm)
Aa
INTERJ

olin
be.PST.1SG

sillee
thus

et
COMP

‖WATAFAK‖RD.
what.a.fuck

‘Aa, I was like (lit. was thus that) ‖WATAFAK‖RD.’

(7) Estonian

a. (NMS)
... isa

father
oli
be.PST.3SG

kõrval
nearby

nii
so

et
COMP

nagu
like

‖mis
what

sa
2SG

siis
then

ikka
still

kihutad‖RD
rush.PRS.2SG

…

‘... father was next to me like (lit. so that like) ‖why are you still
rushing‖RD …’
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b. (Müürileht)
… ma

1SG
olin
be.PST.1SG

nii,
so

et
COMP

‖“oh
INTERJ

my
my

god,
god

päriselt!”‖RD
seriously

‘… I was like (lit. was so that) ‖“oh my god, seriously!”‖RD’

The substitution of a reportative verb with a ‘be’-verb frequently leads to the
loss of difference between quotations of speech and thought. The equational verb
does not specify the type of event behind the RD and only establishes a predica-
tive structure in the QI. I label this process as “event-neutralisation”, i.e. a pro-
cess which permits different interpretations of the presented quote. In (6a) from
Finnish, the type of reported event behind the RD can be deduced from the se-
quence of two quotes belonging to two different speakers. It is unlikely that the
reporter first quotes another speaker’s thoughts and then his/her own thoughts.
Instead, (s)he is most likely to represent a dialogue between him-/herself and an-
other speaker. In (7a) from Estonian, the reporter represents the words his father
addressed to him, i.e. a quotation of speech. In contrast, (6b) and (7b) illustrate
self-quotations that are not explicitly assigned to a concrete addressee. Here the
supporting context does not help to distinguish between a quotation of speech
or thought.

An even higher degree of event-neutralisation can be observed in Estonian,
which allows for the ellipsis of the NP encoding the original speaker, as in (8).
Thus, instead of an actual utterance produced by some speaker in a different
setting, the reporter presents a quote that (s)he considers emblematic for the
described circumstances. The omission of the NP expressing the author of the
RD makes this reading the most obvious one.

(8) Estonian (NMS)
Tegelt
basically

pärnus
PN.INE

on
be.PRS.3SG

nii
so

et
COMP

‖vabandust
sorry

aga
but

ma
1SG

unustasin
forget.PST.1SG

oma
own

pileti
ticket.PTV

koju‖RD
home.ILL

…

‘Basically, in Pärnu it’s (lit. it’s so that) ‖sorry, but I forgot my ticket at
home‖RD ...’

Even though homomorphic constructions do not appear in Finnish, hypothet-
ical quotes can also be introduced by sillee(n). In (9), sillee(n) co-occurs with the
noun viesti ‘message’, encoding the source of the RD. Despite the structural dif-
ferences between (8) and (9), in both cases the reporters enact fictional discourse
through a demonstration for dramatic purposes.
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(9) Finnish (Kaksplus)
... laittaa

put.PRS.3SG
kavereille
friend.PL.ALL

viestin
message.GEN

sillee
thus

et
COMP

‖by
by

the
the

way
way

mulle
1SG.ALL

synty
be.born.PST.3SG

viime
last

yönä
night.ESS

tyttö
girl

/ poika
boy

mitoilla
measure.PL.ADE

se
DEM

ja
and

se‖RD
DEM

jne.
etc.

‘… sends the message to friends saying (lit. thus that) ‖by the way last
night I gave birth to a girl/boy who measures this and that,‖RD etc.’

In addition to representations of factual and fictional quotes depicting verbal
or mental processes, sillee(n) introduces a mimetic expression (10). Besides the
representation of enacted human verbal behavior, QIs can also introduce non-
linguistic sound imitations, representational gestures or ideophones (Güldemann
2008: 275–295); see §4.3 for a similar instance in Hungarian. The mimetic expres-
sion in (10) can be interpreted as a quasi-quotation, where instead of using verbal
means, the reporter expresses his/her surprise with the emoticon 0.o depicting
eyes wide open and two question marks.

(10) Finnish (Demi)
Mä
1SG

olin
be.PST.1SG

silleen
thus

et
COMP

‖0.o??‖RD
MIM.MIR

‘I was (lit. was thus that) ‖0.o??‖RD’

Notably, similar functions can be observed online for manner deictics in other
languages. See, for example, the German manner deictic so in (11), which is used
with the same emoticon expressing the reporter’s surprise.

(11) German (XHardware)
Ich
1SG

so
so

… ‖0.o‖RD
MIM.MIR

…

‘I was (lit. I so) … ‖0.o‖RD ...’

To sum up, although the Finnish manner deictics can appear in constructions
where their Estonian counterpart nii is not observed, and vice versa, all function
as cataphoric markers. The Finnish manner deictic niin is particularly interest-
ing in this regard since it was previously reported to be anaphoric (König 2017:
160). My data shows, however, that niin is exclusively attested as a cataphoric
quotative marker, and in this it does not differ from the other Finnish manner
deictics used in homomorphic constructions.
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Although the majority of the examples given here clearly point to a preference
for the use of QIs with manner deictics in direct RD, they can also introduce in-
direct RD. In the non-standard written data considered here, direct RD is usually
preferred over indirect. Speakers online often attempt to demonstrate their own
or someone else’s previously produced or fictional speech and thought rather
than to simply describe them. However, as shown for Hungarian in §4.3, the
preference for direct or indirect RD can be a crucial factor in the choice of man-
ner deictics in quotative constructions. Table 2 summarises the use of manner
deictics in quotative constructions in Finnish and Estonian.

Table 2: Manner deictics in QIs in Finnish and Estonian

Reference Introduction Event neutralisation
of MIM expression

Finnish
näin cataphoric no + equational verb (marginal)
niin cataphoric no no
sillee(n) cataphoric yes + equational verb

Estonian
nii cataphoric no + equational verb

4.2 Manner deictics in quotative indexes in Permic

Komi and Udmurt have a basic bipartite system of manner deictics: proximal
vs. distal. In Udmurt, proximal taźy and distal oźy do not only indicate a spa-
tial contrast in exophoric function but also have a specific anaphoric function.
According to Svetlana Edygarova (p.c.), proximal taźy in Udmurt discourse is as-
sociated with new information and occupies a pre-focused position. In contrast,
distal oźy mainly refers to already known or previously mentioned information.
In addition, it appears in several idiomatic constructions, e.g. the anaphoric ex-
pression vot oźy ‘so it is, so it goes’, or as a confirmative particle meaning ‘yes’.
Hence, a similar functional division in the quotative domain is expected.

As for Komi, proximal taďź(i)14 and distal siďź are formally distinguished and
based on the same stems as other demonstratives, e.g. tajö ‘this’, sijö ‘that, (s)he’.
However, they preserve little functional difference in contemporary language, if

14According to the Komi-Russian dictionary (Beznosikova et al. 2000), the form taďź is a short-
ened variant of taďźi.
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any at all, aside from their distribution in several lexicalised expressions, e.g. siďź
bośtny ‘to take for free (lit. thus)’, kyďź taďź ‘why did it happen this way (lit. how
so)’.15 Previously, there seemed to be a dialectal difference in the distribution of
manner deictics among Komi dialects. In Uotila’s text collections depicting lan-
guage use from the first half of the 20th century, proximal taďź(i) does not appear
at all in dialects of the Komi-Permyak literary standard (Uotila 1985); all recorded
speakers only use the distal counterpart siďź. In dialects of the Komi-Zyrian liter-
ary standard (Uotila 1989), one can similarly observe a preference for distal siďź.
It is used predominantly anaphorically, referring to the manner or events previ-
ously described in discourse. Proximal taďź(i) is used only once cataphorically; in
all other instances, although they are not numerous, it appears in the anaphoric
function, similarly to distal siďź. Besides these basic manner deictics, Komi also
has focused markers that are formed with the prefixed particle e- attached to
the basic stem of manner deictics: etaďź, esiďź. Fedjunёva (2009) argues that fo-
cused manner deictics appeared in the language as a relatively recent innovation
under the influence of Russian, e.g. tot ‘that one’ vs. è-tot ‘this one’, tak ‘so’ vs.
è-tak ‘thus (in contrast to so)’. This claim is supported by the lack of correspond-
ing markers in Udmurt and by similarities in the use of demonstratives with the
e-element in Russian and Komi (Fedjunёva 2009: 95–96).

In quotative constructions of both Udmurt and Komi, manner deictics are used
as additional elements in combination with reportative verbs. The focused deic-
tics of Komi are not used in QIs.

In Udmurt quotative constructions, the above-mentioned distinction between
the proximal and distal form can also be observed. Most commonly, proximal
taźy is used cataphorically (12a) in QIs preceding RD, while oźy appears as an
anaphoric marker following the quote (12b).

(12) Udmurt

a. (vk.com/udmurt_ept)
Veraśke
say.PRS.3SG

taźy
so

čömyś:
often

‖“Esli
{if}

ty
{2SG}

ne
{NEG}

na
{on}

Internete
{internet.PREP}

…”‖RD

‘He often says (lit. says so): ‖“If you are not on the internet …”‖RD’16

b. (Blog subcorpus)
‖“Mon
1SG

pićiges!”‖RD
small.COMPAR

– aćiz
self.3SG

śaryś
about

oźy
thus

vera.
say.PRS.3SG

‘‖“I am smaller!”‖RD – she says (lit. thus she says) about herself.’
15An identical idiomatic expression is found in Russian, kak tak, which is probably the source of
the Komi expression.

16The quote depicts Russian speech produced by a non-native speaker.
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However, one can also find instances where the manner deictics are used in
the opposite way; consider the anaphoric use of proximal taźy in (13).

(13) Udmurt (vk.com/udmurt_ept)
‖“Anaj,
mom

nu
{PTCL}

eščё
{more}

čut’-čut’
{a.bit}

…”‖RD – taźy
so

šuysal
say.COND.1SG

dyr
maybe

mon
1SG

…

‘‖“Mom, give me a bit of time [and I will get up, put a kettle on the stove,
please]”‖RD – that’s what I would probably say (lit. so I would say
maybe) [if I was at home].’

Example (13) reflects a less systematic use of manner deictics. An investigation
of the speech of the blogger on vk.com/udmurt_ept also shows that he deviates
from the established use of markers outside the quotative domain. In his speech
(and that of few other speakers), proximal taźy (rather than distal oźy) appears
in anaphoric reference (14). Furthermore, proximal taźy is used instead of distal
oźy in the anaphoric expression vot oźy ‘so it goes’, which is actually a fixed
idiomatic expression in contemporary Udmurt.

(14) Udmurt (vk.com/udmurt_ept)
mon
1SG

ebašil
{fucking.go.PST.M}

školae
school.ILL

11
11

ar
year

i
{and}

taźy
so

mon
1SG

otmečaju
{celebrate.PRS.1SG}

soje
DEM.ACC

bydtemme!???
end.PTCP.ACC1SG

‘[We were sitting and drinking tea with classmates. Walked around a bit.
We were watching movies all night. (...)] I was fucking going to the
school for 11 years and so I celebrate it, my graduation!???’

Similarly, the distal oźy is attested as a cataphoric marker pointing at the fol-
lowing quote (15).

(15) Udmurt (Blog subcorpus)

a. Vyny
younger.brother.1SG

tužo
also

maly
why

ke
INDEF

oźy
thus

šuiz:
say.PST.3SG

‖“Oh,
INTERJ

mar
what

ke
INDEF

so
DEM

tuž
very

kurdyt
scary

...”‖RD

‘My younger brother also for some reason said (lit. said thus): ‖“Wow,
she’s somewhat very scary ...”‖RD’
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b. Vitaľij
PN

Agabajev
PN

śaryś
about

oźy
thus

šuysal:
say.COND.1SG

‖so
3SG

odigez
one.3SG

geńiaľnoj
genius.ADJ

arťist
artist

val.‖RD
be.PST.3SG

‘I could say this (lit. say thus) about Vitaliy Agabaev: ‖he was one of
the genius artists.‖RD’

Two different explanations can be proposed for the appearance of oźy in pre-
posed QIs instead of in the postposed position, which can be considered more
common. One scenario suggests that oźy is still anaphoric and refers to informa-
tion previously mentioned in the context and later repeated as a quote. In (15a),
this claim may be supported by the presence of the adverb tužo ‘also’. Thus, one
could assume that the reporter quotes her brother, anaphorically referring to an
identical utterance that has been previously produced by another speaker in a
different context, i.e. ‘my brother made an utterance identical/similar to some-
one else’s’; see (16) for the collocation of oźy and the focus particle ik in a similar
context. With respect to (15b), one could assume that the reporter refers to an
already familiar opinion about the famous artist. However, in both cases the con-
text does not explicitly support this explanation. Alternatively, (15) may simply
present a less systematic use of oźy. Thus, similar to proximal taźy (13), some idi-
olects may reflect asymmetry with its more conventionalised use as an anaphoric
marker.

Separately, one can also observe the collocation of oźy with the particle ik in
preposed QIs (16). The particle ik functions as a focus particle or as a marker
signalling the repetition of an element of a situation; cf. the label marker povtora
elementa situacii in Zubova (2016: 445) and the translation ‘the same’ in Arkhan-
gelskiy (2014). According to Zubova (2016: 445–446), in the Beserman dialect of
Udmurt, the particle ik is frequently in collocation with anaphoric elements. In
QIs, the collocation of oźy and ik is used to present RDs already mentioned in
a different form in discourse. Thus, in (16) the reporter confirms that somebody
was indeed chased away.

(16) Udmurt (vk.com/knyazpozdey)
Oźy
thus

ik
PTCL

šuizy:
say.PST.3PL

‖“Myn
go.IMP.2SG

tatyś!”‖RD
here.ELA

‘They also said (lit. said thus): ‖“Go away from here!”‖RD’

In sum, in contemporary Udmurt, the manner deictics are used in quotative
constructions as follows: proximal taźy is primarily a cataphoric marker, refer-
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ring to following quotes; distal oźy is mainly used anaphorically following quotes.
The appearance of the distal manner deictic oźy as a part of a preposed QI is quite
common when oźy collocates with the additive particle ik. Thus, oźy ik serves as
a reference to a previously described event repeated as a quote.

Some less frequent uses of the manner deictics that do not fall under the above
rules may reflect the decreasing linguistic intuition of Udmurt speakers under
the influence of Russian, which uses the proximal manner deictic tak both for
anaphoric and cataphoric reference (17). The distal (sjak) and contrastive manner
deictic (ètak) do not appear systematically in Russian QIs.

(17) Russian

a. (Woman.ru)
Èto
DEM

on
he

tak
so

skazal,
say.PST.M

čto
COMP

‖žit’
live.INF

vmeste
together

budete‖RD
be.FUT.2PL

…

‘This is him who said (lit. said so that) ‖you will live together‖RD …’
b. (Vremja Novostej Online)

‖“Neobxodimo
necessary

doždat’sja
wait.INF

kopii
copy.GEN

protokola
record.GEN

…”‖RD tak
so

otvetil
answer.PST.M

na
on

vopros
question

… Geral’d
PN

[sic!] Jaroš.
PN

‘‖“It’s necessary to wait for the copy of the record [and then conduct
corresponding steps]”‖RD – so answered Gerald [sic!] Jarosch to a
question …’

In Komi quotative constructions with manner deictics, it is observed that only
the proximal marker taďź(i) ‘so’ appears with reportative verbs, (18a) and (18c),
and inchoative verbs (18b) in forming QIs. In the data, such combinations are not
frequent and account for only three instances. However, this figure should not
be taken as definitive and may only show less frequent quotative use of manner
deictics in Komi newmedia texts. It is noteworthy that the proximal marker only
appears in Komi QIs in internet communications, whereas distal siďź ‘thus’ can
be used in quotative constructions outside the new media genre (19).

(18) Komi

a. (Alёna Tuvsovja)
… mövpyšti

think.PST.1SG
taďź:
so

‖“Metög
1SG.ABE

na
PTCL

udžalyśjas
worker.PL

śuröny …”‖RD
get.found.PRS.3PL

‘[Like most of the people,] I thought (lit. thought so): ‖“The workers
will be found without me ...”‖RD’
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b. (vk.com/biarmian)
A
and

zavoďitćö
begin.PRS.3SG

taďźi:
so

‖“Sövetsköj
Soviet

obščestvennost’
{community}

…”‖RD

‘And it begins (lit. begins so): ‖“The Soviet community ...”‖RD’
c. (Tuś)

‖“Nevažno
{unimportant.ADV}

v
{in}

kakom
{which.PREP}

krutom
{cool.PREP}

vuze
{university.PREP}

ty
{2SG}

učiš’sja,
{study.PRS.2SG}

važno
{important.ADV}

sumet’
{manage.INF}

sebja
{self.ACC}

realizovať”‖RD
{fulfill.INF}

11-öd
11-ORD

klassyn
class.INE

velödčigön
study.CV.INSTR

taďźi
so

menym
1SG.DAT

viśtalis
tell.PST.3SG

gimnazijasa
gymnasium.ADJ

radejtana
favorite

velödyśjasyś
teacher.PL.ELA

öťi
one

Alla
PN

Aľeksandrovna
PN

Taskajeva.
PN

‘‖“It isn’t important what kind of cool university you are studying at,
it is important to manage to fulfil yourself,”‖RD so I was told (lit. so
told me) when I studied in the 11th class of one of the gymnasium’s
favourite teachers, [the one (called)] Alla Aleksandrovna Taskayeva.’

Since taďź(i) is only rarely employed in my data, I turned to the available
text collections (Uotila 1985; 1989) and the digital corpus that assembles texts
not belonging to the new media genre (see §3) to see whether they show differ-
ent results. As mentioned at the beginning of this subsection, in Komi-Permyak
dialects (Uotila 1985), only distal siďź is used. It also appears in quotative con-
structions referring cataphorically to the following quote (19). In Komi-Zyrian
texts (Uotila 1989), both markers are used but neither appears in quotative con-
structions.

(19) Komi-Permyak (Uotila 1985: 40; glossing and translation mine)
a
and

sar’
tzar

viśtalis
tell.PST.3SG

siďź:
thus

‖“on-kö
NEG.2SG-PTCL.COND

aďďźy
see.CN

ćuńkyčlö,
ring.DAT

me
1SG

tenö
2SG.ACC

vija.”‖RD
kill.PRS.1SG

‘And the tzar said (lit. said thus): ‖“If you don’t find the ring, I will kill
you.”‖RD’

Available texts from the digital corpus show that bothmanner deictics are used
in QIs. However, distal siďź is more frequent than proximal taďź(i). As for the
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referential function, both markers can be used either anaphorically or cataphor-
ically, as in (20). Distal siďź is more common in cataphoric functions (20a); it is
only attested twice in anaphoric functions (20b). In contrast, proximal taďź(i) is
predominantly used anaphorically (20c); only some instances reflect a cataphoric
use (20d).

(20) Komi (Komi corpus)

a. ... i
and

siďź
thus

šuöny:
say.PRS.3PL

‖byťťökö
as.if

seni
there

sijö
3SG

götyr
wife

pyďďi
instead

olö.‖RD
live.PRS.3SG

‘… they say (lit. say thus): ‖as if she lives there instead of the wife.‖RD’
b. ‖A

but
menym
1SG.DAT

kolö
must.PRS.3SG

korśny
find.INF

arlyda
in.years.ADJ

ńin
already

mortös‖RD
person.ACC1SG

– siďź
thus

dumajtis
think.PST.3SG

Ńikolaj
PN

…

‘‖But I have to find a person who is already elderly,‖RD – thought (lit.
thus thought) Nikolay ...’

c. ‖“Bur
good

olömsö
life.ACC.3SG

oškyšta,
praise.PRS.1SG

(…)”‖RD – taďźi
so

šuö
say.PRS.3SG

poet.
poet

‘‖“Good life I praise, [bad life I wipe away],”‖RD – so said the poet.’
d. Tajö

DEM.PROX
sijö
3SG

taďźi
so

šuö:
say.PRS.3SG

‖“Nyvka,
girl

a
but

komandovajtö!”‖RD
give.orders.PRS.3SG

‘He said (lit. said it so): ‖“A girl, but she gives orders!”‖RD’

Despite the lack of a representative number of examples in my corpus, other
materials show that manner deictics can refer indiscriminately to preceding and
following RDs in contemporary Komi QIs. This use of manner deictics resembles
the use of tak in Russian and could be motivated by Russian influence. Differ-
ent Komi speakers may associate different autochthonous markers with Russian
tak (17) and use them according to the Russian model. Such pattern replications
are frequently observed in contemporary Komi as a way to preserve Komi lan-
guage use through the choice of autochthonous markers in constructions mod-
elled on Russian, or of language features that could be common to both languages
(see Leinonen 2006; 2009). Thus, Komi-Permyak speakers may turn to the distal
marker as the closest equivalent to Russian tak, while in Komi-Zyrian one can ob-
serve the use of distal siďź more frequently; note, however, that proximal taďź(i)
also appears as the only option in several idiolects, as reflected in my data (18).

The use of Udmurt and Komi manner deictics is summarised in Table 3.
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Table 3: Manner deictics in QIs in Udmurt and Komi

Primary
endophoric
meaning

Reference Position of QIs

Udmurt
taźy new information primarily cataphoric pre- and post-posed
oźy known information primarily anaphoric pre- and post-posed

Komi
taďź(i) no specialisation cata- and anaphoric pre- and post-posed
siďź no specialisation cata- and anaphoric pre- and post-posed

4.3 Manner deictics in quotative indexes in Hungarian

Hungarian has a bipartite system of manner deictics, contrasting proximal így (1)
and distal úgy. These markers have adopted distinct functions in the quotative
domain. Proximal így is used as a general mimetic marker introducing a demon-
stration into discourse (Beáta Gyuris, p.c.) (21a). In turn, distal úgy functions as a
marker pointing at the manner of action. Hence, instead of demonstrations, the
marker is usually followed by a comparison with another action (Beáta Gyuris,
p.c.), as in (21b).17

(21) Hungarian

a. (Beáta Gyuris, p.c.)
Így
so

csinálom:
do.PRS.1SG.DEF

{demonstration}.

‘I do it like this: {demonstration}.’
b. (gyakorikerdesek.hu)

Én
1SG

is
also

úgy
thus

csinálom
do.PRS.1SG.DEF

mint
like

te.
2SG

‘I also do it like you.’

Similarly to Udmurt, the functions of the manner deictics outside the quota-
tive domain affect their use in quotative constructions. This effect is reflected in

17I am not aware of studies addressing this functional division of manner deictics in contempo-
rary Hungarian.
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two aspects: (i) the types of RD, and (ii) the position of the QI within the RD-
construction.

As a mimetic marker, így is used only with direct RD that “reports and demon-
strates what has been uttered” (Dömötör 2001: 338). In mimetic expressions, dem-
onstrations are carried out by movements and gestures. In quotative construc-
tions, RD is a demonstration of somebody’s words (22a) or mental activities (22b)
(see Clark & Gerrig 1990 on quotations as demonstrations). Note that, in Hungar-
ian, even direct RD can be preceded by the complementiser hogy (22c). Thus,
unlike in many SAE languages, the presence of the complementiser (22b) is not
a sufficient criterion for distinguishing between indirect and direct RD.

(22) Hungarian

a. (MNSz)
a
DEF

rapper
rapper

rövid
short

beszédében
talk.3SG.INE

így
so

mutatta
show.PRS.3SG.DEF

be
into

magát:
self.ACC

‖“cigány
Gypsy

vagyok,
be.PRS.1SG

zsidó
Jew

vagyok
be.PRS.1SG

…”‖RD

‘The rapper introduced himself in his short speech by saying (lit. so):
‖“I am Gypsy, I am Jew …”‖RD’

b. (MNSz)
Én
1SG

is
also

így
so

gondoltam
think.PST.1SG

hogy
COMP

‖nem
NEG

túl
very

jó
good

választás
choice

nekem
DAT.1SG

a
DEF

29er
29er

…‖RD

‘I also thought (lit. thought it so that) ‖the 29er is not a very good
choice for me ...‖RD’

c. (Google books)
... azt

DEM.ACC
mondta,
say.PST.3SG.DEF

hogy
COMP

‖szeretlek,
love.PRS.1SG.DEF.2SG

drága
expensive

csillagom.‖RD
star.1SG

‘... (he) said (lit. said that) ‖I love you, my dear star.‖RD’

As in Finnish (10), some of the Hungarian mimetic expressions introduced by
a QI with így can be interpreted as quasi-quotations. In (23), the reporter puts a
person’s moves and gestures into words.
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(23) Hungarian (MNSz)
… a

DEF
kezével
hand.3sg.COM

így
so

mutatta,
show.PST.3SG.DEF

hogy
COMP

‖ha
if

nem,
NEG

akkor
then

ez
DEM

a
DEF

táska
bag

bumm.‖RD
IDEO

‘… with his hand he showed (lit. showed so) that ‖if not, then this bag will
go boom.‖RD’

Functionally, distal úgy introduces the content of a proposition expressed as a
quote, rather than a mimetic quote. Thus, QIs with úgy do not show any restric-
tion to one type of RD and can be used with either direct (24a) or indirect (24b)
quotations.

(24) Hungarian

a. (MNSz)
... úgy

thus
mondta:
say.PST.3SG.DEF

‖látom
see.PRS.1SG.DEF

nagyon
very

istenfélők
God.fearing.PL

vagytok‖RD
be.PRS.2PL

…

‘... said (lit. said it thus): ‖I see you are very God-fearing‖RD ...’
b. (nepmese.hu)

Úgy
thus

mondta,
say.PRS.3SG.DEF

hogy
COMP

‖kell
need.PRS.3SG

neki
DAT.3SG

a
DEF

száz
100

forint …‖RD
forint

‘[He] thus said that ‖he needs the one hundred forints‖RD ...’

In principle, indirect quotations as in (24b) do not contradict the statement
that úgy introduces only the content of a quote, differing from the original utter-
ance at least in deictic orientation, i.e. ‘he needs the one hundred forints’ vs. ‘I
need the one hundred forints’. In addition, one can expect that the choice of orig-
inal words might have differed from those reported, e.g. ‘Give me, please, one
hundred forints’ or ‘Could you lend me the one hundred forints’. As Dömötör
(2001: 338) points out, “[w]hile direct speech [equivalent to direct RD] reports
and demonstrates what has been uttered, indirect speech [equivalent to indirect
RD] renounces this demonstration (…) [indicating] that the author has under-
stood the utterance and based on this, he reformulates its content”. Yet, this
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statement is problematic with direct quotations such as (24a), which resemble
a demonstration of a person’s utterance rather than a mere depiction of its con-
tent. A closer look at the syntactic distribution of the manner deictics reveals that
the proximal így is not restricted to one position within the RD-construction: it
can appear preceding (22)–(23) or following (25a) the RD, or it can split the RD
into parts (25b). In contrast, QIs with the distal úgy are restricted to the pre-RD
position.

(25) Hungarian (MNSz)

a. ‖De
but

egy
INDEF

tehénnel
cow.COM

tette‖RD
do.PRS.3SG.DEF

– így
so

a
DEF

riporter.
reporter

‘‖But he did it with a cow‖RD – so [said] the reporter.’
b. ‖Á

INTERJ
nem,‖RD
NEG

(így
so

ő),
3SG

‖hisz
believe.PRS.3SG

mi
1PL

immár
now

kétezer
two.thousand

éve
year.3SG

imádkozunk
pray.PRS.1PL

Jeruzsálemért.‖RD
Jerusalem.CAUS

‖‘Ah no,‖RD (so he [said]), ‖we have already prayed for Jerusalem for
two thousand years.‖RD’

As shown in (25), QIs with the proximal így do not always contain a speech or
epistemic verb. Event-neutralised QIs (§4.1) consist merely of an NP referring to
the original speaker and the manner deictic, as in (25a) and (25b). In contrast, QIs
with the distal úgy must contain reportative verbs, otherwise the whole construc-
tion is considered ungrammatical. Hence, in the case of proximal így, the RD-
construction can be considered a subtype of mimetic construction, i.e. ‘X is/was
like this: {demonstration}’, while in the case of distal úgy, the RD-construction is
a reproduction of somebody’s words or thoughts: ‘X says/thinks something like
that: {quote}’.

Previous studies have already pointed out the additional meanings expressed
by the manner deictics in Hungarian quotative constructions. Kiefer (2016: 83)
indicates that “if the exact wording of the reported utterance is at stake, the re-
ported utterance is repeated but the reporting clause contains the [proximal]
adverbial particle így ‘so, thus’”. Körtvély (2016: 607), in turn, mentions that
“[n]ative speakers of Hungarian estimate both versions [of constructions with
and without the distal úgy] as quasi equivalent in their meaning; however, some
of them consider the contents of the úgy-type as less certain”.

To complement Kiefer’s statement, my investigation shows that QIs with így
can also introduce hypothetical quotes, as in (26), where the reporter presents a
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quote purportedly said by the world-famous Hungarian football player, Ferenc
Puskás.

(26) Hungarian (MNSz)
‖“Nagy
big

pénz,
money

kis
small

foci.”‖RD
football

– vagy
or

mégsem
still.also.NEG

így
so

mondta
say.PST.3SG.DEF

volna
be.COND.3SG

Puskás?
PN

‘‖“Big money, small football.”‖RD – as Puskás would have said (lit. or
wouldn’t have Puskás said so)?’

Note that Puskás’s actual utterance Kis pénz – kis foci, nagy pénz – nagy foci
‘Small money – small football, big money – big football’,18 differs from the one
presented in (26). Thus, instead of presenting the original utterance, the reporter
modifies it according to his/her aims. Since így can introduce hypothetical quotes,
I suggest revising Kiefer’s claim: instead of associating the use of the proximal
manner deictic így with the exactness of the presented quote, I propose associat-
ing it with the directness of the quote. Of course, direct quotes introduced by the
proximal manner deictic may be represented by verbatim quotations. However,
this condition is not necessarily true for the whole category of direct RD.

As for Körtvély’s claim, it is to be expected that indirect quotes introduced
by QIs with úgy can be perceived as approximately reproduced and signal the
reporter’s lack of commitment to the content of quote. First, úgy introduces the
content of quote only, which leads to the difference between the original utter-
ance and its reproduction. Second, several features of RD might be blurred due
to syntactic adjustment, while presenting indirect RD. Although both conditions
are found in the use of úgy, the reporter’s lack of commitment is hardly fore-
grounded in all RD-constructions where the distal manner deictic is used. As a
result, I step back from the analysis proposed above and propose considering
both meanings assigned for the manner deictics secondary, rather than univer-
sally applicable to their use in the quotative domain.

The main features drawing differences between proximal így and distal úgy
are summarised in Table 4.

18This utterance is frequently attributed to Puskás, although there is no actual proof that he has
ever said it.
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Table 4: Features of manner deictics in Hungarian QIs

Proximal így Distal úgy

Primary meaning demonstration of RD representation of
content of RD

RD type direct direct, indirect
Reference cata- and anaphoric cataphoric
Position of QIs pre-, intra- and postposed preposed
Event-neutralisation ellipsis of the verb does not occur

5 Summary and discussion

This chapter has shown that manner deictics follow different patterns of distri-
bution in QIs in related languages. According to their referential function, three
main types of manner deictics are distinguished: (i) cataphoric, (ii) anaphoric,
and (iii) both cataphoric and anaphoric deictics; cf. the summary in Table 5. In
addition to their referential function, manner deictics show preferences for the
direct or indirect types of RD and for the pre-, intra- or postposed position in the
RD-construction.

Table 5: Referential functions of manner deictics in quotative construc-
tions of selected Finno-Ugric languages

Referential functions Manner deictics

Cataphoric Finnish näin, niin, sillee(n)
Estonian nii
Hungarian úgy
Udmurt taźy

Anaphoric Udmurt oźy

Cata- and anaphoric Komi taďź(i), siďź
Hungarian így

Among the five Finno-Ugric languages, several patterns of distribution can be
identified based on the above criteria. In languages with a proximal/distal pair
of manner deictics, their meanings and functions outside the quotative domain
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predetermine their use in QIs. Thus, the Hungarian proximal manner deictic így
as a general mimetic marker introduces direct RD only. Distal úgy, which outside
the quotative domain can only refer to the manner of action but not demonstrate
it, is used as a marker pointing at the representation of the content of a person’s
words or thoughts. Therefore, it can introduce both direct and indirect RD.

In Udmurt, the distribution follows from the meanings of the manner deictics.
Proximal taźy introduces new information and, in RD-constructions, typically
appears in preposed QIs. Distal oźy, in turn, refers to already-known information
and is used in postposed QIs.

In contrast, in Komi, the proximal and distal manner deictics are interchange-
able outside the quotative domain. In the quotative domain, their use seems in-
fluenced by the genre in which they are used: distal siďź is used more frequently
in conventional written texts, while in my new media material only proximal
taďź(i) is attested in quotative constructions.

In Finnish, proximal and distal manner deictics are exclusively used with cat-
aphoric reference in quotative constructions. This is all the more interesting as
the distal manner deictic niin is also used as an anaphoric marker outside the quo-
tative domain (König 2017: 160). The Estonian cognate nii has been shown to be
used only as a cataphoric marker, which confirms Keevallik’s (2005: 116–117) ear-
lier findings. In colloquial speech, Finnish sillee(n) and Estonian nii co-occur with
reportative verbs or with equational verbs in QIs. QIs with equational verbs can
equally introduce quotations of speech and thought, while speech or epistemic
verbs restrict the interpretation to one type of RD. Manner deictics can appear
in contexts where the RD is not attributed to a concrete speaker and is therefore
hypothetical. Usually, the QI introducing hypothetical quotes is structurally less
complex.

In addition, two manner deictics, Finnish sillee(n) and Hungarian így, are also
observed introducing mimetic expressions that can be interpreted as quasi-quo-
tations. It is not surprising that the demonstratives are employed as quotatives
with mimetic expressions. Güldemann (2008: 521) mentions that many quotative
markers have been initially used in indexingmimesis and later onwere grammat-
icalised into exclusively quotative markers or are still employed in their initial
function parallel to their relatively new quotative use.

The observations made for Finno-Ugric languages have parallels in other lan-
guages of the world. For example, an exclusively cataphoric manner deictic is
found in Usan (Papuan), where “the quote introduction has the cataphoric ad-
verbial ete [e-t-e ‘this/here’ + postposition -t ‘for/at/on/etc.’ + ‘this/here’]: wo ete
qamar ‘he said thus’” (Reesink 1993: 218). Among the markers that can be used
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both cataphorically and anaphorically in QIs, I have already mentioned the Rus-
sian manner deictic tak. Similarities can be pointed out in the use of German so
and French ainsi, both meaning ‘so’, that appear preceding and following the RD
(König 2017: 160; Karssenberg & Lahousse 2018; also see König this volume and
Diessel & Breunesse this volume). Similarly, in Usan QIs, the manner deictic ende
‘this/here’ + ‘given/a particular one’ + postposition -t ‘for/at/on/etc.’ + ‘this/here’
can be used both cata- and anaphorically (Reesink 1993: 218).

I am not aware of other languages in which the proximal form of a proxi-
mal/distal manner deictics pair is used for direct RD/new information, while the
distal form is used for indirect RD/old information, as has been shown for Hun-
garian and Udmurt, respectively. However, one could expect to find similar pat-
terns in quotative systems of languages not considered here, which is a direction
for future research.
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Abbreviations
ABE abessive case
ACC accusative case
ADE adessive case
ADJ adjective
ADV adverb
ALL allative case
CAUS causative case
CMC computer-mediated

communication
CN connegative
COM comitative case
COMP complementiser
COMPAR comparative
COND conditional mood
CV converb

DAT dative case
DEF definite
DEM demonstrative
ELA elative case
ESS essive case
FUT future tense
GEN genitive case
IDEO ideophone
ILL illative case
IMP imperative mood
INDEF indefinite
INE inessive case
INF infinitive
INSTR instrumental case
INTERJ interjection
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M masculine gender
MIM mimetic
MIR mirative
NEG negative
ORD ordinal
PROX proximal
PL plural
PN proper noun
PP past participle
PREP prepositional case

PRS present tense
PST past tense
PTCL particle
PTCP participle
PTV partitive case
QI quotative index
QP question particle
RD reported discourse
SG singular
SNS social network sites

Data sources

The data sources were last accessed in the period from 1 February to 1 August
2019.

Electronic corpora

Blog subcorpus = Blog subcorpus of Udmurt corpus:
http://web-corpora.net/UdmurtCorpus/search/

Internet-keskusteluainestoja [The databases of internet communications]:
https://korp.csc.fi

Komi corpus = Korpus komi jazyka [The corpus of the Komi language]:
http://komicorpora.ru

MNSz =Magyar Nemzeti Szövegtár. Személyes alkorpusz [TheHungarianNational
Corpus. Personal Subcorpus]:
http://corpus.nytud.hu/mnsz/

NMS = Eesti keele koondkorpus. Uus media [Estonian Reference Corpus. New me-
dia subcorpus]:
https://www.cl.ut.ee/korpused/segakorpus/uusmeedia/

Internet sources

Alёna Tuvsovja:
http://tuvsovja.blogspot.com/2014/09/blog-post_6.html

ask.fm
https://ask.fm/Joonas_Tuloneen/answers/120680473973
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Daily Mail
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3030136/Abbott-deserved-credit-
McGregor.html

Demi
https://www.demi.fi/keskustelu/suhteet-aaah-mita-ma-teen;
https://www.demi.fi/keskustelu/suhteet-miten-unohan-jatkan

Eestimaa Loomakaitse Liit
http://loomakaitse.eu/lapsed-kui-te-seda-kassipoega-ei-vota-siis-ma-tapan-ta-
ara/

Google books
https://books.google.ee/books?id=xQbWDwAAQBAJ&lpg=PT415&dq=%22azt%
20mondta%20hogy%20szeretlek%20dr%C3%A1ga%20csillagom%22&pg=PP1#v=
onepage&q&f=false

gyakorikerdesek.hu
https://www.gyakorikerdesek.hu/gyerekvallalas-neveles__babak__1253137-
halozsak-

Kaksplus
https://kaksplus.fi/threads/alkionsiirroista-plussanneet.2458857/page-11

lansiuusimaa.fi
https://www.tallinna24.ee/blogit/satunnainen-herrasmies

Müürileht
https://www.muurileht.ee/skoda-mazda-ja-ritmos-liquidos/

nepmese.hu
https://www.nepmese.hu/index.php/mesetar/mesek/adj-uram-isten-szaz-
forintot

Tuś
http://tusjuk.blogspot.com/2015/

Twitter
https://twitter.com/allthingsmollie/status/690042054936772608

vk.com/biarmian
https://vk.com/biarmian

vk.com/knyazpozdey
https://vk.com/knyazpozdey

vk.com/udmurt_ept
https://vk.com/udmurt_ept
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Vremja Novostej Online [Time of News Online]
http://www.vremya.ru/2009/74/5/228155.html

Woman.ru
http://www.woman.ru/relations/men/thread/4996059/

XHardware
http://extreme.pcgameshardware.de/mainboards-und-arbeitsspeicher/257287-
ram-speed.html
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A typology of demonstrative clause
linkers
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Across languages, demonstratives provide a frequent diachronic source for a wide
range of grammatical markers, including certain types of clause linkers such as En-
glish so, that, thus and therefore. Drawing on data from a sample of 100 languages,
this chapter presents a cross-linguistic survey of (grammaticalised) demonstratives
that are routinely used to combine clauses or propositions. The study shows that
demonstrative clause linkers occur in a large variety of constructions including
all major types of subordinate clauses and paratactic sentences. Concentrating on
the most frequent types, the chapter considers (grammaticalised) demonstratives
functioning as (i) relative pronouns, (ii) linking and nominalising articles, (iii) quo-
tative markers, (iv) complementisers, (v) conjunctive adverbs, (vi) adverbial sub-
ordinate conjunctions, (vii) correlatives and (viii) topic markers. It is the purpose
of the chapter to provide a comprehensive overview of demonstrative clause link-
ers from a cross-linguistic perspective and to consider the mechanisms of change
that are involved in the grammaticalisation of demonstratives in clause linkage
constructions.

1 Introduction

Demonstratives are a unique class of expressions that are foundational to so-
cial interaction, discourse processing and grammar evolution (Diessel 2006; 2013;
2014). In face-to-face conversation, demonstratives are commonly used with ref-
erence to entities in the surrounding speech situation in order to coordinate the

Holger Diessel &Merlijn Breunesse. 2020. A typology of demonstrative clause linkers.
In Åshild Næss, Anna Margetts & Yvonne Treis (eds.), Demonstratives in discourse,
305–341. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.4055834
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interlocutors’ joint focus of attention. In this use, they are often accompanied by
pointing gestures and other non-verbal means of deictic communication (Bühler
1934; see also Coventry et al. 2008).

All languages use demonstratives for spatial reference, but demonstratives are
also frequently used with reference to linguistic elements in discourse (Halli-
day & Hasan 1976). Two basic discourse uses are commonly distinguished: the
tracking use, in which demonstratives refer to discourse participants, and the
discourse-deictic use, in which demonstratives refer to an adjacent clause or
proposition (Webber 1991).

In addition to these uses, many languages have grammatical function mor-
phemes that are historically derived from demonstratives. In the grammaticali-
sation literature, it is often assumed that all grammatical functionmorphemes are
ultimately based on content words (Heine & Kuteva 2007: 111), but, as Brugmann
(1904) and Bühler (1934) noted, demonstratives also provide a frequent source
for the development of grammatical markers. There is a wide range of gram-
matical function words that are frequently derived from tracking and discourse
deictic demonstratives, including definite articles, third person pronouns, rela-
tive pronouns, copulas and subordinate conjunctions (Himmelmann 1997; Dies-
sel 1999a; 1999b). Some of these markers have been studied intensively from both
diachronic and cross-linguistic perspectives. There is, for instance, a great deal
of research on the development of definite articles from tracking or anaphoric
demonstratives in a large number of languages (e.g. Harris 1978; Cyr 1993; Laury
1997). However, other types of development have not been systematically inves-
tigated from a cross-linguistic perspective. Conjunctive adverbs, for instance, are
frequently based on discourse-deictic demonstratives, but there is almost no re-
search on this topic (Diessel 1999a: 125–127).

In this chapter, we will be concerned with (grammaticalised) demonstratives
that are routinely used for clause linkage. In English, for example, the expres-
sions so, that, so that, thus and therefore are based on demonstratives and serve
to combine clauses or propositions. Similar types of grammaticalised demonstra-
tives occur in many other languages (Himmelmann 1997; Heine & Kuteva 2007).
It is the purpose of this chapter to show that demonstratives are of central signif-
icance to the development of grammatical markers in the domain of clause link-
age. More specifically, the chapter provides a typology of “demonstrative clause
linkers” and analyses the mechanisms of change behind their development.

Since demonstratives are commonly used with reference to linguistic elements
in the unfolding discourse, they provide a natural starting point for the grammat-
icalisation of clause linkers (Bühler 1934; Diessel 2012). Yet, while the frequent
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development of demonstratives into clause-linking morphemes is motivated by
discourse-pragmatic factors, it is important to recognise that the grammaticali-
sation of clause linkers is also influenced by the syntactic properties of demon-
stratives in particular constructions (Himmelmann 1997; Diessel 1999a; 1999b).

Early research on grammaticalisation has focused on semantic and pragmatic
changes of lexical expressions, but more recent research has shown that gram-
maticalisation processes involve constructions (Traugott 2003), or entire net-
works of constructions, rather than just isolated items (Traugott & Trousdale
2013; see also Diessel 2019a). Thus, in order to understand how demonstratives
grammaticalise into clause linkers, one must not only consider their discourse
functions but also their occurrence in particular constructions.

This chapter builds on previous research on the grammaticalisation of demon-
stratives (e.g. Brugmann 1904; Bühler 1934; Himmelmann 1997; Diessel 1999a;
1999b; 2006; 2014) but is more detailed and comprehensive than all former ac-
counts. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first large-scale typolog-
ical study that systematically investigates the role of (grammaticalised) demon-
stratives in the domain of clause linkage. The analysis is based on a typological
database including information from a genetically and geographically dispersed
sample of 100 languages. The languages come from 80 genera, with maximally
two languages from each genus, and are roughly equally distributed across the
six major geographical areas that are commonly distinguished in typology, i.e.
Eurasia, Africa, Southeast Asia and Oceania, Australia and New Guinea, South
America and North America (Dryer 1992). The bulk of the data have been gleaned
from reference grammars and other published sources, but for some languages
we also consulted native speakers and language experts. A complete list of lan-
guages included in our sample is given in the appendix.

Most of the variables in our database concern parameters of synchronic vari-
ation, but we have also gathered information on the diachronic developments
of complex sentences and the various types of clause linkers. Since many clause
linkers are only weakly grammaticalised, they are (often) etymologically trans-
parent. There is plenty of evidence in our database that relative markers, com-
plementisers, conjunctive adverbs and many other types of clause linkers are
etymologically related to demonstratives. However, the mechanisms of change
that are involved in the diachronic development of demonstrative clause link-
ers are often difficult to analyse. As we will see, in many cases we know that
a particular clause linker has a deictic origin, but since there are no diachronic
corpora to study the constructional changes that are involved in the grammatical-
isation of demonstratives into clause linkers, we do not always know how they
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evolved. Nevertheless, while the source constructions of grammatical markers
are frequently unknown, there is enough evidence in our database (and the his-
torical literature) to propose some plausible scenarios of constructional change
for most of the demonstrative clause linkers in our sample.

In what follows, we analyse eight different types of clause-linking morphemes
that are frequently derived from a demonstrative. We begin with relative pro-
nouns (§2), which have been very prominent in the older literature on grammat-
icalisation (Brugmann 1904; Bühler 1934: 402), and then turn to a wide range of
other markers, including linking and nominalising articles (§3), quotative mark-
ers (§4), complementisers (§5), conjunctive adverbs (§6), adverbial subordinate
conjunctions (§7), correlatives (§8), and topic markers (§9).

2 Relative pronouns

The term “relative pronoun” is used in various ways by different scholars (see
Lehmann (1984: 248–252) and van der Auwera (1985) for discussion); but for the
purpose of this study, we adopt the following definition: A relative pronoun is
an anaphoric pronoun that represents the head noun at the beginning of a post-
nominal relative clause.

Relative pronouns are frequent in European languages, but rare outside of Eu-
rope (Comrie 2006). In our sample, there are four European languages in which
relative pronouns descended from a question word (French, Georgian, Hungar-
ian, Serbo-Croatian), and one language (German) in which relative pronouns are
based on a demonstrative.1 As can be seen in (1a)–(1c), German relative clauses
are introduced by a demonstrative relative pronoun that indicates the syntactic
function of the head noun through case-marking or a preposed adposition.

(1) Modern German (Indo-European, Germanic)

a. Das
this

ist
is

der
the

Mann,
man

der
REL.NOM

mir
me

geholfen
helped

hat.
has

‘This is the man who helped me.’
b. Das

this
ist
is

der
the

Mann,
man

den
REL.ACC

ich
I

gesehen
saw

habe.
have

‘This is the man who I saw.’

1In Hungarian, relative pronouns are derived from question words by the prefix a-, which is
historically related to the demonstrative az ‘that’, e.g. a-ki ‘THAT-who’ (Kenesei et al. 1998: 40).
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c. Das
this

ist
is

der
the

Mann,
man

mit
with

dem
REL.DAT

ich
I

gesprochen
spoken

habe.
have

‘This is the man who I talked to.’

Outside of Europe, there are only four other languages in our sample in which
relative pronouns are introduced by a demonstrative that qualifies as a relative
pronoun according to our definition. One of them is Tümpisa Shoshone (2).

(2) Tümpisa Shoshone (Uto-Aztecan, Numic; Dayley 1989: 358, 359)

a. Wa’ippü
woman.SBJ

nia
me

pusikwa
know

[atü
that.SBJ

hupiatüki-tü].
sing-PTCP.PRS.SS.SBJ

‘The woman who is singing knows me.’
b. Wa’ippüa

woman.OBJ
nüü
1SG

pusikwa
know

[akka
that.OBJ

hupiatüki-tünna].
sing-PTCP.PRS.SS.OBJ

‘I know the woman who’s singing.’

In Tümpisa Shoshone, relative clauses are commonly introduced by a case-
marked demonstrative pronoun which Dayley (1989: 357) classifies as a “relative
pronoun”. Note, however, that while the Shoshone relative pronouns are inflected
for case (and number), like those in many European languages, they do not signal
the syntactic function of the headwithin the relative clause but agree in case (and
number) with the preceding noun.

Another language in which relative clauses are introduced by demonstratives
that may be analysed as relative pronouns is Yagua, an Amazonian language of
Peru. There are two relative markers in Yagua (3) (Payne & Payne 1990: 342–346):
(i) a “relative particle” that consists of the demonstrative jirya and the second po-
sition clitic -tìy, and (ii) a set of “relative pronouns” that agree with the preceding
head in class and number. Note that the “relative pronouns” are not inflected for
case, but in oblique relatives, demonstratives (or third person pronouns) are com-
bined with bound adpositions that specify the syntactic role of the head in the
relative clause (3b), like oblique relative pronouns in German (1c).

(3) Yagua (Peba-Yaguan; Payne & Payne 1990: 345, 346)

a. vánu
man

[jiy-ra-tìy
this-CLF.N-REL

ray-dííy-tániy-jáy
1SG-see-CAUSE-PROX

jantya-sįį-níí]
imitate-NMLZ-3SG

...

‘The man I showed the picture ...’
b. sa-rą́vą́ą́

3SG-poison
[rá-mu-tìy
INAN-LOC-REL

riy-pų́ų́tya-jada
3PL-paint-PST

jąą́yanú-miy]
fer.de.lance-PL

...

‘His poison in which the fer-de-lances painted themselves ...’
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Similar types of relative pronouns occur in Tamashek, a Berber language of
Mali and Algeria, in which relative clauses are introduced by a demonstrative
that hosts an adposition clitic if the head serves an oblique role in the relative
clause (4a)–(4b).

(4) Tamashek (Afro-Asiatic, Berber; Heath 2005: 633, 636)

a. é-hæn
M.SG-house

[w-ɑ́=dæɤ
M-DEM.SG=in

t-ə̀zəbbu-ɤ]
IMPF-go.down.IMPF-1SG.SBJ

‘The house in which I go down (= spend the night).’
b. æ-hɑ́ləs

M.SG-man
[w-ɑ̀=s
M-DEM.SG=INS

Ø-æbɑ̀
3M.SG.SBJ-be.lost.PFV

rure-s].
son-3SG.POSS

‘The man whose son was lost (= died).’

Since postnominal relative clauses including a relative pronoun are similar to
paratactic sentences, it is often assumed that relative pronouns are derived from
anaphoric demonstrative pronouns of structurally independent sentences that
have been downgraded to subordinate clauses (Heine & Kuteva 2007: 224–229;
Givón 2009: 105). The hypothesis is not implausible, but difficult to verify by con-
crete diachronic data (Harris & Campbell 1995: 282–286). In fact, the diachronic
data suggest that relative clauses typically develop under the influence of multi-
ple source constructions (Hendery 2013). For instance, Lockwood (1968) argued
that the relative clauses of Modern German are related to an old apo koinou con-
struction in which a demonstrative pronoun served a double role in main and
subordinate clauses (5) (see also Pittner 1995).

(5) Old High German (Indo-European, Germanic; Lockwood 1968: 243)
thô
then

liefun
ran

sâr
at.once

thie
DEM.NOM

nan
him

minnôtun
loved

meist.
most

‘Then ran at once those who loved him most.’

The sentence in (5) includes a demonstrative that serves as subject of two verbs:
liefun ‘ran’ and minnôtun ‘loved’. According to Lockwood (1968: 242–244), apo
koinou constructions are easily extended to relative clauses if the two roles of the
demonstrative are expressed by separate (pro)nouns (cf. Wer ist die, die aufgeht
aus der Wüste ‘Who is the one who rises from the desert’; see also Paul (1916-
1920: IV: 189–191)). Since constructions of this type were frequent in Old and
Middle High German, it is not implausible that they influenced the development
of relative clauses; but that does not mean that paratactic sentences did not also
impact their development. As Hendery (2013) has shown, relative clauses are
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often historically related to more than one source. In the current case, we know
that relative pronouns often develop from demonstratives, but this development
may involve demonstratives in several source constructions (cf. Lehmann 1984:
378–383; Diessel 1999a: 120–123).

3 Linking and nominalising articles

Since subordinate clauses are frequently expressed by nominalisations (Lehmann
1988), they are often marked by the same morphemes as noun phrases. For in-
stance, in many languages subordinate clauses are accompanied by articles or
determiners that one might analyse as particular types of clause linkers. Dryer
(1989) defined the term “article” by two features: (i) articles are used to indicate
(in)definiteness and/or (ii) serve as formal markers of noun phrases. The articles
of subordinate clauses are of the latter type. They are formal markers of nominal
constituents but do not indicate (in)definiteness.

Two basic types of subordinating articles may be distinguished: (i) linking ar-
ticles and (ii) nominalising articles. The two types of articles form a continuum,
but for the purpose of this study we reserve the term “linking article” for markers
that are primarily used to combine a head noun with attributes, and we use the
term “nominalising article” for markers that are primarily used to form nominal
constituents. Crucially, both types of articles are commonly derived from demon-
stratives. In many Austronesian languages, for example, attributes are linked to
the head noun by an article, as in (6) from Toba Batak.

(6) Toba Batak (Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian, Foley 1980: 186)

a. bijang
dog

na
LK

balga
big

‘a big dog’
b. baoa

man
na
LK

mang-arang
ACT-write

buju
book

i
the

‘the man who wrote the book’

As can be seen, the adjective in (6a) and the relative clause in (6b) are linked
to a preceding noun by the marker na, which Foley (1980: 186–187) calls a “liga-
ture” and Himmelmann (1997: 173) a “linker” or “linking article”. Similar types of
linking articles occur in many other Austronesian languages, including Tagalog,
Wolio and Ilokano. In all of these languages, relative clauses are linked to the
preceding noun by the marker na or a, which is historically related to the medial
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demonstrative *a/na of Proto-Austronesian (Himmelmann 1997: 164; Ross 1988:
100). While a/na is also used with adjectives and other types of noun modifiers,
it is particularly frequent with relative clauses (Foley 1980).

Linking articles are very common in the Austronesian language family, but
are also found in many other languages across the world. Schuh (1983; 1990) and
Hetzron (1995) showed that they are widely used in Chadic, Cushitic and Semitic
languages, and Aristar (1991) presented data from a wide range of languages in
which relative clauses and genitive attributes are marked by the same linker. All
of these studies emphasise that linking articles are very frequent with relative
clauses and commonly derived from demonstratives.

Like linking articles, nominalising articles are often based on demonstratives.
Consider, for instance, the examples in (7a)–(7c) from Chumash, in which relative
clauses are syntactic nominalisations marked by the article l= and the dependent
proclitic hi=, which, according to Wash (1999: 46), is based on a demonstrative.
Since nominalised clauses serve as syntactic NPs, they can be used without a
nominal head as free relatives (7c).

(7) Chumash (Isolate; Wash 2001: 76, 97, 77)

a. hi=l=xɨp
DP=ART=rock
‘a/the rock’

b. hi=l=xɨp-xɨp-ʔ
DP=ART-rock-rock-EM

hi=l=ʔ-iy-saʔ-išmax-šiš
DP=ART=NMLZ-PL-FUT-throw.at-RECP

‘(and) rocks that they can throw at one another’
c. ʔi=s-ušk̓ál

TOP=3-be.strong
hi=l=ʔ-iy-qili-ʔ-aqmil.
DP-ART-NMLZ-PL-HAB-EP-drink

‘What they used to drink was strong.’

Similar types of nominalising articles (derived from demonstratives) occur in
other languages of our sample. In Jamul Tiipay, for instance, nominal clauses and
internally-headed relatives are marked by the demonstrative clitic =pu (8b)–(8c),
which also occurs with nouns (8a). Note that the demonstrative clitic is a deter-
miner that cannot be used as an independent pronoun like the demonstratives of
many other languages (Diessel 2005a), and that =pu is followed by a case clitic if
the subordinate clause functions as subject of the main verb (8c).2

2Jamul Tiipay is a “marked nominative language” in which subjects are marked by a case mor-
pheme, whereas objects are “zero-marked” (Comrie 2013).
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(8) Jamul Tiipay (Hokan, Yukan; Miller 2001: 153, 220, 208)

a. wa=pu
house=DEM
‘that house’

b. [puu-ch
that.one-SBJ

wi’i-x]=pu
do-IRR=DEM

uuyaaw.
know

‘I know she will do it.’
c. [’iipa

man
peya
this

nye-kwe-’iny]=pu=ch
3/1-SJREL-give=DEM=SBJ

mespa.
die

‘The man who gave me this died.’

Very similar types of nominal and internally headed relative clauses occur in
other languages of our sample. In Assiniboine, for example, nominalised subor-
dinate clauses are marked by the distal demonstrative žé ‘that’ (9), or, less fre-
quently, by the proximal demonstrative né ‘this’ (Cumberland 2005: 415–417).

(9) Assiniboine (Siouan; Cumberland 2005: 347, 415, 417)

a. [wįýą
woman

žé]
that

Ø-hą́ska.
A3-be.tall

‘That woman (over there) is tall.’
b. John

John
[mnatkį-kte-šį
Ø-A1SG-drink-POT-NEG

žé]
that

snok-Ø-yá.
ST-A3-know

‘John knows that I’m not going to drink it.’
c. [wįchášta

man
thimáni
visit

Ø-hí
A3-arrive.here

žé]
that

mi-nékši
1.POSS-uncle

Ø-é.
A3.be

‘The man who came to visit us is my uncle.’

According to Schuh (1990) and Aristar (1991), linking articles are often based
on demonstrative pronouns that were originally used as heads of complex NPs.
The best evidence for this development comes from Akkadian, an old Semitic
language of Mesopotamia with extensive diachronic records (Deutscher 2000;
2009).

Like many other Afro-Asiatic languages, Akkadian had a linking article that
occurred with nominal attributes. In Old and Middle Babylonian (1950 BC to
1000 BC), the linker ža was an invariable marker, but this marker developed
from the demonstrative pronoun šu, which was inflected for gender, number
and case. Analysing data from Old Akkadian (2500 BC to 1950 BC), Deutscher
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(2001; 2009) showed that šu was originally the pronominal head of a genitive at-
tribute that was later extended to relative clauses. Both genitive attributes and
relative clauses were frequently used with a demonstrative pronoun as head in
Old Akkadian but, crucially, in the course of the development, šu lost its sta-
tus as a pronoun and turned into a formal marker of certain types of attributes.
Since šu was originally the head of a complex NP, the new genitive and relative
constructions marked by šu (or ža) could be used without a co-occurring noun as
syntactic nominalisations. Nevertheless, since the šu-nominalisations were often
used in apposition to a preceding noun, they regained their original function as
noun modifiers (10).

(10) [[šu]PRN [GEN or RC]MOD]NP > [šu GEN or RC]NP > [NP]NP [šu GEN or RC]]NP

The development of the Akkadian linker provides a plausible account formany
of the properties that are characteristic of linking and nominalising articles: It ex-
plains why relative clauses are oftenmarked by the same demonstrative linker as
genitive attributes and why in many languages relative clauses can be used with-
out a (pro)nominal head as free nominals or syntactic nominalisations (Schuh
1983; 1990; Aristar 1991).

4 Quotative marker

A quotative marker is defined as a conjunction-like element that serves to mark
direct speech. In some languages, quotative markers are based on general speech
verbsmeaning ‘say’, ‘talk’ or ‘speak’. The development of quotativemarkers from
speech verbs has been very prominent in early research on grammaticalisation
(Lord 1993; Klamer 2000); but, as Güldemann (2008) showed, based on data from
African languages, quotative markers are also frequently derived from manner
demonstratives. This is confirmed cross-linguistically by our data.

Manner demonstratives are a particular subclass of demonstratives that serve
to draw interlocutors’ attention onto the manner of an action (König 2012; König
this volume; Nikitina & Treis this volume; Teptiuk this volume). In English, man-
ner demonstratives are complex forms consisting of the similative marker like
and a demonstrative pronoun (e.g. He did it like this); but in many other lan-
guages, manner demonstratives are simple lexemes, which may or may not be
formally related to demonstrative pronouns. In German, for instance, themanner
demonstrative so is formally distinct from demonstrative pronouns, but in Am-
bulas, a Sepik language of Papua New Guinea, manner demonstratives include
the same deictic roots as all other demonstratives (see Table 1).
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Table 1: Demonstratives in Ambulas (Wilson 1980: 56–57)

Pronouns Determiners Locative Manner

Proximal dé-kén ‘3SG-this’ kéni ‘this’ kéba ‘here’ kéba ‘so/thus’
Distal dé-wan ‘3SG-that’ wani ‘that’ waba ‘there’ waga ‘so/thus’

Like all other demonstratives, manner demonstratives can refer to entities in
the surrounding speech situation, but there seems to be a general tendency to
use them with reference to sentences or propositions (König 2012). In particular,
manner demonstratives are often used to indicate direct speech, as in (11) and (12)
from German and French.

(11) German (Indo-European, Germanic)
Ja,
yes

ich
I

würde
would

das
that

so
so

sagen:
say

“Das
this

ist
is

ein
a

Sonderfall.”
special.case

‘Well, I would put it this way: “This is a special case.”’

(12) French (Indo-European, Romance)
Marie
Marie

s’est
REFL.is

exprimée
express.PTCP

ainsi:
thus

“Puisqu’il le faut,
since.it.must.be

j’irai.”
I.go.FUT

‘Marie expressed herself in this way: “Since it is necessary, I will go.”’

Similar uses occur in many other languages of our sample. For instance, in
Bariai, an Austronesian language of New Britain, the verb keo ‘say’ is frequently
accompanied by a manner demonstrative to mark direct speech (13).

(13) Bariai (Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian; Gallagher & Baehr 2005: 157)
Taine
female

toa
GIVEN

oa
there

i-keo
SBJ.3SG-say

pa-n
at-3SG.OBL

bedane,
like.this

“Gergeu
child

ne
here

taine”.
female

‘That woman spoke to him like this, “This child is a girl.”’

Interestingly, some languages use different types of manner demonstratives
for previous and subsequent quotations (Teptiuk this volume). In Ambulas, for
example, kéba ‘so/thus’ refers to a subsequent quote, whereas waga ‘so/thus’
refers backwards. A parallel contrast occurs in Usan, a Papuan language of New
Guinea, in which ete ‘thus’ is used to announce upcoming speech (14), whereas
ende ‘so/thus’ refers to a preceding quotation (see also Korafe; Farr 1999: 276).
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(14) Usan (Trans-New Guinea, Madang; Reesink 1984: 184)
munon
man

eng
the

ete
thus

yo-nob
me-with

qâm-ar:
say-3SG.PST

“mâni
food

âib
big

ne-teib-âm,”
you-give.SG.FUT-1SG

ende
thus

qâm-arei.
say-3SG.PST

‘The man said thus to me: “I will give you a lot of food,” thus he said.’

There is a fluid transition between the discourse-deictic use of manner de-
monstratives and grammaticalised quotative markers. In the examples consid-
ered thus far, the demonstratives are only weakly grammaticalised. Yet, there
are languages in which manner demonstratives have developed into true quota-
tive markers. Meithei, for example, has “quotative complementizers” (Chelliah
1997: 190) that are derived from the verb háy ‘say’, the nominaliser -pə and a
demonstrative clitic, i.e. =si PROX or =tu DIST (15).

(15) Meithei (Sino-Tibetan, Kuki-Chin; Chelliah 1997: 305)
Tomba-nə
Tomba-CT

Tombi-nə
Tombi-CT

má-pu
he-PAT

ŋay-həw-li
wait-START-PROG

háy-pə=du
say-NMLZ=that

kaw-thok-ləm-í.
forget-OUT-EVD-NHYP
‘Tomba forgot that Tombi had been waiting for him.’

Like Meithei, Thai Kamti has grammaticalised quotative markers that are de-
rived from the verb waa3 ‘say’ and the proximal demonstrative nai1 ‘this’. The
two morphemes have fused into one word that is often reduced to wan1 in quo-
tative constructions (16).

(16) Thai Kamti (Tai-Kadai, Kam-Tai; Inglis 2014: 123)
“maeu4

2SG
mai3

OBJ
man4

3SG
khaeu3

want
han5

see
uu5”
IMPF

wan1.
qUOTE

‘He says that he wants to see you.’

Note that the quotative marker in (16) is not accompanied by a speech verb.
Since wan1 includes the verb waa3 ‘say’, one might think of wan1 as some kind
of verb, but it is not unusual that quotative markers are used without a verb. In
German, for example, the manner demonstrative so can refer to direct speech
without a co-occurring verb (17) (Golato 2000).
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(17) German (Indo-European, Germanic)
Und
and

ich
I

so:
thus

“Okay,
okay

das
this

ist
is

deine
your

Chance.”
chance

‘And I am like, “Okay, this is your chance.”’

Similar types of non-verbal quotative clauses occur in other languages of our
sample, as for instance in Komnzo (18), a Yam language of Papua New Guinea.

(18) Komnzo (Yam, Tonda; Döhler 2018: 331)
naf
3SG.ERG

nima
like.this

“Nakre,
Nakre

wimäs=en
mango.tree=LOC

mni
fire

b=ŋasog.”
MED=2:3.SBJ.NPST.IPFV.climb
‘He (said): “Nakre! The fire is climbing up the mango tree.”’

Interestingly, Güldemann (2008: 322–326) argued that demonstrative quota-
tive markers can acquire properties of verbs when they are routinely used in
non-verbal clauses to mark direct speech. In Epena Pedee, for instance, the man-
ner demonstrative má-ga ‘that-like’ may be inflected for tense if it is not accom-
panied by a speech verb (19).

(19) Epena Pedee (Choco; Harms 1994: 63, 176)

a. má-ga
that-like

hara-hí,
tell-PST

“…”

‘He said as follows “…”’
b. má-ga-hí,

that-like-PST
“pháta
plantain

kho-páde
eat-IMP

a-hí.”
say-PST

‘That is: “Eat your plantains.”’

The data from Epena Pedee provide good evidence for Güldemann’s (2008:
529) claim that quotative constructions provide “a highly fruitful cradle of new
verbs”.

5 Complementisers

In formal syntax, a complementiser is a particular word class category that serves
as head of a “complementizer phrase” (Radford 1997). However, in what follows,
we use the term “complementiser” in a more traditional way for subordinate
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conjunctions of nominal clauses functioning as subject or object of the main
verb.

Like many other types of clause linkers, complementisers are often based on
demonstratives. English that and German dass are well-known examples. There
are several other languages in our sample in which nominal clauses are marked
by a demonstrative. In fact, we have already seen some examples in §3. Recall that
the nominal clauses of Jamul Tiipay and Assiniboine are marked by a clause-final
demonstrative (8).

The position of the complementiser correlates with the order of verb and ob-
ject and the position of the nominal clause relative to the main verb (Schmidtke-
Bode &Diessel 2017). In OV languages, nominal clauses usually precede themain
verb and include a clause-final complementiser, as in Jamul Tiipay and Assini-
boine, whereas in VO languages, nominal clauses typically follow the main verb
and are marked by an initial complementiser, as in English and German. There
are several other languages with initial and final demonstrative complementisers
in our sample. Consider, for instance, (20) and (21) from Amele and Tamashek.

(20) Amele (Trans-New Guinea, Madang; Roberts 1987: 47)
[Naus
Naus

uqa
3SG

uqa
3SG

na
of

ho
pig

qo-i-a
hit-3SG-PST

eu]
that

ija
1SG

d-ug-a.
know-1SG-PST

‘I know that Naus killed his pig.’

(21) Tamashek (Afro-Asiatic, Berber; Heath 2005: 674)
ə̀nne-ɤ=ɑ-s
say.PFV-1SG.SBJ=DAT-3SG

[ɑ̀=d
DEM=COM

i-nzə̩r]
3M.SG.SBJ-sing.IMPF

‘I told him to sing.’ (Lit. ‘I said to him, that he sing.’)

Amele is an OV language in which nominal clauses precede the main clause
predicate, and Tamashek is a VO language in which nominal clauses are post-
posed to the main verb. As can be seen, like Jamul Tiipay and Assiniboine, Amele
marks preverbal nominal clauses by a clause-final demonstrative; like English
and German, Tamashek marks postverbal nominal clauses by a clause-initial de-
monstrative. Other languages in which complementisers are based on demon-
stratives include Chumash, Lakhota and Diegueño.

Note that while demonstrative complementisers are not uncommon, they are
less frequent than many other types of demonstrative clause linkers in our da-
tabase. In particular, the markers of relative clauses are more often based on
demonstratives than the markers of nominal clauses. Concentrating on those
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markers for which wewere able to determine a diachronic source, more than 50%
of all (free) relative markers are based on demonstratives in our data, whereas
only about 15% of all complementisers are related to demonstratives. What is
more, with one exception (see below), all of the demonstrative complementisers
included in our database also occur in relative clauses, suggesting that comple-
mentisers and relativisers are historically related (e.g. English that).

In the literature it is often said that demonstrative complementisers derive
from discourse-deictic demonstratives (Harris & Campbell 1995: 287). In particu-
lar, it is widely assumed that the German complementiser dass developed from
a paratactic demonstrative pronoun (Behaghel 1928: 30; Ebert 1978: 26). Accord-
ing to the standard analysis, dass has evolved from a cataphoric demonstrative
that served to anticipate an upcoming sentence as in Listen to this: John and Sue
will get married. On this account, the grammaticalisation of dass involved several
related changes whereby a cataphoric demonstrative pronoun turned into a for-
mal marker of the subsequent sentence that was downgraded to a subordinate
clause. This analysis is based on the occurrence of the demonstrative thaz in two
different structural positions in Middle High German (22).

(22) Middle High German (Indo-European, Germanic; Axel 2009: 25, 26)

a. Joh
and

gizálta
told

in
them

sar
immediately

tház
that

\ thiu
he

sálida
luck

untar
among

ín
them

was.
was

‘And told them immediately that good fortune was among them.’
b. “Íh,”

I
quad
said

er,
he

“infúalta
felt

\ thaz
that

étheswer
someone

mih
me

rúarta;”
touched

…

‘“I,” he said, “feel, that someone touched me;” …

In (22a) thaz occurs at the end of the first sentence and seems to anticipate
the subsequent clause, and in (22b) thaz occurs at the beginning of the second
sentence where it seems to serve as a formal marker of a nominal clause. Given
that some authors of that period used the demonstrative thaz in both ways (e.g.
Otfrid), it seems plausible to assume that the alternation between the two uses
of thaz reflects ongoing syntactic change.

However, several recent studies have questioned this view (Lühr 2008; Axel
2009; Schmidtke-Bode 2014). According to Axel (2009), there is little evidence
for the cataphoric use of demonstrative pronouns in Middle High German. The
few examples that are commonly cited to illustrate this use, notably (22a), are
unclear and leave room for alternative interpretations (Axel 2009: 25). Challeng-
ing the traditional view, Axel and Lühr suggest that the complementiser dass did
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not develop from a cataphoric demonstrative but from a relative pronoun. In par-
ticular, they argue that dass emerged in the context of a correlative construction
in which the relative pronoun thaz occurred together with a demonstrative or
correlative pronoun in the preceding main clause (23).

(23) Middle High German (Indo-European, Germanic; Axel 2009: 29)
Er
he

tháhta
thought

odowila
maybe

tház
that

\ thaz
that

er
he

ther
the

dúriwart
doorkeeper

wás.
was

‘He thought that maybe he was the doorkeeper.’

Correlative constructions of this type were frequent in Middle High German
and provide a plausible bridging context between relative and nominal clauses.
Moreover, the scenario that Axel and Lühr suggest for German is consistent
with the scenario that has been proposed for other languages in which relative
and nominal clauses include the same marker (Givón 1991; Schmidtke-Bode 2014:
248–254). As pointed out above, if nominal clauses are marked by a demonstra-
tive, relative clauses often include the same demonstrative, which is readily ex-
plained if we assume that demonstrative complementisers derive from demon-
strative relativisers.
Nevertheless, there is a second scenariowhereby a demonstrative pronounmay

develop into a complementiser. As Lord (1993) and others have shown, comple-
mentisers are frequently derived from quotative markers. Since quotative mark-
ers are often based on manner demonstratives (cf. §4), it is a plausible hypothesis
that complementisers may develop from demonstratives via quotative construc-
tions. The grammaticalisation literature has concentrated on the development
of complementisers from speech verbs, but there is at least one language in our
sample in which a complementiser (that does not also occur in relative clauses)
may have evolved from a demonstrative quotative marker. In Noon, direct and
indirect speech are marked by the “manner adverb” an meaning ‘thus’ or ‘in this
way’ (24a). Since an is also used as a complementiser with verbs of cognition
(24b)–(24c), it is not unreasonable to assume that the complementiser use of an
has developed from its use in quotative constructions.

(24) Noon (Niger-Congo, Atlantic; Soukka 2000: 314)

a. Yaal-aa
man-DEF

hay-ya,
come-NARR

woˈ-ˈa-ri
say-NARR-OBJ.3SG

an:
thus

“Mi
I

hot-in
see-PFV

ee-fu.”
mother-2SG

‘The man came and said to him/her (this): “I’ve seen your mother.”’
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b. Ya
s/he

halaat-ee
think-PST

an:
COMP

“Mi
I

hot-oo
see-PRES.NEG

ken.”
nobody

‘S/he thought (this): “I don’t see anybody.”’
c. Cica

grandmother
foog-ee
think-PST

an
COMP

ɓaa
individual

keloh-hii-ri.
hear-ASP.NEG-OBJ.3SG

‘Grandmother thought that the person hadn’t heard her.’

In general, complementisers are historically related to demonstratives, but it
seems that this relationship is usually mediated by the use of demonstratives in
relative and quotative constructions. In particular, the extension of demonstra-
tive relative markers to demonstrative complementisers is cross-linguistically
very common (Schmidtke-Bode 2014: 248–254).

6 Conjunctive adverbs

Conjunctive adverbs are paratactic clause linkers that combine two independent
sentences. In contrast to many other types of clause linkers, they have received
little attention in typology. In studies of English grammar, the term “conjunctive
adverb” applies to discourse connectives such as however, thus and nevertheless.
Similar types of discourse connectives occur in many other languages and often
involve demonstratives. In what follows, we provide an overview of the conjunc-
tive adverbs in our database concentrating on those forms that involve demon-
stratives. As we will see, conjunctive adverbs vary along several dimensions:

1. They can be more or less complex ranging from mono-morphemic words
to (frozen) multi-word expressions.

2. They are usually associated with the second conjunct but exhibit different
degrees of formal integration.

3. They express a wide range of semantic relations including, above all, rela-
tions of time, cause and reason.

In some languages, conjunctive adverbs are based on manner demonstratives.
In English, for example, the manner demonstratives so and thus are commonly
used as conjunctive adverbs that designate a consequence or logical conclusion
(25). Likewise, Finnish niin ‘so/thus’ and Japanese koo/so/aa ‘in this/that way’ are
manner demonstratives that can be used as conjunctive adverbs (König 2012).

(25) He failed the exam; thus/so, he had to repeat the class.
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Apart from manner demonstratives, oblique demonstrative pronouns provide
a common source for conjunctive adverbs. In Yurakaré, for example, temporal
clauses are introduced by latijsha, which is composed of three morphemes: the
endophoric reference marker l-, the anaphoric medial demonstrative ati and the
ablative case marker =jsha (26).

(26) Yurakaré (Isolate; van Gijn 2006: 321)
mi-bëjti
2SG-see.1SG.SBJ

së=ja
1SG.PRN=EMPH

latijsha
then

shuyuj-ta-m.
hidden-MID-2SG.SBJ

‘I saw you, then you hid yourself.’

Santali also uses oblique demonstratives to indicate sequential links between
two structurally independent sentences. Result and causal clauses are introduced
by ɛnte ‘because/for’ or onate ‘therefore/so.that’, which are based on the demon-
stratives ɛn ‘that’ and ona ‘that.INAN’ and the instrumental suffix -te (27).

(27) Santali (Austro-Asiatic, Munda; Neukom 2001: 180)
am-ṭhɛn-ge
2SG-DAT-FOC

baba-ɲ
father-1SG.SBJ

cala-k’-kan-a;
go-MID-IPFV-IND

[ɛnte=ɲ
that.INS=1SG.SBJ

baḍae-y-et’-a
know-EP-IPFV-IND

…].

‘I am coming to you, father, because I know …’

Functionally equivalent to oblique demonstratives are adpositional construc-
tions consisting of a demonstrative pronoun or adverb and an adposition. English
therefore, for instance, derives from Old English þærƒore ‘for that’, which is com-
posed of the demonstrative þær ‘there’ and the adposition fore ‘before, because
of’. Similar types of conjunctive adverbs occur in many other languages of our
sample. Some examples are given in Table 2.

Conjunctive adverbs of this type are commonly used to indicate relations of
cause, reason and time. Some of these expressions may still be seen as adposi-
tional constructions, but others have turned into monomorphemic clause linkers.
At the initial stage of the development, the demonstrative directs the interlocu-
tors’ attention to a previous clause or proposition and the adposition specifies
a particular semantic relationship between the two clauses. Yet, as the develop-
ment continues, the demonstrative and the adposition may lose their status as
independent words and may fuse into a single morpheme (e.g. German darum).

There are also some languages in our sample in which conjunctive adverbs
are based on demonstratives and topic or focus markers. In Galo (Sino-Tibetan),
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Table 2: Examples of conjunctive adverbs

Language Form Gloss Translation

German darum
(< daːr-umbi)

that.OBL-because.of ‘therefore’

Japanese sore-kara that-after ‘and then’
Burmese da=jaun this=because.of ‘therefore’
Awa Pit suna=akwa that=because.of ‘because of that’
Supyire lire e this in ‘so, therefore’
Epena Pedee maa-phéda like.that-after ‘after that’
Menya i-ta-ŋi that-from-given ‘after that, as a result’
Hixkaryana ɨre ke that because.of ‘therefore’
Koyra Chiini woo di banda DEM DEF behind ‘afterwards’
Chumash ʔakim-pi there-LOC ‘during (that time)’

for instance, sequential relations of time and result are expressed by okkəə ‘and,
then, so’, which derives from the ablative demonstrative okə ‘this.NEAR.YOU’ and
the topic marker əə (Post 2007: 370). Similarly, in Bilua some “linking adverbs”
are based on a distal demonstrative and a focus marker (28).

(28) Bilua (Solomons East Papuan; Obata 2003: 45)

a. sainio ‘therefore, then’ < sai inio ‘there FOC’
b. soinio ‘therefore, accordingly’ < so inio ‘that FOC’

Apart from manner demonstratives and adpositional phrases, linking clauses
provide a common source for conjunctive adverbs. There are various types of
linking clauses (cf. Guérin 2019), but many of them are organised around a de-
monstrative and a proverb verb such as ‘be’ or ‘do’, as in (29) and (30) from
Alamblak and Manambu.

(29) Alamblak (Sepik, Sepik Hill; Bruce 1984: 283)
yira
fish

buga-m
all-3PL

fa-më-r-m.
eat-RPST-3SG.M-3PL

[ɨnd-net-r-n,
DEM-do-3SG.M-DEP

yati-fa-më-r.]
stomach-eat-RPST-3SG.M
‘He ate all the fish. He did that (therefore), he had a stomach ache.’
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(30) Manambu (Sepik, Middle Sepik; Aikhenvald 2008: 494)
sanaːk
money.LK.DAT

karabə
men’s.house.LK

jaːp
thing

kui-taka-dana-ti,
give.to.third.PST-put-3PL.SBJ-3PL

[alək
that.DAT

tə-ku
BE-ASP.SS

maː
NEG

tə].
HAVE.NEG

‘They gave away the things from men’s house for money, this is why
they do not have (them anymore).’

In both examples, the second sentence is connected to the preceding sentence
by a (linking) clause that includes a demonstrative pronoun and a proverb. In
Alamblak, the linking clause is a single word consisting of the demonstrative
ɨnd, the proverb net ‘do’, a third person suffix and a dependent marker. In Man-
ambu, the linking clause is composed of the distal demonstrative a ‘that’ (in da-
tive case) and a medial clause including the verb tə ‘be, stand’.3 Note that both
the demonstrative and the medial clause are also used alone for clause combin-
ing, but according to Aikhenvald (2008: 494) the expression alək tə-ku is in the
process of developing into a complex clause linker meaning ‘and so, as a result’.

Linking clauses of this type provide a common strategy of clause combining
in Papuan languages (e.g. Alamblak, Manambu, Korafe, Menya) but also occur in
other languages in our sample. Korean, for instance, has a whole series of “con-
junctive adverbials” that derive from linking clauses including the demonstrative
ku ‘that’ and the verb ha(y) ‘do, be’ (31).

(31) Korean (Isolate; Sohn 1994: 89–90; 2009: 292)

a. kulayse ‘so, thus, therefore’ < ku-li/le-hay-se
‘that-along/like-do/be-as’

b. kuliko ‘and’ < ku-li-ha-ko ‘that-along/like-do-and’
c. kulehciman ‘but, however’ < ku-li/le-ha-ciman

‘that-along/like-do/be-though’
d. kulinikka ‘therefore’ < ku-li/le-ha-nikka

‘that-along/like-do/be-because’

3Medial clauses are dependent clauses of clause chaining constructions. They occur with switch-
reference markers that indicate whether the subsequent clause includes the same or a different
subject (Haiman & Munro 1983).
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7 Adverbial subordinate conjunctions

Adverbial clauses are subordinate clauses that express a wide range of seman-
tic relations (Thompson et al. 2007; see also Diessel 2019b). Since many of these
relations are also expressed by adpositional phrases, it is not surprising that ad-
verbial clauses are often marked by adpositions. In English, for example, some
temporal adverbial clauses are introduced by subordinate conjunctions that are
also used as temporal prepositions (e.g. since, after, before).

Across languages, there is a close connection between adverbial subordinators
and certain semantic types of adpositions, notably adpositions of time, cause
and purpose. However, in addition to adpositions, adverbial clauses occur with
a wide range of other subordinating morphemes, including morphemes that are
historically related to demonstratives. In German, for example, some adverbial
clauses of time and purpose are introduced by subordinate conjunctions that
include the demonstratives dem ‘that.DAT’, da ‘there’ and so ‘so, thus’ (32).

(32) Modern German (Indo-European, Germanic)

a. seitdem ‘since’, nachdem ‘after’, indem ‘by’
b. damit ‘in order to, so that’, da ‘since, as, because’
c. sobald ‘as soon as’, sofern ‘as long as’

Note that some of the subordinate conjunctions in (32) are composed of a de-
monstrative and an adposition, similar to conjunctive adverbs such as darum
‘therefore’ (see §6). We will come back to this below. Here we note that while
subordinate conjunctions are often similar to conjunctive adverbs, there is a clear
structural difference between them in Modern German. In contrast to conjunc-
tive adverbs (e.g. darum), adverbial subordinators (e.g. damit) introduce subordi-
nate clauses that are distinguished frommain clauses, or paratactic sentences, by
a particular word order. As can be seen in (33a), in adverbial clauses, the finite
verb occurs in clause-final position, whereas in main clauses (33b), the finite verb
comes in second position, i.e. right after the conjunctive adverb. Thus, while it
is often said that adverbial clauses and paratactic sentences form a continuum
(e.g. Thompson et al. 2007: 237), there are languages like German in which the
continuum is divided into separate constructions.

(33) Modern German (Indo-European, Germanic)

a. Wir
we

gehen
go

jetzt,
now

damit
so.that

wir
we

nicht
not

zu
too

spät
late

sind.
are

‘We are leaving now so that we won’t be late.’
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b. Wir
we

haben
have

den
the

Zug
train

verpasst;
missed

darum
therefore

sind
are

wir
we

zu
too

spät.
late

‘We missed the train; that’s why we are too late.’

Apart from German, there are several other languages in our sample in which
adverbial clauses are marked by subordinate conjunctions that are etymologi-
cally related to demonstratives. For example, in English, result clauses are intro-
duced by so that, and in French, conditional clauses are introduced by themanner
demonstrative si ‘if’ (König 2012). Two further examples of demonstrative subor-
dinate conjunctions are shown in (34) and (35).

(34) Tamashek (Afro-Asiatic, Berber; Heath 2005: 663)
[ɑ=̀s
DEM=INS

Ø-æmmu-t]
3M.SG.SBJ.die.ASP-AUG

n-ə̀glɑ.
1SG.SBJ-go.away.ASP

‘When he died, we went away.’

(35) Yimas (Lower Sepik-Ramu, Lower Sepik; Foley 1991: 453)
[m-n-awram-r-mp-n]
DEM-3SG.A-enter-PFV-SG-OBL

mpa-n
one-SG

namarawt
person.SG

anak.
COP.1SG

‘When he went in, he went alone.’

As can be seen, in Tamashek temporal ‘when’ clauses are marked by a demon-
strative and an instrumental case clitic (Heath 2005: 663), and in Yimas “finite
oblique clauses”, which are functionally equivalent to adverbial clauses in En-
glish, are expressed by nominalisations that begin with the “near distal deictic
base” m- ‘that’ (Foley 1991: 435). Other languages in which some adverbial sub-
ordinate conjunctions are historically related to demonstratives include Wari’
(time clauses), Jamul Tiipay (time and purpose clauses) and Bilinarra (conditional
clauses) (see Heine & Kuteva 2007: 250–251 for additional examples).

Given that the subordinate conjunctions of adverbial clauses are often similar
to conjunctive adverbs (e.g. German damit ‘so that’ with darum ‘therefore’), we
may hypothesise that (some) subordinate conjunctions derive from paratactic
clause linkers (Hopper & Traugott 2003: 185). However, while this hypothesis is
not implausible, there is little evidence for it in our data. On the contrary, the
available data suggest that the demonstratives of adverbial subordinators do not
usually derive from paratactic clause linkers but from demonstratives of other
types of subordinate clauses. In German, for instance, adverbial conjunctions
such as seitdem ‘since’ and nachdem ‘after’ are not derived from conjunctive ad-
verbs of paratactic sentences but from oblique relative clauses in Old and Middle
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High German, e.g. sît dem mâle daʒ ‘since the time that’ (Lockwood 1968: 238).
Similar types of adverbial subordinators occur in Tamashek (Heath 2005) and Yi-
mas (Foley 1991), in which adverbial clauses are marked by demonstratives that
also occur in relative clauses. While there are no diachronic data to investigate
the diachronic origins of adverbial subordinators in Tamashek and Yimas, Heath
(2005: 663–675) and Foley (1991: 435–444) make it clear that the adverbial clauses
of these languages are derived from oblique relatives.

More research is needed to determine the diachronic trajectories of demon-
strative subordinate conjunctions in adverbial clauses, but judging from the ev-
idence in our database we suspect that the demonstratives of adverbial subordi-
nate conjunctions are more frequently derived from demonstrative relativisers,
complementisers or linking and nominalising articles than from discourse deictic
demonstratives or paratactic clause linkers.

8 Correlatives

The notion of correlative is used in many different ways in linguistics (Lipták
2009). In the current study, we use the term “correlative” for pronominal and
conjunctive elements of main clauses that serve to indicate the occurrence of
an associated subordinate clause (or a particular element within the subordinate
clause). Since subordinate clauses are commonlymarked by a subordinatingmor-
pheme – a relativiser, complementiser or adverbial conjunction – a correlative is
often used together with a subordinate marker. In conditional sentences, for in-
stance, subordinate conjunctions are often paired with a correlative in the main
clause (e.g. English if/then).

What is important in the context of the current chapter is that correlatives are
very often based on demonstratives. Consider, for instance, the two following
examples of conditional/concessive sentences from German (36) and Hungarian
(37).

(36) Modern German (Indo-European, Germanic)
Auch
Even

wenn
though

noch
still

vieles
much

unklar
unclear

ist,
is

(so)
so

müssen
must

wir
we

doch
still

jetzt
now

handeln.
act

‘Even though much is still unclear, we must act now.’
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(37) Hungarian (Uralic, Ugric; Kenesei et al. 1998: 51)
Ha
if

Péter
Peter

el-alszik,
PRE-sleeps

(akkor)
then

Anna
Anna

meg-haragszik.
PRE-is.angry

‘If Peter falls asleep, Anna will get angry.’

In both languages the main clauses of conditional/concessive sentences are
optionally introduced by a correlative. The German correlative so is a manner
demonstrative that is also used in many other contexts (cf. §4 to §6),4 and the
Hungarian correlative akkor ‘then’ is composed of the demonstrative az ‘that’
and the temporal suffix -kor ‘at (the time)’.

Correlatives are not only used with conditional/concessive clauses; they also
occur with other semantic types of adverbial clauses. The following examples
from German, Hungarian and Georgian include demonstrative correlatives that
serve to anticipate upcoming adverbial clauses of manner (38), cause (39) and
result (40).

(38) Modern German (Indo-European, Germanic)
Ich
I

mache
do

das
that

so,
so

wie
as

du
you

gesagt
said

hast.
have

‘I will do it (in the way) as you said.’

(39) Hungarian (Uralic, Ugric; Kenesei et al. 1998: 51)
Anna
Anna

az-ért
that-for

haragszik,
is.angry

mert
because

Péter
Peter

elaludt.
slept

‘Anna is angry because Peter has fallen asleep.’

(40) Georgian (Kartvelian; Hewitt 1995: 578)
Ik
there

iset-i
like.that-AGR

mgl-eb-i
wolf-PL-NOM

da
and

t’ur-eb-i
jackal-PL-NOM

ar-i-an,
be-PRS-they

rom
SUB

še-g-č’am-en.
PRE-you-devour-they.FUT
‘There are such wolves and jackals there that they will devour you.’

4Interestingly, so is not only used as a correlative, it can also function as a conditional conjunc-
tion, similar to French si ‘if’ (< sīc ‘thus, so’) (e.g. So Gott will, wird er wieder gesund ‘If God
wants (it), he will get well’). According to Traugott (1985), conditional so and si were origi-
nally used as correlatives that were later extended to subordinate clauses and reanalysed as
conditional conjunctions (see also Harris 1986).
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Like adverbial clauses, relative clauses may occur with a correlative in the
main clause. Linguistic typologists distinguish between several types of relative
constructions and one of them is the correlative relative clause (Lipták 2009).
Correlative relatives were very frequent in the ancient Indo-European languages
(e.g. Hittite, Sanskrit) and are still the dominant relative construction in the In-
dic branch of modern Indo-European languages (Srivastav 1991). In Hindi, for
example, the most frequent type of relative clause is a correlative construction
in which the relative clause typically precedes the main clause as in (41).

(41) Hindi (Indo-European, Indic; Lipták 2009: 1)
[jo
REL

laRkii
girl

khaRii
standing

hai]
is

vo
that

lambii
tall

hai.
is

‘The girl who is standing is tall.’

The relative clauses of correlative constructions are non-embedded clauses
that typically include the head they modify. In (41), laRkii ‘girl’ is the nominal
head of the relative clause, which is marked by the morpheme jo and resumed in
the second clause by the correlative vo ‘that’. Vo is a case-inflected demonstrative
pronoun that is obligatory in this context and serves to indicate the syntactic
function of the head within the main clause.

Similar types of correlative relative clauses occur in other languages of our
sample. Like the correlative constructions of Hindi (and other Indic languages),
the correlative constructions of these languages consist of non-embedded rela-
tive clauses in which the nominal head is “represented” by a demonstrative cor-
relative in the main clause. Two examples from Wappo and Georgian are given
in (42) and (43).

(42) Wappo (Wappo-Yukian; Thompson et al. 2006: 115)
ah
1SG.NOM

[i-ø
1SG-ACC

k’ew-ø
man-ACC

naw-ta]
see-PST.DEP

ce
DEM

hak’-šeʔ.
like-DUR

‘I like the man I saw.’

(43) Georgian (Kartvelian; Hewitt 1995: 607)
[gušin
yesterday

rom
SUB

beč’ed-i
ring-NOM

(Ø-Ø-)m-a-čuk-e],
you-it-me-LOC-present-AOR.IND

is
that.NOM

(beč’ed-i)
ring-NOM

sad
where

ar-i-s?
be-PRS-it

‘Where is that ring which you presented to me yesterday?’
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Note that the correlative relative clauses in Wappo do not include a marker
of the head noun (parallel to Hindi yo) and that the correlative constructions in
Georgian may include a copy of the head in the second clause (i.e. beč’ed-i ‘ring-
NOM’). In general, correlative relative constructions are very flexible. There is a
tendency to prepose the relative clause, but in all of the languages with correla-
tive relatives in our sample, the relative clause may also be postposed to the main
clause, and the head noun may occur either within the relative clause (which is
most frequent) or in the main clause or in both clauses.

Finally, there are also some languages in our sample in which complement
clauses occur with a correlative pronoun. Depending on the order of main and
complement clause, the correlative is either forward referring, as in (44) from
Hungarian, or it is backwards referring, as in (45) from Thai Kamti. Note that
Inglis (2014: 119) refers to the demonstrative in (45) as a “complement marker”,
but given that nai1 ‘this’ serves as object of the second clause, we consider nai1

a backwards referring correlative rather than a complementiser.

(44) Hungarian (Uralic, Ugric; Kenesei et al. 1998: 28)
Anna
Anna

tudta
knew.DEF

(azt),
that/it.ACC

hogy
that

Péter
Peter

beteg.
sick

‘Anna knew that Peter was sick.’

(45) Thai Kamti (Tai-Kadai; Kam-Tai; Inglis 2014: 119)
[tang4

with
man4

3SG
uu5]
live

nai1

COMP
kau3

1SG
piuu5

be.happy
uu5.
IMPF

‘(I) am happy that (I) live with her.’ (Lit. ‘I live with her, this I am happy
(about).’)

9 Topic markers

The final type of clause linker to be considered in this chapter serves to mark
topics. In their basic use, topic markers accompany nominal constituents, but
in some languages topic markers also occur with subordinate clauses. For in-
stance, in many languages conditional clauses include a topic marker (Haiman
1985). Haiman (1978) argued that the frequent use of topic markers in conditional
clauses is motivated by the communicative function of conditionals to lay the
foundation for the interpretation of subsequent clauses (see also Diessel 2005b).
But topic markers do not only occur in conditionals; they also appear in other
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types of preposed adverbial clauses (Thompson et al. 2007) and certain types of
relative clauses (de Vries 1995).

Topic markers are often historically related to copulas and adpositions (e.g.
as for), but also develop from demonstratives. There are, for instance, several
Papuan languages in our sample in which noun phrases, preposed adverbial
clauses and internally headed relatives occur with the same demonstrative as
topic marker, as in (46) from Usan.

(46) Usan (Trans-New Guinea, Madang; Reesink 1984: 182, 200, 187)

a. [munai
house

âib
big

eng]
this.GIVEN

yonou
my

bain
older.brother

mindat-erei.
build-3SG.PST

‘The big house, my older brother built.’
b. [wau

child
eâb
cry.SS

igor-iner
be-3SG.FUT

eng]
this.GIVEN

unor
mother

mâni
yam

utibâ.
she.will.give.him

‘If the child is crying, his mother will give him yam.’
c. [qemi

bow
eng
this.GIVEN

munon
man

bau-or
take-3SG.PST

eng]
this.GIVEN

ye
I

me
not

ge-au.
see-NOM

‘The bow that the man took I did not see.’

In all three examples, the initial constituent is marked by eng ‘this.GIVEN’,
which is composed of the proximal demonstrative e ‘here, this’ and a marker
for given information. If eng is used as a topic marker, it follows the associated
noun phrase or subordinate clause, but eng can also function as an independent
pronoun meaning ‘this/that one’ (Himmelmann 1997: 209).

Similar types of topic markers occur in several other Papuan languages (Wam-
bon, Korafe, Menya, Urim). For instance, Wambon (47) and Korafe (48) use de-
monstratives at the end of preposed subordinate clauses that one might analyse
as topics.

(47) Wambon (Trans-New Guinea, Awju-Dumut; de Vries 1995: 518)

a. [Wano-ne-e
child-TRS-CONN

moke-knde-n-eve]
be.afraid-3PL.PRS-TR-that

kaimo-nde
teacher-CONN

koyomke-khe.
be.angry-3SG.PRS
‘The children are afraid because the teacher is angry.’

b. [Alive
yesterday

ndu-ne-e
sago-TR-CONN

takhima-lepo-n-eve]
buy-1SG.PST-TR-DEM

kaimo-nde.
good-is

‘The sago which I bought yesterday, is good.’
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(48) Korafe (Trans-New Guinea, Binanderean; Farr 1999: 77, 78)

a. [Nande
1SG.GEN

mandi
boy

evetu-fifitu-sira
woman-put-PST.3SG

a=mo],
that-TOP

jo
NEG

taima=da
bush=LOC

sumb-ae=ri.
run-not.do=COP.Q
‘When my son got married, he didn’t run away with her into the
bush.’

b. [Nande
1SG.GEN

mandi
boy

evetu-fifitu-sira
woman-put-PST.3SG

a=mo],
that-TOP

oroko
today

Moresby
Moresby

ir-ira.
remain-PRS.3SG
‘My son that’s married is living in Moresby now.’

On the face of it, the subordinate clauses in these examples look similar to
some of the nominalised clauses that we have seen in §3. In particular, Jamul
Tiipay and Assiniboine have relative and complement clauses that end with a
demonstrative (cf. 8c and 9c), but in contrast to the clause-final demonstratives
of Usan, Wambon and Korafe, the clause-final demonstratives of Jamul Tiipay
and Assiniboine do not occur in conditional clauses and do not seem to serve as
topic markers (according to our sources).

Since there are no diachronic corpora to study the development of demon-
strative topicalisers, we cannot be certain how these markers have evolved. Yet,
Reesink (1984) and de Vries (1995) proposed a scenario which, we believe, pro-
vides a plausible account for their development. Both scholars observe that topi-
calised subordinate clauses in Papuan languages are (often) resumed by a corre-
late pronoun at the beginning of the main clause, as in (49) from Wambon.

(49) Wambon (Trans-New Guinea, Awju-Dumut; de Vries 1995: 517, 518)

a. [Ko
there

mba-khe-n-o
stay-3SG.PRS-TR-CONN

kav=eve]
man=that

eve
that

na-mbap-nde.
my-father-is

‘The man who is staying there, that is my father.’
b. [Kikhuve

Digul
ndethekhel=eve]
rise.3SG.COND=that

eve
that

Manggelum
Manggelum

konoksiva.
go.NEG.1PL.INTENT

‘If the Digul river rises, then we do not want to go to Manggelum.’

According to de Vries, the demonstrative topicalisers of Wambon (and other
Papuan languages) are derived from demonstrative correlatives that have be-
come associated with the preceding subordinate clause. There is good evidence
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for this hypothesis, especially in Wambon. Since eve ‘that’ is a demonstrative
pronoun that cannot be interpreted as a determiner if it follows an NP or clause
(demonstrative determiners precede NPs in Wambon), it seems reasonable to as-
sume that eve evolved from a correlate pronoun rather than from a nominalising
article, or determiner, as some of the demonstrative clause linkers described in
§3 (Reesink 1984: 187–188).

10 Summary and conclusion

To conclude, demonstratives are of fundamental importance to clause combin-
ing. They are commonly used as anaphors and discourse deictics and provide
a very frequent source for the development of various types of grammatical
clause linkers. Some of these developments are frequently mentioned in text-
books and handbook chapters on grammaticalisation, but others have only been
described in reference grammars and other special sources. The current study
provides the first large-scale investigation of demonstrative clause linkers from
a cross-linguistic perspective. Drawing on data from a sample of 100 languages,
the chapter has analysed eight basic types of clause linkers that are frequently
derived from a demonstrative:

1. Relative pronouns

2. Linking and nominalising articles

3. Quotative markers

4. Complementisers

5. Conjunctive adverbs

6. Adverbial subordinate conjunctions

7. Correlatives

8. Topic markers

There is abundant evidence in our database that all of these markers are of-
ten etymologically related to demonstratives. Yet, while the deictic origins of
many clause linkers are morphologically transparent, it is not always clear how
they evolved. In accordance with the current literature on grammaticalisation,
we have argued that the development of demonstratives into grammatical clause
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linkers is crucially influenced by the constructions in which demonstratives oc-
cur. If we want to understand how and why demonstratives develop into gram-
matical clause linkers, we must not only consider the discourse-pragmatic uses
of demonstratives but also their syntactic functions.

One aspect that is not always recognised in the literature on grammaticalisa-
tion is that not all demonstrative clause linkers are immediately derived from de-
monstrative anaphors and discourse deictics. As we have seen, the various types
of demonstrative clause linkers are historically related to each other, and these
relationships are crucial for understanding the occurrence of demonstratives in
certain clause-linkage constructions. In particular, the analysis of demonstratives
in subordinate clauses needs to take into account that the various types of subor-
dinate markers are historically related (Schmidtke-Bode 2014; Diessel 2019b). For
instance, contrary to what is commonly assumed in the literature (e.g. Hopper
& Traugott 2003: 184–185), the demonstratives of nominal and adverbial clauses
are often based on demonstrative relative markers and articles rather than on
demonstrative clause linkers of paratactic sentences. While there are languages
in which complementisers and adverbial subordinators are immediately derived
from the discourse uses of demonstratives (see McConvell 2006 for some exam-
ples from Australian languages), this does not seem to be a major path of evolu-
tion.

Finally, on a more general note, this chapter presents new evidence for Brug-
mann’s (1904) and Bühler’s (1934) claim that many grammatical function mor-
phemes have a deictic origin. Current research on grammaticalisation has been
mainly concerned with the development of grammatical markers from content
words and has paid little attention to demonstratives. In fact, some researchers
have argued that all grammaticalisation processes evolve from nouns and verbs
(Heine & Kuteva 2007: 111). However, in addition to nouns and verbs, demonstra-
tives provide an extremely frequent source for the development of a wide range
of grammatical markers, including the many different types of clause linkers in-
vestigated in the current study. More research is needed to better understand
the mechanisms behind some of the developments considered in this chapter.
Yet, there is no doubt that demonstratives are of fundamental significance to the
diachronic evolution of grammar, including the evolution of grammatical clause
linkers and clause linkage constructions.
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Abbreviations

The chapter abides by the Leipzig Glossing Rules. Additional or deviant abbrevi-
ations include:

ACT actor voice
AOR aorist
ASP aspect
ASP.NEG aspect negation
AUG augment
CONN connective
CT contrastive
DP dependent marker
EMPH emphatic
EP epenthetic
EVD indirect evidence
GIVEN given information
HAB habitual
IMPF imperfect
INAN inanimate
INTENT intentional
LK linker/linking article
MED medial demonstrative

MID middle voice
NARR narrative
NHYP nonhypothetical
OUT V outward
PAT patient
POT potential, hypothetical
PRE prefix
PRES presentative
PRN pronoun
RPST remote past tense
RC relative construction
SJREL subject relative
SS same subject
ST first part of a

discontinuous root
START inceptive
SUB subordinator
TRS transitional sound

Appendix: Language sample

AFRICA: Fongbe, Hausa, Jamsay, Kana, Khwe, Konso, Koyra Chiini, Krongo,
Lango, Mayogo, Mbay, Nkore Kiga, Noon, Supyire, Tamashek

NORTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA: Assiniboine, Choctaw, (Barbareño) Chumash,
Jamul Tiipay, Kiowa, (Chalcatongo) Mixtec, Musqueam, Ojibwe, Purépecha,
Rama, Slave, Tepehua, Tümpisa Shoshone, Tzutujil, Wappo, West Greenlandic

SOUTH AMERICA: Aguaruna, Awa Pit, Barasano, Cavineña, Epena Pedee, Hix-
karyana, Hup, Jarawara, Kwazá, Mapudungun, Matsés, Mekens, Mosetén, (Hual-
laga) Quechua, Tariana, Trumai, Urarina, Warao, Wari’, Yagua, Yurakaré

EURASIA: Abkhaz, Arabic, Basque, Evenki, French, Georgian, German, Hindi,
Hungarian, Japanese, Korean, Lezgian,Malayalam, Santali, Serbo-Croatian, Turk-
ish, (Kolyma) Yukaghir

SOUTHEAST ASIA AND OCEANIA: Burmese, Hmong Njua, Begak Ida’an, Toba
Batak, Lao, Mandarin Chinese, Meithei, Semelai, Tagalog, Thai Kamti, Tetun, To-
qabaqita, Tukang Besi, Vietnamese
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AUSTRALIA AND NEW GUINEA: Alamblak, Ambulas, Amele, Bariai, Kayardild,
Komnzo, Korafe, Manambu, Mangarayi, Martuthunira, Menya, Motuna, Ungarin-
jin, Usan, Wambaya, Wambon, Yimas
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